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ABSTRACT 
This Thesis explains that the development of a method by which researchers can 
identify normative behaviour of translators will enable the standardisation of 
equivalences between English and Arabic. The thesis suggests that achieving such a 
method will minimise political disputes. In showing that norms have an effect on the 
behaviour of translators, the thesis examines and evaluates the resulting products of 
translators, i.e. translations, and presents explanations of why these effects occur. By 
eliminating the choices of equivalences, which were prejudiced by translators' 
normative behaviour, the standardisation could be achievable. 
The thesis underscores the inadequacy of the suggestion that translators should learn a 
certain set of translational norms and should follow them. It argues, however, that 
being exposed to various norms whether, translational, cultural or otherwise plays an 
important role in the quality of translation. In illustrating the latter, the thesis 
provides an empirical study by which one hundred different translations are analysed 
by the use of a manual corpora method. The experiment records significant factors, 
which prove the effects of norms on translators, and offers different measures by 
which these factors are evaluated. Accordingly, the thesis examines the normative 
behaviour of translators in their decision-making process in relation to the translation 
of legal texts as part of international documents only. The thesis uses the 10rdan-
Israeli Peace Treaty signed in 1994 as a case study. 
The key point is that, if legal and political translation between English and Arabic is 
prejudiced by negative normative behaviour, this will without doubt result in political 
disputes. The aim of this thesis is to suggest a method by which Arabic equivalences 
of English legal terms are relatively' standardised and compiled in an index to be 
referred to by legal translators in iUture cases. The thesis suggests the establishment 
of a translation planning committee (TPC) to act as the authority responsible for 
conducting the suggested method. 
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The Application of the Theory of Norms to the Translations of International 
Treaties: A Case Study of The Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty 
In the rapidly changing world of international politics, the rising demand for accurate, 
coherent and clear laws has substantially increased the need for professionalism in 
translation. Long known to be a tool of manipulation, translation served a 
considerable number of empires throughout history. Governments realized that 
translation plays a crucial role in conveying the true words of law; consequently, 
translation has become one of the most competitive professions of the modem era. 
The interaction between the European languages and Arabic was no exception to the 
political manipulation and shaping and reshaping of political history. Somekh 
(1981: 193) claims that the 19th century marks the beginnings of translation from 
European languages to Arabic and hence exposing the Arab-speaking society to 
European cultural influences. He also claims that these translations, which were 
mainly from English and French, were directed towards legal, journalistic and 
technical texts. Translations also included military texts especially after the French 
invasion of Egypt in 1798. This period marked the start of modem day mass 
translation sponsored by governments. (Cleveland 1994: 67) 
In the present day, translation is now a popular profession due to the increase in 
demand of undergraduate and postgraduate programs at universities allover the world 
opening new doors to both scholars and students in the field and resulting in new 
approaches, new theories and new debates. All this reflects the growing concern in 
relation to the increasing demand for better translations and translators with higher 
degree of knowledge, skill and competence. The notions of the satisfactory 
(appropriate) translation, and the competent translator became the heart of discussion 
within academic circles. Conferences, workshops and seminars are held with the aim 
of finding the best methods by which translators' competence may be enhanced and 
thus improving translation quality. 
The current thesis is no exception; the core of this research addresses the complexity 
of legal translation. The aim of conducting this research is an attempt to find a 
method through which the translators' choices of equivalences may be standardised. 
If this can be achieved, then this thesis will be able to suggest that the tested method 
can be adopted at a higher level of processing and can result in the compilation of a 
standardised list of equivalences appearing 10 an index to be used in future 
translations. The thesis also suggests that if this method proves achievable, a 
Translation Planning Committee (TPC) ought to be established to act as the authority 
responsible for conducting and supervising the method. In the case of the current 
research, this process is only performed within the limits of the legal text from 
English to Arabic. The case study that is used involves chosen parts taken from the 
Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty signed on 19941. 
The reason for choosing this particular treaty stems from two factors: its importance 
as a political document, and its importance as subject of translation. The treaty has 
played an important role in reshaping the future of Jordanian-Israeli relations. As the 
Middle East enters the twenty-first century, it is "torn by political uncertainty, 
economic inequity, social turbulence and psychological incoherence". (Bill & 
Springborg 2000: xi) Hence, various Middle Eastern political leaders have felt it 
prudent to develop policies with the aim of achieving stability and peace as a 
I Sec Appendix IV 
2 
prerequisite for modernisation and development. Jordan as a \1iddle Eastern country 
has always sought genuine peace with Israel. Therefore, caught amidst rapid political 
and economic transformation, the late King Hussein tried to lift lordan from the firm 
grip of political turbulence and economic uncertainty. Hence, searching for the 
country's political stability, peace with Israel was an inevitable solution. The Peace 
Treaty between the two belligerent countries was signed on the 26th of October 1994. 
Although the Jordan-Israel treaty's articles were implemented, comprehensive peace 
in the region failed to materialise. The peace treaty as a document might have opened 
channels for negotiations and benefited both countries, but it has not solved the 
ongoing problems in the heart of the Middle East. 
The Peace Treaty as a document stands today as a historical document in the political 
history of lordan. The original transcript of the peace document was written in 
English but in order for the treaty to be ratified by the Parliaments of the involved 
countries; lordan and Israel, and to be accessible to the public of both countries it was 
translated into Arabic and Hebrew, the native languages of the two negotiating 
parties. Hence, a team of professional translators was assembled for the purpose of 
translating the treaty. The team included highly qualified translators from: the Royal 
Court, the Prime Ministry and the Jordan News Agency who act as the official 
translators of the government. The team's work and efforts culminated in the official 
I ' 2 trans atlOn . 
The nature of the treaty is highly sensitive, dealing with crucial political and 
economic issues which play a major role in the stability of the region These issues 
~ Throughout the thesis, the description 'official translation' "ill refer to the aforementioned version of 
translation published by the Jordan Media Group, Publication No. 18, Third printing, August 1995. 
See Appendix V 
3 
include: borders, security, territorial waters, tourism, trading, etc. Therefore, those 
who translated this legal document must have undertaken the greatest efforts in order 
to ensure that their translation says exactly what is intended to be said while at the 
same time ensuring that there is no place or opportunity for misinterpretation. The 
second factor involves the importance of the document as a subject of analysis. As 
subject of translation the peace treaty makes an authentic piece of translatable and 
translated material, it comprises a rich source of translation analysis. 
The hypothesis, which is tested through the current research, involves the application 
of the theory of norms to the Arabic translation of the text of the Jordan-Israel Peace 
Treaty. The research aims to explain whether or not translators are governed by 
norms during the act of translation, and how this affects the resulting product. If 
convincing results are achieved by the experiment used to prove the hypothesis, the 
research endeavours to suggest a method by which legal translational terms between 
English and Arabic may become standardised. 
With the compilation of a legal translation index based on the method suggested in the 
current thesis, the researcher hopes that this method will bring the legal/political 
conflicts arising from misinterpretation of text to a minimum. However, it is clear 
that the current research will not be able to include all equivalents occurring in the 
legal and political languages given that the text used to conduct the experiment is not 
a comprehensive text. Nevertheless, the significance of this research and its 
contribution to the field of translation studies is that by making use of the results 
achieved from corpus-based studies of translation, the status of the applied branch of 
translation studies will considerably advance. 
With regards to the layout of the current thesis, it constitutes a combination of a 
theoretical part and a practical part. The aim is to reveal the theoretical framework for 
4 
translation as a theory of action, and to show how translators put the theory into action 
in order to achieve the desired translation effect in practice. The current thesis 
consists of six chapters: Chapter One being the Introduction, while Chapter Two 
presents a highly theoretical review of the literature of the theories employed in the 
current research in general. Chapter Three presents a specific explanation of the 
empirical methodology employed in the thesis and provides a review of the theory of 
norms and its relation to translation. Chapter Four is devoted to legal translation and 
examining the difficulties arising in the chosen ST. Chapter Five consist of two 
halves; it presents the experiment design and the data analysis. The two halves of 
Chapter Five constitute the heart of the research and include the findings and results 
of the empirical experiment. Finally, Chapter Six provides a conclusion to the thesis. 
Following is a summary of the thesis' chapters in detail: 
Chapter Two reviews the literature of current translation theories covering the last 40 
years. It presents the fundamental changes which have affected translation theory and 
have thus resulted in the emergence of two major schools of thought in translation 
theory. Chapter Two presents the neat split between the Linguistically-Oriented 
School and the Descriptive Studies School and reveal the similarities and differences 
in their approaches to translation studies. Chapter Two is divided into three parts: 
Part one gives a detailed description of the methods adopted by the Linguistically-
Oriented School represented by the subject of Translatology, which was developed in 
Germany by the Leipzig School. The most influential feature that drew the Leipzig 
School together was their ongoing research into the notion of 'equivalence'. The two 
dominant approaches which branched from the Linguistically-Oriented School are· 
the 'text-linguistics approach' and the 'corpus-based translation approach'. The 
former based its theories on the importance of the text as the basic unit of 
5 
communication, and through this, the concept of the pragmatics of translation was 
introduced. The later, corpus-based translation, is the most recent approach in 
translation studies which was affected by the Linguistically-Oriented School. The 
focus of this approach is the explanation of translation itself as a textual phenomenon, 
by way of computer-based programs, which work to analyse languages by mapping 
their forms and patterns. Part two explains translation as a cross-cultural approach. 
Followers of this approach saw that the notion of culture should be integrated in the 
study of translation and hence presented two new views of translation; the first view 
sees translation as closely connected to culture, whereas the second presented the 
theory of'skopos' or 'aim' of translation. Part three includes an explanation of the 
Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS) approach, which emerged as an empirical 
approach to the study of translation, opposing the traditional approach in linguistics, 
which for a long time attempted to draw a dividing line between language and extra-
linguistic reality. The two major schools which emerged from this approach were 
'translation as manipulation' and 'translation in the context of the receiver's culture'. 
The former suggested that translations imply a degree of manipulation of the source 
text in order to fulfil a particular purpose in the target culture. The latter, which is the 
focus of the current research, regards translation as a network of different players 
working together to achieve one particular goal, the goal being translations to be 
regarded as facts of the culture which hosts them. (Toury 1995b: 136) 
Whereas Chapter Two reviews a general description of the recent literatures applied 
to translation studies, Chapter Three is dedicated to explaining the research 
methodology of the thesis and its theoretical framework. It includes a general 
explanation of the empirical methodology employed in translation studies and 
explains its relation to the theory of norms, which was presented by the followers of 
6 
DTS. Chapter Three addresses two basic requIrements of the current thesis. it 
describes its research methodology and presents a detailed explanation of its 
theoretical framework. It explains the empirical methodology used in the current 
thesis which describes the phenomenon involving the application of the theory of 
norms on translations of international treaties. The research then establishes general 
principles by means of which this phenomenon can be explained or predicted. With 
the use of a qualitative approach and adopting the method of corpora in analysing 
translations, the research expects to employ means for describing and attempting to 
understand observed regularities or patterns in the behaviour of translators. Chapter 
Three is divided into three parts; part one presents the methodology that is adopted in 
the research, which includes the identification of the research problem and research 
questions in addition to the methods of analysis used to tackle the problem and the 
factors affecting it. It demonstrates that the research employs a descriptive systemic 
approach on the whole of the thesis on one hand, and uses corpora in the analysis of 
the empirical study on the other. Hence, in the current research 'corpora' is 
considered the applied branch of translation studies, which is used in order to 
understand the constraints under which translators operate in their decision-making 
process, and which presumably affect their products. Chapter Three puts forward the 
thesis' question which involves the concept of nonns. It also proposes the hypothesis 
as to whether corpus translation analysis will enable finding an explanation as to 
whether translators are affected by certain sets of nonns and why. And whether by 
achieving this, one can use the findings in order to standardise translation equivalents 
Hence, part two presents the role of 'nonns' as an object of DTS and its relation to 
translation studies. It explains the notion of 'nonns' within the social context by 
pointing out both its features and role in society, as "the prescribed guide for conduct 
7 
or action, which is generally complied with by a member of society" (Ullman-
Margalit 1977: 12) Part two describes the features of norms including their cultural 
nature, degree of durability, and issues regarding their existence and validity On the 
other hand part three discusses the relation between translation and norms; it presents 
an analytical view of translation as an activity constrained by norms. Part three 
begins with discussing the relation between 'norms' and 'equivalence'. It provides a 
description of the meaning of the notion of equivalence and gives an explication of 
the space this notion occupied in translation studies, and further explains why it was 
rejected by the descriptive studies' school as the centre of research in translation 
studies. Part three also presents an explanation of the role 'equivalence' plays in 
DTS, and its relation to the theory of 'norms'. Chapter Three highlights the work of 
the translation-scholar Gideon Toury commencing with his understanding of the 
notion of 'equivalence' to his application of 'norms' to translation. Toury believes 
that norms are the means which determine what type of translational relation there 
will be between a source and a target text, and hence a description of Toury's norms 
of translation is presented. 
On a different level, Chapter three introduces the distinction between 'legal norms' 
and 'translation norms applied to legal texts', and their connection to each other. It 
points out that legal norms are used in order to help avoid the ambiguity or vagueness 
in the interpretation of legal texts, whereas translation norms applied to legal texts 
define the choices of the translator in choosing the most appropriate translation 
strategy which guarantees the same legal effect in the TL. The main objective of 
Chapter Three is to describe the methodology which underlies the research and its 
relation to the application of the theory of norms to the examined text. It also presents 
a literature review of the theory of norms and the effects they have on the act of 
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translation and translation analysis. It is the application of the theory of norms on 
translation which forms the base of the current research. 
Chapter Four is designed to discuss the topic of legal translation. The purpose behind 
introducing Chapter Four is to draw attention to the fact that a legal text is a highly 
specialised form of text and hence translations of such a text should be treated 
differently to any other genre of translation. Chapter Four points out that legal 
translation, in the present time, is classified as an independent discipline supported by 
specialised training institutions and identified as separate branch of translation studies 
in many universities around the world. Nevertheless, Chapter Four addresses only 
one genre of legal documents, that of 'International Treaties', which have always had 
a special weight in the politics of the world, due to the role they play in International 
disputes. Therefore, in order to minimise the political disputes which arise from 
misinterpretation of legal text, it seems obvious that there should be some sort of 
methodology which translators of legal text should follow in general, and a standard 
form of legal concepts' equivalents which should be applied in the translations of this 
genre of legal text in particular. 
Chapter Four is divided into four parts: Part one addresses legal language in general. 
It gives a description of the differences between standard and legal languages and 
their relation to each other. Part one also points out the features which characterise 
legal language and the significance of these features in the work of the translator. It 
further discusses the genres of legal texts and in particular international treaties, and 
hence a full description concerning the composition of a treaty is presented. Part two 
provides a historical background of the translation of legal documents and the 
sensitivity this form of translation carries within it~ therefore, the research also 
presents an explanation of the process of translating a legal text. This leads to the 
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third part of the chapter which presents the challenges that face the translator of legal 
texts in general, including the translators competence, differences in the legal systems 
and the issue of document authenticity. Whereas part three describes the problems 
facing the translator of legal texts in general, part four is dedicated to the analysis of 
the chosen ST. Firstly, part four explains the significance of choosing the Jordan-
Israel Peace Treaty as a case study in the current research. It also gives a description 
of the historical background of the ST. The aim of providing a background to the 
Peace Treaty is to emphasize the fact that this background will serve as the context 
which should be taken into consideration by the translators undertaking the empirical 
experiment. Chapter Four also points out the peculiarities of the examined S T, it 
highlights the problems which are expected to face translators undertaking the 
empirical experiment in the current research. Whilst taking the peculiarities of the ST 
into consideration, and in analysing the legal interpretation of the text, part four 
presents suggestions as to how translators might tackle the translation difficulties and 
ways to solving them. The choices made by translators are only tested on the 
equivalence level. 
On the other hand, Chapter Five presents the practical part of the thesis. In addition to 
adopting an empirical approach to the present study, the use of the qualitative method 
is also employed in order to explain social interactions. (Glassner & l\10rena 
1989: 15) The aim is to acquire as much information as possible concerning a 
particular social reality, and then build a general theory based on those findings. This 
involves looking at the interactions between the various players in given situations. In 
Chapter Five the thesis investigates the research phenomena with the aim of achieving 
tangible outcomes resulting from its application. This study principally looks at the 
hypothesis that translators are governed by translational and cultural norms, then tries 
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to identify reasons as to why this occurs, and how translation experts can use this 
phenomenon to standardise Arabic equivalents of English legal terms in an attempt to 
minimize the damage done by misinterpretation of international documents. The 
empirical experiment looks at translational norms in primary material, i.e. the 
translations, and secondary material, i.e. theoretical or critical approaches of how the 
translators should proceed, what is expected of them, etc. 
Chapter Five consists of two halves. The first half includes the experiment design and 
the way it is processed in addition to the first part of the data analysis, whereas the 
second half includes the second part of the data analysis and the results of the 
empirical experiment. Hence, Chapter Five is divided into four parts. 
In part one, Chapter Five acknowledges that the research experiment is the core of the 
research and is therefore designed carefully. In part one the units of the experiment 
are defined clearly, and the relationship between them is also identified. Part one 
firstly presents the experiment design, which includes the study design per se and the 
logistical arrangements that the research proposes to undertake through the 
experiment. This contains the measurement procedures of the sampling strategy, the 
frame of analysis, in addition to the organisation of the empirical experiment by 
which the examined translations are analysed. It presents the processing of the 
experiment, including the choice of informant (sampling), choice of the ST and 
controlling the experiment. It also presents a detailed account of the problems faced 
whilst conducting the field-work. Most importantly, it gives a detailed explanation of 
the surve/ which is used as the basis for the empirical experiment. The survey 
provides the data which is analysed and on which the current thesis bases its results 
The survey is distributed to four groups of informants; it includes professional 
J See appendices I & II 
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translators, lecturers of translation, MA students of translation and undergraduate 
students of translation. The survey is divided into two parts: The first part IS a 
questionnaire which includes information about the informants' general and 
translational backgrounds. The questionnaire itself is divided into sections; part of it 
is designed to address all informants in general, whereas there are two specific 
sections, one to address the translators who took part in the official translation, and 
the other addresses both MA and undergraduate students who take part in the 
experiment. The data resulting from the questionnaire is tested against the second 
part of the survey which is a translation task of the chosen ST which consists of 
excerpts taken from the text of the Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty. 
Part two presents the processing of the questionnaire; it provides information 
presenting the informants' cognitive and extra-cognitive experience and the effects of 
their experiences on the decision-making process, and hence strategies used through 
the translation process. Through the processing of the questionnaire, the data is 
analysed in the form of tables and charts. 
Part three includes the analysis of the resulting translation. It is divided into three 
stages: stage one portrays the translation stylistics by indicating the set of inventory 
the translators had at their disposal and the options that were chosen. This is 
presented in the form of tables which include data representation and transcription. 
Stage two presents the occurring patterns in the translators' behaviour; it also provides 
an explication of these patterns and their relation to the behaviour of the translator 
with reference to the information given in the questionnaire in order to test their 
conformity or non-conformity to norms. The difficulties arising in translation and 
their solutions are based on those suggested in Chapter Four as a result of the legal 
interpretation of the ST. In searching for behavioural choices made by translators 
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during the act of translation, the current thesis makes use of corpus analysis by 
applying the tactics of this method manually through the counting mode. As a final 
stage, stage three presents the result of the data analysis. It displays the translators' 
conformity or non-conformity to norms through the analysis of the resulting 
regularities. On the other hand, although this thesis does not aim to assess the quality 
of the translation, nevertheless, it provides a method by which the resulting 
translations are assessed. As the fourth and final part, Chapter Five presents the 
results of the empirical experiment. 
The current research will put the theory of norms in translation to the test in the hope 
of proving that there are a number of significant factors which play a role in the 
choices made by the translators. By explaining why these factors affect the 
translators' choices, the research aspires to recommend a method by which Arabic 
equivalences of English legal terms may become standardised. 
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CURRENT DOMINANT TRANSLATION THEORIES 
Introduction 
Translation theory refers to the entire discipline of the whole system of translation. It 
includes systemic theories, methodological approaches, hermeneutics, etc. It also 
covers translation studies which deal with issues like the production and description 
of actual translation. (Shuttleworth & Cowie 1997: 183-185) The complexity of 
translation is an issue long discussed and thoroughly debated throughout history. 
Alongside the canonised literature, translation always assumed a significant role and 
flourished in what we nowadays call Translation Studies. 
In reply to Bell's question, "Why translation theory is in a mess?" (Bell 1986: 280) 
Gutt claims that many different explanations have been offered for this disappointing 
state of affairs. One is that translation theorists were preoccupied for too long with 
debating unfruitful issues, such as the Roman scholars who flourished in the fourth 
century. (Gutt 1991: 2) Those scholars tackled issues relating to whether translation 
should be 'literal' by preserving the ST wording intact, or 'free' by paying more 
attention to producing a naturally reading TT. (Shuttleworth & Cowie 1997: 62) 
Others were those who tried to find an answer to the possibility of translation 
'translatability' and dealt with areas ranging from individual words to entire texts. 
Another suggestion is that the understanding of translation has remained insufficient 
because it has never been studied in its own right, but merely as a sub-domain of 
some other subjects, such as: philosophy, literature, linguistics or foreign language 
teaching. Some scholars have provided a simple, if radical, explanation, which states 
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that translation, is simply not open to scientific investigation because it is an art or a 
skill. Steiner argues that the precisions to be achieved in translation are of an intense 
but unsystematic kind and he concludes from this that the study of translation as a 
whole is not in truth a science but an exact art. (Steiner 1975: 295) In attempting to 
trace the history of the theory of translation, it is not clear which particular line of 
reasoning it followed. Kelly points out that translation theory 
has not moved through the centuries on a linear, logically consistent, 
progressive course from partial result, to partial result, but rather that it is 
characterised by the juxtaposition and opposition of various points of 
view in translation theory and different principles of translation method. 
(Kelly 1979 cited in Wilss 1982: 27) 
It is also not easy to define or draw a line between different stages of progress in that 
field, especially given that all suppositions introduced into the field of translation 
have similar features and they overlap within themselves and each other. Koller 
summarises the situation by saying that: 
The activity of translating and the products of this activity, translations, 
are studied from various perspective, in accordance with various 
theoretical interests and aims, and with recourse to various methods: 
literary, text-theoretical, philological, linguistic (including contrastive 
and psycholinguistics), comparative and cultural-historical etc. (Koller 
1995: 192) 
Toury suggests that, "theories are constituted in response to needs. Consequently, 
different theories inevitably fulfill different functions as well as apply to different 
objects". In his understanding of this diversity in relation to translation, T oury 
believes that theories in translation studies apply to "different aspects of seemingly 
one object". (Toury 1989a: 102) In researching translation theory, scholars followed 
various approaches in an attempt to map out its development, each having different 
areas of interest which included: the literature translated, loyalty towards ST or TT, 
the assessment of the quality of translation, the actual process of translation, the 
behaviour of translators, to mention but a few. With the vast amount of research 
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conducted in translation theory one can conclude that it is not possible to try to draw a 
defining line between the sequences of development the paradigm has followed 
What becomes even clearer is that the more one tries to point out the differences 
between different periods and diverse approaches, the more one is faced with the clear 
fact that all approaches to translation meet at some point and there is often an overlap 
between them. It is well documented that the theory of translation goes back 
thousands of years, so attempting to trace all the efforts and enterprises of translation 
back to that time is a long process. It is sufficient for the purpose of this study to 
point out that the early translators were less concerned with demonstrating the 
interrelationship between translation theory and translation practice. They were more 
interested in the principles and postulates of translation mainly to explain and justify 
their own positions in relation to translation methods. 
During the last thirty years of the past century, Translation Theory has undergone 
fundamental changes. The gap between the study of language and the study of 
literature has widened and the centre of interest has shifted from both the hermeneutic 
historical approach and the narrow linguistic approach to that of an extra-linguistic 
reality, from the prescriptive to descriptive theories and from the theoretical system to 
concrete realisation. These elements combined have resulted in the emergence of two 
major schools in translation theory: the first followed the line of reasoning of 
linguistics and adopted the methods and aims of applied linguistics, the second was 
the descriptive-studies school which adopted the study of extra-linguistic factors. 
While research among the two rival schools, the linguistically-oriented and the 
descriptive studies schools, was split between the loyalty to either the Source 
Language or the Target Language, other recent empirical contributions to translation 
research resulted in the emergence of a number of controversial but prestigious 
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approaches. Some focused on tackling translation studies by looking at different 
social factors: sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, feminism etc. which resulted in 
topics like translation and power, translation and globalisation, and translation and 
gender. This not only makes translation studies a paradigm of a multitude of 
approaches, but also inter-disciplinary, for "the tools of translation do not reside 
entirely within the discipline". (Bruce 1994: 47) 
It is important at this stage for translators and non-translators to know that the older 
trend of referring to translation with a capital T is no longer valid. With the 
emergence of the different approaches, perspectives and angles of research, the term 
Translation which was assumed to cover all types of translation lost its prestigious 
place in academic circles. All of this has affected the development of the science of 
translation in numerous ways and by a number of factors including: the emergence of 
text-linguistics, discourse analysis, cognitive linguistics, the concept of target 
equivalence, translation as a cross-cultural event and the emergence of empirical 
studies, to mention but a few. 
Chapter Two addresses the different paradigms of translation which have 
characterised the dominant translation schools from 1960s up until the present day. 
This Chapter is divided into three parts representing different schools of thought in 
translation studies. Part one discusses the Linguistic-Oriented School with its two 
approaches; that of text linguistics and corpus-based translation. The second part 
represents the bridge which links the Linguistic-Oriented School to the Descriptive 
Studies School. Part two explains translation as a cross-cultural approach. This 
approach presents two new views to translation; the first saw translation as closely 
connected to culture, whereas the second presented the theory of 'skopos' or 'aim' of 
translation. Part three discusses the descriptive studies approach. I t provides an 
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explanation of the two major schools which dominate this line of reasoning The first 
introduces translation as an act of manipulation. The second which is the focus of the 
current research gives a full explanation of the views introducing translation within 
the receiver's culture. 
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Part One: Linguistic-Oriented School 
The Linguistic-Oriented School was represented by the subject of Translatology 
Ubersetzungswissenschajt which was developed in Germany by the Leipzig School. 
New approaches in translation studies were developed through constant research 
which was conducted by disciples of this East German school such as Otto Kade, Gert 
Jager and Albrecht Neubert, and by other scholars such as Wolfram Wilss, Katharina 
Reiss and Werner Koller in Western Germany. However, this approach was not 
limited to German scholars. In the United States Eugene A. Nida (1964) adopted a 
similar approach in translation theory which included transfromational grammar. 
Also the English scholar lC. Catford (1965) based his translation on the systemic 
grammar concept of the British linguist M.A.K. Halliday who suggests that four 
levels of language should be recognised. Hatim suggests that these four levels of 
language are: 
Phonological, graphological, grammatical and lexical. In addition, four of 
the fundamental categories of linguistic theory are recognised: class (e.g. 
adjective, adverb,) structure (e.g. subject-verb-complement), system (e.g. 
singular, plural) and unit or rank (e.g. morpheme, sentence). (Hatim 
2001: 15) 
The most influential feature, which drew followers of the Leipzig school together, 
was their ongoing search of the notion of 'equivalence' or German Aquivalenz. At 
that stage the type of equivalence they were looking for was linguistic equivalence. 
U sing linguistic equivalence, as a starting point Catford shifted his endeavours from 
the notion of 'meaning transfer' to 'meaning replacement' (Catford 1965: 21) by way 
of achieving textual equivalence through what he called translation shifts. 4 
., Catford employed level shift \'s. category shift see Hatim 2001: 15 
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Although this process was of a purely linguistic preference by choosing bet\veen 
lexical and grammatical shifts, Catford did not know at that stage that he had laid the 
foundations for further research on translation as a decision-making process. (Hatim 
2001: 16-17) 
The work of American scholar Eugene A. Nida can be considered the first step 
towards broadening the sphere of translation studies beyond the linguistic borders 
whilst at the same time steering translation away from SL and towards the TL. Nida, 
in his approach introduced the role of the receptor in translation. (Nida and Taber 
1969: 1 ) Focusing his research on Bible translation and looking for an accurate 
translation which conveys the words of God, Nida's main interest was that of 
conveymg the message and "his concern was that the finished translation 
communicates accurately what the original author wrote". (Martin 1997:6) This 
accuracy he suggested would be achieved by applying what he referred to as his 
'dynamic equivalence', which he favoured over his 'formal equivalence'. (Nida 
1964) In dynamic equivalence, the translator does not necessarily have to produce a 
rigid linguistically parallel version of the original text, but tries to employ the most 
natural form of the language of the reader, with special consideration given to the 
structure, grammar, and idiomatic expression of the source language. (Martin 1997:7) 
Through this approach Nida promoted the idea that there is no perfect or complete 
equivalence in translation, which was the focus of heated debates later on. 
What is also common in the works of followers of this school of thought is that they 
all had a keen interest in the regularities of text, the genre, and the context resulting in 
the emergence of the so-called text linguistics approach. 
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2.1.1. Text-lin gu istics 
Text began to assume an important status in the study of language in the early 1970s. 
With the introduction of the science of text, translation scholars began to realise that 
in the process of translation they can choose from a diversity of potential equivalents. 
This came to replace the optimal equivalent which was the focus in earlier translation 
theories in which text was seen as linear sequence of units, and translation was merely 
a transcoding process involving the substitution of a sequence of equivalent units. 
This former theory emerges clearly from Koller's (1972:69f) definition. He says, 
"linguistically, translation can be described as transcoding or substitution: Elements 
a 1, a2, a3 ... of the language system L 1 are replaced by the elements b 1, b2, b3 of the 
language system L2". (Translated by Snell-Hornby 1995: 16) 
Text linguistics on the other hand defines the text as the basic unit of the 
communication process, and the primary object of research. The Austrian scholar 
Robert de Beaugrande (1978) introduced the assumption that the relevant unit In 
translation is the text, rejecting the "neat split of language into form and meaning" 
which remained paramount until then, and abandoning the notion of communicative 
text. (Hatim 2001:31) 
Beaugrande & Dressler (1981)5 employed the science of text initially to prove the 
unreliability of Machine Translation, which only worked with grammar and lexicon. 
Computer based translation was vehemently criticised by Beaugrande, because it 
could not evaluate context. 
" 8eaugrande and Dressler's book Introduction to Text Linguistics was first published in German in the 
"ear 1972. This was a first introductory treatment of the science of text in language. The book was 
later translated into English and published in 1981. 
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Beaugrande says: 
Millions of dollars and years of effort were devoted to the development 
of form-based models for machine translating. Such models function 
upon the highly problematic procedure of simulating mechanical 
comprehension for a left-to-right linear series. This procedure, which 
only superficially represents human comprehension processes ( ... ), is 
extremely wasteful and inefficient, since the machine translation must 
pause to identify each item and its syntactic functions by trial and error. 
(Beaugrande 1978: 95) 
It is clear that Beaugrande bases his theory on the importance of context. He suggests 
that there should be a distinction between "form-based" and "content-based" 
translation on the one hand, and "text-based and reader-based information 
representation" on the other. He emphasises, "I have tried to show that text -based 
information is by no means to be identified as a set of purely formal features, but 
rather as a result of an intense content-based evaluation of the communicative 
relevance offormal features". (Beaugrande 1978: 95) 
By introducing the science of text to human translation Beaugrande and Dressler 
(1981:216-217) were searching for textual equivalence, and they suggested that the 
equivalence a translation can achieve with its original occurs when translators try to 
incorporate their experience into the text itself while at the same time taking into 
consideration the reader's experience of the language. In other words, translators 
should develop text grammars which can describe and explain the communicative 
competence of the sender and the receptor of a text, and interrelate the syntactic 
semantic and pragmatic text level in a way which would vary according to the type of 
text. A translator's expansion, reduction, or modification of the text, should be kept 
to a minimum, and the resulting text should be kept as close as possible to that of the 
original. 
Most scholars shunned the idea of a sentence-bound translation. James Holmes 
emphasised that scholars should tum their efforts away from "sentence-restricted 
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linguistics and produce a full theory of the nature of texts" (Holmes 1988: 100) by 
which scholars will be able to develop an adequate general theory of translation. 
Holmes carries on to say: 
Such a theory will devote extensive attention to the form of the text. 
How their parts work together to constitute an entity, to the way texts 
convey often very complex patterns of meaning, and the manner in which 
they function communicatively in a given socio cultural setting. (Holmes 
1988: 100) 
This superiority of the 'text' introduced in the Text-linguistic approach, attracted 
many opponents. Newmark (1984/5: 11) rejected the overriding authority of the text, 
which justifies any deviation from the original. 
However, the primary importance of text attracted more supporters than critics. 
German scholar Neubert (1991: 20) suggested that although translations on the 
surface seem to be a duplication of the original, the process is more sophisticated, it 
not only involves the recasting of the sequence of source language sentences, but also 
locates equivalence in the whole text. Neubert's approach supports the exchange of 
"communicative values" of both texts instead of addressing the issue of ST or TT. 
Referring to the text linguistic perspective in translation, he explains, "its frame of 
reference is, in fact, not the linguistic system (in its source and target language modes 
of expression) but the system of prototypical texts of at least two communicative 
communities" . (Neubert 1991: 21) This hypothesis indicates that the concept of 
meaning is not sentence - bound, but text-bound. Therefore, text linguistics 
constituted the first domain of the pragmatics of translation, as opposed to the 
linguistics of translation. 
With further research, text linguistics proved to be more difficult than just a process 
of communication by text. In his research on text, (Neubert 1996 & Neubert & 
Shreve 1992) introduced two types of translation governed by the rules of text: 
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holistic translation and genenc translation. In the fonner 0;eubert suggests that 
translation should meet six features cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, 
situationality and infonnativity. For a translation to achieve these features translators 
, 
must act as, "honest brokers". He continues, "they are constantly aware of the 
opportunities and risks involved in selective activity. But what they eventually settle 
for will be part and parcel of a whole text". (Neubert 1996: 92) Generic translation is 
more relevant to the current research as it involves not only paying attention to the 
linguistic and extra linguistic characteristics of the text 'textuality', but also addresses 
the issue of 'intertextuality'. "A standard of textuality which taps our knowledge of 
previously encountered texts and regulates how text types, genre conventions and 
ultimately discursive fonnations evolve". (Hatim 2001: 34) 
Certainly, 'text' plays a crucial role in the current research. The text which is 
examined in this research is of a special genre, it is a legal text with special legal 
specification. The text as a whole entity carries within it a legal message which ought 
to be conveyed correctly. A text of a specialised kind such as a legal text is treated 
differently from other types. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that 'text types' 
are not determined entities, they overlap among themselves, and hence they cannot be 
isolated from each other. It is not easy to draw a defining line between types of texts 
since there is no absolute categorising authority which assigns a certain text to a 
particular genre. Trosborg points out that there is no clear-cut definition of what a 
text is, or to which genre it belongs. (Trosborg 1997a: 3) Trosborg explains that 
some scholars prefer to use the tenn 'text' only to refer to written and spoken 
language (Halliday and Hassan 1976), (Quirk et al. 1985) while others prefer to make 
a distinction between written language 'text' and spoken language 'discourse' 
(Grimes 1975) and (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975). (Trosborg 1997a: 4) In any case, 
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whether the text is written or spoken it is a medium which is used to express a 
communication situation. (Sager 1997: 30) For this communicative situation to be 
successful and to fulfil its purpose, different text types are used, which makes it even 
more difficult for these texts to be frameworks of analysis and consequently not 
applicable to translation. Neubert says: 
Text Linguists as well as translatologists have made many attempts to 
establish topologies [ sic] into which texts can be integrated. This has 
proved to be extremely difficult. Deductive classifications such as 
descriptive, argumentative, narrative texts or informative, expressive. 
directive texts provide frameworks that are not clear-cut enough to serve 
as practicable guidelines for analysis. (Neubert 1996:95) 
It is also difficult to try to draw a line between texts' genres, although it is possible to 
classify them under broad titles such as: medical, legal, literal, etc. However, it 
should be pointed out that the reason why these classifications occur is mainly the 
domain of the text and consequently the use of the special lexicon and in some cases 
the style. It is therefore suggested that translation should involve macro and micro 
elements of the texts and not just the texts as a whole entity of translation. 
2.1.2. Corpus-Based Translation 
The 20th century brought a change in translation consciousness; structural linguistics 
and information theory were introduced into the discussion of interlingual exchange. 
One of the changes that emerged was the creation of Machine Translation. MT refers 
to translation that is performed wholly, or partly, by computer. This process can be 
carried out with or without the intervention of human input. It is suggested that it was 
the late 1940s, which marked the birth of MT. After World War II, and with the 
availability of digital computers, Warren Weaver introduced machine translation to 
the world in 1949 as a scientific venture, aimed at solving decoding problems by 
adopting the idea of a universal language as a viable channel between languages 
However, translations produced by MT were of poor quality and awareness of serious 
linguistic problems increased. (Locke & Booth 1955: 15-23) 
Progress in developing MT programs continued throughout the last 50 years and 
while new theories of translation studies were put to the test~ MT was undergoing 
huge progress. The growth in demand for translated material, in addition to the 
expansion of communication through internet use, resulted in the introduction of 
numerous computer-software translation programs on such as (Trados, Multicorpora, 
TransSuite2000t to mention but a few. In addition, one of the main results of MT 
research was the emergence of Corpora or Corpus-Based translation, which 
constitutes a main part of the current thesis. Corpora in translation studies could be 
considered the most recent approach which branched from general linguistics. This 
approach was modelled on programs designed to study natural languages. Corpora 
began to assume a high status in translation studies in the early 1990s. At present the 
Institute of Science and Technology at the University of Manchester undertakes the 
largest amount of research in this domain. Linguistic corpora was initially introduced 
as a method of analysing languages by way of mapping forms and patterns, in order to 
achieve the right choice of words in language classes, dictionaries, etc. Corpus 
linguistics was realised through treatment of texts by automatic and semiautomatic 
machines, which were capable of reading these texts. Later this method was 
developed to include written and spoken texts. (Baker 1995: 225) Baker defines 
corpus linguistics as "a branch of general linguistics which draws on large, 




computerised collections of natural language, processed In a variety of ways. to 
substantiate its findings". (Baker 1995: 239) 
Scholars (Baker 1993, 1995, 1997 and Lindquist 1984) saw in corpus linguistics hope 
to revive MT, and with the rapid growth of computer-based programs, they thought 
they could use it in order to improve the performance of MT. This process like many 
earlier MT programs proved to be inadequate and unreliable. Most of these programs 
were mainly used to deal with technical and scientific texts. Deciding to swim with 
the current some scholars saw in this model a chance to help them explain translation 
theory and process. In 1984 Lindquist had promoted the use of corpora for training 
translators. (Cited in Baker 1995: 223) But it can be said that Baker brought this 
approach to life in 19937. Baker in her quest to apply corpora on translation studies 
was looking to explain translation itself as a textual phenomenon and discarding all 
earlier efforts which focused on translation methods. Realising that the use of corpora 
in MT was beset by problems, Baker introduced the concept that corpora do not need 
to be limited to machines. She suggested that human help could aid the analytical 
process manually, thus the term 'corpus' has often been "used to refer to fairly small 
collections of text which are not held in electronic form and which are therefore 
searched manually". (Baker 1993 :241) 
Later in 1995, Baker introduced three types of corpora by which translations are 
analysed in order to facilitate translators' choices in the process of decision-making 
through understanding translation per se: 
, Mona Baker's paper titled .. Corpus linguistics and Translation studies: implications and applications" 
(1993) could be considered the first serious treatment of translation studies in the light of corpus 
linguistics. 
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Parallel Corpora: this model is the one most commonly used and it usually consists of 
the original SLT in language ~ and the translated versions in language B. 
According to Baker: 
This type allow us to establish, objectively how many translators 
overcome difficulties of translation in practice, and to use this eyidence 
to provide realistic models for trainee translators. They also have an 
important role to play in exploring norms8 of translations in specific 
socio-cultural and historical contexts. (Baker 1995 :231) 
- Multilingual Corpora: this type enables the analysis of more than two languages 
instead of conducting the analysis on just one pair of languages. This can be 
considered a form of comparison between a number of languages in order to elicit 
similar patterns or particular linguistic features. However, the role this type of 
corpora plays is only on the surface level and although it might prove beneficial in 
finding equivalence it does not address the theoretical research of translation studies 
(Baker 1995: 232). This type of corpora is found in pocket size electronic translators, 
which provide the meaning of a word in a number of languages but does not show 
concern to context. 
- Comparable Corpora: In this approach the analytical process takes place within the 
borders of only one language. Baker had suggested that in this type of corpora the 
comparison is actually between a normal text of a specific type and a translation into 
the same language of the same text type. The analysis is carried out to study the 
shared features and differences between the normal text and the translation and it can 
include as many texts and as many translations as one likes regardless of what the 
language of the ST text is, as long as the comparison takes place between a normal 
text and translations of the same text type. According to Baker "the most important 
K The question of nomlS is important for the current research and it will be fully discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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contribution that comparable corpora can make to the discipline is to identit}· 
patterning which is specific to translated text, irrespective of the source or target 
languages involved". (Baker 1995: 234) 
Corpora play an important role in the practical part of the current research. The 
method of analysis which is adopted in the thesis is based on corpora. The thesis 
however, does not apply any of the previously mentioned methods. The analysis 
involves a comparison between a number of different translations of one ST. In the 
current research the comparison will take place between translations of the ST 
performed by four different groups of translators, by way of corpus analysis. Leuven-
Zwart emphasises that methods of comparison should be "carried out in a systemic 
and scientific manner". (Leuven-Zwart 1991b: 40) The Corpora method is based on a 
statistical approach in analysis. Baker says: 
Large corpora will provide theorists of translation with a unique 
opportunity to observe the object of their study and to explore what it is 
that makes it different from other objects of study, such as language in 
general or indeed any kind of cultural interaction. It will also allow us to 
explore, on a larger scale than ever possible before, the principles that 
govern translational behaviour and the constraints under which it 
operates. (Baker 1993: 235) 
Although at present corpus-based analysis is an identifiable form of translation 
analysis, when the application of corpus techniques in the field of translation studies 
began in the early nineties, it was faced with negative attitudes from corpus linguists. 
John Sinclair (1991) encouraged the use of comparable corpus of original texts and 
preferred it to the use of parallel corpora. However, he excluded translations on the 
basis that they are not representative of the language. However, it can be argued that 
the translations under examination in the current research could be considered as 
original texts because they are studied in isolation from the ST. They could also be 
considered original pieces for analysis due to the fact that the comparison takes place 
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between them, not between them and the ST. Baker supports this approach~ she says. 
"it will be necessary to develop tools that will enable us to identify universal features 
of translation, that is features which typically occur in translated text rather than 
original utterances [my emphasis] and which are not the result of interference from a 
specific linguistic system". (Baker 1993: 243) However, translation universals cannot 
be achieved because there are a number of different factors which affect the 
translation process and this differs according to context, text type, etc. Therefore, 
translation universals are more likely to occur in sub-categories of translation instead 
of translation in general such as in the case of legal translation. 
The basic tool of corpus analysis is obviously computers, due to their accuracy and 
speed in counting and ordering stored information. A computerised corpus is able to 
provide basic statistics for analysis on different levels such as text length, words, 
sentences, paragraphs, etc. It is apparent that the easiest linguistic feature for a 
computer to count and order is 'the word' which is the concern of this study. 
Munday says that the most significant feature of a computer's work in analysing 
corpus work is providing 'concordance' and 'collocation statistics'. (Munday 2000: 
204) Munday uses the software 'Word Smith" as an example. He says that 
concordance can be produced in seconds by the use of this software. The software 
works when a key word in context (KWIC) is typed in it. The key word appears in 
the centre of the screen and the concordance appear either to the left or the right of the 
word and is sorted alphabetically- this method is useful in researching grammatical 
patterns. Munday suggests, "translation analysts may use word frequency lists or 
their own initial reading of the text to decide which search terms to examine. It is 
important to realise however, that the intellectual work and interpretation of the 
concordance is provided by the user, the computer simply being a very careful tool in 
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facilitating the analysis". (Munday 2000: 205) Collocation is another phenomenon 
for which analysis is facilitated by the use of computers~ it is the study of words 
which frequently occur together. Both phenomena present the occurring patterns in 
translations which indicate the existence of norms. And therefore, software like \\" ord 
Smith makes the task of translation analysis easier and the results quicker. 
Unfortunately, the use of such computerised programs is not possible in the current 
research for the following reasons: 1. The lack of the necessary tools for a 
computerised experiment. 2. The analysed data is in Arabic and there has not been 
yet any program for analysing Arabic. 3. The texts are all hand written, therefore, it 
would be a long task to try to feed them into a computer-based program. Translation 
analysis is in any case only facilitated by computer-based programs~ it is people who 
perform the analysis on stretches of speech/texts identified by computers. 
Due to these difficulties, the data in the current research is searched and registered 
manually. Seen that it is an exhaustive exercise to analyse every textual problem, it is 
probably more feasible to look at different fragments in the text, and analyse them 
within the framework of textual rules. (Lambert & van Gorp 1985: 49) Pym also 
supports this and warns of the "classical" mistake of reading and comparing "miles of 
texts, writing a mess of notes on apparently significant differences, and never finding 
a way to say something coherent about the result". (Pym 1998: 106) He suggests that 
"this trap can be overcome by analysing translations with respect to just one or two 
well defined levels or aspects, always in order to test clearly formulated hypotheses". 
(Pym 1998: 106) 
Baker stresses that: 
One has to develop a method for approaching the data: knowing what to 
look for and how to look for it. And ultimately, it is not going to be 
particularly productive to provide a detailed description of the language 
of translation unless we can also offer some hypothesis about the 
motivation behind certain types of patterning. (Baker 2001a: 50) 
Therefore, the current research analyses the texts with respect to equivalences 
occurring on the word level. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the equivalences 
analysed through corpus-analysis includes lexical items and verbs. 
In the current research, corpus-based analysis is not an end~ it is merely the means to 
an end. The research is not limited to linguistic analysis of the language, but this is 
used in order to understand the constraints under which translators operate in their 
decision-making process and which without doubt affect their products. 
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Part Two: Translation as a Cross-cultural Event: Bridging the Gap 
A new approach emerged in the study of translation opposing the traditional approach 
in linguistics, which for a long time attempted to draw a dividing-line between 
language and what was called 'extra linguistic reality'. It can be safely said that the 
emergence of translation as a cross-cultural process was the spark which instigated the 
emergence of the descriptive studies school. Translation scholars began to see that 
the notion of culture should be integrated into translation studies. Although they did 
not all "share one concept of translation, or one idea of the goals and methods of 
translation studies" (Toury 1987: 1) they agreed that translation is an integral part of 
culture, and should no longer be seen as an isolated phenomenon suspended in a 
vacuum. Most translation theories presented by the Leipzig School have been 
generally discarded, except for the limited and special case of MT, and substituted by 
the culturally contrastive discipline called cross-cultural communication. 
As a starting point, it is necessary to define the concept of culture which occupied for 
a long time the hermeneutic discipline. Because scholars studied culture from a 
philosophical point of view, they considered it an indefinable concept. Gadamer 
claims that no one could tell precisely what culture is, "culture is something that 
sustains us, but none of us would be knowledgeable enough to be able to say what 
culture is". (Gadamer 1990: 11) He also suggests that, in order to understand culture 
we should relate it to science, "our sciences are the true planets of our human wisdom 
and just as the errant stars were the riddle for Greek astronomers, the task for our 
culture is to bind into a system these planets of our cosmos of knowledge that we call 
'sciences "'. (Gadamer 1990: 21 ) 
The concept of culture was also seen from a sociological viewpoint. The American 
ethnologist Ward H. Goodenough sees a society's culture as consisting of: 
Whatever it is one has to know or believe in order to operate in a manner 
acceptable to its members, and do so in any role that they accept for any 
one of themselves. Culture, being what people have to learn as distinct 
from their biological heritage, must consist of the end product of 
learning: knowledge, in a most general, if relative, sense of terms. By this 
definition, we should note that culture is not a material phenomenon~ it 
does not consist of things, people, behavior, or emotions. It is rather an 
organization of these things. (Goodenough 1964: 36) 
So far, the concept of culture was understood in a broad anthropological sense. It 
referred to all socially conditioned aspects of human life. In that sense, the concept of 
culture portrays a "totality of knowledge, proficiency and perception". (Trosborg 
1997b: 146) 
2.2.1. Language and Culture 
Some translation scholars believed that culture creates an immediate connection with 
behaviour, and this usually depends on expectations or norms, either that of social 
behaviour or those accepted in language usage. The German scholar Hans Vermeer 
(1986)9 observed that the connection between culture and language could be 
interpreted in translation. He adopted the hypothesis introduced by Wilhelm von 
Humboldt, who presented the idea that language is an expression both of the culture, 
and the individuality of the speaker who perceives the world through language. 
Vermeer suggested that if language is an integral part of culture, then "the translator 
needs not only proficiency in two languages~ he must also be at home in two cultures. 
In other words, he must be bilingual and bicultural". (Snell-Hornby 1995: 42) 
q Gernlan book cited in Snell-Hornby 1995 and Trosborg 1997b 
This proposal influenced translation scholars all over the world. In China Hongwei 
says, "translation is a complex combination of art, science and skill. It refers to the 
communication between two languages and two cultures". (Hongwei 1986: 189) 
Kaiser-Cooke says, "translating always involves identifying and articulating culturall 
relevant aspects of knowledge no matter which domain of knowledge or experience 
we are dealing with". (Kaiser-Cooke 1997: 288) He adds "there has been a lot of talk 
in the last few years about the role of cultural knowledge in translating, about 
translating being a trans-cultural activity and involving some form of cultural 
transfer". (Kaiser-Cooke 1997: 283) Also, Nida was decisive about his stance 
towards translation and culture. He says: 
Translating can never [my emphasis] be discussed apart from the cultures 
of the respective languages since languages are themselves a crucial part 
of culture, defined as 'the total beliefs and practices of a society' . Words 
only have meaning in terms of the culture in which they are used, and 
although languages do not determine cultures, they certainly tend to 
reflect a society's beliefs and practices. (Nida 1996: 17 -18) 




S = Source R = Receptor 
M = Message C = Culture 
Figure 1: Nida 's Language and Culture 
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"According to Nida, the inner square contains the message which is communicated b\' 
a source to a receptor, this happens with the use of a language, which is the outer 
square, and all of the elements are part of a culture and then conditioned bv it"', 
(Roberts 2001 :89) 
This suggests that if the translator is aware of the language and the culture of both 
source and target texts, then all texts are translatable. However, the resulting 
translation cannot be considered the ultimate translation because it depends on the 
translator's knowledge of the source language and target language cultures. In 
addition, different cultures will always create barriers in the process of translation 
since "different ways of thinking give rise to different ways of writing". (Hongwei 
1986: 189) The translations in this case depend on both the translators' competence 
in the language and knowledge of culture rather than linguistic transfer. 
On another occasion Rubberdt & Salevesky (1997: 302) suggest that Vermeer based 
his first ideas on Schleiermacher's hermeneutics, in which he states that: 
Any utterance can only be understood from the perspective of the entire 
life context to which it belongs, as an aspect of the speaker's life that is 
dependant on all other aspects of life, and the latter can only be 
determined by taking into account the sum total of the settings which 
determine his development and future existence (Schleiermacher 1893 in 
Schreiter 1988: 256). 
According to Snell-Hornby, (1995:43) German scholars Honig and Kussmaul, 1982, 
Reiss and Vermeer 1984, and Holtz Manttm 1984 introduced three new approaches 
in which they viewed translation not as a process of transcoding, but as an act of 
communication. Their approaches are all oriented towards the function of the target 
text 'prospective translation' rather than the prescription of the source text 
'retrospective translation' and they viewed the text as an integral part of the world and 
not as an isolated specimen of language. Both approaches introduced by Honig and 
Kussmaul on one hand and Holtz Manttm on the other rejected the idea of translating 
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words and focused their interest on the text. The former presented the concept of 
texts embedded in a given situation, which, itself, is conditioned by its cultural 
background. They believed that in order to achieve a good translation there should be 
a degree of connection between both the functions of the target text, and decisive 
socio-cultural factors. Holz-Manttari viewed translation not as a mere transcoding or 
transferring process but as a form of action across culture, a cross-cultural event, and 
a whole complex of actions involving teamwork among experts. In her approach, she 
made it clear that the translator should be a highly trained expert and emphasised that 
high quality translation cannot be achieved by transcoding with the use of bilingual 
dictionaries only. (Snell-Hornby 1995: 43-48) 
Also according to Toury (1998: 7) Mary Snell-Hornby herself was one of the scholars 
who thought of culture as an integral part of translation. Toury says she: 
Adopts the 'prospective' concept of translation, which she terms cross-
cultural, and supplements it with a set of assumptions as to the dual 
position of texts, most notably literary texts, as both systems in their own 
right ("internal" networks of relationships, as it were) and elements in 
other, hierarchy higher systems ('external' webs of relationships), 
namely the cultures which have given rise to them and in which they 
function. (Toury 1998: 7) 
2.2.2. Skopos Theory 
The most important of the three German approaches was the one adopted by Vermeer 
and which later developed into what we now know as the functionalist approach. 
Vermeer refuses the idea that translation can be treated as a scientific process, and he 
insists that translation is "intuitional" (Vermeer 1987:25). In searching for a suitable 
procedure in translation, he points out that the obstacles facing translation are on 1 
The formal level: (surface structure), and 2. The semantic value: not as an issue of 
word-for-word translation but rather how these words are understood in their contexts 
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and, finally 3. The cultural value: how the whole expenence is understood in the 
target culture. He suggests that all these obstacles could be relativised by a functional 
approach in which the message is conveyed by way of text. (Vermeer 1987:26-28) 
Vermeer regards translation primarily as a cross-cultural transfer. He understands 
'culture' to be the "entire setting of norms and conventions an individual as a member 
of his society must know in order to be 'like everybody' _ or to be able to be different 
from everybody". (Vermeer 1987: 28) And the reason why a translator translates is 
usually because he wants to convey a message to someone who lacks knowledge of 
the ST language and culture, which prevents him from communication. Therefore he 
believes that translation should involve the rendering of the culturally equivalent text. 
He says, "to translate-means to produce a text in a target setting for a target purpose 
and target addressees in target circumstances". (Vermeer 1987: 29) 
Through this the leading German scholar introduced the theory of 'Skopostheorie: 
Skopostheory' (Gk. Skopos: aim, target), which is based on the function of the 
translated text. In his theory he views translation as action and stresses that the 
translator should be "bicultural if not pluricultural". (Snell-Hornby 1995: 46) 
Vermeer's views apply to all pairs of languages regardless of their cultural differences 
since he believes that the difference is one of degree and not of kind. Vermeer 
formulates his definition of translation as follows: 
A translation is not the transcoding of words or sentences from one 
language into another, but a complex action in which someone ~rov~d~s 
information about a text under new functional, cultural and hngUlstlc 
conditions and in a new situation whereby formal characteristics are 
imitated as far as possible. (Vermeer 1986:36 cited in Snell-Hornby 
1995: 46) 
Other scholars suggested the same idea long before Vermeer introduced it. Forster 
says in describing a perfect translation that it is "one which fulfils the same purpwie 
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[my emphasis] in the new language as the original did in the language in which it was 
written", (Forster 1958:1) 
Nevertheless, although Vermeer's ideas seem plausible, they do not supply a 
sufficient basis for a complete translation theory. If the translator was able to com'ey 
the cultural equivalent, s/he might still be at risk of abandoning the linguistic 
equivalent, which brings us back to square one. Vermeer admits this point of 
weakness, he says: 
Let us now assume we know the culturally equivalent behavioural values 
of a number of phenomena in two given cultures. So we would know 
how to translate them and we know what happens if we just apply 
dictionary 'translations' to them. (In the first case we get a different text 
( ... ) in the second case a different 'world'). (Vermeer 1987: 30) 
In order to overcome this weakness, Vermeer established a scholarly-based method by 
way of supplying formal, semantic, cultural, and functional procedures in the aim of 
achieving "cultural equivalents in translation". (Toury 1998: 4) 
Vermeer was not the only scholar who adopted Skopos theory. This approach was 
also supported by Katharina Reiss, who tries to "supply a set of 'scientifically 
justified' guidelines for 'communicative' translation". (Nord 1991a: 93) Reiss and 
Vermeer saw that skopos work on two levels: 1. If the purpose of the TT is that like of 
the ST, then the relationship, which exists, is that of 'intertextual coherence' or 
'fidelity'. 2. If the TT purpose is different from that of the ST, and a change is 
required then the 'fidelity' element becomes subordinate to skopos and what rules is 
'adequacy' and 'appropriateness'. (Reiss and Vermeer 1984:139 cited in Nord 1991a. 
93) 
With the introduction of this theory the shift towards the target reader became clearer, 
and gained a more dominant position. The key factors of action and intention in 
pragmatics constituted the base of Skopos theory. The idea behind this theory is that 
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the purpose of any translation is to fulfil an aim in the resulting text which \\ill shape 
the actions taken during the process of the translation. 
Gutt did not have a high opinion of skopos theory. He says, "instead of solving the 
problem of evaluation, ReiB and Vermeer only added another layer of theory to an 
already overwhelmingly complex framework". (Gutt 1991: 1 7) 
According to the second generation skopos theorist Christiane Nord "Intention is thus 
closely bound up withfunction, the latter being the use (or interpretation) assigned by 
the receiver to the incoming message in the light of his or her expectation, needs, 
prior knowledge, and so on". (Nord 1997 in Hatim 2001: 75) Also referring to that 
situation Hatim says, "This largely determines which translation strategy is most 
appropriate. Different purposes may be served by different translation strategies, and 
translation proper, paraphrase (thin glossing) or re-editing (thick glossing) [author's 
emphasis] may attend to different communicative needs". (Hatim 2001:74) The 
difference between the two is that thin glossing refers to the process of restating the 
meaning of something in other words. Thick glossing however, involves not only a 
change in the words used to describe the meaning but it might include a change in the 
meaning itself 
Within the framework of skopos theory, Nord introduced the concept of 'loyalty' in 
her functionalist approach. She claims that the decision taken by a translator to 
achieve the skopos of his/her translation works in accordance to what is expected in 
the receiving culture in order to be deemed a valid translation within the conventional 
concept of translation in this particular culture. If the translator decides during the 
process of translating to contradict these conventions s/he should be able to explain 
what has been done and why s/he did so, and this is what Nord refers to as 'loyalty' 
by which the reader is not deceived. (Nord 1991 a: 91-95) She says, "Loyalty is a 
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moral principle indispensable in the relationship between human beings who are 
partners in a communication process". (Nord 1991a: 94) However, the fact that this 
conventional concept is particular to a certain culture means that it cannot be 
universal. Although Nord praises the idea of having a "Magna Charta of translation 
which every translator could tum to in case of doubt", (Nord 1991 a: 92) she 
emphasises the fact that this is very unlikely to happen because there "will never be a 
common translation code for all cultures". (Nord 1991a: 92) 
According to Toury (1998: 5) it is also worthy of mention that the success and failure 
of the translation within the skopos theory framework, depends on whether the target 
recipients have managed to interpret the resulting text within the framework of what 
was expected of it in the source language. In other words skopos theory is "heavily 
target-oriented". (Toury 1995b: 136) 
Part Three: Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS): An Empirical Approach to 
Translation Studies 
The Descriptive Translation School owes its success to the late Dutch scholar James 
Holmes, "who figured so prominently in the constitution and development of the 
field". (Leuven-Zwart 1991b: 5) According to Holmes, the complexity of translating 
and translation can only be dealt with from an interdisciplinary point of view in order 
to produce a comprehensive theory of translation by bringing theory and practice 
together. (Leuven-Zwart 1991b: 9) Most scholars of DTS used James Holmes' 
classic essay, "The Name and Nature of Translation Studies" which was published in 
1972 as their starting point. According to Hermans, "the essay represents one of the 
first attempts to survey the entire field of translation studies, to distinguish its main 
branches and sub-branches and to define the proper objects of study and the 
methodological tools of each one". (Hermans 1991: 155) In his approach, Holmes 
bases his studies on empirical science. Holmes believes that pure translation studies 
consists of 'Theoretical' and 'Descriptive' studies. The aim of the theoretical 
translation studies is "to establish general principles by means of which [the 
phenomena of translation(s)] can be explained and predicted", and descriptive studies 
provides the data to "describe the phenomena of translating and translation(s) as they 
manifest themselves in the world of our experience". (Holmes 1988: 71) Hermans 
explains that this approach works "between the study of actual phenomena, existing 
translation and their contexts, and the formulation of more general regularities and 
principles". (Hermans 1991: 156) Holmes later adds another branch, which contrasts 
with pure translation studies but also complements it. With the introduction of the 
'Applied' branch to translation studies practical applications in translation assumed 
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more importance. Holmes thus introduced to the study of translation three disciplines 
each drawing on each other, and suggested that their import from one another is 
unidirectional. He states, "in what has preceded, descriptive, theoretical and applied 
translation studies have been presented as three fairly distinct branches of the entire 
discipline, and the order of presentation might be taken to suggest that the relationship 
between them is unidirectional". (Holmes 1988: 71). Figure 2 presents Holmes' basic 
'map' of Translation Studies (Toury 1995a: 10) 
Translation Studies 
------------------- Applied 
Theoretical ~ Ge~al Product Process Function Translator Translation Translation 
I 
Oriented Oriented Oriented 
----- ~ 
Training Aids Criticism 
Medium Area Rank Text-Type Time Problem 
Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted Restricted 
Figure 2: Holmes I basic map of Translation Studies 
As Figure 2 presents Holmes further broke down the branches into sub-branches. 
According to Toury (l991a: 180) the Theoretical branch was broken to (general and 
partial), the Descriptive into (product-process and function oriented) and the Applied 
to (translation training- translation aids-translation criticisms). With regards to the 
theoretical branch, 'general theory' is a comprehensive, inclusive and a highly 
complex theory of translation containing elements of the multifaceted nature of 
translation studies, which serve to explain all the phenomena falling within the 
boundaries of translation. (Holmes 1988: 73) On the other hand, partial theory deals 
only with particular phenomena and thus it is restricted by the elements shown in 
Figure 2. 
As for the divisions of the Descriptive branch; product-oriented translation "starts 
from the description of the existing translations, and typically progress to a 
comparative analysis of various translations of the same text into one or more TLs". 
(Shuttleworth & Cowie 1997: 132) Process-oriented translation studies addresses the 
cognitive process taking place during the act of translating. And finally function-
oriented translation studies is "concerned with analysing the function of translations 
in the context of the recipient culture and social setting". (Shuttleworth & Cowie 
1997: 63) 
Applied theory of translation is clear and self explanatory in Figure 2. This branch of 
translation studies addresses practical domains of translation such as translator 
training which is now one of the common topics addressed in translation research 
circles. It also addresses translation aids including machine aided systems such as 
lexicographical electronic dictionaries and terminological references. Finally, 
translation criticism, addresses translation processes and products. 
Starting from the exact opposite point of that represented by the linguistically-
oriented and intended equivalence school scholars like Andre Lefevere, Jose Lambert 
and Theo Hermans, thought of translation as a branch of comparative literature. They 
were affected by the new ideas of involving the extra-linguistic factors in translation, 
especially that of culture on the one hand, and empirical research on the other. 
Therefore, they established the second major school of thought in translation studies 
in Europe and were based in the Dutch-speaking countries. Their endeavours were 
also supported by other scholars around the world like Susan Bassnett in England and 
the Israeli scholar Gideon Toury. Their focal point was that of admitted 
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manipulation. (Snell-Hornby 1995: 22) Although the work of both schools was 
directed towards different methods of analysing the process of translation and 
handling a text, according to Halverson (1997: 210) the concept of equivalence sen'es 
as one of the lines of demarcation, between the two main schools of thought in 
translation studies. Scholars of the linguistically oriented school worked on two 
different, but parallel lines. There were those who chose to focus on the unit of 
translation, and those who preferred to gear their endeavours to the qualities of 
translation. For both groups, the object of their study was that of the relationship 
between the target language text and the source language texts, which is labelled as 
equivalence, while on the other hand the historical descriptive approach sees the 
explication of equivalence as an unfruitful enterprise. lO Also, the descriptive 
approach does not provide guidelines for translation or pass judgement on existing 
ones, instead it "takes the translated text as it is and tries to determine the various 
factors that may account for its particular nature". (Hermans 1985: 13) In this 
approach there is a continual interplay between theoretical models and practical case 
studies. According to Hermans: 
The net result of the new approach to translation, is on the one hand, a 
considerable widening of the horizon, since any and all phenomena 
relating to translation, in the broadest sense, becomes objects of study, 
and on the other hand, it provides a more coherent and goal-directed type 
of investigation, because it operates within a definite conception of 
literature and remains aware of the interplay between theory and practice. 
(Hermans 1985: 14) 
This approach is based on two basic assumptions: the target-orientation and 
translation norms. In both these assumptions, a reduction in the status of the source 
text is implied and a transition of target-orientation takes place. 
l(l See Snell-Hornby 1988.1990 
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It will be noticed that the current research falls within the DTS. and in particular 
target orientation and translation norms. This research bases its analysis on the target 
translation and target culture. It provides a comprehensive view of the effect of target 
culture norms and target translation norms on the translation process. With the use of 
a comprehensive theory and providing practical research, the current thesis illustrates 
the heart of DTS as a new paradigm for the study of translation. The two main views 
discussed through DTS are the consideration of the translation process as an act of 
manipulation on the one hand and translation in the context of the receivers culture on 
the other. It is worth pointing out that the latter view will have the lion's share in the 
present research, since the core of this study will be based on translation within the 
context of the receiver's culture. 
2.3.1. Translation as Manipulation 
As the title suggests, and according to pioneers in this approach, translation involves 
some form of manipulation. Their starting point is "not intended equivalence but 
admitted manipulation". (Snell-Hornby 1995:22) In the general editor's preface to 
Edwin Gentzler's book Contemporary Translation Theories, Susan Bassnett and 
Andre Lefevere say: 
Translation is of course, a rewriting of an original text. All rewritings, 
whatever their intention, reflect a certain ideology and a poetics and as 
such manipulate literature to function in a given society in a given way. 
Rewriting is manipulation, undertaken in the service of power, and in its 
positive aspects can help in evolution of a literature and society. 
Rewriting can introduce new concepts, new genres, new devices and the 
history of translation is the history also of literary innovation, of the 
shaping power of one culture upon another. (Gentzler 1993: General 
Editor's Preface) 
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In the first half of the 1980s, Theo Hermans suggested that this manipulation takes 
place in the source text in order to achieve the target text required. Since he observed 
that the work of the translator can be instigated by different motivations, he suggested 
that the work of the translator can be either intentionally purposeful or due to various 
pressures exerted by different linguistic, literary and cultural codes impacting on one 
another. (Hermans 1985: 11) This is clearly seen in the particular case of legal and 
political translation. As was mentioned in the Introduction, translation was long 
regarded as a tool of manipulation, especially in political disputes 11 and particularly 
by politicians and governments alike. This manipulation as Hermans points out could 
be either intentional or due to other non-purposeful reasons. In the case of legal and 
political translation political attitudes and aspirations could affect the translator's act 
during translation. 
Whereas Hermans suggested that the act of manipulation takes place in the source 
text, the current research suggests that the manipulation appears during the whole 
process and it appears more clearly in the choice of the equivalences which conveys 
the intended meaning. The result of manipulated translation on the political level is 
not the immediate focus of the current research. It is the manipulation in the choice of 
equivalences, which consequently leads to different political interpretation the focus 
of the current research. 
II A controversy has surrounded the translation of UN resolution 242 adopted on November 22/1967. 
The resolution contained the following phrase: "Withdrawal of Israeli anned forces from territories 
occupied in the recent conflict". The key issue was the Israeli obligation to withdraw from the 
occupied territories or the territories occupied since 1967. The change in meaning appeared in the 
French version with the use of . des territoire·. which did not clarify whether it referred to . all the 
territories' or 'the territories occupied since 1967'. 
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The approach of the manipulation school is based on the polysystem theory, which 
was developed in the late 1970s by the Israeli scholar Itmar Even-Zohar. Even-Zohar 
saw "translation as a text-type on its own right, as an integral part of the target culture 
and not merely as a reproduction of another text". (Snell-Hornby 1995:24) He based 
his approach on translation of literature, and he used the case of Hebrew12 as a model 
for his study. (Hatim 2001 :98) 
Even-Zohar (1990b: 47) believes that translation can achieve a pnmary position, 
when in a given society at a particular period of time, literature might be too young, or 
in the process of being established as in the case of Hebrew, or it can be peripheral or 
weak or both, or in other cases when literature is going through a crisis. 13 His 
argument is that translation "can posses a repertoire of its own, which to a certain 
extent could even be exclusive to it". (Even-Zohar 1990b: 46) This can happen by 
adopting specific norms, behaviour, and policies which appear in linguistic and extra 
linguistic levels. Even-Zohar sees literature as a polysystem, a differentiated and 
dynamic "conglomerate" of systems. (Even-Zohar 1990c: 77) He also endorses the 
concept of transfer and suggests that products of inter-lingual transfer should be 
considered as proper translations even if they did not conform to postulated norms 
formulated by the cultures concerned. By this Even-Zohar reduces the problem of 
translatability and focuses on the question "under what circumstances, and in what 
12 With the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, the citizens of the state lacked an indigenous 
language, so they adopted the language of the Bible 'Hebrew'. However modern Hebrew lacked a 
canonised indigenous literature. therefore it had to rely on foreign language translations in order to 
establish its own literary heritage. See Hamar Even-lohar (1990 d) 'The Emergence of a Nativc 
Hebrew Culturc in Palestine 1882-1948" Poetics Today 11: 1 pp.175-191 
D Also in Holmes (1978) et al (cds.) pp. 117-127 
particular way, a target utterance/text b relates (or IS relatable) to a source 
utterance/text a". (Even-Zohar 1990c: 75) 
Even-Zohar also addresses the question whether translated texts are recognised as 
translations only if they are produced according to a "certain pre-postulated ST -TL 
relation?" He, thereby introduces the concept of translational procedures through 
which all product will be dealt with as translations, "with no normative conclusions 
drawn". (Even-Zohar 1981: 4-5) 
Using this idea as a point of departure, disciples of the Manipulation school including 
scholars, Even-Zohar (1990a), Herman (1985), Holmes (1988), van Leuven-Zwart & 
Naaijkens (1991) and Toury (1980a, 1995a) suggest that, from the point of view of 
the target culture, translations imply a degree of manipulation of the source text to 
fulfil a particular purpose in the target culture. What the members of the 
manipulation school have in common is: 
A view of literature as a complex and dynamic system; a conviction that 
there should be a continual interplay between theoretical models and 
practical case studies; an approach to literary translation which is 
descriptive, target-oriented, functional and systemic; and an interest in 
the norms and constraints that govern the production and the reception of 
translation, in the relation between translation and other types of text 
processing, and in the place and role of the translations both within given 
literature and in the interaction between literatures. (Hermans 1985: lO-
11) 
It is clear that the admitted manipulation of the ST to fulfil a certain purpose in the 
recipient culture entails a degree of rewriting. Lefevere (1985, 1992a) introduced the 
term 'rewriting' to describe translations and other types of texts which undergo a 
degree of change by way of manipulation. He suggested that rewritings are closely 
connected to the social, political and ideological power within a given culture and 
"ordinary" readers are subject to rewriting more than they are to original writings 
(Lefevere 1992a: 8, 110) In other words, readers are subject to manipulated texts not 
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the original ones. With that, Lefevere is endorsing the fact that most manipulations in 
translation occur in legal and political texts. It could be safely assumed that \\hen the 
act of manipulation involves a change in the TT to the extent of rewriting, it ceases to 
be an act of translation. This is also supported by the fact that Lefevere is implying 
that the rewriting is actually instructed by the ideological power rather than performed 
by translators. 
The significance of the manipulation, regardless of when it occurs in the translation 
process to DTS is that it opened the doors to the target-text oriented approach and the 
notion of norms. Weather the manipulation takes place in the ST or the TT or during 
the whole process, it certainly takes place to serve the TT and consequently the target 
cultural and therefore the attention is directed towards the TT. With regards to norms 
the idea of manipulation drove scholars to think that translators' behaviour is not a free 
act but is governed by certain entities and this introduced the idea of norms. 
2.3.2. Translation in the Context of the Receiver's Culture 
In the 1970s the Israeli scholar Gideon Toury geared his endeavours towards 
descriptive translation studies, and embarked on a purely empirical approach to 
translation studies. Toury believed that it is wrong to claim that different approaches 
to translation studies are alternative ways to dealing with it, rather he suggested that 
different approaches are different aspects of the same thing. (Toury, 1989a: 102 & 
1995b: 135) He refused the idea that one rejects another's concept because it does not 
fit with one's own frame of reference and like many other scholars of the descriptive 
translation studies school he believed that the gap between theory and practice in 
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translation studies should be bridged. Toury did not restrict his approach to DTS 14 
and believing that translation should be studied within an overall view of the 
discipline he brought the results of DTS to bear on the theoretical branch of the 
discipline. 
Based on Holmes' strategy of distinguishing between theoretical, descriptive and 
applied disciplines in translation studies (Holmes 1988: 71) Toury put forward the 
idea that translation should be studied within the frame of its three axes: product, 
process and function 15 . He suggested that translation should be accounted for as an 
overall process as all three axes determine each other regardless of the translation 
orientation. (Toury 1991 a: 182) 
In his approach Toury regards translation as a network of different players working 
together to achieve one particular goal, which is translations to be regarded as facts of 
the culture which hosts them. To achieve this goal one should unravel the 
"regularities which mark the relationships assumed to exist between function-product-
and process". (Toury 199 5b: 136) This interplay consists of: 1. The translations' 
function, 2. Translating into the prospective culture, 3. The form a translated text 
should have, 4. Strategies employed during translation. 
T oury claims that "in view of all this, an orientation towards the target system where 
all these interdependencies have their place, is but a natural consequence". (Toury 
1991a: 184) Toury's approach is based on the description and explanation of 
whatever is considered as translation in a particular target culture. He rejects the idea 
that translation could 'hover' between two cultures and dismisses the idea that 
1·1 The acronym DTS was launched by Holmes himself (1988:71) Toury uses it when referring to the 
scientific branch. (Toury 1991a: 181) 
15 Refer to figure] on page 44 for explanation. 
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translation could belong to two cultures at the same time. Therefore, translations do 
not share the same space as that of their originals. As a result of his views that 
translations should be studied in the contexts of the receiver's culture, T oury became 
known as the father of the target-orientedness approach in translation studies. 
Toury believes that the language of translation may be explored in terms of how 
responsive a translated text is to existing norms and models. To justify his new 
claims Toury explains that when a new text (translation) is introduced in the receiving 
culture, it is considered a novelty and therefore it does not always conform to the 
norms and models of the receiving culture. Because it is a novelty, it might import 
into the target culture its new models and norms, which will obviously cause change 
in the target culture. (Toury 1995a 26-27 also Toury 1995b: 137-138) Therefore, in 
his theory, Toury studies translations within the position they are "designed to 
occupy" when they first came into being. After all, he says, "this is the only position 
which may be claimed to have actually governed its generation and the decisions 
made in its course". (Toury 1995b: 140-141) Through this, Toury's new approach 
earned its nickname "target-oriented". (Toury 1995a: 24) The idea of translation 
being within the receiver's culture is based on the assumption that during the process 
of translation, one introduces into a target culture something which was not 
previously there. Hermans explains that the new approach tries to account for two 
basic notions. The first is the strategies that determine the way a resulting translation 
looks. This, he explains, is usually governed by norms and constraints which 
influenced the methods used to produce the expected text (translation) process. The 
second is the way translation functions in the receptor (or target) literature by way of 
explaining the impact the resulting text has on its new environment (culture) in terms 
of the acceptability of translation in the target system. (Hermans 1985. 13) 
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When the new approach of 'target-orientedness' was put forward, it was considered 
revolutionary and according to Toury "its initiator a sworn enfant terrible" (Toury 
1995a: 24) especially given that in the seventies most translation studies were marked 
by extreme source-orientedness. Taking on his claims that a text's position and 
function regarded as translation are determined first and foremost by considerations 
originating in the culture which hosts them, Toury suggests that: 
The resulting entity, the one that would actually be incorporated into the 
target culture, is decisive here; it is one which never existed before ( ... ) it 
is likely in more complex cases to import new models into the recipient 
culture; this migration normally involves groups of texts, which embody 
a recurring pattern. (Toury 1995a: 27) 
This called for a definition of the notion translation, and at this stage, Toury 
introduced the concept of 'assumed translation'; he claimed that there is no totality in 
offering viable explanations of the transitional situation without full contextualization. 
He says, "a translation is a fact of whatever target sector it is found to be a fact of i.e. 
that (sub) system which is found to be best equipped to account for it: function, 
product and underlying process". (Toury 1995b: 139) 
Toury rejects the early rigid definition of translation; he says: 
In most paradigms, a definition of translation would have been expected 
by now to have a list of (more or less) fixed features, which would entail 
a deductive mode of reasoning. However the obsession with restrictive 
definitions proves counter-productive precisely when the aspiration is to 
account for real-life phenomena in their immediate context, they tend to 
hinder rather than advance descriptive-explanatory work (Toury 1995a: 
31 & 1995b: 141) 
He therefore considers his 'assumed translation' to be any utterance which is 
presented or considered a translation within a target culture. He then proceeds to 
justify how this particular utterance within a particular target culture is regarded as 
translation. To start with Toury focuses his effort in explaining the . notion' of 
translation, instead of the 'label' which is a mere 'word' to describe the act of 
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translating. This notion of assumed translation, he continues, is based on three 
interrelated postulates which might be found in many if not all translation paradigm, 
but in Toury's theory they are stemming from culture-internal notion, these are: 
1. The Source-Text Postulate: Regardless of the fact that a translation has stemmed 
form an original text in a source language and culture, Toury's source-text postulate 
entails that the resulting text can be studied in isolation from its original. He says: 
Concrete texts in languages other than the target's are not part of the 
necessary equipment for launching research either: even if none is used, 
the study will still pertain to Translation Studies as long as the 
assumptions of their temporal preexistence and logical priority are taken 
into account". (Toury 1995a: 34) 
He also points out that in many cases an assumed translation might have no source 
text at all, or that it may have more than one source text as the case of "compilative 
translation", or one which served a different purpose from that, which the translation 
is meant to serve. (Toury 1995b: 144) 
2. The Transfer Postulate: With the assumption that a source text exists for any 
assumed translation, this entails that a transfer process has taken place. And seeing 
that translation should be studied within the frame of its three axes, product, process 
and function, the transfer postulate bring together the ST and TT on one hand, and 
cross-linguistic and cross-cultural processes on the other. 
3. The Relationship Postulate: Function, the third axis of Toury's descriptive 
approach is presented through the relationship postulate, as the two texts allegedly 
share an obvious function which is taken "to have been transferred across the cultural-
semiotic ( and linguistic) border". Toury adds that their relationship "can fall within 
the normative structure of the culture and language in question". (Toury 1995a: 35 
& 1995b: 144) 
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If the three postulates are put together, then the conclusion IS that an assumed 
translation will be: 
Any target-culture text for which there are reasons to tentatively posit the 
existence of another text, in another culture and language, from which it 
was presumably derived by transfer operations and to which it is now 
tied by certain relationships, some of which may be regarded-within that 
culture- as necessary and/or sufficient. (Toury 1995a: 35) 
Toury concludes that in order to study translation one should start with translations 
themselves as situated within their immediate contexts. He regards translation as "an 
activity, performed by individual players within a socio-cultural environment and to a 
large extent conditioned by that environment". (Toury 1997: 289) 
After defining what he considers as translation, T oury returns to the three axes of 
descriptive studies in an attempt to try to find laws which govern translators' 
behaviour during the act of translation, and underline the overall process of 
translation. To explain how the three axes are interrelated, Toury says: 
The [prospective] POSITION (or FUNCTION) of a translation within a 
recipient culture (or a certain section thereof) should be regarded as a 
strong governing factors of the make-up of the PRODUCT, in terms of 
underlying modals, linguistic representation, or both. (Toury 1991 a: 183) 
In other words, when analysing translations, the process starts from back to front. 
Toury suggests that the analysis should start with the recipient culture, which resulted 
in the relationship postulate, i.e. function, which in tum affected the transfer postulate, 
i.e. process and consequently resulted in the assumed translation i.e. product. Toury 
also points out that the two variables (position and product) playa role in governing 
the strategies employed during the actual act of production (process). Toury 
continues, "in fact even with respect to the gradual making of a translator under 
'natural' circumstances the hypothesis has been put forward ( ... ) that environmental 
feedback greatly influences the shaping of translation strategies [my emphasis)". 
(Toury 1991 a: 183) 
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To explain further Lambert & T oury say: 
The basic rule is simple: in as much as a translation is to-be acceptable to 
and accepted in a target culture, whether as a wholly domestic(ated) 
utterance or as just "translational", its make up will be determined largely 
by the constellation of that culture and the functions the target text is to 
fulfill in it. (Lambert & Toury 1989: 3) 
In other words, the translation 'product' exists because it was accepted by the recipient 
culture as it was thought of to have fulfilled the function it was intended to fulfil. 
Lambert and Toury argue that although this notion of acceptability seems only to 
address the 'product', it actually involves the 'process', as it governs the selection of 
strategies employed during the act of translating. They say, "there is evidence now, 
that to some extent, at least, target-oriented constraints of a cultural-semiotic nature 
indeed shape the cognitive processes involved in individual acts of translation". 
(Lambert & Toury 1989: 3) It is clear that Toury considers translation as an empirical 
discipline, therefore he adopts Holmes' (1988) three axes of translation research: 
process-oriented, product-oriented and function-oriented, but he also adds to them 
translation norms and strategies. (Leuven-Zwart 1991a: 39) In doing this Toury 
ignores the source-text postulate. He concentrates on the transfer postulate and the 
relationship postulate and he introduces the role of the strategies employed during 
translation and the constraints governing these strategies i.e. norms. Toury suggests 
that the establishment of the interdependencies between three factors achieves 
translation. 
( a) the junction a translation fulfills (or is devised to fulfill) in the target 
culture, 
(b) the make-up of texts which are regarded as «proper» translations, 
(c) the strategies and procedures resorted to during the process whereby 
such a product is established and introduced into a target culture (hence, 
by extension, the cultural function of the act of translating [a']. (Toury 
1989a: 102) 
The whole process of translation theory moves in three stages, it starts with a highly 
theoretical assumption which suggests that if translation fulfils the function it is 
intended for in the target culture, then it is considered as translation. The second 
stage entails a descriptive assumption and is based on the idea that translations exist in 
their current forms when they undergo certain cultural, communicational, linguistic 
and other circumstances. As a third stage the process reflects theory "in a higher, 
more elaborate form, namely a conditioned or probabilistic one" (Lambert & Toury 
1989:6) by raising speculations about how a translation would be if it had undergone a 
'different' set of cultural, linguistic and other circumstances. This approach joins the 
two levels of theory and descriptive studies and the ultimate goal is to achieve a 
conditioned or a probabilistic theory by establishing a coherent set of laws as "if X, 
then the greater/the smaller the likelihood that Y". (Lambert & Toury 1989: 6) 
Through his new approach Toury tries to establish translation didactics and this he 
tries to achieve through translation norms. He believes that translation norms should 
be regarded as "the focal point of a theory of translation purporting to supply a sound 
basis and an operative framework for descriptive studies into translation phenomena". 
(Toury 1980b: 180) 
Toury obviously disagrees with Osers who states that "the way a person translated 
( ... ) was very much his own business, and quite possibly not even a conscious one". 
(Osers 1995: 56) Toury points out that it is naIve and misleading to think that 
translation depends on one hand on a translator who thinks that he has the freedom to 
define translational problems and suggest solutions for them, or on the other hand that 
translations are absolutely rule-governed, and the translator has no choice or freedom 
whatsoever during the act of translation. Therefore, he suggests that it is common 
sense that translation is subject to constraints of various types and degrees located 
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between the two ends of a scale, which include absolute rules on one hand, and 
idiosyncrasies on the other, and that the space between the two ends is usually 
occupied by intersubjective factors; usually 'norms' which act as constraints on 
translation. (Toury 1980b: 180-181) He says that: 
These norms are the 'translation' of general values or ideas, shared by a 
certain social group - as to what is right and wrong, appropriate and 
inappropriate in every 'behavioural dimension' into specific 
performance - instructions which are applicable to specific situations". 
(Toury 1980b: 181) 
Norms play an important role in the current theory. The application of the theory of 




After presenting this kaleidoscope of resent approaches to translation theory it is 
worthy of noting that in 1982 Wilss said, "It cannot be said- inspite of or perhaps even 
because of the extensive literature on the subject- that a coherent, theoretically and 
methodologically founded concept of the science of translation has already been fully 
developed ( ... ) rather the contrary is true". (Wilss 1982: 51) Arrojo (1997:6) quotes 
Savory who says that scholars of translation have "never agreed among themselves, 
but have so often and for so long contradicted each other that they have bequeathed to 
us a volume of confused thought which must be hard to parallel in other fields of 
literature". (Savory 1968:49) 
Many scholars of translation studies have largely imported its definition, models and 
methods, from neighbouring disciplines. According to Delabastita, what is peculiar 
about the emerging results of this situation is that "the entire field turns out to be 
characterised by a series of irreconcilable oppositions: literary vs. non-literary 
translation, linguistic vs. cultural aspects, theory vs. practice, normative vs. 
descriptive, source oriented vs. target oriented, theoretical vs. historical". (Delabastita 
1990: 138) 
In the late 1980s Roda Roberts stressed the need for a systemisation of translation 
theory. She blamed the large number of diverse approaches on the fact that most 
scholars adopted the approach which most suited their academic background and 
orientation, and that "theorists work in a void with little or no recognition of the 
results of previous research". (Roberts I988a: 117) Roberts pointed out that this 
situation widens the gap between theoreticians themselves on one hand and between 
them and practising translators on the other. She maintained a strong stance against 
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the situation of translation theory at that time and referred to it as '-chaotic". (Robert s 
1988a: 122) Roberts suggested that in order to reach a systemisation of the theory, 
scholars should first try to identify the terminology of each and every theorist and 
approach, in order to standardise them in one glossary. After this is established 
scholars should find what is common between these approaches rather than pointing 
out the differences. She says: 
If translation theory is to move ahead, it must first move away from te 
[sic] juxtaposition! opposition course it has been following for centuries 
onto a linear, logically consistent, progressive course which leads from 
partial result to partial result. (Roberts 1988a: 122) 
In 1995 Mary Snell-Hornby called for an integrated approach and urged for 
translation to be a discipline in its own right. She said, "translation studies needs to 
develop its own methods based, not on the outside models and conventions from other 
disciplines, but the complexities of translation. "(Snell-Hornby 1995: 3 5) 
In the present day translation studies continues to attract new methods and 
approaches. The study of translation is as interesting as translations themselves. 
The significance of reviewing the literature of translation theory and studies lies in the 
fact that in order to have a full understanding of the complex process of translation, it 
is suggested that translation scholars should have a broader view of all the approaches 
which existed in translation studies, and it is also recommended that they should 
incorporate different models and theories in an attempt to reach a more 
comprehensive method of dealing with the complexity of translation and therefore 
adopting a less restrictive theory. Delabastita urges "translation scholars to carefully 
consider alternative explanations and theories within the field and whenever it seems 
appropriate, to integrate elements of them into their own model". (Delabastita 1990: 
139) 
On the other hand, if scholars are not able to incorporate the various approaches into 
the one they are following, they are still expected to be aware of the diversity of 
approaches, which are progressing alongside the line of reasoning they follow. 
Delabastita says, "given this rather problematic state of the art, translation scholars 
can ill afford to go on fohowing their own line in complete ignorance of what others 
are doing in the field". (Delabastita 1990: 138) 
Toury says that, "it would be an illusion to assume that the so-called theories of 
translation indeed apply to one and the same object". (Toury 1988: 82) He continues: 
Hopefully enough, all objects tackled by theory of translation are at least 
interconnected. However, they can never coincide in full. They are, at 
best, different facets of one complex phenomenon. Consequently, all 
points of view from which translation can be tackled emerge as 
complementary rather mutually exclusive. (Toury 1988: 82) 
It is also worth noting that other scholars draw a defining line between theory and 
practice, for example, Nida says, "most successful and creative translators have little 
or no use for theories of translation. In fact, some insist that only those who cannot 
translate become theorists of translating. In reality, outstanding translators are born, 
not made, since without an innate potential for the creative use of language, the study 
of procedures and principles of translating is unlikely to produce outstanding results." 
(Nida 1996: 20) 
After presenting all these diverse approaches and theories of translation and 
translation studies, it is obvious that we can rule out Nord's wishful thinking with 
respect to having a "Magna Charta of translation which every translator could tum to 
in case of doubt". (Nord 1991a: 92) Or Arrojo's idea of a "master theory" (Arrojo 
1998:34) for the mere reason that we will never be able to find a common, universal 
code of translation which applies to all cultures. 
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However according to Nord, what we can achieve is an: 
Agreement on a general theory of translation which allows for specific 
variations when applied to particular cultures taking into account the 
culture-specific conventions of translation and the expectations the 
members of a particular culture have of a translated text. (Nord 1991 a: 
92) 
What we can also follow is Newmark's understanding of translation theory in which 
he states that the main objective is: 
To determine appropriate translation methods for the widest possible 
range of texts or text-categories. Further it [should provide] a framework 
of principles, restricted rules and hints for translating texts and criticizing 
translators, a background for problem-solving. (Newmark 1988: 19) 
Therefore, this research will apply some of the aforementioned theories of translation 
and will attempt to draw theory and practice closer to each other. According to 
Hermans the interaction between theory and practice should be seen as "a view of 
literature as a complex and dynamic system: a conviction that there should be a 
continual interplay between theoretical models and practical case studies". (Hermans 
1985: 1 0) It is clear that there is no case if there is no theory, and that any study in 
translation should follow a particular line of reasoning. 
Although the suggestions of a 'Magna Charta' or a 'master theory' are discarded, the 
current research nevertheless hopes to facilitate the task of translators at least on the 
level of choosing proper equivalences by the application of the theory of norms. The 
basic idea behind the theory is that translations depend for their existence on the 
acceptability of the recipient culture and this in turn depends on how well translations 
fulfil their function in the TC. This process, however, is neither absolutely free nor 
rigidly restricted, but it is subject to various constraints, which are usually norms. 
The current research applies the theory of norms to translation in an attempt to 
standardise Arabic translation of English legal terms. Therefore, it is necessary at this 
stage to explain how the current research uses the theory of norms as a tool to help 
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standardise the choices of equivalences. It is also essential to understand how nonns 
act as constraints on translation. However, before explaining the theoretical 
framework of norms, the research presents a description of its methodology by 
pointing out the research problem and methods of addressing it. Hence, the following 
chapter is designed to address the research methodology and the theory of nonns. 
6-l 
Theory without translation is empty and translation without theory is blind 
Albrech Neubert, 1996: 105 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND THE THEORY OF NOR'IS 
Introduction 
The current thesis addresses four basic aspects. Firstly, the thesis adopts an empirical 
methodology in processing the study. Secondly, it applies the theory of norms in 
researching translation and thirdly it tackles one level of translation analysis, that of 
'equivalences'. The fourth aspect, which is the comprehensive concept of the study, 
is the fact that this study is conducted within the borders of legal translation. This last 
aspect is addressed in a separate chapter which is devoted to the explanation of the 
features of legal language and legal texts, and in particular the ST used in the current 
thesis. 
Chapter three, therefore, presents the research methodology which is followed in the 
current thesis and which is based on the empirical methodology adopted by scholars 
of DTS. Hence it provides an explanation of the employment of empirical 
methodology in translation studies. The empirical approach describes a phenomenon 
and then establishes general principles by means of which this phenomenon can be 
explained or predicted. The empirical approach is "initially devised to study, describe 
and explain". (Toury 1985: 16) In the current research, the phenomenon established 
is the assumption that norms govern the behaviour of translators in choosing their 
equivalences and hence affect the whole translation process. Therefore, the second 
aspect which is addressed in this chapter is the theory of norms and its application to 
translation studies and translation analysis. However, it is necessary that the theory of 
norm should be understood within its social sense and therefore, Chapter Three 
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provides a detailed description of norms in general and their features, then sets out to 
explain how norms act as constraints on the translators' behaviour and their 
translations. The focus of this is chapter the theoretical framework which is centred 
on the role played by the two basic assumptions of the descriptive school of target-
orientation and translation norms. Both assumptions clearly imply that the 
importance is attached to the target orientation process which takes place in the TT, 
instead of that attached to the ST, which is pushed to the background. This approach, 
supported by the partisans of the descriptive studies school, suggested that 
"translation is the result of a socially contexted behavioural type of activity". (Toury 
1980b: 180), or as "implying a degree of manipulation of the source text for a certain 
purpose". (Hermans 1985: 11) The followers of this approach believed that the 
relationship existing between the ST and the TT is only a step towards the 
understanding of the whole mechanism which underlies the act of translation. The 
disciples of the descriptive school suggested that the idea of an optimal Equivalence is 
unattainable and that the notion of Equivalence is only a label affixed to describe the 
relationship which assumedly exists between the ST and the TT. Therefore, in order 
to understand the role of norms in translation, on the one hand, this study presents an 
explanation of the notion of 'equivalence' in translation and in particular in DTS. On 
the other hand, however, the notion of equivalence in crucial to the current study due 
to the fact that this thesis is trying to find a method by which equivalences can be 
standardised. 
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Part One: Empirical Methodology 
When scholars first initiated empirical SCIence III the study of translation, their 
methodologies were intuitive; the greatest aim was to rid translation theory of its 
inherent weakness by adopting a systematic descriptive approach. (TouryI980a) Now 
it can be safely said that the only real change in Translation Studies came with the 
introduction of empirical research, which started applying paradigms and models 
from all new disciplines and inter-disciplines to actual translation. Holmes attributes 
many of the weaknesses in contemporary translation theories to the fact that many 
studies are based on the deductive method of analysis instead on the empirical 
method. He says, "theories were, by and large, developed deductively, without 
recourse to actual translated text - in function, or at best to a very restricted corpus 
introduced for illustration rather than for verification or falsification". (Holmes 1988: 
34) In describing empirical research Toury claims that "the introduction of the 
empirical methods proved to be a true landmark in the evolution of the descipline, and 
it certainly looks like they are here to stay". (Toury 1991b: 45) He adds: 
The explanatory and predictive principles of a scientific discipline are 
stated in its hypothetical generalization and its theories, they 
characterize general patterns or regularities to which the individual 
phenomena conform and by virtue of which occurrence can be 
systemically anticipated (Toury 1991 b: 46) 
As previously mentioned, empirical methodology addresses two angles; firstly, it 
describes particular phenomena in the world of our expenence and secondly, it 
establishes general principles by means of which these phenomena can be explained 
or predicted. Within the frame of a descriptive approach and applied to translation 
studies it functions towards the establishment of a "full-fledged, multi-faceted theory 
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of translation of a high explanatory and ( some predictive) power". (Toury 1991 b: 63-
64) 
Figure 3 presents the way empirical methodology functions in translation studies: 
Empirical Methodology in Translation Studies 
Theoretical Framework 
1. The relationship between 
the interdependencies 
(process-product-function) in 
the recipient culture 
2. Factors which may act as 
constraints on translation 
Integrating Experiment with Theory 
What is likely to occur under 
various set(s) of conditions') 
fIgure 3: Empirical Methodology in Translation Studies 
3.1.1. Thesis Research Methodology 
This research just like any other research employing an empirical approach faces 
multiple constructions of reality. It involves a systematic strategy for answering 
questions about people in an enclosed social context, which is in this case translators' 
behaviour during the act of translation. With the use of a qualitative analysis method 
and the use of corpus-based analysis of translation the research will employ means for 
describing and attempting to understand observed regularities, patterns, commonalties 
appearing among translators. 
This method follows Gutl's "descriptive classificatory approach", in which certain 
phenomena are seen to share certain aspects of similarity. These similarities will 
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allow the researcher to classify phenomena in sets and classes and enable her/him to 
provide explanations of the occurring similarities on a collective level. (Gutt 1991: 
17) Gutt says that the basic aim of this approach is to: 
Provide an orderly or systemic description of the phenomena in its 
domains. It starts from the observation that no phenomenon is totally 
different from every other phenomenon, but that sets of phenomena 
seem to be similar in some respects. These similarities can be exploited 
for purposes of description; they allow the theorist to describe the 
phenomena in sets and classes rather than individually which lends 
generalizing power to the theory. To the extent that phenomena with 
similar properties tend to behave in similar ways, this approach is also 
vested with a certain amount of predictive or explanatory power, though 
this is not usually seen as its first interest. (Gutt 1991: 17) 
The current study is initially based on Holmes basic map of translation studies16, in 
which he divides translation into two branches, the first is 'pure' and the second is 
'applied' and then he divides the 'pure' branch into 'theoretical' and 'descriptive'. 
(Holmes 1988: 71) This study treats translation studies as divided between 
theoretical, descriptive and applied branches all of which are compatible whilst 
bearing on one another. In this research both descriptive and applied branches will 
draw on the theoretical branch but will make different use of it. (Hermans 1991: 156) 
On the one hand the research addresses an empirical axis focusing on translation per 
se while on the other hand, the research discusses the practical issue of translational 
skills, which will be discussed in Chapter Four. In line with Leuven-Zwart's 
description of Toury's endeavours (Toury 1980a: 80), the research attempts to 
achieve "a proverbial catholic marriage" between theoretical and descriptive 
translation studies. (Leuven-Zwart 1991a: 39) Furthermore, in an attempt to create 
"unity out of disunity" (Neubert and Shreve 1992: 9) the research brings the forces of 
translation studies together by employing a descriptive systemic approach on the 
16 See Figure 2 p. 4-t 
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whole of the research on one hand, and by using a corpus-based 17 method in the 
analysis of the empirical study on the other. Hence, in the current research 'corpora' 
is considered the applied branch of translation studies. The use of corpora in the 
current research is significant due to the fact that it has proved to one of the most 
reliable method of comparison in translation analysis. According to Lindquist (1984), 
corpus work in languages has advantages that are valid for translation studies. He 
quotes Svartvik et.al (1982) who summarise the advantages of corpus analysis as 
follow: 
A corpus makes it possible 
- to state a wide repertoire of uses to which language is put, 
- to make more objective statements than introspective analysis permits, 
- to achieve total accountability of linguistic features 
- to state frequencies of occurrence in different uses of the language. (Lindquist 
1984: 261) 
Therefore, the current research will make use of corpus-based analysis in the data 
analysis which is initially explained in discussing the research methods later in the 
chapter. However, the detailed use of corpus-base analysis is fully explained through 
the processing of the research in Chapter Five. Yet before designing the research 
methods, this research presents a specific idea as to the aim of the experiment. 
According to Agazzi, an experiment within the framework of empirical research is 
"an empirical procedure performed with a view of testing something, be it tentative 
conjecture, a rather elaborated hypothesis, or perhaps a whole theory". (Agazzi 1988: 
3) Therefore, this research starts with the identification of the problem and then 
suggests methods as to how this problem can be tackled. 
\7 Discussed in Chapter Two p. 26 
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3.1.2. Identification of the Research Problem 
There are different reasons why researchers choose to study a certain topic or a certain 
phenomenon. One of the most common reasons is the rise of social problems, which 
elicit the need for social research. In a constantly changing political and economic 
world, there is a symmetrical rise of problems associated with that change. 
Unfortunately, the growth of the number of states is usually connected with the 
growth of conflicts and disputes rather than harmony. In such situations, the parties 
concerned try to clarify their duties and guarantee their rights. This is usually 
achieved by regulating the interrelations between countries, governments, groups and 
individuals. Due to the rapid growth of technology and to comply with this fact, 
governments prefer to present the regulation of these interrelations by way of 
presenting them in a systemic codified method. This usually takes the shape of 
numbered articles included in lengthy documents such as statutes, agreements, 
contracts, etc. At any rate, in the particular case of international relations, translation 
plays an important role in the ratification of these regulations and making them 
accessible to both governments and public. It should be emphasised that in order to 
guarantee the rights of the concerned parties, there should be some kind of 
standardisation of translation terms. This study focuses on a contemporary topic, the 
need for standardisation of legal/political translation terms. The choice of this topic is 
due to its theoretical and practical relevance. In theory the research looks at 
translation within the frame of the theory of norms. In practice and through analysing 
the behaviour of translators with the use of corpora the study shall attempt to offer a 
method by which translation equivalences of political terms might become 
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standardised, which will consequently limit the possibility of political conflicts, at 
least those arising from the linguistics problems associated with documents. 
The significance of this research and its contribution to the field of translation studies 
is that by making use of the results achieved from corpus-based studies of translation, 
the status of the applied branch in translation studies will be raised. 
3.1.3. Research Question(s) and Methods 
This research has undergone several changes and passed through different stages. 
The preliminary idea behind the current research was to study lexical challenges 
facing the translator of the Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty (signed in Wadi Arab in 
1994)18 and the political conflicts or disputes that might arise due to misinterpretation 
of the text. That was the basic idea behind this research. After reviewing the 
literature on the theories of Translation Studies, it became apparent that this study fits 
within the stream of cross-cultural communication. The study adopted the hypotheses 
of German scholars Honig and Kussmaul, 1982, Reiss and Vermeer 1984 and Holtz 
Manttari 1984 (Snell-Hornby 1995:43), who viewed translation not as a process of 
transcoding, but as an act of communication. These scholars followed approaches 
which focused on the function of the target text 'prospective translation' rather than 
the prescription of the source text 'retrospective translation', and they viewed the text 
as an integral part of the world and not as an isolated specimen of language. The 
research was further supported by Gideon Toury's target-orientedness (Toury 1980a, 
1995a) approach, within which translation is achieved by a relationship between 
function, product and process, i.e. the form a translation would have and the strategies 
It< Appendix IV 
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used during its generation are connected by a relationship which IS governed bv 
certain regularities, known as 'norms'. 
It is noticeable that the concept of norms as applied to translation yields interesting 
results, the most relevant of which to this research is whether one can use the 
explanation of translators' conformity or non-conformity to norms in standardising 
translation equivalences. However, because norms themselves are not identifiable in 
translation, it is the regularities in the translators' behaviour that indicate their 
existence, and these are the elements which are examined. T oury says: 
Normative formulations may, therefore, serve as a source of data on 
norm-governed behaviours, and hence on the underlying norms as such, 
but they may do so only indirectly: if one wishes to expose the bare 
norms, any given formulation will have to be stripped of the alien 
interest it has accumulated. (Toury 1999: 15) 
Toury suggests that "the investigation of translational phenomena should start from 
empirical fact, i.e. from the translated text itself' (Toury 1985: 13) and this in tum 
should address the three axes of descriptive studies: product, process and function. 
(Holmes 1988: 71) Toury mentions that, "the application of experimental methods to 
translation has certainly shed new light on the need to account for the 
interdependencies of the three aspects; for no significant conclusions can be drawn 
from an experiment unless all the relevant parameters, along with their relationships, 
have been identified". (Toury 1991a: 182 & 1991b: 46) Toury states: 
Whereas in actual practice, it is subjugation to norms that breeds norm-
governed behaviour which then results in regularities of surface 
realisations, the search for norms within any scholarly programme must 
proceed the other way around. Thus, it is regularities in the observable 
results of a particular kind of behaviour, assumed to have been governed 
by norms, which are first noted. Only then does one go on to extract the 
norms themselves, on the (not all that straightforward) assumption that 
observed regularities testify to recurrent underlying motives, and in a 
direct manner, at that. For the researcher norms, thus emerge as 
explanatOlJ' hypotheses (of observed [result of] behaviour) rather than 
entities in their own right. (Toury 1999: 15-16) 
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Due to the fact that empirical methods can only be applied to observational data, the 
investigation of mental processes, which cannot be observed directly, has to rei\' on 
the resulting products. 
In a descriptive methodology, scholars focus on describing phenomena both on 
individual and collective levels. This can be achieved by examining translated texts 
one by one by adopting a systemic approach of testing norms, models and behaviour. 
Toury suggests a number of programs for the objectives of descriptive studies, but he 
seems to favour the comparison method between translations and works of the target 
literature, or translations and source texts. He believes that this will establish 
similarities and differences which in tum will shed light on the norms and strategies 
employed in translations. 
Such a comparative analysis will enable the researcher to note differences 
and similarities, where upon s/he can try to connect these findings with the 
constraints to which each translator seems to have subjected him/herself, 
especially the intersubjective, culture-dependent constraint which have 
come to be known as translational norms19 (Toury 1997:283) 
In addition to Toury's favoured methods, there are also a number of various empirical 
methods in translation studies such as: The comparison of different translations to the 
original translation of the ST, thinking aloud protocols (T APs), comparing 
translations to texts of the same genre, and comparing different translations performed 
by the same translator in different periods of time of one ST. 
Although all the above-mentioned empirical methods have proved their efficiency in 
the analysis of translation studies, they are not suitable for the purpose of this study. 
The current research has devised a different method which is followed in the analysis 
of the empirical experiment. The current research bases its experiment on the 
comparison which addresses the translated texts in isolation from the ST. The 
19 See Tour)' 19953 pp.5~-69 
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comparison is based on 100 different translations of the ST perfonned by four 
different groups of translators. The analysis of the translations which follows a 
manual corpus-based method is intended to identify commonalities or patterns in the 
choices made by the translators. 
The research aims at finding explanations as to why these choices were made and 
whether, or not, they are governed by nonns. It ought to be pointed out that 
"Translation within a descriptive approach should deal with what is actually done in 
translation and why instead of how it should be done [my emphasis]". (Leuven-Zwart 
1991b: 38) 
The findings of the translation analysis are further supported by means of a 
questionnaire which all infonnants had to complete. The questionnaire is intended to 
measure the informants cognitive and extra-cognitive experiences20 which affects 
their competence. The processing of the experiment and its design will be discussed 
in detail in Chapter Five along with the data analysis. 
The current research has followed this method for a number of reasons, the most 
important being the fact that it aims at identifying the behaviour of translators during 
the act of translation through the choices appearing the TT. Therefore the research 
bases the empirical experiment on the translations of the ST. The research is not 
concerned with the processing of the ST. Therefore its role is reduced to pointing out 
the difficulties that are expected to face the translators in the processing of the TT. 
On the other hand, it is important to point out that the research methods were affected 
by two crucial factors, which will consequently affect the research analysis at a later 
stage. The current research gives considerable consideration to two factors; the first 
20 Cognitive and extra-cognitive eX"}>eriences will be discussed under the section 3.1.~. Factors 
Affecting the Research Methods. 
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factor involves the context surrounding the empirical experiment and the second 
factor tackles the question of whether translation is a decision-making process. 
3.1.4. Factors Affecting the Research Methods 
3.1.4.1. Contextualisation 
In studying translated texts, it is of the utmost importance to study them within their 
context. It is contextualisation which should "ensure a satisfactory explanation of the 
linguistic make-up of the text and the (reconstructed) practice resorted to by its 
translators". (Toury 199 5b: 140) 
In the present research, the study of contextualisation is achieved by means of the 
questionnaire. The context which is under study in the current research is not that of 
the ST, but of the TT for the following reasons: 
1. The ST is actually the resulting work of three groups of authors21 with different 
cultural backgrounds (Arabic-English-Israeli). They developed what was referred to 
by Toury in his brakes·22 example as an "artificial sub-culture" (Toury 1995b: 140) 
who shared English as the language of communication. Thus the study of this 
21 Authors here refers to the three negotiating parties which took part in the drafting of the Peace Treaty 
22 ToW)' cites the example of a note which is posted on a Gennan train to warn passengers against 
improper use of the emergency brake. The note, which is a literal translation of the German, reads: 
IEmergency brake -Pull brake only in case of emergency- Any misuse will be punished]. The text 
neither pertains to the German culture nor to any culture which has English as its national language. 
Therefore the system which hosts this translation and which governed its generation is the artificial 
sub-culture shared by the speakers of English whilst in Germany. For full explanation of the brakes' 
example see Toury (1995 b) pp. 140-141 
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artificial sub-culture is unnecessary for this research, although it must be pointed out 
that this mere fact proves the idea that translations can be studied within the 
boundaries of their hosting cultures without referring to the source culture. 
It also supports Toury's approach, which claims that the hosting context (target 
culture) of translation is the authority which governs the generation of the translation. 
2. The fact that in the present research the ST belongs to an artificial sub-culture, and 
the TT belongs to a normal target culture, supports the theory that there is no way 
both texts share the same systemic space "not even when they are physically present 
side by side" (Toury 1995b: 137) as is the case in the present legal text. Nevertheless, 
Toury adds that "this is not to say that, having been severed from it, a translation 
would never be in a position to bear on the source culture again, on occasion even on 
the source text itself'. (Toury 199 5b: 137) 
3. In the present case it is also worth pointing out that the translator is not trying to 
import the cultural context of the S T into the TT. Instead it is the legal context that is 
at stake. 
Hermans gives a considerable amount of importance to context. He suggests that a 
text without a context does not mean anything. He refutes the idea that deciphering a 
linguistic code in a vacuum can make sense. Hermans cites the example of the 
'British anthem' chanted by football fans, he suggests that in doing so they are not 
wishing for the queen to have a long life rather it is merely a type of normative 
behaviour they follow in such a situation. (Hermans 1997: 12) He says: 
Texts therefore have no fixed meanings in themselves. They acquire 
meaning, they are invested with meaning as communications in a 
selective environment, a different context. (Hermans 1997: 12) 
Hermans continues by suggesting that if this is true for a text, then it can be true for 
translation. Hermans (1997: 12) cites an interesting quote by Hans-Georg Gadamer in 
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his essay of Man and Language (1966), in which he says: "'Nothing that is said has its 
truth simply in itself, but refers instead backward and forward to what is unsaid ( ... ) 
And only when what is not said is understood along with what is said is an assertion 
understandable". (Gadamer 1977: 67) 
Wilss supports the idea that in order to investigate how translators or students of 
translation behave in the process of translation, he suggests that we should have a 
thorough investigation "not on how well people perform but also on how they 
perform in a specific translation situation. Examining discrepancies between actual 
and optimal behaviour then raises questions about how such discrepancies emerge". 
(Wilss 1994: 141) 
Hence, the suggestion is that a sentence or a text is just a string of words, which 
makes no sense, unless it is associated with context. However, in the particular case 
of legal texts, the social context is less important than in other genre of texts. It is 
clear that legal words have the authority of law in themselves, and therefore these 
words can hold meaning without referring to social context, as long as they make 
sense in the legal context. 
Pym believes that one of the most common shortcomings of contemporary translation 
theory is "the assumption that texts are wholly determined by their communicative 
context and immediate purpose, such that their textuality would be fundamentally 
transparent". (Pym, 1998: 108) He even goes as far to say that if that is the case and 
one knows enough about sender and receiver worlds, then one might as well throw the 
text itself away. 
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3.1.4.2. Translation as a Decision-making process 
Translation as a form of human behaviour, in most expected cases, involves making 
rational decisions. This process which is a feature of human nature is not a random 
form of action but it is part of common behaviour in mental processes to behave 
rationally. But if one looks closer, it will be found that one commits irrational 
decisions in everyday life. How can there be, then, an agreement on the rationality of 
behaviour in general? Usually if what is done is acceptable and considered correct in 
a society, it is described as rational. According to Wilss human behaviour must 
satisfy the "four basic requirements: verifiability, plausibility, situational (contextual) 
adequacy, and value orientedness". (Wilss 1994: 132) The same applies for 
translation and Toury states that in making their decision in the act of translation, 
translators tend to prefer avoiding "negative reactions to 'improper' behaviours as 
well as obtain the rewards that go with a 'proper' one". (Toury 1986b: 21) But the 
problem which arises, is that with the diverse approaches to translation theories and 
studies, what may be considered rational in one approach might be considered 
irrational in another. Whatever choice the translator makes entails a risk. Therefore, 
choices must be seen within a comprehensive framework including both positive and 
negative results and this is what Wilss refers to as "conditional probabilities". (Wilss 
1994: 132). 
Due to the fact that translation is considered a form of human behaviour, a translator 
is highly likely to be caught in the trap of routine translation and thus lose herlhis 
right to decision-making. Wilss says "routine translation, both linguistically and 
culturally, is, of course, a different matter~ routine-practising and decision-making 
behaviour are in principle opposed to each other". (Wilss 1994: 132). 
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The decision-making process is obviously affected by a number of factors . Figure 4 
represents an overall view of the factors affecting translators ' decision-making. 
The Decision-making process 
Cognitive System 
- Language Competence 
- Textual Competence 
- Subject Competence 
- Cultural Competence 
- Transfer Conmetence 
Identifying a problem(s) 
~ 
Make decision to solve problem(s) 
Solving problem(s) decision(s) 
Result (Translation) 
Evaluation of result 
[The validity of the decision(s)] 
(Figure -/): Trail lation as a Deci iOIl-Making Proce s 
Extra-cognitive System 
-Text Specification & 
problems. 
- Task Specification 
- General Work-place 
Soecificatio os 
Trial and error 
Applying strategies 
In looking at figure 4, it is immediately noticed that two types of factors affect the 
translator who ha a task of translating ate. t: the fir t factor, which is pecific to the 
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individual, is the cognitive system which affects the translators' competence. The 
term competence at this stage is used loosely as the cognith'e system is not the only 
factor which affects the measurability of translators' competence. Therefore, it is 
suitable for the purpose of this chapter to define translation competence as, "the 
underlying system of knowledge and skills needed to be able to translate". (P ACTE in 
press cited in Orozco 2000: 199) To look at the cognitive system from a general 
viewpoint, it is noticed that translators are expected to be specialists in all areas in 
which they have to operate as part of their professional work. If one has a better 
cognitive knowledge in a particular field this is what makes him/her a specialist in 
that field, and this is what Neubert (2000: 4) refers to as "heterogeneity". Neubert 
says: 
Translation requires skills that are usually very different from each other 
and which are not normally found in a traditional or even a modem 
university or business ( or artistic) career. e.g. literary, technical or legal 
translators have to combine a level of knowledge, at least of the language 
expert, i. e. of the mother tongue as well as of the language pair with the 
specific artistry or expertise of the writer or expert. (Neubert 2000: 4) 
Any translator, regardless of his/her specialisation should have competence in the 
following levels: Language competence, textual competence, subject competence, 
cultural competence and transfer competence. 
The second type of factors affecting the process of decision-making and consequently 
the whole process of translation are specific to situations, which will be referred to in 
this research as the extra-cognitive factors. These refer to the factors surrounding the 
translator and they are: 1. Text-type specifications and problems, which include the 
genre of the text (technical, commercial, legal, literal .. ) its functionality (informative, 
operative, vocative) sensitivity etc .. 2. Task specifications; this involves the task 
environment, time constraints, pressure, aiding material etc .. 3. Work-place 
specifications, the seriousness of the job (paid or unpaid) as in the case of professional 
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translators (graded or not) as in universities. T oury suggests that there is a 
relationship between the act of translation and the context of situation, where the act 
is performed. He suggests that the act of translation itself is embedded in the 
translation event. (Toury 1999: 18) 
With all these factors affecting the translator, s/he proceeds to identifying the 
problem. According to Nord a translation problem is, "an objective problem which 
every translator ( ... ) has to solve during a particular translation task" . (Nord 1991 b: 
151) Identifying translation problems is one of the main issues in the success of a 
translation process, and it is an indicator of the translators' competence (Orozco 2000: 
205). However it is not necessarily the easiest task, and very often it is not 
recognisable on the surface level, and may appear at any stage during the translation 
process. Solving observed problem(s) is the second stage in the translation process, 
just as observing them was the first. Wilss suggests that there are two levels of 
solving the problem: the first is a static process which involves a decision-making 
strategy and this involves having "declarative knowledge" (Wilss 1994: 133): i.e. 
knowing what. The second is a dynamic process, the "processual knowledge" and it 
involves the problem-solving strategies: knowing how. (Wilss 1994: 133) The second 
level is arrived at by means of trial and error, as a normal course of action. This 
method is usually the one adopted by novice translators and students. In the case of 
professional translators, they are expected to have passed that stage especially in 
dealing with familiar text types, and familiar translation-problems which they deal 
with in a routine-manner. This is not to say that they are not bound to face new 
problems. "Experienced translators have internalised a typology of situations, but they 
have to rise to the occasion of ever-new situational challenges". (Neubert 2000: 5) 
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In any case, it is safe to assume that on the level of trial and error, the translator's 
choice is individual and confined to hislher experience on the linguistic and extra-
linguistic levels, and affected by hislher cognitive and extra-cognitive system. This 
method of trial and error might be justifiable in coming up with, situational-specific, 
decision-making strategies. But according to Wilss it is not a justifiable method for 
coming up with decision-making rules, because no two people share the same 
cognitive experience. (Wilss 1994: 143) This indicates that there should be a more 
powerful factor which should govern the decision-making process. Translation 
problems solving strategies23 are defined by Toury as, "any set of moves utilised in 
trying to solve a perceived problem; perceived by the one performing the act, that is". 
(Toury 1999: 28) With the application of these strategies through the act of decision-
making, translators achieve their intended result, which is the actual translation of the 
text. Any produced translation goes through the process of evaluation. However, it is 
not the focus of this research to test the quality of translations but the behavioural 
actions of translators; nevertheless what should be known at this stage is that any 
process of evaluation carries within it the unavoidable risk that translators might not 
have chosen the right decision to start with. 
The idea that translation is a decision-making process entails that it is a form of social 
behaviour. In society, if a certain state of affairs occurs people deal with it a certain 
manner which becomes the favoured course of action which become stabilised as 
norms. Similarly, in translation, translators adopt a norm or a set of norms which 
involve the making of a decision considered rational. However, when translators 
adopt this particular norm and make a decision to follow and imitate it, they abandon 
their right of free will to decide whether this particular course of action was originally 
23 Strategies will be discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6 as part of the Analysis. 
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valid, and it was indeed the correct course of action. In this case discrepancies and 
inappropriateness in translation occur. Therefore, it becomes clear that the core 
concept of the research is the concept of 'norm', which is a basic notion in DTS and 
empirical methodology. 
Part Two: The Theory of Norms 
Norms are considered the tools by which guidelines of behaviour are stabilised. It is 
the necessary outcome of a society striving for social order. Norms play an important 
role in the application and analysis of the current empirical experiment, therefore it is 
important that the notion of norms should be discussed in details. 
3.2.1. Norms as an Object of Descriptive Studies 
A norm is the object of scrutiny in descriptive studies. The concept of norms has 
become a durable and useful instrument in Descriptive Translation Studies, which 
theorised and analysed their nature and operation and their effect on the practice of 
translation. However, in its theorisation, descriptive studies do not lay rules or 
guidelines for how a translation should proceed. As regards to the idea of translation 
as a decision-making process mentioned in 3.1.4.2 the question which arises is: what 
governs this decision? In the descriptive model, norms provide the first step towards 
an explanation of the choices and decisions which translators make. However, this 
act is not straightforward, especially given that translators as Hermans puts it, "do not 
just mechanically respond to nods and winks, they also act with intent". (Hermans 
1999: 80) If norms offered ready-made solutions to particular types of translation 
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problems, then all translations would be identical resulting in no translation problems, 
which is definitely not the case. To fully understand the function of norms in 
descriptive studies one should have adequate understating of the notion and their 
features in general. 
3.2.2. Norm as a Social Concept: Where Does it fit in Our Lives? 
In short, norms can be described as a middle stage between conventions and rules. In 
order to comprehend this position there should be a clear distinction between the three 
levels of agents regulating internal personal behaviour: norms, conventions and rules. 
Many people often confuse norms and conventions, since they both play a role in 
regulating lives to help form a sustainable form of coexistence. Both norms and 
conventions derive their legitimacy from shared knowledge, mutual expectations and 
acceptance. In order to understand the role conventions play in regulating 
interpersonal behaviour, one should first understand the meaning of convention. 
Hermans presents a definition based on his understanding of the explanation provided 
by the American philosopher David Lewis. Hermans states: 
Conventions are regularities in behaviour which have emerged as 
arbitrary but effective solutions to recurrent problems of interpersonal 
coordination. Because they have proved effective, these solutions 
become the preferred course of action for individuals in a given type of 
situation. Conventions grow out of precedent and social habit. They do 
not have to be explicitly agreed, but they presuppose common knowledge 
and acceptance. They imply mutual expectations: the expectations that in 
a given situation, I will adopt a certain course of action, and my 
expectation that others expect me to do just that. (Hermans 1999: 81) 
What Hermans means is that conventions solve co-ordination problems by precedent, 
i.e. "by means of shared acquaintance with a regularity governing the achievement of 
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coordination in a class of past cases which bear some conspicuous analog\, to one 
another and to our present coordination problem". (Lewis 1969: 41) 
In other words, they do not need to be absolutely agreed upon, and they lack a binding 
force. However, they have a regulatory function which restrict the number of 
particular options, and which makes one's behaviour predictable. (Hermans 1997:7-8) 
Christiane Nord is one of the first to introduce the notion of convention in translation. 
She agrees that conventions are not necessarily explicitly formulated. Nord says that 
conventions are: 
Based on common knowledge and on the expectation of what others 
expect you to expect them (etc.) to do in a certain situation. Therefore, 
they are only valid for the group that shares this knowledge. They are 
acquired, and even internalized, by the member of the group during the 
socialization process. Newcomers have to learn the convention either by 
'trial and error' or by imitation. (Nord 1991 a: 96) 
With regards to translation, Nord introduces two types of translation conventions. 
The first concerns features beyond the actual text such as proper names, culture-
bound realities etc ... and the accepted methods of dealing with them. These are 
referred to as regulative translational conventions. The second deals with what is 
actually considered as translation within a particular culture community and this she 
refers to as constitutive conventions. (Nord 1991a: 100) 
Norms on the other hand can be considered long term durable conventions. They 
grow out of conventions that have existed long enough to have earned a stronger 
position and therefore imply a degree of social and psychological pressure. Norms 
also have a stronger directive character by which, in a given situation, one ought to 
rather than simply be expected to behave in a certain manner. Nonns then are similar 
to conventions but they are stronger and more binding. Bartsch says: 
As regards their origin and function, nonns are conventions that solve 
coordination problems. But they come into their own as soon as 
preferences and expectations that go with conventions are conceptualized 
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as normative expectations. Like conventions, norms act as constraints on 
behaviour, foreclosing certain options while suggesting others. (Bartsch 
1987: 141) 
Although norms are not dictated to us, we practice them in everyday life while not 
being aware of them. Although they can be implicit they are still followed. They can 
also be verbalised in order to comment on them or "as part of the process of imparting 
them to others to ensure social continuity". (T oury 1999: 15) 
Norms are not universal. They are affected by culture, circumstances, and situations; 
therefore they differ from one place to another (e.g. table manners, answering the 
phone, queuing at the bus stop). Hence they carry in them an aspect of correctness 
and appropriateness and in this way they act as constraints on the behaviour of 
individual. Yet individuals do not necessarily have to follow norms whether 
intentionally or unintentionally. For example in Korean table manners it is rude to 
talk while having your meal whereas in somewhere like the Middle East, gathering 
around a table for a meal is more of a social act where everyone talks and exchanges 
ideas and information. If a Korean man shares a meal with a group of Middle 
Eastern people he might think that they are breaking the norms of his culture by 
talking and they might think that something is wrong with him (both will frown upon 
the others' behaviour but no rules are set against each group's behaviour). 
On the other hand, some may break a norm intentionally. Thus a person who jumps a 
queue will get a few raised eyebrows but will not be punished. This proves that 
norms do not set regulations of conduct and behaviour, and who breaks which norm 
depends on the occasion, on the nature and strength of the norm and the individual's 
position and motivation. 
At this stage comes in the role of 'rule' which regulates interpersonal relations in a 
manner which, if broken will result in the individual being punished. This rule is 
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usually set by an identifiable authority, even if it was not consented to by the majority 
of the people. Hermans states: 
Compared with conventions, then decrees represent the opposite end of 
the normative scale: they spell out strict rules, which may be codified 
both as obligations and as prohibitions, and leave the individual who is 
subject to them no freedom of action either way. (Hermans 1991: 163) 
With regards to translation rules, not too many scholars supported the idea of setting 
translation rules, and for a long time there has been no one to claim that they really 
exist. Eugene A. Nida criticises the idea which suggests that languages are absolutely 
and universally rule governed. He believes that if this is the case then all translators 
have to do is "set up a series of detailed principles in the form of computer-program 
rules. By rigidly following such rules, satisfactory results can then be guaranteed". 
(Nida 1996: 7) However, this cannot be achieved in reality, because no language is 
rule governed to that extent, and different languages do not share the same rules. He 
adds, "no text worth translating is so lacking in the creative and figurative use of the 
language as to be fully analyzable by autonomous rules". (Nida 1996: 7) Also, if 
languages are rule governed then it is only natural that they can be rule defying. Or to 
be more accurate "they are rule stretching". (Nida 1996: 10) 
3.2.1.1. Definitions of Norms 
According to Edna Ullman-Marglit, norms are "the prescribed guide for conduct or 
action, which is generally complied with by a member of society". (Ullman-Marglit 
1977: 12) They are means to regulate the behaviour of individuals and support the 
interaction between them in order to create a sustainable form of coexistence. 
In addition to its function of regulating the behaviour, Hermans suggests that a norm 
underlies the mechanism which accounts for this regularity. It is a social and 
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psychological entity, which serves as a middleman between the individual and the set 
of regularities perceived as accepted beliefs, values and preferences. 
Hermans says, "norms are tied to shared values in a community and in turn values are 
stabilized by norms". (Hermans 1999: 75) Therefore, they carry a notion of 
correctness and appropriateness in the socio-cultural system of the community in 
question. 
Norms have a number of features: they are culture bound and differ in their degree of 
durability. Some norms last for a long time while some change according to 
circumstances and times. The existence of norms for a certain group of people 
implies that there is a degree of conformity to them. However, this does not entail 
that the degree of conformity is the same for all members of the group, or that all 
members in fact, conform to it. Because norms are less compulsive than rules, regular 
non-conformity (breaching or violating) of them could occur and this may cause 
change in the norm itself Toury says, "as long as a norm is really active and 
effective, a high rate of regularity of behaviour in recurrent situations of the same type 
may be observed". (Toury 1980b: 181) 
3.2.1.3. The Force of Norms 
Through discussing the differences between conventions, norms and rules, it is 
concluded that norms lie in the middle stage between the permissiveness of 
conventions and the obligation of rules. However, although they don't dictate 
regularities in behaviour, they instruct what ought to happen, and how things should 
be done. This in itself involves a certain degree of constraint on behaviour. 
Regardless of their degree of force, constraints on behaviour help solve co-ordination 
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problems. Therefore they are usually related to the notion of correctness, due to the 
fact that it is more likely that norms guide behaviour towards something correct, not 
something wrong. And because norms are associated with a notion of correctness or 
with what is proper and appropriate, it is expected and agreed that this particular 
course of action should be adopted by all who find themselves in a particular 
situation. (Hermans 1997:8) 
According to Bartsch, in order for norms to guide behaviour within the frame of the 
notion of correctness they have to be interpreted as models to be imitated. (Bartsch 
1987: 70) And since the correctness-notion is a culture bound notion, then these 
models are determined by the socio-culture system, and compliance with them is also 
determined by the community. Therefore the degree of force influencing the act of 
following the model vary from one culture to another. Toury says: 
Whatever its exact context, there is absolutely no need for a norm to 
apply-to the same extent, or at all- to different sectors within a society. 
It is even less necessary or indeed likely for the same norm to apply 
across cultures. In fact 'sameness' of norms is often a mere coincidence-
or else the result of continuous contacts between sectors or entire 
cultures". (Toury 1992: 62) 
Since norms imply a social and psychological pressure, their directive or normative 
force is a matter of social pressure, backed up with inducements or rewards, or the 
threat of sanctions. Norms are similar to conventions in that they implys a degree of 
social acceptance and internalisation. They are also able to cope with large amount of 
discrepant behaviour. However, they move away from conventions and they rely 
more on directive rules, which are issued by identifiable authority. It is clear then that 
" the existence of norms for a certain 'behavioural dimension' obviously presupposes 
a certain rate of conformity to them". (Toury 1980b: 181) However, non-conformity 
is also a possibility, as acts or performances do not always reveal the same degree of 
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conformity, since norms are considered changeable and unstable entities. T oury says. 
"nonconformity is not only perfectly possible, but also very common, since norms are 
much less compulsive than any rule and the sanctions involved in them -the positive 
and negative alike- are usually much milder" (T oury 1980b: 181) He also points out 
that idiosyncrasies can become institutionalised through their repeated use and as a 
result cause change in norms themselves. Regardless of this, as long as a norm is 
durable and effective, it is normal practice to associate a pattern of regularity in 
behaviour with it. 
3.2.1.4. The Existence and Validation of Norms 
The very act of observing norms confirms their existence. Whether they are followed 
or not, that is a different issue which is related to acquired habit, and since norms are 
not rules and they do not force the individual to follow them, then there are no 
sanctions implied for non-compliance to them. Therefore, a norm is validated by the 
mere act of being observed. Hermans even suggests that a norm could be validated 
even if it was not observed, as long as there are no persistent breaches of a particular 
norm without some kind of sanctions. In other words, norms are different from rules 
in that they are tolerant to discrepancies, and if a norm is not followed this does not 
make it invalid. (Hermans 1997:8) 
As was mentioned earlier, norms can be implicit. However "verbalisation obviously 
reflects awareness of the existence of norms and their significance". (Toury 1999:15) 
The reason why norms came to exist in the first place could be explained by the fact 
that it is known that socio-cultural systems are historical entities which naturally 
means that thev are open to change and adaptation, and they continuously import and 
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exchange information which can either be positive or negative. This apparatus of 
exchanging values, information, resources, etc. regulates the performance of the 
socio-cultural system itself, and these can be called feedback. Norms in that sense 
play the role of feedback which regulates systems and individuals within them and 
help them respond to impulses forced upon them by the surrounding environment by 
providing solutions for certain types of problems. 
Judging by the aforementioned features of norms, it is obvious that they are relative 
entities depending on various factors and this means according to Itkonen, "norms not 
known to exist do not exist [my emphasis]". (Itkonen 1983: 73) So if they lie 
unconsciously at the back of the mind then the individual knows them, even if s/he is 
not aware of them, and even if they are not directly observable. 
With regards to the validity of norms, it is affected by a number of factors: firstly in 
terms of their power, norms occupy a space which lies between the absolute rule and 
pure idiosyncrasies; they can sometime tip the scale in favour of either sides; they 
could either become more binding or more relaxed, resulting in various types of 
norms. 
Also, in relation to the force of norms, the borderlines between various types of 
constraints are widely spread; what is binding for a particular group of people could 
be either more or less binding for others. Therefore, the validation of norms is 
relative and the "ability to manoeuvre between alternative sets of norms is of course 
an important aspect of social life, and its acquisition is an important component of 
socialisation". (Toury 1999: 16-17) 
Chesterman (1993: 5-7) found a way by which one can validate norms. He suggested 
that some norms are validated by a certain norm authority, and some are validated by 
their mere existence. 
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Chesterman explains that a valid norm exists to the effect that X ought to do H under 
condition C in society S, if and only if, the following conditions apply: 
1. Most members of S regularly do H under C. 
2. If somebody does not comply with the rule [i.e. norm], he or she will 
be criticized by other members of S and such criticism will be looked on 
as justified by other members of S, such that this criticism is not 
criticized by them. 
3. Members of S refer to the rule [norm] by expression like 'An X ought 
to do H when C' or 'It is a rule [norm] that X ought to do H when C' in 
order to justify their actions, or demands made others, or criticism of 
behaviour. 24 (Chesterman 1993: 6) 
It is clear that norms are found in many aspects of life, and since they regulate 
behaviour on different levels, this regulation does of course involve part of the 
language, which this research is focused on, and that is Translation. 
~·I Chesterman's theory of the validation of nonns is based on the findings of Raz 1975:5).cited in 
Bartsch 1987:76 
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Part Three: Translations as a Norm-Governed Activity 
The emergence of translation as an independent discipline opened doors to new 
concepts in translation. In 1988 James Holmes25 introduced what he called 
'disciplinary utopia' which embodied a sense of shared interest in problems of 
translation, together with the establishment of the channels of communication to 
exchange views and information about the field. Holmes' new discipline was based 
on pure research. (Holmes 1988:6768) At around the same time the concept of 
norms began to playa major part in Translation Studies of all kinds. Since translation 
was viewed, like many other forms of communication as presenting a degree of social 
interaction, some scholars including Gideon Toury adopted the view that the concept 
of norms earlier discussed in its social sense can play a major role in regulating the 
work of translators, especially given that it was established by then that translation is 
a decision-making process and that translators need some kind of guidelines to help 
them make the right decision. The work of a translator involves a transaction between 
parties who have an interest in the transaction which takes place. The translator is the 
agent who is responsible for realising this transaction, yet his/her actions are neither 
entirely free nor predetermined - nor are they necessarily conscious or rational, so 
s/he needs something to co-ordinate hislher actions. At this point norms are 
introduced to the translator in order to guide and facilitate the act of decision-making. 
~5 The emergence of translation as an independent discipline was presented in James Holmes' essay 
"The Nature of Translation Studies" that was first published in 1972. In his essay he tried to present a 
unique field of Translation Studies and he distinguished the main branches and sub-branches of the 
field. His main distinction was between Descriptive and Theoretical Translation Studies. 
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The basic premise is that translation, as a communicative act, constitutes a form of 
social behaviour. For communication to succeed those engaged in the process need 
to co-ordinate their actions. All decisions in the translation process are thus primarily 
governed by norms and by the two language systems involved. As mentioned in 
Chapter Two Gideon Toury argued that the relation between a translation and its 
source was determined by the choices which the translator had made during the 
overall process of translation, and these choices he suggested are governed by 
'performance instructions' which he called 'norms'. He observed that norms are 
central to the act, and event, of translating. Within a target-oriented translation 
approach, the act of translation involves a compromise between the production of a 
text which is designed to occupy a certain position in the target culture and at the 
same time constituting a representation of a text which pre-existed in a different 
source language and a different source culture. This compromise between the two, 
often incompatible, requirements is affected by sociocultural factors which determine 
its appropriateness. Compromise, which can be seen to be a factor of effectiveness, is 
used to resolve the constraints between adequacy and acceptability. And this 
compromise is achieved through the regulative capacity of norms; however this 
regulative capacity differs from one culture to another. (T oury 1999: 20) 
When the notion of translation norms was introduced, it was not greeted with equal 
enthusiasm. Osers (1995: 53) had speculations about the actual existence of norms, 
especially those acquired throughout a long period of time. He mentions that for him, 
if a dozen translators perform the same translation task in different periods of time 
and adopt different patterns and strategies of translation, it will not indicate that they 
have adopted twelve different norms, but proves the non-existence of norms. To 
support his argument he cites an example traced back to the principles adopted in 
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early translation by the Roman scholar Cicero "non verbum de verbo" which was , 
considered a great discovery and a milestone in translation theory. Osers believes that 
Cicero's new principle was not a discovery but a matter of presenting the best method 
of translation practiced at his time, and therefore, it cannot be considered as a breach 
of the existing norm. He says that the adoption of the principle "verbum de verbo" 
practiced before Cicero's newly introduced method does not indicate the norm 
practised in that period but the practice of incompetent, or inexperienced translators. 
"Or perhaps of translators venturing into new linguistic and literary regions, where it 
could have been the result of a sense of insecurity in a new linguistic environment". 
(Osers 1995: 54) Osers disagreed with the idea of having general translation norms. 
He said, "what we sometimes think of as translation norms governing a particular 
period or society ( ... ) are really norms of societal attitudes and behaviour rather than 
translation norms in the strict sense". (Osers 1995: 55) 
However just like most scholars Osers contradicts himself and regardless of his views 
that translation norms do not exist in different periods of time, he still believes that 
there are individual translation norms or what could be also referred to as "translators' 
philosophy of translation". (Osers1995: 55) This Osers suggests, began to assume a 
more important status in the second half of the last century. He explains that, before 
translation theory became a widely known of study, translators used to proceed as 
they saw fit, and he insists that, "so long there was little or no reflection on the 
process of translation we cannot properly speak of translation norms". (Osers 1995: 
57) He also adds, "translation norms have been formulated over the past one hundred 
years or so. I can see no evidence that they are consistently or even extensively 
reflected in translation practice". (Osers 1995: 61) One could understand Osers· 
objection to norms if they are viewed as prescriptive guidelines, rather than normative 
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tendencies. However, the fact that norms exist does not entail that the act of 
translation has to be a rigid process~ the acceptance of norms entails that there is 
freedom of choice. The translator makes the decisions and suffers the consequences. 
Freedom of choice means that someone either adheres to the norms or refrains from 
them, and since there is an alternative form of behaviour there is an existence of 
norms. (Toury 1999: 15) 
It is clear that that the translator's work involves choosing from a number of options. 
However, it is necessary to establish why translators opt for one choice instead of 
another. Is it because it was chosen by other translators in similar cases (although it is 
not always necessarily that the translator is aware of similar cases) or is it because 
they are routinely recommended? Whatever the reason, there is a guiding power 
which steers the translator towards his/her choice, and that is the power of norms. 
This act of choice in translation entails that the concept of 'norms' has replaced the 
notion of 'equivalence' which occupied for a long time translation studies' circles, 
especially that of the linguistically oriented school, which considered translation as 
referring to the relationship between the source language text and the target language 
text. This relationship was the centre of their research. Their theory was based on the 
determination of the actual existence of translation and its definitions. However, this 
approach is not the focus of this research. What matters here are the views presented 
by the descriptive studies school which: 
Tried to escape the epistemological strait-jacket that the power of the 
original text retains over the translation by reviewing the problem of 
translation in terms of the actual product rather than the ideal of a 
'faithful' version. (Gentzler 1993: 144) 
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It should also be pointed out that the study of the notion of equivalence is significant 
to the current research due to the fact that the research bases its analysis on the 
equivalence level only as part of the translation process. 
3.3.1. Norms and Equivalence 
It is indisputable that the term equivalence has changed across time in translation 
studies. Hermans points out that in early stages of translation studies the term 
'fidelity' was used to describe the equivalent relationship existing between the ST and 
TT. This was replaced by the term 'equivalence' itself which was reduced at a later 
stage to be replaced by 'norms'. (HermansI996: 25) As Svejcer puts it, "Equivalence 
is one of the central issues in the theory of translation and yet on which linguists seem 
to have agreed to disagree". (Svejcer 1981:321 cited in Gutt, 1991:10) However, it 
can be safely deduced that most schools of thought agreed that Equivalence is a 
relative notion in translation. 
Due to the fact that the concept of equivalence served as "one of the lines of 
demarcation" (Halverson 1997:208) between the two main contemporary rival 
schools of thought in translation studies: the linguistically-oriented school and the 
descriptive studies school, the best way to understand the notion of 'norms' is through 
studying the notion of 'Equivalence'. 
It should be pointed out that the notion of norms did not substitute the notion of 
equivalence. Whereas the linguistically-oriented approach focused on looking for the 
notion of equivalence and by this investigating (how?) translators proceed in the act 
of translation, the descriptive studies approach investigated (what?) is done and 
(why?) during translation and thus introducing the notion of norms. 
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3.3.1.1. Equivalence 
The notion of equivalence is usually associated with definitions of translation. 
Translation Studies has been concerned with describing and explaining, \\'ithin a 
theoretical framework, any behaviour which leads to something that can be 
appropriately called a translation. It sets out to describe the actual translation its , 
principles and its methodology, which includes the formulation of principles and 
practical application. 
Koller states that: 
Equivalence is a relative concept in several respects: it is determined on 
the one hand by the historical-cultural conditions under which texts 
(original as much as secondary ones) are produced and received in the 
target culture, and on the other by a range of sometimes contradictory 
and scarcely reconcilable linguistic-textual and extra linguistic 
conditions. (Koller 1995: 196) 
Pym presents his understanding of the notion of equivalence. He says, "the notion of 
equivalence I am defending refers to a relation operative not between a source text 
and a target text but between the target text and the reader prepared to believe and 
trust its status as an 'equivalent' of an unseen source". (pym 1998: 107) 
Whenever the question, 'what is translation?' is put forward, the answer is routinely 
associated with reproducing the equivalent utterance in another language while 
preservmg the form and content. This reproduction of the text can include 
paraphrasing, repetition, or restatements in another language. These may well 
preserve the full content of the source text message, but in that case the differences of 
language, circumstances, audience and translators are not essentially relevant to the 
process, which is not what translation scholars regard as translation. Gogol uses glass 
as a metaphor referring to translation, he defines the perfect translator as "one who 
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becomes a pane of glass, which is so transparent that the reader does not notice that 
there is any glass". (cited in Forster 1958: 16) 
Hermans' understanding of translation supports Gogol's idea. He thinks that 
translators and their products should become transparent, and they should deny 
themselves in the interest of the original's integrity and authority. He says that 
"translators do not speak their own names; their words are someone else's words". 
(Hermans 1999: 98) However, Forster claims that this ideal of the translation to be 
like a pane of glass is never reached in practice. He suggests that "there are always 
little flaws or ridges in the glass, and even the clearest glass has always an index of 
refraction". (Forster 1958:16) Georges Mounin (1955) also believes that, "The 
translation is a pane of glass through which we look at the work of art. This glass 
may be clear, or distorted or coloured". (Cited in Forster 1958: 16) 
Translation is a multi-faceted activity. It is changeable and variable, and achieving 
absolute equivalence is a difficult matter, especially since the process of translation is 
affected by an enormous number of factors, the most important of which being that 
translations are both language-bound and cultural-bound. Ross concludes that 
translation is the: 
Primary form of utterance and articulation in which discrimination and 
selection are always constitutive factors. Indeed, intentional articulation 
and utterance are manifestly inventive and validational, plural in their 
achievement and ramification. The requirements that translations be 
similar to their originals is a condition of all articulations and utterances 
not to be fulfilled in any particular respect, but pregnant at all times with 
alternative realizations to be attained, as in representational art, by 
invention, creation and discrimination, a profound manifestation of 
human capacities. (Ross 1981: 21 ) 
The term equivalence, regardless of what it means exactly, served as an ea5)' way out. 
whenever a definition of translation was in question. One way or another, whether 
formally, semantically, or pragmatically, translation involves replacement or 
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substitution in one language, by an equivalent in another. "Translation equivalence 
was mainly linguistic for Nida (1964) and Catford (1965); textual for \\'ilss (1982) 
and Neubert (1981), and later on it was declared to be an illusion and therefore a term 
to be discarded (Snell-Hornby 1988)". (Rabadan, 1996: 127) In translation studies 
the notion of equivalence was found to be one of the most debatable issues over the 
past two decades. Perhaps the best way to describe equivalence is to use Hermans' 
expression "the troubled notion". (Hermans 1995: 217) The German scholar WoItram 
Wilss says, "the science of translation has so far failed to develop clear cut criteria for 
the measurability of TE and has thus failed to explicate the concept of TE". (Wilss 
1982:136) 
In order to understand the notion of equivalence it is useful to have a look at a general 
definition of equivalence. In the Collins Dictionary of English, equivalence is defined 
as the state of being "equal or interchangeable in value, quantity, significance, etc. 
( ... ) or having the same or a similar effect or meaning" . (Collins Dictionary 1991: 
526) Thus, equivalence is defined as a relationship existing between two (or more) 
entities, and the relationship is described as one of likeness, sameness, similarity and 
equality in terms of any of a number of potential qualities. (Halverson, 1997: 201) 
The notion equivalence did not acquire its nickname 'the troubled notion' without 
good reason, on the contrary it has been a source of headache for so many scholars in 
Translation Studies. Equivalence was not only defined as the value of being equal or 
interchangeable, but it was also considered the relationship existing in translation 
between the source and the target texts, which includes the rendering of one utterance 
in one language to another by replacement or substitution of all the features on the 
macro - and micro - levels. However, this definition implies strict interchangability 
and complete reversibility and this in itself cannot be strictly true because it entails 
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that the two languages are synonymous in both the linguistic and cultural systems, 
which is not possible. However the notion of equivalence clearly has a number of 
features which influence its role in translation. The fact that equivalence describes a 
relationship existing between two entities entails that there is a degree of comparison 
relating to the macro - and micro - levels of the text, thus covering all the text's 
different units and levels. Equivalence also relates to the degree and nature of similar 
features and thus addresses the issue of the quality of translation, which was one of 
the main approaches discussed by the linguistically-oriented schoo1. 26 Nevertheless, 
the aspect of degree does not appear to be crucial to the current research. According 
to Rabadan, the question of degree plays a role in "whether a TT is more or less 
'correct', more adequate or more acceptable ( ... ) but this does not change the fact that 
every TT has got a pragmatic junction, and that this function will contribute meaning 
to its TT". (Rabadan 1996: 129) Perhaps the most prominent feature of equivalence 
which acquired a great deal of research in translation studies, is that of similarity. 
Halverson suggests that the relationship of equivalence is described as "one of 
likeness/ sameness/ similarity/ equality". (Halverson 1997: 201) The feature of 
similarity in relation to translations and their originals opens doors to a number of 
questions concerning both the necessity of exact similarity between translations and 
their original on one hand, and the issues of the degree of similarity on the other. This 
is explained by showing the differences between 'similarity' and 'sameness'. Most 
definitions of translation entail the rendering of an utterance or text in language B, 
while retaining the same meaning of language A. However, paraphrasing, summary, 
etc. can achieve this end. The problem is that neither meaning nor similarity of 
meaning are clear notions~ therefore it is helpful to point out the differences between 
~h See Juliane House (1977) A Model for Translation Quality Assessment. Gunter Narr: Tubingen. 
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similarity and sameness. 'Similarity' covers a very wide range of factors, which is 
qualified by individual perception, whereas 'sameness' is usually between two entities 
sharing the specific features. 
For example: 
An apple = an apple, (they are similar because they share similar features but they are 
not the same because they cannot have the exact specific features). On the other hand 
an apple does not equal a banana but it can be similar to it because they share same 
features (fruits, sweet, nutritious etc). 
This implies that no two entities are exactly the same, not even twins. Whereas 
'sameness' refers to situations when one entity has a number of exact copies such as 
having two copies of a letter i. e. duplicates. At the same time similarity is relative 
and is perceived according to the individual's understanding. 
Rabadan claims that in searching for sameness in equivalence, one neglects the 
important factor of content. She says: 
Translation equivalence as a search for sameness is a very restnctlve 
approach however; it ignores the extreme difficulty of translating 
meaning because of the vital importance of contextual-main situational -
and intertextual relationship (Rabadim, 1996: 127) 
Chesterman (1996: 159-164) argues that in that sense translation equivalence is better 
conceived as a kind of similarity instead of sameness. He supports the argument that 
there is no exact translation, and points out that this feature of similarity is a matter of 
cognition; it is not an objective concept and judgements of similarity must be made on 
some principled grounds, and not be arbitrary. A translation cannot be the same as its 
original, but this lack of sameness does not necessarily mean that perfect translation 
cannot be achieved. 
The other feature of similarity is that of degree. How can we measure the degree of 
similarity between two entities? The degree of similarity deals with the number of 
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shared features the two entities in question are perceived to have. In addition to that 
what is also important is that some features are more major and more important than 
others, which in turn is sometimes more relevant to the judgement of similarity. A 
number of factors influence the judgment of similarity. It has to be always 
remembered that the feature of similarity is both culture-bound and theory-bound. 
Therefore similarity is a relative notion which changes with the change of culture and 
shifts from one place to another and from one context to another. (Goodman, 1972: 
437-447) 
In detailing the main features of the notion of equivalence, it is safe to deduce that 
there is no optimal equivalence in translation. Equivalence is a relative notion which 
changes with the change of the circumstances surrounding the act of translation. It is 
indisputable that the term equivalence has changed across time in translation studies. 
Whether the notion of equivalence changed with the change of the term itself is a 
different issue, one which has been pointed out in the review of literature in chapter 
two. At this stage it is accepted that translation equivalence is defined as "a global 
relationship between two texts that defines one of them as the translation of the 
other". (Rabadan 1991 cited in Rabadan, 1996: 129) 
The relation between equivalence and norms is that the process of translation cannot 
take place without its key player i.e. the translator, and it is the translator who not 
only chooses the equivalent but also has the liberty to make a preference for one 
equivalent instead of another. This act of choosing however is not a free act. It is at 
this point when 'norms' playa part in the translation process by acting as constraints 
governing the translator's choice of equivalent. 
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3.3.1.2. Equivalence within the Descriptive Approach 
To understand what the notion of equivalence means within DTS, it is important to 
explain what translation itself means within the framework of this approach. In the 
descriptive studies school, translation is believed to be a type of action or behaviour 
situated in time and space, and the behaviour registered is described in terms of the 
regularities demonstrated. Therefore, descriptive translation studies set out to 
describe and explain behaviours which lead to something that can be referred to as 
translation. F or a translation to be called as such, the descriptive view considers that 
this acceptability depends on two factors: the proficiency of the translator and the 
quality of the translation in question. It argues that the translator is the first authority 
to designate a certain text 'a translation'. The justification given for this is that the 
translator is the only person who has full access to both source and target texts. The 
Descriptive Approach also argues that if the receiver of the produced text accepts it as 
translation, then it is called translation. Therefore, the existence of translation 
depends on the proficiency of translators, and the quality of translation as perceived 
by the reader. Toury says: 
Translation is designed to fulfill the needs of a so-called 'target' culture. 
It does so by introducing into this system a version of something which is 
already in existence in another, 'source' culture, using a different 
language, and which-for one reason or another- is deemed worthy of 
introducing into it. The introduced entity itself is never completely 
'new', that is, alien to the recipient culture in all possible respects. On 
the other hand, it is always something that has never been there before" 
(Toury 1993: 10) 
What seems obvious here is that there is an existing relation between the target and 
source texts and according to Toury (1995a) this relation only exists if the two major 
authorities agree that it exists and those are the translator and the receivers of the text 
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T oury suggests that this relation is one of equivalence and it can only be met by 
supplementing means to regulate behaviour; which are 'norms'. 
Scholars of DTS argue against theories which state that the standards of excellence in 
translation are usually, although not necessarily always, determined by experts of 
translation. They also reject the idea that these experts have to rely on their intuition 
and taste in preferring one translation to the other. DTS scholars believe that these so 
called experts should be ready to give reasons why they made one particular choice 
rather than the other. Toury disagrees with Vermeer (1987: 25) who claims that 
translation in intuitional. Toury believes that translation is a decision-making process, 
in which under certain conditions a translator chooses one approach from a variety of 
communicative approaches. Toury asserts that the translator should keep in mind the 
goal of producing an "all target language text", (Toury 1997: 287) which might create 
tension between the decision opted for and the ultimate goal. He mentions that, 
"Everything has its price,,27 (Toury 1992) and the translator's choice is no exception, 
whether a translator conforms to normative behaviour or not, there may well be a 
price to pay for the choice made. 
Hermans supports the idea of translation as a decision making process which takes 
place within a communicative context and is governed by norms. (Hermans 1998: 
156) In the process of translation it is obvious that the translator has the upper hand; 
s/he has both the power and the responsibility in the translation process. According to 
LevY (1967) the translator's responsibility begins with choosing a text to be translated 
~" A tjtle of an article written by ToW)' 1992. in which he stresses that in training translators. the 
principle that should be followed is "Eyerything has its price" instead of "We know better". By this 
"trainees would be made to weigh options of yarious types against each other. using as a yardstick not 
just the nonn advocated by their teachers. but also the toll that might be exacted by resorting to this or 
that option. including the most non-nonnative ones". (Toury 1992:60) 
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and throughout the overall structure of the text, sentence construction, v;ord choice, 
and even punctuation marks and spelling. 28 Hence translation is a decision making 
process and every decision made during this process affects the anticipated results. 
due to the fact that translation is an integral piece of work. However, this work is not 
arbitrary; it is governed by certain conditions, which affect the translator's choice. 
Some of the conditions are compulsory as in having to abide by the rules of the 
grammar of the target text language; for instance, the use of the passive or the dual in 
Arabic. Other rules involve factors relating to the individuality of the translator and 
the specificity of the text. Nevertheless where non-compulsory choices are concerned 
the translator has the free will to make her/his own choice from different alternatives, 
but this choice is not entirely free. This is clear because different translators make the 
same choice regularly in different translations, but what matters is what governs the 
translator's choice in opting for one alternative instead of another, which is explained 
by the notion of norms. Hermans explains how norms affect the choice of the 
translator. He says: 
Translators will decide in favour of one option rather than another 
because they are aware of, and respond to, certain demands which they 
derive from their readings of the source text, and certain preferences and 
expectations which they know exist in the audience they are addressing. 
Because such decisions are made regularly across a range of texts, 
patterns will establish themselves which in tum will affect the 
expectations readers bring to the translated texts. In this way norms 
become fixed. Norms, that is, are part of the answer to the question why 
translators tend to make certain decisions rather than others. (Hermans 
1999 :74) 
2!< What Lev)' fails to notice is that in so many cases the translator does not have the freedom of choice 
but slhe is required or expected to translate as part of a job or duty, especially with non-literary 
translation. 
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Hermans points out that the norms as a social regulation mechanism have two roles; 
they exert a type of pressure on a community to behave in a certain manner which is 
appropriate in a particular situation, and this entails that norms hold a notion of 
correctness within their content. (Hermans 1998: 156) 
3.3.1.3. Toury's Understanding of Equivalence 
Toury understands equivalence as only a label affixed to translational relations 
assumed to exist between two texts. (l980a: 39, 56) When Toury initiated his first 
views of translation he was less interested in the relationship between the ST and the 
TT, and was more concerned with various features of the target culture. Therefore, 
he adopted the Historical-Descriptive Approach, which introduced the displacement 
of equivalence as a concept. For scholars like Toury, who worked within a Historical-
Descriptive Approach, the explication of equivalence was seen as a road leading to 
nowhere. 29 The feature of similarity, which characterised the concept of equivalence 
earlier, was of no concern to these scholars. On the contrary, they were interested in 
differences and in the motivation behind textual manipulation. In his approach Toury 
focused on empirical work and this was clear through his book Descriptive 
Translation Studies and Beyond, published in 1995, which was a more sophisticated 
version of his earlier work of 1980 In Search of a Theory of Translation. In his two 
books, Toury introduced two concepts: target orientation and translation norms, 
through which the concept of equivalence was overthrown and no longer occupied a 
central position in translation. With regard to the concept of target orientation, Toury 
says that translation is a way to originate something new in the target culture, "it is 
2Y For more information see Snell-Hornby 1995 
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performed INTO (from) rather than FROM (into)". (Toury 1988: 83) He suggests 
that translation is considered as such (i.e. translation), if a given cultural community 
accepts it as a translation. In other words if text A is a translation of text B because it 
is considered as one in a socio-cultural configuration, then the assumption is that the 
relation between these two texts is one of equivalence (Toury 1980a: 39, 65). 
Therefore, this relation is taken for granted and as mentioned before, equivalence is 
only a label affixed to this relation. In the assumption of target orientation, the 
importance of the source text is reduced and Toury justifies it as follows: 
It will be recalled that the mainspring of the present endeavour was the 
conviction that the position and function of translations (as entities) and 
of translating (as a kind of activity) in a prospective target culture, the 
form a translation would have (and hence the relationship which would 
tie it to its original), and the strategies resorted to during its generation do 
not constitute a series of unconnected facts. Having accepted this as a 
point of departure, we found interdependencies emerging as an obvious 
focus of interest, the main intention being to uncover the regularities 
which mark the relationships assumed to obtain between functions, 
product and process. (Toury 1995a: 24) 
What matters is the type of translation relation, which exists between a source and 
target text, and why one exists instead of the other. According to T oury 'norms' are 
the means, which determine what type of translational relation there will be between a 
source and a target text. He suggests that norms constitute an intermediary step in a 
larger program. Hermans explains the overall outline of the program; he says "you 
start by picking a text which you argue can be taken to constitute a translation, you 
study its composition and its relation to surrounding texts. Then you map it on a text 
in another language which you have reason to believe is its source". (Hermans 1999: 
91) This is where the role of norms appears; because norms govern the choices which 
translators make, they determine the receptor text and hence the relation between the 
translation and its source. This relation Toury calls equivalence, he also adds 
"establishing the relation between translation and original serves as a stepping stone 
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to the next stage, which is that of figuring out the overall concept of translation 
underlying a given corpus of texts". (Hermans 1999: 91) And in this case the old 
fashioned concept of equivalence is replaced by the new concept of norms. 
3.2. The Effects of Norms on the Choice of the Translator and their Acquisition 
Just as social norms act as feedback to our behaviour and regulate the performance of 
individuals in a socio-cultural system, norms of translation affect our decision-making 
process by regulating decisions of choosing one alternative from a set of potential 
options. The way it works according to Davis (1994: 97) is that: 
We try to do all these things in a conventional way, and when we agree 
that we have options we try to create conventional ways of deciding 
among them. And you should note that creative activity is continuous: 
[conventionalised kinds of behaviour] would cease to happen if we did 
not, so to speak, renew the understanding which makes them, each 
time ... (cited in Toury 1999: 17-18) 
In the act of translation, it is clear that the environmental feedback which the 
translator receives contains within it a notion of correctness and appropriateness, and 
therefore it is normative in nature. According to Toury, this means that a translation 
relationship is achieved if the translator chooses from a set of possibilities which is 
seen as appropriate for the society in question as to what a translation utterance should 
be like. (Toury 1980a: 63-65, 1986a: 85, 1986:b: 20) 
As regards acquisition of norms, there are a number of different ideas relating to how 
translators acquire norms. According to Hermans translators acquire norms by 
learning them, in the same way as learning any other social activity such as speaking 
properly in accordance with a particular community. Therefore, according to 
Hermans learning to translate properly is knowing how to operate norms of translation 
in a way that satisfies the expectation of a certain community of what is regarded to 
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be translation. (Hermans 1997: 9) Norms help the translator to select a particular 
course of action from a given set of alternatives within a specific situation. 
Hermans puts it more clearly, he says: 
In terms of translational behaviour: norms allow the translator who is 
faced with a contingent, unpredictable and potentially destabilizing input-
the Source Text- to reduce the number of potential solutions for this array 
of translational problems by adopting only those solutions suggested by 
norm as being likely to result in a Target Text that accords with a given 
model, and thus with a certain notion of correctness, and hence with the 
values and attitudes that lie behind these models and correctness notions. 
(Hermans 1991: 164-165) 
However, where, or who from, translators learn norms is not absolutely clear. 
Translation is a form of communication and therefore involves environmental 
feedback, which is usually normative in its essence; hence, it is only a natural reaction 
that translators adhere to this feedback because they wish to avoid improper 
behaviour. Therefore, Toury suggests that translators acquire norms by picking up 
"the conventions and norms pertinent to their jobs through a process of initiation 
within the culture itself, a specific mode of socialisation". (Toury 1999: 25-26) This 
process of acquisition begins with novice translators who for lack of experience prefer 
to acquire the set of norms favoured by the granting group, which is usually either 
academic or professional training institutions such as teachers at universities or 
translation programs, which came into being to meet the need of institutionalising and 
regulating the recognition of translators. (Toury 1992: 61,65) A novice translator is 
initially exposed to external feedback; s/he "simply has no means of assessing the 
appropriateness of various possible translation products". (Toury 1986a: 86) As a 
response to the external feedback, Toury carries on to explain that the translator 
begins to take into account "potential normative responses too" with time and 
experience and by following the principle of trial and error translators stop depending 
on external feedback and begin to develop an "internal kind of monitoring 
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mechanism". (Toury 1986a: 86) At this stage it is safe to assume that the translator 
has gradually developed translation competence by acquiring a set of norms which are 
accepted as appropriate for the act of translation s/he is performing. (Toury 1999: 25-
28) However, it cannot be absolutely assumed that any set of norms acquired by 
translators is a sustainable and comprehensive set of norms. Norms, as it has been 
established, are a changing entity. The change could take place across either a long or 
short period of time, and the change depends on many circumstances, whether 
cultural, linguistic or social. Because of this change, Toury suggests that one can 
deduce that there are three sets of competing norms: "trendy" describing the current 
mainstream norm, "old fashioned" referring to the previous set of norms, and 
"progressive" referring to new ones. (Toury 1992: 63) Therefore, the act of 
translation involves translators' capability to manoeuvre between various norms by 
selecting the most appropriate for the situation "while keeping the door open to 
adjustment, even a complete switch to a different kind of behaviour, governed by an 
alternative set of norms, should the need arise". (Toury 1992: 64) 
3.2.1. Toury's Norms 
Influenced by Jin LevY's classic article Translation as a Decision Process (1967), 
Toury saw that norms govern the decision-making process which is part of a socio-
cultural behaviour. And therefore the regularity in a translator's behaviour in the act 
of translation is constrained by socio-cultural constraints, which are seen as 
"performance instructions" (Toury 1980a: 51 & 1995a: 55), both in a general 
sociological sense, and with reference to communication and translation, in the sense 
of controlling linguistic usage. Toury says that, "every act of translating, every 
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instance of decision-making in the translation process is governed by certain norms" 
(Toury 1980a: 57) 
Norms operate at the middle level between competence and performance, where 
competence stands for the set of options translators have at their disposal, and 
performance refers to the option actually selected. 
According to Toury, norms play a major role in the entire process of translation, 
starting with choosing a source text to translate, which is not necessarily always true, 
as it is not always the task of the translator to choose a text, and ending with making 
decisions concerning the tiniest details in sentence construction. Toury distinguishes 
three kinds of translation norms: 
1- Preliminary norms: These relate to the choice of the text to be translated. They can 
also relate to the choice made by the translator as to whether s/he should translate 
directly from the original language or from an existing translation in another 
language. Preliminary norms embody the overall translation strategy. However, 
because the current research is only focused on legal texts, it can be argued that in the 
case of legal translation, translators do not conform to preliminary norms because 
they do not always have the option of choosing a particular text. In most cases legal 
translation is performed as part of a job. 
2- The initial norms: These govern the translator's choice between two polar 
alternatives of the overall orientation of the translation. The first pole is that of 
'adequacy', which entails adherence to norms expressed by, and contained in the 
source text. The second pole is that of 'acceptability', which entails adherence to 
norms governing the target system. Therefore, initial norms determine whether a 
translation is to be primarily source-oriented or target-oriented. 
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Initial norms are achieved when two major elements occur; "(a) being a \\orthwhile 
text in the target system, or a certain section of it; (b) constituting a representation, or 
a reconstruction, in the target system of another, preexisting text, occupying a certain 
position in some other system". (Toury 1980b: 181) 
Perhaps legal text translation is one of the most prominent types of translation to fall 
within the limits of the initial norm. The translation of legal texts holds within its 
nature an element of sensitivity which is related to interpretation. This entails, in 
frequent cases, a tension between the loyalty to either source text, or target text. The 
initial norm involves the whole process of translation act, not the translated text only. 
It is affected by extra-linguistic factors which involve the conformity on the extra 
linguistic level, i.e. the culture, the audience, the political aim .... 
3- Operational norms: These control the decision-making process during the act of 
translation. Toury distinguishes between: 
a- Matricial norm, which help determine the macro-structure of the text and 
govern decisions concerning for example, translating all or part of the source 
text, dividing it into chapters, acts, stanzas, paragraphs and so forth. 
b- Textual-linguistic norms, which affect the text's micro-level, the detail of 
sentence construction, word choice the use of italics, or capitals for emphasis, 
and so on. 
The most problematic of these norms is the initial norm as the two poles adequacy 
and acceptability have proved to be confusing in translation studies. Toury adopts the 
notion of adequacy which was introduced by Even-Zohar, who considered translation 
to be adequate if it realises the textual relationships of the source text in the target 
language, without any breach of its linguistic system. 
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Hermans suggests that: 
A better solution would be not to think of the 'initial norm' as forcing 
a choice between two poles only, but as involving multiple factors, 
depending on how the source text is viewed, whether it or similar texts 
have been translated before, whether the translation is made for import 
or export, by a speaker of which language, for what audience or 
purpose, and so on. If translation is a socio-cultural activity, as the 
norm concept suggests, there seems little point in trying to 
conceptualise it in terms of a choice along a single axis". (Hermans 
1999: 77) 
Norms basically "determine what hierarchy of relationships will function as 
translation equivalence in the relational sense of the terms". (roury 1980a: 71-78 & 
Toury 1980b: 182) 
Hermans gives a considerable amount of credit to norms in the process of translation. 
He suggests, "without norms, the translator would probably throw up his hands in 
despair". (Hermans 1991: 165) 
On the other hand, Leuven-Zwart rejects the idea that there is an ultimate NORM, 
which will solve all translation problems once and for all. Instead, she thinks that it is 
appropriate to have an individual normative behaviour among translators by which the 
reader will be free to either agree or disagree with the author's norm. (Leuven-Zwart 
1991b: 37) 
However the translator is the agent whose decision is neither entirely free nor 
predetermined; herlhis actions are also neither conscious nor rational. So whether 
s/he is aware of it or not, s/he is submitting to a set of norms, even in the basic act of 
choosing to perform a translation. Hermans claims that in submitting to the standard 
norm of a given system, whether translators go with the flow or row upstream, both 
actions are considered to be governed by norms. 
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Within this framework, Leuven-Zwart observes that: 
The concept of norm, then, has a double meaning in Translation 
Studies. In Applied Translation Studies norms are synonymous with 
rules: they are what translators, translation critics and teachers of 
translation regard as the requirements for good or near perfect 
translations. In Theoretical and Descriptive Translation Studies, 
however norms are not the requirements which ought to be set for 
translation, but the requirements as they are set in practice. Non 
applied Translation Studies does not prescribe, but describes and 
explains the requirements which-according to translators, critics and 
readers- good translation must meet. (Leuven-Zwart 1991b: 37) 
Also in line with Toury's concept of norms and translation as a form of human 
behaviour, Chesterman believes that translation studies should seek to find guides for 
this behaviour, which can be achieved through norms. His discussion, though, covers 
social, ethical and technical norms of translation. Social norms play a role in 
regulating interpersonal co-ordination, whereas ethical norms uphold the values of 
clarity, truth, trust and understanding (Chesterman 1997a: 175-86), and these also 
relate to the central category of technical norms. Chesterman divides his types of 
norms into (1) Product norms, also termed expectancy norms, which show the 
expectations of the reader of what a translation should look like. Product norms serve 
as boundaries of translation, the translator should work within the space of that 
boundary, if s/he fails to do so, herlhis translation is likely to be called something 
other than translation - adaptation, paraphrase, travesty, parody, etc ... (2) Process or 
production norms, which regulate the translation process itself. These are divided 
into three professional norms: the first two are not specific to translation but to the 
ethical and social part of it. The first is the accountability norm which is ethical in 
nature and recommends that translators should act in such a way that the demands of 
loyalty are appropriately met with regard to all concerned. The second is the social 
/lorm, which is related to communication and which stipulates that translators should 
act in such a way as to achieve the perfect communication relation, as required by the 
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situation, between all parties involved. Its practical demands correspond broadly to 
the maxims (be truthful, be clear, be relevant, etc.). The third norm which relates to 
translation is the relation norm. This urges the translator to ensure that "an 
appropriate relation of relevant similarity is established and maintained between the 
source text and the target text". (Chesterman 1997a: 69 & 1997b: 149) In other 
words, the relation required is that of relevant similarity. However, relevant 
similarity is not consistent; it depends on the type of the text in question. Therefore, 
relevant similarity might be primarily formal, as with legal contracts, or stylistic, as 
with literary texts, or semantic, as with scientific articles, or as a matter of overall 
effects, as with tourist brochures or advertisements, and so on. 
Others referred to norms in a broad linguistic sense which covers the whole process of 
translation. Osers points out that there are four different types of linguistic norms all 
varying in degree, and translators do not conform to all four of them in the same 
manner and the same force. Osers emphasises that linguistic norms without doubt 
affect translation strategy. He claims that the four types of norms affecting translation 
practice are: 
(1) the linguistic norm of source language(SL), (2) the norm of the 
translation process, which some translators would call their translation 
philosophy, (3) the linguistic norm of the target language (TL), and (4) 
the norms governing the expectation of the target culture of the TL 
receptor. (Osers 1995: 53) 
On a cultural level, Pym (1998: Ill) presents an idea which assumes that translational 
norms are culture-specific, he suggests that norm-breaking, or what he refers to as 
'change', "raises questions about power and social tension, whereas ( ... ) non-change 
(norm observance, if you like) invites assumptions of social unity and homogeneity". 
Pym's views imply that in the analysis of norms, the frame of their analysis should be 
performed within the boundaries of the single culture. Hermans disagrees with Pym 
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and regards the fact that translation blends into culture asserts that it cannot be a 
monolithic system. On the contrary, it is a diversified and adaptive entity, which is 
multiple and has a potential to change in order to meet certain conditions. This gives 
rise to competing norms, and to norm conflicts which steer translators in the direction 
of adopting one set of norms rather than the other. He says: 
Since cultural systems and subsystems are highly complex entities, they 
may be expected to contain a range of competing, conflicting and 
overlapping norms and models embedded in different spheres and of 
activity, which themselves form part of changing historical 
configurations. (Hermans 1998: 157) 
Hermans also points out that conflicting and overlapping norms not only occur on the 
social and institutional aspects of translation, but there is an individual aspect to the 
process of translation, which also plays a role in the translators' choices. He suggests 
that the individual aspect, which affects the norm, could be anything from making 
money to political ideology and systems, or even acquiring literary fame. Therefore, 
he emphasises that the process of translation involves all agents from production to 
consumption. (Hermans, 1997: 10-11) He says: 
The operation of translational norms is then not a matter of texts, or of 
textual relations but of acting, thinking, feeling, calculating, sometimes 
desperate people with certain personal or group interests at heart, with 
states to defend, with power structures to negotiate. (Hermans 1997: 11) 
Different scholars of translation have different concepts of the meaning of 'norm', 
however, many "equate the concept of translation norms with what Gideon Toury 
calls the 'horizon of expectation' of the receptor audience, to which the translator 
will, either deliberately or instinctively, conform". (Osers 1995: 53) 
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3.3.2.3. Legal Norms 
There should be a clear distinction between legal norms and translation norms applied 
to legal texts, and their connection to each other. It is one of the most important 
features of legal language that there should be no room for ambiguity or vagueness. 
In a legal language one should have a set of facts treated as proven without reasonable 
doubt, these facts result in legal consequences. However, in order to find the fact-
situations one has to find the norms which regulate these fact-situations and draw 
from them the legal consequences. In this process one has to always keep in mind 
that the whole act is performed within the framework of law. The application of law, 
or in other words, the legal consequences, depends on the various possibilities of the 
interpretation of the legal norm. With regard to finding the appropriate norm that fits 
the fact situation Wroblewski suggests that in law this usually is an immediate 
occurrence he says, "legal norms are formulated to fit immediately average fact-
situations occurring in a given society". (Wroblewski 1963: 406) 
It is necessary that the meaning of norm be understood to such a degree as to enable a 
decision to be made in a particular fact-situation. There are two semantic rules which 
play a part in understanding legal norms. (Wroblewski: 1963: 409-416) The first is 
that of the immediate normal understanding and this is sufficient in many cases. 
However, if doubt arises in the meaning of the norm applied to a given case, there is a 
necessity to seek the help of other rules such as resorting to directives of legal 
interpretation. The meaning of a legal norm has to be sought through its analysis in 
the context of its occurrence. There are three types of context: a. Linguistic, which 
includes semantics, vocabulary and syntactic rules. b. Systemic which consists as part 
of the legal system and which includes two vital parts, the consistency of meaning and 
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the wholeness (all the gaps should be filled), and c. Functional, which includes the 
total social situation. These three types constitute the basis of the grouping of the 
directives of the legal interpretation. The grounds for choice of the directive of legal 
interpretation are based on normative theories, which consist of two sets; (1) Static 
theory, where the meaning of an interpreted norm is constant as long as it is not 
changed explicitly in appropriate action by the norm-giving authority. The stability of 
the meaning is conceived as an essential element in asserting legal security, stability 
and certainty in the application of law. The meaning of norm in this case is 
considered static and it attaches great importance to linguistic and systemic directives. 
(2) Dynamic theory, where the meaning of the legal norm changes without any 
interference from the lawmaker. It changes within its functional context. The 
conditions of choosing either one of the static or dynamic theories embodies "the 
tension between the 'letter of law' and requirements of 'life"'. (Wroblewski 1963: 
416) 
On the other hand, norms of translation applied to legal text playa similar role to that 
of legal norms. Whereas legal norms define (restrict) the choice of a legal authority in 
choosing the legal consequences, translation norms defines the choice of the translator 
in choosing the most appropriate translation strategy which guarantees the same legal 
effect in the TL. Just as legal language should have no room for ambiguity or 
vagueness, legal translation should be treated in the same manner, and it should not 
allow any room for misinterpretation. Translation norms were fully discussed earlier 
in the chapter. Therefore, there is no need now to expand in this area. 
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Summary 
The main aim of Chapter Three was to point out the methodology adopted in the 
empirical experiment which is designed to test the hypothesis in the thesis. Baker 
emphasises the importance of methodology in translation research. She attributes the 
growing concern with methodology to the increased recognition of the influence of 
the researcher's subjectivity. Baker says, "recognising and accepting the subjectivity 
of the researcher, as well as accepting the need to focus on the effects of discourse on 
social reality rather than the internal mechanism of language, are both extremely 
challenging in this respect". (Baker 2001 b: 13) 
The current research makes use of the theoretical, descriptive and applied branches of 
translation studies. With the use of the descriptive studies featured by the theory of 
norms and the use of the applied studies featured by corpora in the analysis of the 
empirical experiment, this thesis hopes to achieve results that will help raise the 
statues of the applied branch of translation studies. This is only applied to legal text 
and it supports the need for standardising the Arabic equivalences of English legal 
and political terms, which will consequently limit the conflicts arising from text 
misinterpretation. 
By monitoring the translators' patterns of behaviour appearing through the choices 
they make in the translation experiment, the research will be able to establish 
similarities and differences which in turn will shed light on the norms and strategies 
employed by them. Strategies and norms should meet in order to supply a more 
comprehensive and flexible explanation of translational behaviour. Consequently this 
will help the thesis achieve its anticipated results. 
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Translation, like any other form of communication, is a norm-governed process. This 
process depends on the translator himself who is considered as a professional 
translator, and on the text, which is similarly accepted to represent correct translation. 
These two agents, professional translator and model translation are the sources of 
translation norms, one is behavioural whilst the other is text linguistic. (Chesterman 
1993: 2) A professional translator becomes recognised by acquiring the set of norms 
which are considered as valid in her/his translation circles. The acquisition of a 
particular set of norms is based on two stages: firstly, stage one involves external 
feedback from the superior granting group as in translation training centres or 
universities which vouch for professional qualifications for translators. The second 
stage depends on internal feedback developed by the translator her/himself in building 
translator's experience. At this stage, norms arise form collective experience of 
translators working In particular fields with particular text types. The internal 
feedback translators develop is influenced by translators' knowledge of how other 
translators dealt with a specific translation situation. It also depends on their 
linguistic competence. An experienced translator will have gained that experience 
because s/he has been asked, or paid repeatedly to translate. This in tum implies that 
clients are satisfied with the quality of the translations, and thus makes the translated 
text an accepted translation. 
The suggestion that the translator and the translation both comprise a source of norms 
opens doors to a number of questions: Where do translators actually get the norms? 
Do they lie at the back of their minds and are used whenever the need arises? Or do 
they already exist in the translations themselves? Or are there external factors which 
influence both sources? Also, it is interesting to know, who rules the other, is it the 
norms within the consciousness of translators or the norms within the texts? 
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Norms themselves do not appear in translations, it is the regularities in translators' 
behaviour which indicate that they exist, and whether translators are conforming to 
them or not. Due to the fact that norms are not directly observable, and given their 
diversity and changeability, it is not always easy to identify which are the most 
relevant and dominant norms in a particular act of translation. However, with 
analysis of translations, one might be able to identify whether translators adhered to a 
particular set of norms, and why. The main issue is that, through the establishment of 
the conformity or non-conformity of translators to a particular set of norms, 
researchers might be able to use this in order to rid the choices made by translators, on 
the equivalence level, of prejudiced normative behaviour. The relevance of this 
question to the current research is that if translators were able to identify and 
eliminate prejudiced choices then they might reach a method by which translation 
equivalences could be standardised. And since this research only addresses legal 
translation as part of international documents, if this method of standardising 
equivalents is achieved, then in this case the tensions occurring on the legal-political 
level in translation could be brought to a minimum. 
First, in order to identify the dominant norms in a particular translation situation, and 
explain their retrieval and employment, this research will conduct a comparative study 
on one hundred translations of chosen parts of the ST, which will serve as an 
experiment to identify the norms conformed to in the translation experience. The 
examined text is the Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty which was signed between the two 
parties in 1994. The research will employ an empirical method in the analysis of the 
translated text. The translation task will be performed by four different categories of 
translators ranging from amateurs to professionals. The processing of the experiment 
and data analysis will be fully discussed in Chapter Five. It is worth pointing out that 
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the text under examination IS of a special sensitive nature. Therefore. before 
embarking on the application of the theory of norms to the translated material the 
following chapter will present a detailed description of the translation of legal 
documents. It will address the specificity of legal text and the legal translation, and 
their analysis with references to the text under study. 
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Translation will have to bridge the gap, small or large, between two different 
languages and cultures, and will hopefully result in contact, and not in 
conflict 






Legal translation is a complex field which reqUIres familiarity with a number of 
subjects, including law, translation, linguistics and intercultural communication. 
Legal translation has for a long time been regarded as only a subject area of 
translation studies and been denied its rightful place in translation studies as a fully-
fledged discipline. However, with recent awareness of the importance of the 
translations of legal documents and the responsibility attached to it, and the dedicated 
efforts of scholar in this domain, legal translation is nowadays an independent 
discipline supported by specialised training institutions and identified as separate 
branch of translation studies in many universities around the world. 
Chapter four addresses the issue of legal translation. It is devoted, however, to only 
one genre of legal documents, that of 'International Treaties', which are gaining a 
special weight in the politics of the world. The concern about the sensitivity 
accompanying translations of international treaties has increased in recent years. 
Translation scholars and lawyers have become more concerned about the grave 
consequences which occurred through past translation errors in treaties. Kunar 
comments that, "the growing trend toward providing authentic texts of treaties in four 
or more languages poses dangers to the peace and stability of the international order". 
(Kunar 1991: 953) 
In order to reduce the number of international disputes especially in the field of legal 
documents, it seems obvious that there should be some sort of methodology which 
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translators of legal text should follow in general, and a standard fonn of legal 
concepts' equivalents which should be applied in the translations of this genre of legal 
text in particular. Hence the basic aim of the current thesis is to find a method by 
which these tenns are 'relatively' standardised. However, there should be a specific 
consideration of legal translation which ought to be addressed before embarking on 
testing the suggested method. Therefore, chapter four is committed to describing 
issues addressed in the translation of legal text. 
Chapter four is divided into four parts: part one addresses legal language in general. 
It gives a description of the differences between standard and legal languages and 
their relation to each other. Part one also points out the features, which characterise 
legal language and the significance of these feature in the work of the translator. In 
the first part, the current research discusses the genres of legal texts and in particular 
international treaties. A full description concerning the composition of a treaty is 
presented in part one. Part two provides a historical background of the translation of 
legal documents and the sensitivity this fonn of translation carries within it. 
Therefore, the research also presents an explanation of the process of translating a 
legal text. And this leads to the third part of the chapter which presents a general 
view of the problems that face the translator of legal text, including the translators 
competence, differences between the legal systems and the issue of document 
authenticity. Finally, part four is dedicated to the an examination of the ST which is 
used in the empirical experiment. Firstly it states the reasons behind choosing the 
Jordan-Israel peace treaty as a case-study and its importance. It also gives a 
description of the historical background of the ST, which serves as the context which 
the translators have to take into consideration in the translation process. 
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This research also points out the examined text's peculiarities that will present 
challenges in the act of translation. Taking these peculiarities into consideration and 
analysing the legal interpretation of the text, part four presents suggestions as to how 
translators might solve translation problems during the translation process. 
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Part One: Legal Language 
Legal language is one of the oldest technical languages in history. Just like any other 
language of a technical nature, legal language is coined from certain terminologies 
mainly existing in the standard language. According to Lane, a standard language is 
the language taught at school and includes a totality of vocabulary, ~hich is used by 
everyone in a particular language. It constitutes, "the base on which the various 
technical languages are built up". (Lane 1982:221) Standard language is an entity by 
itself, whereas specialised technical languages are derived from and dependent on 
standard languages. However, specialised languages include in their body a wide 
spectrum of terms which are specific to the user of this language and that are not 
necessarily comprehensible by the average person. According to Wroblewski, legal 
language is "the language in which legal rules are formulated, and in which one can 
speak about legal rules", (Wroblewski, 1963:403) The mere knowledge of standard 
language is not sufficient for the production of a legal document. The producer of a 
legal document is expected to possess a full knowledge of legal and administrative 
terminology (LAT) (Lane 1982: 221), i.e. the technical terms used by the members of 
legal professions including legislators, lawyers, the court, etc. 
Legal documents are the instruments by which legal language is expressed. They are 
non-literary texts, characterised by distinctive features. As opposed to a literary text 
which derives its authority from the author her/himself who expresses her/his own 
thoughts, a legal text does not express the author's own thoughts as an individual on 
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the personal level, but rather it is the status and position30 of the author which lends 
authority to text. Legal documents carry the force of law; they are the instruments by 
which law is applied. The emphasis of the current research is on English as a legal 
language due to the fact that the ST under examination is an English legal text. 
Therefore, in chapter four, when discussing legal language, the research is referring to 
English only, and when discussing legal texts the research is only referring to the 
genre of international treaties. 
4.1.1. Features of Legal English 
Although legal English follows the rules of the Standard English, it also diverges in 
many respects. Legal English is characterised by a number of features affected by the 
circumstances in which it is written. The writer of a legal text is not writing to fulfil 
an individual desire or to entertain the reader, slhe is writing for a specific purpose, 
either on a local level (company charters, civil affair documents, law cases, local trade 
agreements ... ) or the international level (war crimes tribunals, peace treaties, 
international trade charters .... ? 1 Legal texts have a style of their own, depending on 
which genre of legal texts a particular text fits, and some styles communicate more 
clearly than others. 
30 For example: In Court, it is the judge as a supreme position who passes judgment it is not the 
individual who occupies the post. 
II Political speeches, whether for a local campaign or those by leaders in international conferences. do 
not fall within this category of legal te~1, since they have a style of their o\\n which is usuall~ 
rhetorical and is similar to literal) text. 
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Legal documents are usually drafted by two or more parties. In international treaties. 
it is the negotiating teams which are responsible for creating a treaty. For them, the 
main purpose of the negotiations is to form a political pact and they are usually more 
interested in the content of the document than its form and style; therefore little time 
is spent on refining the linguistic form of the document. Even in cases when they 
disagree on the form of a document, very rarely do they let it stand in the way of 
signing the agreement, and they often find a compromise on that level as part of the 
negotiation process. 
Another feature mentioned by Newmark (1982: 287) is that most legal texts involve 
synthetic and semi-synthetic languages. He suggests that these are not as difficult to 
translate as literary texts, since they are formal in style and are thus likely to have 
fewer problems in syntax. And through contrastive linguistics he adds, "one can work 
out a large number of typical transpositions". (Newmark 1982: 287) Nevertheless, 
Newmark admits that there is a greater chance of lexical problems in legal texts. 
However, Newmark's suggestion is not absolutely correct. 
Legal English is known to be made up of complex and lengthy sentences resulting in 
conjoined and embedded sentences, in addition to unusual sentence structures. 
Tiersma says: 
A motivation for lengthy sentences is the desire to place all information 
on a particular topic into one self-contained unit. Presumably, this 
tendency reduces the ambiguity that might result if conditions on a rule 
or provision was placed in separate sentences. (Tiersma 2000: 56) 
Although Tiersma suggests that this feature reduces semantic and syntactic ambiguity, 
it nevertheless, creates difficulty in translation. 
As previously mentioned, lengthy complex sentences result in unusual sentence 
structures. It is often noticed that legal English shows a tendency towards using non-
definite clauses that follow the noun they modify. For example the following 
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sentence appeared in the examined ST: The parties recognise the international 
boundary ... as inviolable and will respect and comply with them. Another feature is 
the extensive use of prepositional phrases and noun phrases and the use of 
nominalization, that is the use of nouns that are derived from verbs. This occurs 
because legal English favour obscuring the actor. This might create difficulty on the 
translation level and hence could lead to producing an ambiguous TT. Tiersma relates 
the occurrence of the unusual structure in legal English to its influence by Latin, in 
which there is a free word order and sentence elements could be moved around with 
ease. (Tier sma 2000: 65) 
Although legal English is also characterised by having a particular set of terminology 
there are certain terms in legal language which share the same form with Standard 
English but carry a different meaning, they also have different purposes and different 
directives. One important word in the legal lexicon are the auxiliary verbs 'shall' or 
'will' which in standard English express the future, as in I shall do it or you will do it 
tomorrow, whereas in legal English they express command and obligation, and 
therefore could be paraphrased by 'must' (Tiersma 2000: 105) 
In addition to its use as a declarative tool, 'shall' also suggests that an act is binding. 
In legislations and international treaties and conventions, 'shall' is perhaps the most 
forceful regulatory tools used to express regulation of behaviour with a legal force 
(command). Within the borders of legal universe wording the actions by the use of 
the tool 'shall' functions on two levels, that of obligation to express the illocutionary32 
force of an order and that of prohibition 'Shall not' . 
. ~~ Relating to or being the communicati\"e effect (as commanding or requesting) of an utterance. 
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Due to the forcefulness of 'shall', Child warns against its misuse, He says: 
Shall is the most powerful word in the legislative arsenal. It must not be 
squandered by misuse. Shall must not be wasted by being used to put 
verbs in future tense. The future tense is seldom needed in statutes for 
the legislative act applies to the ever-present present. (Child 1992205 in 
Torsborg 1994:316) 
In international treaties, however the act takes place in the immediate future from the 
moment the treaty is signed, unless the date when the treaty takes effect is clearly 
stated. Therefore,' shall' or 'will' are more acceptable in this case. There is usually a 
confusion between stating what the actual law is, and directing people to do or not to 
do things. When laws and legal statements are not directions but descriptions of the 
world, as is the case in constitutions or statutes, the statements of laws are to be 
rendered in both the indicative mood and present tense because of their juridical 
impact. However, when there is a regulating force, it is more acceptable to use the 
future tense. Different genres of legal texts have a large number of specific features 
which are not all significant to the current research. However, there are features 
which will be noticed through the examination of the ST such as negation, multiple 
negation, and the use of passives which occur when the focus is on the object of the 
action. (Tiersma 2000: 206-209) 
Regardless of legal documents' specificity and the need for special qualifications to 
create these types of texts, Newmark (1982:287) stresses the fact that authoritative 
statements are addressed primarily to their readers, and hence must be fully 
comprehensible to them. Therefore, in order for legal language to ensure the success 
of the act of communication, it should be comprehended and its features clearly 
understood. 
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4.1.2. Legal Documents: International Treaties 
Documents become characterised by a certain genre because they acqUIre this 
particular position from the culture they appear in. Legal documents become 
considered legal because it is determined by the way the requirements of the target 
culture bear on it. 
Legal documents include a wide spectrum of legal texts, divided into legal sources, 
and legal material. The former include: constitutions, statutes, treaties in addition to 
contracts and certificates, the latter include: law reports, textbooks, essays in 
periodicals, etc. (Weisflog 1987: 186) 
One particular legal document which is relevant to the current research, are those 
documents produced in a supranational multicultural discourse community, where 
there is no linguistically neutral ground. These are referred to as "hybrid texts". 
(Trosborg 1997b: 146) "Hybrid texts are a feature of contemporary intercultural 
communication. They result from cultures and languages being in contact". 
(Schaffner & Adab 1997: 325) Such contacts occur due to different communicative 
purposes, e.g. informative, propagandist, educational, entertaining, thought-
provoking, commercial (Trosborg 1997b: 164) or as in this case for political reasons. 
Trosborg suggest two types of hybrids, the first being the product of or a compromise 
between two or more cultures and the second being the international texts, which are 
products of a dominant culture. These are the result of a text type resistant to change. 
(Trosborg 1997b: 147) In both cases Schaffner & Adab say that, "hybrid texts are 
produced through intercultural negotiation, as well as through translation". (Schaffner 
& Adab 1997: 329) The International treaty examined in this research falls within the 
latter type of hybrid text. 
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Before examining the text of the peace treaty, it is necessary to understand how a 
treaty is composed, The Merriam-Webster Dictionary definition of a Treaty is 'an 
agreement or arrangement made by negotiation: (1) PRIVATE TREATY (2) a: a 
contract in writing between two or more political authorities (as states or sovereigns) 
formally signed by representatives duly authorized and usually ratified by the 
lawmaking authority of the state. b : a document in which such a contract is set 
down".33 Madsen defines an agreement as, "a description of possible or prescribed 
actions and/or omissions that have been, or are to be performed by the parties to the 
contract as a result of their contractual relationship". (Madsen 1995: 296) 








Figure 5: Composing a Legal Document 
3 Merriam-Webst r Dictionary online- http:/ .m- .com/dictionary.html 
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First the parties X and Y negotiate in order to reach an agreement. Once the legal 
actions are performed and agreed upon they need to be described, and this takes place 
through documentation (describing the actions by a written text). Hence, it follows 
that the legal text is the means by which the major part of the legal actions are 
performed. The next stage involves the signing of the text; with the act of signing, the 
text assumes a new authoritative position and becomes an agreement. Therefore, the 
notion of text reflects the relationship between the situations where the actions are 
being created, and the legal function of the text. Finally, comes the implementation of 
the agreement. This procedure is the normal course of action in the composition of a 
treaty. However the use of a foreign language in the process requires translation. 
Consequently, a new stage is introduced within the process, that of translating the 
legal document. Translation of the agreement can occur at various levels. In addition 
to the fact that translation is used either literally or verbally throughout the process of 
drafting the document, it occurs officially at a particular stage of this process. In the 
first case, if the language used in the process of drafting the document was not 
accessible to the signing parties, which are usually the governments, then there is a 
need for translation to occur before the signing. In other cases, and especially in the 
cases of international treaties, the agreement is required to be accessible to different 
readers who are not directly involved in the act of signing the treaty. Therefore, 
translation can occur at a later stage after the signing, it also can either take place 
before or after the implementation of the treaty depending on the purpose and force of 
the translation. 
Madsen refers to the three stages as: 1. Legal universe, where the legal actions are 
performed and state of affaires created. 2. Textual universe, where the legal universe 
is described, by means of creating a text, and 3. Translator's universe, in which the 
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text describing the legal actions, is translated. (Madsen 1995: 296) One can safely 
conclude that the translation is inseparable from the legal universe in which the 
actions take place, and which necessitates that the translator in his task should not 
only depend on the text to be translated but also on the whole process of drafting this 
text. This reveals that the cornerstone of a model for translation of legal text must be 
rooted in the legal system; this will be discussed in full later in this chapter. 
It is important to note that in composing an international treaty there is a pressing 
need for translation throughout the whole process although not necessarily on an 
official level. Translation could also be verbally used in the process of drawing up an 
agreement between the different contracting parties. In the case of the current study, 
it is assumed that the Jordanian and Israeli teams in their separate local meetings used 
their native languages (Arabic and Hebrew). However, in the meetings held by the 
two parties, English became the lingua franca, for communication. Weisflog says: 
A pressing need for translation exists, of course, also in the sphere of 
translational legal relations, particularly in international treaty law, that is 
the negotiation, drawing up and subsequent implementation of treaties, 
agreements, conventions, protocols, declarations, exchange of notes, etc. 
(Weisflog 1987: 191) 
This entails that the act of translation between three languages existed throughout the 
whole process of drawing up the treaty. Nevertheless, this ongoing act of translation 
is not the immediate concern of the research. Neither is the official translation, which 
occurred after the signing. The focus of this study is the 100 new translations 
performed by the four groups of informants referred to in Chapter Three and which 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter Five. 
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Part Two: Translation of Legal Documents 
Toury suggests that one could draw an analogical distinction between the translation 
of legal documents and legal translations. He says that translation of legal documents 
results in texts which will be included in a history book in the target culture. Legal 
translations on the other hand, are the products which are designed to serve legal 
purposes, either that similar to or different from the purposes served by the source 
text. (Toury 1993: 13) International treaties could fall within both types of legal 
translations because they could either be translated for informational purposes or they 
could be translated to be used as the ST having a binding force. 
4.2.1. Historical Background 
The oldest recorded evidence of legal translation dates back to 1271 B.C. This is a 
translation of the Egyptian-Hittite Peace Treaty between the two dominant powers of 
the Early Eurasian World. According to Hilf (I 973: 5 cited in Sarcevic 1997: 23) the 
original was never found?4 It is not quite sure whether the document found was 
actually a translation or a bilingual documene5. Also, Weisflog states, "a solid piece 
of evidence for the translation of coexisting languages in the past is the Rosetta (190 
BC), on which Greek has been translated into Egyptian (hieroglyphic and demotic 
writing)". (Weisflog 1987:186) 
34 The first translation was in hieroglyphic inscriptions in seyeral Egyptian temples and the other in 
cuneifonn characters inscribed on tablets found in the Hittite capital of Bogazkoy. 
~5 Bilingual document refers to the creation of two (identical) documents in different languages 
simultaneously ser\'ing the same function. e.g. the constitution in Canada, although it is debatable 
\vhether these documents could actually exist \\ithout any translation act involved. 
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Legal documentation and sacred scriptures are known to be the first type of literature 
that was regarded as material for translation. Although translation was a major means 
of communication in the Middle Ages, little attention was paid to the methods of the 
process of translation. Given the fact that legal documentation and sacred scriptures 
are of a higher status they were to be accepted by faith, and not necessarily intended 
to be comprehensible by the human mind, translating without regard to context and 
text coherency was a common feature through this period. The earliest form of 
translation, of both legal documents, and sacred scriptures, for a long period took the 
shape of word-for word translation; in this the ST transferred exactly as it is to the TT 
in terms of words, grammar and syntactic form. 
There is no doubt that the political history of nations tremendously affected the 
shaping of legal translation and its development. In analysing early medieval 
German-Latin translation Heck36 attributed their poor quality mainly to the fact that 
translators were clerics with no previous training in law. Lacking adequate 
knowledge of the technical vocabulary of the law, they used terms of ordinary 
(standard) language and translated word for word, simply replacing the source terms 
with Latin equivalents without regard to context and text coherency. Although Heck 
criticised the quality of such translations, he defended the "equivalent method" as a 
necessary means of preserving the letter of the law. (Sarcevic 1997: 23-36) And thus 
"fearing that any deviations from the original could pose a threat to uniform 
interpretation and application, lawyers traditionally obliged translators to preserve the 
letter of the law by reproducing the wording and syntax of the ST as closely as 
36 Philipp Heck systemised the techniques used to translate legal instruments and documents in 
Gennany in the early Middle Ages. This was published in his book Obersetzungsprobleme im fruhell 
,\/ittelaller in 1931. 
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possible". (Sarcevic 2000: 282) Therefore, the Church and the Monarchy endorsed 
the word-for-word method of translation, the only accepted method of translation in 
the period of the Middle Ages. It was not until the twentieth century that the literal 
translation was introduced. In literal translation, the basic unit of translation is still 
the word; however, basic transformations are allowed to respect the rules of grammar 
in the target language and thus increase comprehensibility whilst following the source 
text as closely as possible. Also at the beginning of the twentieth century, Virgile 
Rossel, a law professor, challenged literal translation. He "dared to translate the 
German text of the Swiss Civil Code into 'natural' French. Accused of heresy for 
having altered the letter of the law, Rossel defended his 'revolutionary' translation by 
invoking the principle of the language equality". (Sarcevic:2000:282) By language 
equality, Rossel means that everyone has the right to know the words of the law in 
their own language. (Sarcevic: 1997:36-40 & 2000: 282) 
Legal translation like any other type of translation is a source of controversy in 
translation studies. In addition to all the aspects present in general translation, legal 
translation holds within itself the peril of serious damaging effects through legal 
interpretation. 
4.2.2. Sensitivity of Legal Translation 
Due to the sensitive nature of legal texts, the translation of a legal text carries within it 
similar, if not more, sensitivity than that which is held in the text itself. Obviously, 
someone's life or a nation's future should not depend on a mistranslated term or a 
grammatical mistake. Although there is agreement that the main duty of a legal 
translator is to reproduce the content, the translator cannot totally ignore the reader 
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since the success of a translation is determined by the reader's ability to understand 
the text. It is worth pointing out that this raises the crucial question of who the reader 
is? Whether the reader is a lawyer, an academic, a taxi driver etc? However, for the 
purpose of the current thesis, the addressed reader is considered the average person. 
The sensitivity of the legal text becomes particularly clear when translating an 
international treaty between two countries with two different languages. Translators 
of legal texts tend to favour loyalty to the source-language believing that adhering to 
the source text as close as possible is in the interest of the source language country. 
This principle can be applied if the legal document is meant to address readers of the 
source language. However, it should be pointed out here that the treaty under study 
for the purpose of this research is drafted in English (SL) although it is intended to 
address the target reader whose first language is either Arabic or Hebrew. Therefore, 
the translator of such treaty is expected to keep the target language reader in mind 
throughout the process of translation. 
Another significant feature that adds to the sensitivity of the translation task of legal 
texts is that in normal circumstances in such documents, the S T is binding rather than 
informative, and the TT is designed to inform the target reader about events, which 
took place in the source culture. However, the text in question in this study the 
Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty informs the target reader about events that occurred in the 
target culture but was described using a different language, which is in this case the 
source language (English). 
The sensitivity of a text also results from its function. Legal texts have different 
functions depending on their status and purpose. Usually, the TT serves a different 
purpose than that of the ST because the ST is used for external communication 
whereas the TT is used for internal communication. However, in the present research 
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both ST and TT are used for external communication. Sensitivity is not only 
restricted to the function of the texts, but it sometimes reflects the "sensitivity of the 
conditions and rules of the uses to which political text are put, be it practices of 
referring to pieces of information during negotiations, or an awareness of the 
necessity of identical wording". (Schafiher 1997b: 137) 
4.2.3. The Process of Translating Legal Texts 
The translation of legal texts is no different from that of any other types of texts. 
According to Rayar, the process of legal translation is one of 'elimination'. This 
entails that the translator has a number of possibilities, then s/he chooses one of these 
possibilities and by thereby eliminates other alternatives. This preference for one 
possibility rather than the other, Rayar proceeds to say, is usually governed by either 
reasons of language or reasons of law, this preference no doubt results in gain or loss. 
"For instance, where form is to be maintained for considerations of law; readability 
may be lost". (Rayar 1988:452) 
The translation process for a legal document usually takes three stages: 
documentation, translation, and approval of the translated version. Translating a 
treaty is expected to follow this order. In international treaties the language is usually 
used with a regulative function in order to present order in human relations. In the 
process it must be ensured, among other things, that there are no inconsistencies in 
terminology, and that the views of the drafters are clearly expressed in a style and 
terminology which reflects the comprehensive aim of the treaty in the target language. 
Once a translation is authenticated by the act of signing or ratification, it will carry the 
force of law. By this the two objectives of legal translation will be achieved: the first 
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is that it must produce a translation that is equally authoritative, which implies that it 
must be legally equal to the original document and have the same legal effect. The 
second is to make a translation that can stand on its own as a legal document, and be 
independent from the original. However, although the translation should be treated as 
an original document in itself, sometimes the original is accorded a special legal status 
over the translation. 
According to Sarcevi6, some scholars refer to the kind of translated text mentioned in 
the first objective as 'parallel text'. She says: 
In legal discourse the term 'parallel text' is used to denote equally 
authoritative texts of the same instrument existing in two or more 
languages. In the event of textual discrepancies, the courts are required to 
compare all the parallel texts of a single instrument to determine the 
intended meaning. For practical reasons such texts are often published in 
separate volumes. ( Sarcevi6: 1994 301) 
Parallel text includes instruments that are legally authoritative in more than one 
language, such as bilingual and multilingual legislative texts, international treaties, 
conventions, judgments and contracts. In the past, lawyers refrained from using the 
word 'translation' and often blamed non-lawyers for the poor quality of the produced 
legal texts. Sarcevi6 suggests that the use of the term 'parallel text' is used to 
overcome the inferiority complex some hold in using the term translation which 
implies that translated texts are of a lesser level than original texts. (Sarcevic 1994: 
301) 
Parallel texts normally include two types. The first are those of a jurisprudence 
nature, which involve the legislation of one country with two or more official 
languages, e.g. the Constitution, civil law etc. in Canada or Switzerland and for which 
Canada is considered a "Mecca" for legal translators. (Sareevic 2000:283) The second 
type is related to international law; this involves two or more countries, e.g. bi-Iateral 
treaties, international treaties, etc. Despite the fact that all types of legal texts 
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function to maintain law and order, those addressing international issues are strongly 
related to the politics of governments and their foreign policies. Therefore, legal texts 
of this kind are also labelled political texts. It should be noted though, that not only 
texts which regulate international relations are considered political. This label also 
covers a wide range of texts addressing inner-state issues. 
Schaffner describes the term political text as: 
An umbrella term covering a variety of text type, or genres. Political 
discourse includes both inner-state and inter-state discourse, and it may 
take various forms. Examples are bilateral or multilateral treaties [my 
emphasis], speeches made during an electioneering campaign or at a 
congress of a political party, a contribution of a member of parliament to 
a parliamentary debate, editorial or commentaries in newspaper, a press 
conference with a politician, or a politician's memoirs. (Schaffner 
1997a: 119) 
It is common knowledge that in the contemporary world the need for political 
translation is becoming more important due to the fact that politics is becoming 
increasingly internationalised. This consequently implies that translations are 
intended to address a wider audience. However, Schaffner points out that political 
texts are a part, or result of, politics, which means that they like most genres of texts 
are historically and culturally determined. (Schaffner, 1997a : 119-120) 
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Part Three: Challenges Facing the Translation of Legal Text 
4.3.1. The Translator's Legal Competence 
Assuming that the translator is competent on the language level, a new issue arises, 
namely the translator's competence on the legal level. Weisflog suggests that the 
process of translation involves first the translator's comprehension of the author's 
message. Then the second stage involves transferring this message by way of 
restructuring. (Weisflog 1987: 190-191) He suggests that the comprehension stage 
entails analysis and interpretation of the text. He states, "each analysis involves to a 
certain degree an interpretation of the original, i.e. the authors' message- his train of 
thoughts crystallized into words- since the latter (and sometimes also the former!) are 
rarely absolutely clear-cut, unambiguous". (Weisflog 1987: 190) 
However, the translator is not allowed complete liberty in producing her/his own legal 
interpretation unless s/he has adequate legal training of the two legal realities which 
enables her/him to judge the required meaning of the legal text. Therefore, Weisflog 
suggests that translators have similar role to that of the jurist who has to interpret the 
words or intentions of the legislator in one way or another. (Weisflog 1987: 190) 
It is still controversial whether a legal translator should be legally trained. It is quite 
an accepted fact that the legal translator should have minimum specific legal 
translation training. However, often this is not sufficient to completely understand the 
mechanism of the legal system within a legal order, and be able to produce it in the 
target language. How can a translator understand a text, if it was drafted in a way that 
can only be understood by a lawyer? Translators should be familiar with legal 
language to help them understand the minimum of the legal context. Therefore, it is 
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important that they are familiar with the documents and know the ins and outs of legal 
writing; this in itself helps the translator to avoid the risk of misinterpretation. 
Many translation institutions give this issue great importance; they introduce special 
programs to ensure the translator's competence in understanding and interpreting the 
legal sphere. The New Jersey Department of Higher Education has funded a major 
project intended to raise the standards of legal interpreters in the USA, in order to 
meet the growing demand for professional interpreters, especially with the increase of 
immigrants and international legal cases. (Roberts, 1988b: 443) 
Another topic open for discussion, but not necessarily relevant to the immediate 
research is: Which is more efficient, to teach translation to a jurist or law to a 
translator? According to Lajoie (1987:77) the Canadian Translation Bureau of the 
federal Government of Canada has a policy of hiring persons with a law degree to 
undertake legal translation on the assumption that it is easier to teach translation to a 
jurist than teaching law to a translator. 
Morris argues against this assumption. Referring to translators, he says: 
The hard-won knowledge that they possess is virtually invisible to 
monolinguals and superficial bilinguals, those who work even work very 
well within the confines of a single language and cultural experience. Such 
persons may otherwise be splendidly and expensively educated, as are 
lawyers and judges, who can cut things fine in their own language. The 
dilemma is that it is slow and painstaking work to make understandable to 
anyone else such things as translators and interpreters know, just as it has 
been slow and painstaking work to acquire these insights in the first place. 
If it could be done quickly and efficiently, it would be the gift of a kind of 
sight, making the invisible visible. (Morris 1995: 6) 
Teaching someone to be a translator is not as easy as some think. It is possible for a 
person to learn law, Baker claims that translation is a gift, either you have it or you 
don't. Theoretical and practical training are 'skill aids', which help perfect this gift. 
(Baker 1992: 2) It is this fine line that makes two translations of the same text 
different, one outstanding and one standard. 
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Learning an adequate level of law is considered a skill which makes the translator a 
specialised translator, i.e. a legal translator. It would be sensible to say that the ideal 
legal translator does not need to have a degree in law, S/he is a person who has the 
gift and skills of a translator among which are knowledge of law and legal language. 
After all, it is expected that there should be a legal authority which approves the final 
version of the translation and ensures the truthfulness in the legal content of the text. 
This leads to the other issue that is also important in training the translator and that is 
the professional issue of 'ethics' . A person who has good command of two or more 
languages and an adequate background in law should also be aware of her/his ethical 
responsibilities and duties. In translating sensitive texts such as legal documents, the 
translator must be aware of her/his role as the carrier of truth. A translator should be 
impartial; s/he should be able to convey the true meaning without any personal 
interference or bias, whether linguistically or otherwise. Lack of training in this field 
results in serious mistakes, in addition to the fact that "unconscionable breaches of 
ethics may occur without ever being noticed". (Schweda-Nicholson 1994: 80) 
Breaches of the code of ethics result from many reasons. Some of the reasons are 
usually associated with insufficient knowledge of the linguistic systems of the SL and 
the TL, unawareness of the legal systems, and most importantly ignorance of the 
background of the text. However, it must be pointed out that these breaches often 
occur on a primitive level of translation attempts as in the case of students and these 
errors are significant in studying translation problems. 
On the other hand, more experienced translators are expected to be able to avoid such 
errors or breaches. Those who reach the stage of being labelled legal translators 
would have gained or acquired the skills and experience required for performing such 
sensitive tasks. 
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Referring to the relation between the translator and the customer, Boker describes it as 
being like any other business relation where the translator is selling his goods to the 
vendor. He explains that, "the goods we sell are not the' sheets of paper (or computer 
diskettes) we actually deliver to our customer', but skill acquired through years of 
language and subject matter studies and practice, as well as the time and effort 
expended to produce an expert translation". (Boker 1994: 99) 
Many translation institutions have set their own 'Code of Conduct' to guarantee 
fairness in the profession between the translator and the customer. In his introduction 
to the French Civil Code, Crabb borrows an expression from Italian which says 
'tradurre e tradire I which means "to translate is to betray", and by this it is 
suggested, that "translation has analogies to that of the traitor, though hopefully its 
worst potential consequences are less serious". (Crabb: 1995 : xxx) 
4.3.2. Differences in the Legal Systems 
A significant problem lies in the differences between the two legal systems which 
host the two languages involved in the act of translation. This entails two different 
legal languages representing the social reality of their individual legal order. The 
differences in the two systems are reflected in their legal categories, methods, 
concepts, and manner of conceiving things and apprehending legal reality. 
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Some lawyers like to think that it is acceptable to refer to legal translation as a task of 
. I 37 
comparatIve aw. In fact de Groot thinks that comparative law "forms the basis for 
translating legal texts". (Groot 1988: 409) 
Problems facing the translator of legal texts are not only of a terminological nature. 
which is common in all kinds of specialised translation, but includes the process 
which takes place not only between two languages but also between two legal 
systems. Therefore, the use of bilingual and multilingual law dictionaries is not 
sufficient for the process to succeed. The translator must have a good knowledge of 
both systems and consequently s/he should be skilled in the analytical and empirical 
methods of comparative law. 
This idea is also supported by Carballal, who refers to comparative law as the 'more 
powerful ally', which we resort to in cases when dictionaries fail to satisfy us. 
(Carballal 1988: 448) He explains that comparative law provides a good source of 
the guidelines for a scientific treatment of the text to be translated and this is achieved 
through it being a method of comparison between legal systems. (Carballal 1988: 
448) 
37 "'Comparative law' is the comparison of different legal systems of the world." (Zweigert and Kotz 
1987: 2) "Comparative law is an ' ecole de verite' which extends and enriches the supply of solutions 
and offers the scholar of critical capacity the opportunity of finding the 'better solution' for his time and 
place ... It dissolves unconsidered national prejudices, and helps us to fathom the different societies 
and cultures of the world and to further international understanding; it is extremely useful for la\\ 
reform in developing countries; and for the development of one's own system the critical attitude it 
engenders does more than local legal doctrines ... four particular benefits of comparative law .. (I): 
Comparatiyc law as an aid to the legislator. (11); comparatiye law as a tool of construction (III): 
comparatiyc law as a component of the curriculum of the uniycrsities and law schools and (IV): 
comparative law as a contribution to the systematic unification of law. (Zweigert and Kotz 1987: 1:') 
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On the other hand, Rayar disagrees with Carballal's views. He says, "where it has 
been said that legal translation is merely a matter of practicing comparatiYe law, it 
could be argued that the actual translation effort, in its restricted sense, begins where 
comparative law leaves off". (Rayar 1988: 452) What Rayar is trying to say is that 
the actual translation of a legal document does not take place between the two legal 
systems. Rather but these legal systems should only help the translator in making 
her/his choice in finding the right equivalence, based on the definition of the legal 
concepts. Defining the legal concepts is achieved through comparing the legal 
systems and this should take place prior to the act of translation. However, 
understanding the legal concepts does not always prove easy. In many cases it is hard 
to achieve due to many reasons, among which is the pennanent shift of concepts. 
Lehto explains this process of pennanent shift of concepts. She says: 
As we well know, legal concepts are based on a long historical 
development, and where that development differs, so do often the 
concepts. Furthennore, legal concepts are abstract: we cannot take the 
'object' in our hands in order to examine it or draw a picture of it; we 
can only understand it as part of the system of concepts that it belongs 
to. Even if the extralinguistic reality is much the same in two different 
legal systems, it can, like the spectrum, be sliced into sections differently 
or looked at from totally different angles. (Lehto 1988: 432) 
Because legal translation could be undertaken for two reasons, either that which has a 
historical value, as in translating material dating to past years, or translating 
contemporary legal material which has an immediate legal impact, shifts occur on two 
levels; one which is characterised by a temporal gap, which could be highly cultural, 
and the other which is characterised by a system gap. (Weisflog 1987: 187) In the 
first instance, where translation takes place across a long span there is no harm in 
using the greatest possible degree of correspondence between ST and TT, as in the 
case of translating dead languages like Greek and Latin into living ones. This method 
is also recommended in translating legislation. (Weisflog 1987: 196) Howeyer, this is 
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not always easy to achieve due to the fact that legal languages are system-bound. 
especially between radically different systems as the law of "western and Islamic 
countries, the law of industrial and developing countries, or the law of capitalist and 
socialist countries". (Weisflog 1987: 188-189) 
In other words, there is no universal language when it comes to law, unlike other 
technical languages such as physics or mathematics. Weisflog suggests that although 
formal correspondence is achieved to a certain extent, it does not necessarily mean 
that the concept equivalent is achieved. Weisflog cites an example: 
In 'English' law, «theft» is defined in accordance with section 1 of 
the Theft Act 1968, as «the dishonest appropriation of the property 
belonging to someone else with the intention of keeping it 
permanently». In German law, on the other hand, «Diebstahl» is 
defined, in accordance with paragraph 242 of the (West) German 
Criminal Code (STGB) as follows( ... ) A person is guilty of theft if he 
takes away movable property belonging to another with the intention of 
appropriating it unlawfully. (Weisflog 1987: 210-211) 
However, cases of differences in concepts appear less in translating universal legal 
material such as treaties. There is usually less difficulty on the conceptual and 
terminological levels because these are usually governed by international institutions 
(e.g. the UN), and therefore there is less difference on the systemic level, and more 
chance of standardising them. As suggested earlier, international treaties are hybrids 
and therefore they are not restricted by a particular legal system. The text under 
examination is neither one which falls between two different legal systems, nor it is a 
legal system written in two languages. It is safe to assume that the peace treaty is 
restricted by an international code rather than a legal system. Thus, in the act of 
translation the translator is not restricted by a particular legal system. but rather by the 
norms established by the international code. 
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4. 3.3. Equal Authenticity 
Translations of legal text can be either informative or binding or both. They can be 
informative in cases when translating a document which is rooted in the same legal 
system but uses different languages, as is the case in Canada. In this case the 
translation will only exist in order to inform speakers of the second language of eYents 
which took place within their legal system. On the other hand, legal translation can 
be binding when speakers of one particular language follow the text written in the 
language they use. In the two cases it is expected that translations are as authoritative 
as the original, and therefore they have to be authentic. 
Authentic translations of international agreements which are concluded in different 
languages, are common in international practice, especially in the case of peace 
treaties concluded by the UN. A translation is usually included with the official text 
of the agreement. However, most of these translations are not regulatory and do not 
have a binding force, since it is only the original text that becomes domestic law 
through the act of ratification. 
The acceptance of the principle that translated legal documents are of equal 
authenticity to the original text, places the translator under great pressure to produce 
first-class material not open for dispute. Translators are expected to produce an equal 
text in form ( structure) and legal content; to quote Sarcevic, "the challenge of legal 
translation is to strike a proper balance between linguistic purity and legal 
equivalence". (Sarcevic 1994: 306) 
Translators should be able to produce different degrees of authoritative legal orders 
obligation, permission, prohibition etc. Although under no circumstances is the 
translator allowed to produce herihis own understanding or interpretation, s/he is still 
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required to foresee how the text should be interpreted within the legal hermeneutics. 
Translators must have language competence in order to have the confidence to avoid 
mechanical translation. In the text under study, a statement is included at the end of 
the document which states, "In case of divergence of interpretation, the English text 
shall prevail" which implies that the translation is not treated with equal authenticity 
and consequently it is not binding. This does not mean that it should be treated with 
less care. Translators are expected to produce a translation as good as the original. 
However, committing errors in translation that result in the occurrence of 
discrepancies in legal interpretation often occur on the following levels: 
4.3.3.1. Lack of Coherence 
It is important to always keep in mind that legal language is a coded language, which 
means that the message intended to be relayed is laid down in codes. The translator in 
this case has two tasks, one of decoding the linguistic aspect, and the other of 
decoding the legal message. Due to the special nature of legal documents, which 
appears in their features, it is very likely that the translator who is not professionally 
trained in the legal language will not be in a position to interpret the legal content. 
This gives rise to the question as to whether translators who are not familiar with legal 
terminology should actually be allowed to translate legal texts. This also occurs at the 
level of students who are not yet fully trained to deal with legal texts. However, the 
lack of coherence in translation of legal texts usually occurs due to the fact that the 
clear understanding of a legal text is sometimes hampered by the typical use of legal 
terms, expressions, abbreviations, legal formulations, etc. Although these are meant 
to enhance the precision of the text, if the translator is not familiar with them s/he will 
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end up producing an incomprehensible text. Mistakes on the structural level also ha\'e 
important implications. Sometimes the text is not clear, not only through using 
specific terms but also through a number of trivial errors with far reaching impacts. 
These include typing mistakes, omission of words, misplacing of names or numbers, 
not to mention grammatical mistakes, and these in particular should be checked by the 
drafters, since they are important not only to the translators but also to the users of the 
document. All this leads to the question as to whether translators have the power to 
correct these mistakes. The lack of coherence not only occurs on the structural and 
linguistic levels, it is also most common on the non-linguistic level. Translators are 
often not given the history of a document~ consequently they are unaware of the non-
linguistic intention and therefore they have no choice but to attempt to reconstruct the 
intention of the writer, thus putting their own interpretation on the TT. On the other 
hand, the translator can sometimes be faced with another dilemma, that of whether the 
intention of the TT should be like that of the ST, or a new intention should be 
indicated. In that sense, the reader is at the mercy of the translator who functions here 
as a language expert. (Sager 1997: 29) 
4.3.3.2. The Effect of Culture 
Through the prevIOUS chapters, the research has supported translation as an 
intercultural communication process. The concept of culture in this sense refers to the 
broader socially conditioned aspects of human life, which include: " (a) the concept of 
culture as a totality of knowledge, proficiency and perception; (b) its immediate 
connection with behaviour (or action) and events; (c) its dependence in language 
usage". (Vermeer 1986: 33 cited in Trosborg 1997b: 146) 
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Political documents are of two types. The first is of an internal nature (national,) such 
as speeches and statements made by politicians which are designed to address a 
limited audience, usually a domestic audience and are therefore highly culture-bound. 
Joseph argues that this type of legal text is so highly cultural it cannot be reproduced 
in translation. He emphasises the fact that words come in cultural baggage and that 
legal language is no exception, he describes this type of legal text by referring to 
Alexander Fraser Tytler's 'laws oftranslation,38 . He says: 
No one can ever give a complete transcript of the ideas of a text in 
another language, for the simple reasons, that words and structures 
always come with cultural baggage, resonances from centuries of legal, 
political and literary use, that it is impossible to transfer fully ( ... ) legal 
translation will always be a failure, because those connotations and 
resonances are not secondary niceties one can take or leave they are, or 
at least are capable of becoming, part and parcel of the meaning of a text 
as it is subjected to judicial interpretation. (Joseph 1995: 17) 
Also Kaiser-Cook says that translation, being a cultural activity, involves some form 
of "cultural transfer". (Kaiser-Cook 1997: 243) However, it is important to always 
keep in mind that with the text in hand there is no cultural transfer. Culture only 
plays a role in the whole process when affecting the translators' choice. Therefore, 
the second type of political text are of an external nature, and these are the result of 
negotiations on a wider supranational level, such as treaties. 
38 In his classic Essay on the Principles of Translation, Alexander Fraser Tytler. Lord Woodhousclce 
(1747 -1814) laid down the follo\\-lng three 'laws' of translation. 
i. That the Translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas of the original work. 
ii. That the style and the manner of writing should be of the same character with that of the original 
iii. That thc translation should havc all the ease of the original composition (T~1Ier 18 U :9) 
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The translation of these documents is linked to cultural, social, and political realities, 
but they are not system-bound or culture-bound. Nevertheless, even if culture-bound 
terms did exist in the text, as with all fields of translation, a certain degree of loss is 
inevitable in the translation especially if these are designated to institutions which 
only exist in the source language. 
Another issue which is culturally specific in legal translation is the use of 'hedges', 
which are "words whose meaning implicitly involves fuzziness' as 'words whose job 
to make things fuzzier or less fuzzy'. Fuzziness can be related to vagueness, 
indeterminateness, variation of sense, which are constitutive characteristics of natural 
language". (Lakoff 1973: 471) Schaffner suggests that in political context there is no 
clear dividing line between semantic and pragmatic aspects of hedges. They are 
usually connected to presupposition and implicatures and in order to fully understand 
the message conveyed by a hedge, the hearer is required to "activate background 
knowledge, which will often be culture-specific". ( Schaffner 1998a: 199) 
Strategies used in overcoming cultural issues in legal translation are not different from 
other types of translation. Translators are obliged to compensate for any under-
translation that occurs in translating culture-bound terms. Translators frequently find 
themselves having to use the method of ' over-translation' by lexical 'expansion'; in 
this they provide supplementary information either in the text itself or in marginal 
help such as glossaries or marginal notes. Success in translating these terms depends 
primarily on the translator's ability to understand comprehensively his readerships 
cultural background. When faced by SL culture-bound terms, translators tend to use 
definitions and explanations, which should be written in additional footnotes, 
glossaries or commentaries, whilst taking special care in expressing the relationship 
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between the term and the general background knowledge shared by participants of the 
SL. Sarcevic says that: 
Translat~rs, translating for readers of a particular social reality, which is 
often theIr own, do not hesitate to 'bend' the supplementary information 
towards the readership. As a result their definitions and explanations are 
understood by the average TL reader whose knowledge of SL 
institutions and concepts is limited, but who has the substantial 
~owledge of the same subject matter in the target language country. 
(Sarcevic 1985: 131) 
Many translators tend to use adaptation as a speculative procedure. The SL term is 
adapted to replace a thing in the social reality of the TL with a similar function. 
Sarcevic suggests that this procedure is misleading since it results in the divergence of 
meaning through adapting the original text and thus changing the information content 
which is not acceptable in translation. 
In cases when the translator has no choice but to use the loan words, the use of 
couplets and triplets is also considered a procedure of translation. These are usually 
culture-bound terms, followed by a cultural equivalence between brackets. There are 
two kinds of cultural equivalents: insertible equivalent and explanatory equivalent. In 
order to keep the structure as short and clear as possible, it is preferable to use the 
insertible equivalent rather than the explanatory, since it is one of the most important 
features of translation to use as clear and idiomatic a structure as possible, without 
breaking the grammatical system. In other cases where it is impossible to find an 
identical equivalent, a descriptive or explanatory substitute could be used cautiously 
in case it runs the risk of becomes paraphrasing. 
Another way of avoiding these problems is the use of footnotes outside the text on the 
one condition that these footnotes do not carry the translator's own interpretation in a 
way that might affect the essence of the text. 
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4.3.3.3. Loyalty (Source and Target Orientedness) 
The ongoing struggle between source text orientedness and target text orientedness 
appears most in legal translation. Translators are often not sure where to direct their 
loyalty. In their minds they know that the source text is the original and that the 
translation should be parallel to the original in form and content. In translating an 
international treaty, the translator has to keep in mind who this treaty is addressed to 
Is it the SL readers or the TL readers? On the one hand, s/he must respect and adhere 
to the SL country legally and linguistically and on the other s/he has to produce a text 
in the TL comprehensible to the readers of the target country also legally and 
linguistically. In trying to strike balances between the two the translator may find 
her/himself restricted within the text and therefore not free to insert any form of 
lexical expansion within the text. However, the translator is free outside the text to 
make concessions to the reader as long as this does not include her/his legal 
interpretation, and does not interfere with the content of the text. As a result, it is 
suggested that source language orientation and target language orientation are not 
applicable to legal translation. If the SL text and the TL text are addressing the same 
readers then the method of translation normally used is by rendering the precise 
contextual meaning of the original text, without breaching the syntactic and 
associative constraints of the target language, and in that case there is no harm that the 
text remains within the constraints of the SL. However, if the text is addressing TL 
readers especially if it is an international text, considerations of the target readers and 
their culture should be taken into account. 
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Sarcevi6 in most of her articles (Sarcevi6 1985, 1988, 1991, 1994, 1997) states that it 
is preferable in legal translation to use functional equivalences.39 However, this may 
prove hard to find or confusing in many cases, as the equivalent chosen might not 
carry the same meaning or the same function in the target language; therefore 
functional equivalence is not always the solution. (Weisflog 1987: 187) Nevertheless. 
Sarcevi6 stresses the fact that under no circumstances in this case a translator is to 
resort to using a SL equivalent as a loan word. In this case s/he has to resort to the 
strategy of descriptive translation, which as the term entails involves a descriptive act 
of the SL term in the TL. 
This method which is also described as "explanatory equivalent" (Sarcevi6 1988: 456) 
is a common method in translating legal documents. However, Sarcevi6 does not rule 
out the use of literal translation and in fact she suggests that sometimes the translator 
has no choice but to resort to this strategy; this, however, may cause another risk on 
the translation level, and that is the incomprehensibility of the text. (Gemar 1979: 7 
cited in Sarcevi6 1988: 459) Therfore, it should be emphasised that the literal 
equivalent should also be grammatically acceptable. (Newmark 1981: 81) In this case 
the strategy of lexical expansion and use of couplets mentioned earlier to solve 
culture-bound problems is another way to solve the problem of SL terms which have 
to resort to functional equivalents in the TL. Lexical expansion should take place 
either within the text or outside the text by means of footnotes or glossaries. 
,l) "'A tenn used to refer to the type of EQUIVALENCE reflected in IT which seeks to adapt the 
function of the original to suit specific conte~d in and for which it was produced". (Shuttclworth & 
Cowie 1997: 64) 
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Part Four: Analysing Legal Text 
The current study suggests that the legal document which carries the legal content is 
actually the instrument by which law is applied. It is the tool which carries the force 
of law. This instrument needs to be transferred, and the vehicle to transfer this legal 
content is language. Rayar says, "since language is the vehicle for the legal content, 
the translation is determined largely by how that language is used and how its rules 
are applied". (Rayar1988: 451) The translator's language is consequently affected by 
the language used in the making of a legal text. Through this, the translator applies 
his translational strategies to achieve an authentic translation of the text. Translation 
strategy is defined as "a potentially conscious procedure for the solution of the 
problem which an individual is faced with when translating a text segment from one 
language into the other". (Lorscher 1991 cited in Chesterman 1993: 13) 
Madsen developed a theoretical framework for analysing legal text based on the 
action theory of lochen Rehbein which entails that actions are performed within a 
pattern. 40 (Rehbein 1977 cited in Madsen 1995: 292) Rehbein presents a relationship 
between dynamic actions performed between a specific agent in a particular situation 
and the social circumstances (embeddings) of the action in question. Rehbein divides 
the composing of an agreement into three stages: "1. Pre-history, which consists of 
the conditions for the conclusion of a certain agreement, 2. History, which is the 
performance of the agreement and 3. Post-history, the legal effect of the agreement. 
This means that the agreement (actions described in a legal text) is fixed in time and 
.J(l Rehbein's theory was dey eloped with general human action in mind not within a specific yiew of 
translation. 
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space by the means of the text, as the text is the means by which the agreement is 
concluded". (Madsen 1995: 297) 
Needless to say, regardless of the type of translation, there are basic features that 
make a good translation, among which are; the importance of the concept, achieying 
relative equivalence, full comprehension of the hermeneutics of law, command of 
both source and target languages, clarity and coherence. In the actual act of 
translation the translator is the authority; s/he can go through the options s/he has, and 
opt for one of the strategies. A skilled translator should be able to decide how far s/he 
can depart from the source text and still produce a target text that leads to the same 
legal effects. A translator is free to use different strategies of translation but at the 
end s/he is expected to produce a text with the meaning intended in the ST. However 
s/he is not at full liberty to produce herlhis own personal legal interpretation and has 
to adhere to the conventions of the legal language in the TL. S/he must know when to 
use loan or borrowed words, when to interfere and when to explain. A professional 
translator should also be able to decide the consequences of her/his choice. 
Translators learn to respect the languages they are dealing with. Not only that but 
they also try not to offend the cultural embeddings of these languages. Translation is 
a human interaction process; it is not a mathematical equation that can be solved in 
mechanical methods. Morris goes on to explain: 
Translation poses many of the great human questions of meaning, of 
spirits and of mind, yet at any given moment the translator is attempting 
to solve some immediate problem of practical human import. We 
understand that the most ordinary job of translating has in common with 
the greatest that it entails synthesi~ing and bringing t~ bear on ~n 
immediate human problem whatever IS knowable and pertment. (Moms 
1995: 6-7) 
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According to Joseph (1995: 14), all kinds of legal texts stand at a crossroads of three 
areas of theoretical inquiry: legal theory, language theory (including linguistic, 
rhetorical and textual), and translation theory. 
4.4.1. The Need for Standardisation of Legal Terms (Concept Equivalents) 
In order to reduce the number of international disputes especially in the field of legal 
documents, it seems to be obvious that there should be some sort of standard form of 
legal concepts equivalents, which is not based on the mechanical choice of the 
meaning but involves a comprehensive and contextual choice. Many translators' 
insufficient knowledge of laws and consequently the rules, in addition to individual 
solutions to translation dilemmas, results in controversies and conflicts between the 
concerned parties, on the international and local levels. It also causes conflicts 
between the translator and authorities and in many cases gets the translator into 
serious trouble. On top of this, the individual solution to translation problems 
enhances the chances questioning the credibility of the document. The question 
which arises here, is what should be standardised? 
The core of any translation is finding the most suitable kind of equivalence, regardless 
of the exact definition it fits, its kind or its degree. To find the most suitable kind of 
equivalence is being able to find a compromise between the semantic and pragmatic 
equivalence. Some scholars inaccurately assumed that to find the right equivalence 
the translator should follow the old dichotomy which concentrates on the semantic 
equivalence rather than the pragmatic. 
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Therefore, Kierzkowska suggests that there ought to be a preference for: 
- Nida's formal equivalence over his dynamic equivalence; 
- Neubert's and Pierce's semantic equivalence over their syntactic, or 
even pragmatic equivalence; 
- Catford's literal equivalence over his free translation; 
(Kierzkowska 1988: 440) 
Nevertheless, following the aforementioned suggestion does not guarantee the choice 
of the correct equivalence. Achieving semantic equivalence does not necessarily 
guarantee conveying the correct meaning. The first step towards standardisation is 
achieving an established equivalent. The way to this is through consistency in using 
the same equivalence to describe a certain concept. What gives the chosen 
equivalence a stronger position is the fact that it was preferred to the existing 
alternatives. However, a translator is not always certain that the choice of that 
particular equivalence is the correct one; hence the correctness notion plays another 
crucial role. The translator must not only convey the correct linguistic equivalence, 
but also convey the correct legal message, in such a way that the translation has the 
same legal effect as that of the original document. Although the translator's role is to 
convey as closely as possible the linguistic and legal messages, s/he also has to be true 
to the linguistic and legal systems and try to be true to the original as far as possible. 
Standardisation should also involve technical matters, such as the structure of the 
documents, numbers, and dates. It also should include some sort of mutual agreement 
on the transliteration of proper nouns and names. These may differ even between 
languages both of which use the Latin alphabets, e.g. French 'Irak' vs. English 'Iraq'. 
Needless to say, the standardisation of legal terms ( equivalents) will be a very long 
and hard process, in the absence of international co-operation between both legal and 
translation organisations. Any attempt to standardise these terms should not be 
accepted unless it is ratified and accredited by international organisations. \: ewmark 
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supports this especially with regards to international treaties. He suggests, "an 
international treaty or law must be translated in accordance with recognised 
conventions agreed by both parties". (Newmark, 1982:297) Through this Newmark is 
asserting the need for standardisation of the legal terms. 
The process of standardisation does not always mean the need for finding similarities. 
It is also another form of standardisation if one is able to point out the differences 
between the source and target texts. Kierzkowska suggests a methodology towards 
achieving this end, in the domain of court interpreters, she says, "the first step should 
be taken towards collecting basic information on the materials which have been 
already developed in this field in different countries. Then, by way of comparative 
studies, a special working group would suggest solutions to be agreed upon". 
(Kierzkowska 1988: 441) However, Kierzkowska admits that this process will 
require several years to be achieved. Nevertheless, if this procedure was performed 
on a more controlled and limited manner, translators might be able to reach tangible 
results. 
The current research aims to suggest a method by which legal equivalences are 
standardised through identifying regularities and patterns in the choices made by 
translators and which indicate that they are governed by norms in the translation 
process. Therefore, it is safe to assume that 'norms' playa major role in stabilising 
and standardising legal language. In the current thesis, the experiment is controlled in 
terms of time and space, and in terms of informants and text choice. The experiment 
design and its processing including the choice of informants will be discussed in the 
following chapter. Due to the fact that the current chapter addresses legal translation, 
the following part constitutes a thorough examination of the ST chosen as the base of 
the case study. 
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4.4.2 Choice and Importance of the Case Study (The Jordan-Israel Peace Treat).) 
The reason for choosing this particular topic for research has a personal and a general 
aspect. As a political correspondent for the Jordan News Agency, I have worked in a 
political oriented environment. One of my duties was to cover some rounds of the 
peace talks held between Jordan and Israel in the year 1993-1994. The neutral 
language which was used in the negotiations was English and the drafts that resulted 
from these talks needed in many situations to be translated. This focused my attention 
on the need and importance of achieving consistent and reliable translation in the field 
of politics, and the need to avoid any misunderstanding that could possibly result in 
political conflict. The importance of the treaty for the present study is that it rests on 
two fundamental factors: its importance as a political document, and its importance as 
subject of translation. 
As a political document the treaty has played an important role in reshaping the future 
of Jordanian-Israeli relations. The nature of the treaty is highly sensitive, as it deals 
with crucial political and economic issues which play a major role in the stability of 
the region. These issues include borders, security, territorial waters, tourism, trading, 
etc. Therefore, translators who are assigned the duty of translating this document are 
expected to be fully aware of the contextual background of the document. The 
Jordan-Israel peace treaty is the outcome of a long process of war and peace. During 
the First W orId War, British policy became gradually committed to the idea of 
establishing a Jewish home in Palestine. In 1917 after discussions in the British 
Cabinet and consultation with Zionist leaders, the decision was made known, in the 
form of a letter by Arthur James Lord Balfour, British Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs, to Lord Rothschild, member of the English Zionist Federation. The letter 
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represented the first political recognition of Zionist aims by a great power. It v .. ·as re-
affirmed in the Mandate of the League of Nations which in particular, ga\"e 
international sanction to the historic connection between the Jewish people and Eretz-
Israel and to the right of the Jewish people to rebuild their National Home. All of that 
culminated with the establishment of the state of Israel on the 14th of May 1948 on the 
same day in which the British mandate over Palestine expired. 
The establishment of the state of Israel in the heart of the Fertile Crescent was the 
beginning of a long and bloody conflict between the state of Israel on one side and the 
Palestinians and Arab countries on the other. However, throughout these years of 
conflict and war, there was a constant search for peace among the neighbouring 
countries. Some of these countries made great efforts in order to reach a peace 
agreement and called for the opening of direct channels of communication and 
dialogue, whilst others did not meet these efforts with similar enthusiasm. 
Egypt was the first Arab country to negotiate with Israel face to face. The late 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat met with Prime Minister Menachem Begin, and the 
two countries embarked on historic bilateral negotiations which led to the 1978 Camp 
David Accord and subsequently the 1979 Israel-Egypt Peace Treaty. Throughout the 
1970's and 1980's a huge range of peace plans were considered. The Gulf War of 
1990 produced new limitations and a change in the basic political order of the Middle 
East. A new understanding emerged within a vision of building a new future for the 
Middle East. 
In October 1991, a conference was convened in Madrid to inaugurate direct peace 
talks. Subsequently, bilateral negotiations were conducted between Israel and Syria, 
Lebanon, Jordan and the PLO, as well as multilateral talks on key regional issues. 
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These negotiations resulted in a peace treaty between Israel and Jordan and a series of 
interim agreements with the Palestinians. 
The bilateral talks between Israel and Jordan, initiated at the Madrid Conference, 
continued for almost two years in Washington until the signing of the Israeli-
Jordanian Common Agenda on the 14th of September 1993. The Common Agenda 
constituted the blueprint for the peace treaty, comprising the following components: 
security, water, refugees and displaced persons, borders and territorial matters. 
The first public meeting between King Hussein and Prime Minister Rabin took place 
in Washington, on July 25, 1994. Out of this meeting emerged The Washington 
Declaration, signed by Prime Minister Rabin and King Hussein, with President 
Clinton, President of the USA at that time, serving as a witness. The major 
achievements of the Washington Declaration were a series of agreements and 
concrete steps symbolising a new era. The state of belligerency between Jordan and 
Israel was terminated. Both states agreed to seek a just, lasting, and comprehensive 
peace based on UN Resolutions 242 and 338, and Israel agreed to respect the special 
role of the Hashemite Kingdom over Muslim holy shrines in Jerusalem. 
Concrete steps included the establishment of direct telephone links, joint electricity 
grids, new border crossings, free access to third-country tourists, and co-operation 
between the police forces in combating crime, with special emphasis on drug 
smuggling. It was also decided to continue negotiations on bilateral economic co-
operation and abolishing economic boycotts, as well the opening of an international 
air corridor between the two countries. 
The first meeting of the Israeli and Jordanian bilateral delegations took place on July 
18-19 1994 at Ein Avrona, located in the boundary area north of Aqaba and Eilat. 
, 
The parties agreed to hold talks on a continuous basis, alternately on the Israeli and 
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Jordanian sides of the border. The peace treaty between Jordan and Israel signed at 
Wadi Araba on the 26th of October 1994 was the culmination of years of talks 
between both countries, which had previously been political enemies. \\,ith the 
ratification of the peace treaty, full diplomatic relations were established between 
Israel and Jordan on November 27, 1994. Since that time, relations between Israel 
and Jordan have been steadily progressing. The open border crossings between the 
two countries have facilitated the normalisation of relations. Joint business ventures 
are being consistently initiated and the free movement of businessmen, by both land 
and air, has created an atmosphere of co-operation and open communication. 
Tourism between the two countries has increased significantly. The basis for the 
implementation of the peace treaty with Jordan was set with the 15 bilateral 
agreements which have since been signed and ratified. These agreements cover the 
following areas: Environmental Protection, Commerce and Trade, Transportation, Air 
Transport, Water, Agriculture, Combating Crime and Illicit Drugs, Communications 
and Mail, Science and Culture, Education, Health, Borders, The Eilat-Aqaba Region, 
Tourism and Energy. These treaties are to serve as the foundation for the peaceful, 
normal relationship between the state of Israel and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 
The significance of pointing out the historical background of the treaty is the fact that 
this will form the context of the examined text. 
With regards to the importance of the peace treaty as a subject of translation, one 
cannot ignore the fact that this treaty is of a special nature, since it is designed to keep 
the peace between two countries who have been in a state of belligerency for more 
than fifty years. Therefore, the political aspect and its impacts on the legal text are of 
high importance. It is not only a fact that any breach of the article will cause political 
tension, but also any vagueness or inaccuracy in the translation may have serious 
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implications. In addition to that, the text in hand is a perfect example of a hybrid 
legal text created in supranational circumstances, and therefore makes a perfect 
example of a legal document extremely worthy of analysis on the translational le\'eJ 
Hence, with the use of corpora, the research will attempt to determine the translators' 
behaviour during the translation process. By identifying the patterns occurring in the 
closed examination of the sample which indicates a particular form of behaviour and 
consequently is a sign of the existence of norms, the research suggests that this could 
be used to standardise the translators choice of equivalents. If this is achieved then 
there will be a chance to compile all the most appropriate equivalents in an index to 
be used by translators in similar cases. With the compilation of a legal translation 
index based on the findings, the research hopes that the legal/political conflicts arising 
from misinterpretation of text will be brought to a minimum. If positive results are 
achieved by the current experiment, this research would suggest that the experiment 
ought to be carried out on a more comprehensive level, under the supervision of a 
translation planning committee, and with the possible use of computer software in 
order to reach the required results needed to standardise legal translational terms 
between English and Arabic on a more comprehensive level. 
4.4.3. Analysis of the ST and Its Peculiarities 
It is worth pointing out that the following part of Chapter Four is the only part which 
deals directly with the ST. It should always be kept in mind that the empirical 
experiment of the current thesis analyses the translations produced by the informants 
who undertook the experiment, in isolation from the ST. Nevertheless, the 
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importance of the ST and its features should not be underrated. After all if it \\"as not 
for the ST, then the TTs would have not existed. 
The ST is an international treaty of peace. It falls within a special type of legal 
English which is of a highly complex nature. It "differs significantly from normal 
formal usage. This variety of English can be acquired only through a very specialised 
form of schooling. It is more than a professional jargon, as it contains a specialised 
lexicon and its own peculiar syntactic constructions". (Mok 1995: 196) 
Upon examining the text of the Peace Treaty (Appendix IV) the study highlighted a 
number of peculiarities throughout the text: 
As is mentioned in the description of legal language unusual grammatical and 
syntactic features are peculiar to legal English, and these are apparent in the examined 
text, among which is the use of intrusive sentences. Intrusive sentences are the 
insertion of conjoined and embedded elements into other sentences to make them 
more complex sentences. These elements could be either a noun phrase or a 
prepositional phrase separating the subject and verb from the object creating a 
difficulty in the way one understands the sentence. In the first article, the intrusive 
elements is used to place the information in one self contained unit: The parties 
recognize the international boundary, as well as each other's territory, territorial 
waters and airspace as inviolable. This feature appears in most articles resulting in 
long and complex sentences: Towards that goal, the parties recognize the 
achievements of the European community and European Union in the developmellt of 
the Conference on Security and Co-operatioll ill Europe (CSCE) alld commit 
themselves to the creation, in the Middle East, of a conference 011 Security and Co-
operatioll ill the Middle East (( ~SCME). 
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Another prominent feature in the examined text is the use of repetition and "parallel 
structure". (Dante 1980: 477-482 In Mok 1995: 197) Parallel sentences appear as part 
of legal English style. They are used in order to emphasis the legal act: to take 
necessary and effective measures to prevent acts of terrorism, subversion or violence 
from being carried out from their territory or through it and to take necessQl}' and 
effective measures to combat such activates and all their perpetrators. 
It is also noticed that there is extensive use of prepositional phrases. This is a 
common feature of legal English and appears throughout the examined text. This 
frequent use of prepositions is due to the use of the lengthy and complex sentences as 
prepositions are very effective tools for linking sentences: The demarcation of the 
boundary. 9 months after the signing of the treaty. Cooperation in security related 
matters. Security of the region. Relations on mutual trust. Advancement of jOint 
interests. Achievements of the European community. In the development of the 
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe Commit themselves to the 
creation, in the Middle East, of a conference on Security and Co-operation in the 
Middle East. Operating on their territory. Material of a third party. Of the other 
party. 
The frequent use of prepositional phrases also indicates the high rate of 
nominalization in legal English especially with the use of the determiner 'the', which 
appeared in almost every sentence: The international boundary. The signing of the 
treaty. The security of the region. The achievements of the European community. Ihe 
conference on security. 
In addition, it is also clear that there is a significant lack in the use of direct negatives 
It is noticed that all acts were issued by the use of the positive regulatory tool 'will', 
and not by prohibition 'will not', although the use of the negative and even double 
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negatives is the normal practice in legal documents. This, Tiersma suggests, is due to 
the "age-old notion that whatever is not explicitly forbidden is permissible". (Tiersma 
2000:66) And because law is usually about what people must refrain from doing as 
opposed to indulging in, it is presented in the negative. Yet this did not appear in the 
examined text: The parties recognize the international boundary (. . .) and will respect 
and comply with them. The of the boundary will take place as ... 
The reason for the lack of use of direct negatives could be due to the fact that the 
examined text is a treaty of peace and both parties are hoping for a positive outcome 
of the treaty. Therefore, the legal directives are presented in way by which the 
emphasis is focused on what the parties should do instead of what they should not do. 
On the other hand, it is noticed that the regulative tool by which directives are stated 
is the auxiliary verb 'will' although in English legal text, the tradition is to use the 
auxiliary verb 'shall'. According to Tiersma, "in American English, shall has become 
virtually obsolete, so that the sole future modal verb is will.. ". (Tiersma 2000: 105) 
Because the American government was the patron of the peace process the text of the 
peace treaty is affected by American English; it is noticed that only 'will' is used in 
the text. 
Another feature which is tackled through the analysis of the text is the use of the 
specialised terms (legal lexicon). Terms are generally taken to be the unique subject-
related use of nouns and sometimes verbs. They could also be a word or a phrase. 
Kaiser-Cook says that "the characteristics of a term which distinguish it from the non-
term; are precisions and the fact that it belongs to a system of terms, which are the 
linguistic manifestations of a system of concepts". (Kaiser-Cook 1997: 284) Terms in 
the text belong to a political and legal universe, they include a set of verbs peculiar to 
treaties: recognise. comply, acknowledge. take lipan. commit. stationing. operating 
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undertake, prevent and combat. The terms also include a set of special nouns: 
boundary, territory, demarcation, appendix, annex, parties, security, region. military 
forces, personnel, material, terrorism, violence and perpetrators. Specialised terms 
are also typically culture-bound, although this is not particularly clear in the examined 
text. Neubert (1985 :235) refers to culture bound terms as "realia" which "encompass 
a wide range of cultural patterns of the society in question, including its characteristic 
food, clothing and sport as well as aspects of religion, folklore, education and even its 
economic, political and legal life [my emphasis]". (Bugarski 1985: 159 in Sarcevic 
1989: 211). Kaiser-Cook says that translation being a cultural activity involves some 
form of "cultural transfer" (Kaiser-Cook 1997: 243); however, it is important to 
always keep in mind that with the text in hand there is no cultural transfer. Culture 
only plays a role in the whole process when affecting the translators choice in her/his 
decision making. 
4.4.4. Legal Interpretation and Translation Difficulties Arising in the ST 
Legal translation, just like any form of translation involves a decision-making 
process. The decisions made by translators are crucial not only on the linguistic-
translational level, but also on the legal-political level. The misinterpretation of the 
legal context could lead to serious political implications. The decisions made by 
translators depend first and foremost on the legal interpretation of the text. In order to 
point out the translation difficulties arising in the ST, there should be a clear 
examination of the legal interpretation, through which the current part of the research 
is able to suggest translations difficulties that are expected to face the translators 
undertaking the empirical experiment and ways of tackling them, by use of the correct 
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equivalence. The outcome of this examination provides a framework for registering 
and monitoring occurring patterns through the empirical experiment. The current 
research does not use the full text of the Peace Treaty (Appendix IV) in the empirical 
experiment. This research has chosen certain excerpts from the full text to serve as 
the S T used in the empirical experiment. This choice was based on the peculiarities 
characterising the text of the Peace Treaty which were mentioned earlier. However, 
the importance of choosing these particular articles is pointed out through discussing 
each article individually. The examined text is divided into six individual articles. 
For each article, the research points out the areas for possible legal misinterpretation 
which might create difficulties of translation for the translator of English legal text to 
Arabic. The research offers solutions to these problems and these solutions are based 
on the legal interpretation of the articles. The articles and their translations in Arabic 
are presented in boxes. 
Article One 
International Boundary: The parties recognize the international boundary, as well as 
each other's territory, territorial waters and airspace, as inviolable, and will respect 
and comply with them. 
Although the first article reads clearly in English, the translator is faced immediately 
with a sense of un-clarity with respect to translating into Arabic. There are a fe\\ 
areas in the article which could yield ambiguity when translated to Arabic The 
difficulties appear in three areas, [International Boundary] [parties] [Them] in 
[Comply with them]. The inaccurate translation of those areas might result in an 
ambiguous article in Arabic which could lead to political tension In the three cases, 
translators are expected to base their choices on the use of the explication and 
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disambiguation strategies. To those translators acquainted with the history of the 
peace between Jordan and Israel geographically and politically, it is obvious that the 
International Boundary used in English is meant to be used in the plural in Arabic as, 
[~.J~I ~.J~I], especially given that the boundaries separating Jordan and Israel link at 
different points throughout the line. As for the use of [parties], here the translator 
must decide whether to translate it in the plural [ul}:aYI], or change it to the dual in 
Arabic [ 01J.;WI ] as it is only Jordan and Israel who are signing the treaty. In 
translating [them] the translator is facing a crucial decision, [them] refers to the 
recognition of the inviolability of the boundaries, territory, etc. Translators in this 
case must use their own judgment either changing it by addition or translating by 
formal correspondence. The translator could either use the strategy of disambiguation 
by using the term [boundary] [~.J~I] instead of [them] [~. By using this strategy the 
translator ensures that the Arabic translation will not be open to misinterpretation. 
Therefore the translation resulting from the use of this strategy will be [~.J~I o~]. On 
the other hand if the translator fears the risk of implying something which should not 
been implied through herlhis own interpretation s/he can use formal correspondence 
by translating the term [them] literally as [~ . 
In general, the legal message which is conveyed m this article is not the actual 
recognition of an international boundary, which already has been agreed upon. 
Rather what is crucial in this article is the recognition that the boundary is inviolable. , 
Finally, it should be pointed out that if the ST sentence is translated literally, it will 
result in an awkward translation and will thus generate ambiguity in the target text. It 
is suggested that the TT should begin with the use of the verb, and that translators 
provided they understand the legal message, could add clarity to the translation 
without jeopardising the legal context. 
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It is also important to point out at this stage the use of [will], which is another feature 
of legal text. In legal English, as was mentioned before, [will] is an important tool by 
which the word of the law is implemented; it ceases to be an auxiliary merely 
indicating the future tense. In legal text [will] carries the immediacy and urgency of 
implementing the act. This legal tool [will] occurs in most articles and sometimes 
more than once in one article. It is important to grasp this authoritative tool in the TT. 
[will] is expected to be translated as [u.Y-'l] or [(YI] 
Following is the suggested Arabic translation : 
~J~I ~~J ~I) ~1 ~~'i4 ~ J5l ~J~I .lJ~1 t...,P-J wUyJl u~ :~J~I .lJ~1 
.t.J Ju4J\I'J .lJ~1 01\ r~J .(,j~1 L.tl4-J 
Article Two 
The demarcation of the boundary will take place as set forth in Appendix (I) to Annex 
I and will be concluded not later than 9 months after the signing of the Treaty. 
In this article several issues arise. Firstly, the translator is faced with the use of a new 
specialised lexicon which does not exist in the dictionary. The term [demarcation] 
was first translated by Prince Hassan bin Talal41 as [~A. The use of the literal 
translation [~] or [ ~ J ] does not imply the same meaning. The meaning implies 
a process which has already taken place and has now been recognised. Translators 
who have followed the peace process are able to use the appropriate equivalent, 
whereas translators who are not aware of the context, use the literal equivalence 
41 Prince Hassan bin Talal, is the brother of the late King Hussein of Jordan who signed the Peace 
Treaty. Prince Hassan was a key player in the drafting and editing of the Peace Treaty. He was then the 
Crown Prince of Jordan. 
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which is found in the dictionary. Another issue in this article \vhich indicates the 
conformity to matricial norms and the importance of keeping the style of the ST, is 
the translation of [Appendix (I)], [Annex I], and the number [9]. The correct 
translation of the mentioned terms indicates the faithfulness of the translators to the 
legal style. This also reflects whether or not translators have omitted certain parts of 
the sentence, although, in legal translation under no circumstances is a translator is 
allowed to delete any part of the sentence because this will cause a fault in the 
message to be conveyed and therefore jeopardise the legal and political impact. On a 
different level, it is also important to point out in this article the use of the preposition 
[ after]. In law, an agreement takes effect from the moment it is signed unless the date 
on when the agreement takes effect is clearly stated within the text. In the English 
text there is no problem with the legal interpretation of the article and it is clearly 
understood that the demarcation will have to take place in a period no longer than 
nine months after the signing of the treaty. However, in Arabic the inaccurate 
translation of [after] creates ambiguity. Firstly, [after] can be either translated as [ j.o ] 
or it can be translated as [~]. In Arabic there is a difference in meaning between the 
two. Whereas [ 0-0] implies immediacy, [~ ]does not indicate the specific time; it 
could refer to any time after the signing of the treaty, which might indicate that the 
period of nine months could start any time after the signing of the treaty. This may 
create political tension resulting from misinterpretation of the article. There could be 
a delay in the demarcation of the boundaries due to the fact that the period is not 
accurately determined for the above-mentioned reasons. Obviously, this would occur 
if the Arabic version were the one to be legally followed. In order to overcome this 
problem translators are advised to use [ 0-0 ] instead of [ ~ ]. 
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The suggested translation is as follows: 
Article Three 
Security: both parties, acknowledging that mutual understanding and cooperation in 
security-related matters will form a significant part of their relations and will further I 
I 
enhance the security of the region, take upon themselves to base their security 
relations on mutual trust, advancement of joint interests and co-operation, and to aim 
towards a regional framework of partnership in peace. 
In article 3 the difficulty facing the translators with regards to the use of [parties] in 
article 1, is solved with the use of [both parties] which indicates the duality of the 
parties. However, one of the characteristics of legal translation is consistency in the 
use of equivalents. In that case the translator cannot alternate between using parties at 
one time in the plural, and at the other in the dual form, but has to be consistent. To 
solve this problem the translator should consider the context element, and because the 
signing parties are Jordan and Israel, it is recommended that [parties] be translated in 
the dual form throughout the entire text. Hence it is translated as [ I.Jl!.;1J1 ]. This 
instance highlights the need to revise earlier parts of the translation in light of 
information and decisions taken in later parts. 
In article three a difficulty appears in the association between a legal term and its 
equivalent. In legal language there are a number of terms which share the same form 
as a term in the standard language but carry a different meaning. In this article, there 
are two verbs which create difficulty on this level. Article three is a long complex 
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sentence which involves the use of an intrusive clause. It is noticed that the first verb 
used in this article is the verb [acknowledge] at the beginning of the intrusive clause. 
However the emphasis in this article is on the second use of the verb phrase [take 
upon themselves]. It should be pointed out that in translating [acknowledge] and 
[take upon themselves] the translator should use the appropriate legal equivalent 
which carries an authoritative force. Legal language always carries within it the force 
of the law and this has to be implied through the translation. The verb [acknowledge] 
in standard English carries the meaning of [be aware of] and hence is translated with 
the term [~.J~ ], which has the same meaning as in Standard English. However, in 
other cases in legal translation the verb [acknowledge] is translated as [~~] which 
also back translates as [recognise]. In legal language the verb [recognise] not only 
implies the act of knowing but also implies the act of admitting. Therefore in cases 
when the legal act has to be implied, it is preferable to use the equivalents [~~ ] or [ 
.;i:!]. 
In this particular article there is a certain emphasis on the verb phrase [take upon 
themselves]. This is a commonly used phrase in international treaties in particular. 
Nevertheless in the translation into Arabic this phrase is often confused with [~ ] 
which carries within itself a sense of promise and back translates as [pledge]. It is 
important here that the translator realises that the signing of a treaty has more power 
than just a promise. There should be a degree of sharing of responsibility. Therefore 
the nearest natural equivalence to convey this phrase is [ ~"lc > 0\~~ ]. 
In article three the translator is faced with another structural feature of legal text. The 
long and complex sentence which is one of the most prominent characteristics of legal 
text, that create a difficulty in translation. Firstly, the use of the long intrusive clause 
[acknowledging that mutual understanding and cooperation in security- related 
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matters will form a significant part in their relations and will further enhance the 
security of the region] is difficult to render in Arabic without resulting in an awkward 
translation. Although it reads perfectly well in English, it creates a problem in Arabic 
on the collocational, and hence grammatical levels. In English [understanding] and 
[ cooperation] are by definition mutual, and therefore [mutual] collocates perfectly 
with both of them. However, in Arabic [mutual] means [J~~] and this collocates 
with [~\..a:i] whereas the adjective which best collocates with [LJ.JW ] is [ .2.\ ~ ]. The 
translator has various options and in this case the choice of equivalence is not rigid as 
it does not affect the legal interpretation of the article. The choice of equivalence in 
this case is only a stylistic one. To achieve the most natural collocation in Arabic and 
a grammatical choice by the use of singular or dual. If the translator decides to use 
mutual as an adjective going with both [understanding] and [cooperation] slhe will 
have to uses the dual form in Arabic [LJ:l~4i-JI LJ.J~I.J ~t.i:lll ] which makes sense on the 
semantic level. The translator can use herlhis judgment in this matter and use the 
normal Arabic collocation by splitting the sentences into two, thus resulting in 
[ J~4i-JI ~t.i:lll ] and [ .2.\~1 LJ.J1.LilI]. What matters is consistency in the use of the 
chosen equivalence through the text. Therefore, whichever choice the translator 
decides to make s/he should be consistent. This is also related to the use of the dual 
form, in translating [their relations] [take upon themselves] [their security relations] 
which are expected to be translated as [~ ] [~""1.c. ~ LJI~4] [~'JI ~ ]. 
On a different level it is noticed that [will] in this article is used several times. 
However, it serves a different purpose from that of the authoritative tool. In this 
article [will] serves the purpose of a temporal marker referring to an act, which will 
take place in the future [will form] [will further enhance]. 
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On a lexical level the term [region] is one of the most problematic terms not only in 
the treaty under examination but also it has been a problematic source of political 
manipulation throughout the history of the war and peace in the Middle East. The 
term [region] could be translated as [ ~ ], which means [area] when back translated 
into English, or [ ~1 ], which is the literal equivalent of the word. The term [region] 
in addition to the term [territory] constitutes one of the most prominent terms 
throughout the examined text. However, what affects the choice of the proper 
equivalent, in this case, is usually its position in the sentence and its collocation with 
surrounding nouns and verbs. 
In Arabic [ ~I ()At ] IS a common collocation and hence it is expected to be 
translated as such. In the case of [regional framework], [regional] should be 
translated as [ ~n given that it sounds awkward to say [ ~ .).h} ] in addition to 
the fact that it changes the whole meaning which if back translated will mean [logical 
framework]. Also, on the lexical level, in translating [base] the translators could use 
commonly used terms in Arabic like [~~ ] [~b ] [~t.i} ], whereas the most 
appropriate is the term [ ~~1 ]. 
As for [advancement] the most appropriate equivalence is the word [ i!yu ] and not 
literal equivalents like [~ or [...>:!~. One more term in article three is 
[framework] . This could be translated as either [ # ] or [ ).~} ]. The difference 
between the two is that the former refers to material things and, whereas the latter 
refers to intangible issues like ideas. Since the article refers to peace which is an 
incorporeal issue, then [).1.1] is the appropriate equivalent. 
As noted, this article is interrupted by the intrusive clause [acknowledging that mutual 
understanding and cooperation in security-related matters will form a significant part 
of their relations and will further enhance the security of the region] The insertion of 
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this clause between the subject [both parties] and the verb which should follow it 
[take upon] could distract the reader from identifying the main message in the article 
and hence affect the political meaning. What is obvious here is that the important 
message in the article is not the first part dealing with acknowledging the impact of 
mutual understanding and cooperation in security. Rather it is the legal act of [taking 
upon themselves to base their relation on mutual trust]. Therefore, translators have 
two choices in solving this problem; they can play safe and translate it as close as 
possible to the ST, or they can break the article into two sentences emphasising the 
legal action. In the first case the translation will be along the following lines: 
~ .. :. _"\1,,.\ A.t~1 \..61 ~b.J1 . b.u'\ . LUll ~ :::<:.tl_tl_Atl .L-: A..bUi.J1 
. ..)WIA r-......... ~. .J • • _ y:..J.. .. LJ .J. LJ.J .J ~ c..~- ..);..J"""'"'.J • 
In the second case the translation will start with a verb which changes the passive 
form of the sentence and gives the legal act a stronger position. It will also imply a 
more binding authoritative force and carry within it the immediacy of the action 
required of both parties and thus leave no place for misinterpretation. The translator 
in this case is expected to use hislher own judgment to come up with a codified text 
which fits the proper structure of legal text in the most understandable manner. This 
of course is not always an accepted practice. Some legal translators might even argue 
that it is preferable to keep the text in its normal form and structure even if this creates 
ambiguity in the legal interpretation. 
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The suggested translation is as follows: 
.0JWlI J ~~I ~I ->:!~ J ~~4W1 ~I .)c. ~'ll ~ -"'.i...! ~lc. ~ \J!~\ ~~ 
~ ~I LUWl1 J J~4W1 ~ tilll 01 ~ tsl.J~~ ~~ J . ~ ~ ~ ~~ .J~~ ~4-=l ~ ~ J J 
.~I ()AI ~yu~) ~I '-i~~ J ~ j.o ~ l~fo.j~ ~ 'li .JJA'l1 ~ ~ 
Article Four 
Towards that goal, Parties recognize the achievements of the European Community 
and European Union in the development of the conference on Security and Co-
operation in Europe (CSCE) and commit themselves to the creation, in the Middle 
East, of a conference on Security and Co-operation in the Middle East (CSCME). 
The significance of including article four in the examined ST is to provide a good 
example to show the translators' commitment and conformity to maintaining the legal 
form and structure of the legal text. Article four is a highly formulaic sentence and it 
contains a complex phrase structure. It also contains a number of difficulties on the 
equivalence level which will hinder the task of the translator and without doubt will 
jeopardise the legal context. Translation difficulty first appears in this article by the 
use of the word [that] in [towards that goal]. Obviously, article four is connected to 
the previous article and [that goal] clearly refers to [a regional framework of 
partnership in peace], therefore it is best for the translator to play it safe and translate 
it literally as [dll~] because any misjudgement on behalf of the translator which might 
change the meaning is not acceptable. On the stylistic level, the use of the acronym 
and their significance for the translation is important. In Arabic the usual standard 
way when referring to UN organisations and conferences is through Arabic 
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transcription of the English acronyms, provided that it is accompanied with a full 
explanation of what the acronyms stand for. 
On the equivalence level, the more prominent difficulty here is the use of the noun 
[ creation], which has a cultural and religious connotation in the TT language; the 
literal equivalent of the word [create] is [~ ]. This word has special significance in 
the Arab culture as it mainly relates to God. Therefore, it is expected that translators 
will refrain from using the equivalent [ ~ ]. Within this context, translators are 
advised to use the nearest equivalent [~] which collocates well with the equivalent to 
the word [conference] in Arabic [ ~ ]. 
Also in article four, the verb [recognise] occurs again with a new function. In this 
case [recognise] is not only meant to show acknowledgment of the [achievement of 
European Community etc.], but it also carries with it a sense of appreciation of these 
achievements. Therefore, the verb [recognise] in this sense should be translated as [ 
.J~] or [0-4!]. 
In general, the highly formulaic nature of this sentence and the interruption of the 
intrusive phrase with the use of the acronyms create intense difficulty in translation, 
which results in awkward translation. 
The suggested Arabic translation is as follows: 
UJI..a:llIJ lJ.-o'J\ ~jA AJAr..} .,r-J.JJ'JI .lb.J'"'J1 J ~J.JJ'JI ~ ~I wl~ Uti).:J1 .J~ u~1 ~~ ~ 
LJ'JI J~I.} uJl..a:lllJ ~ ~jA ~ 1A4J,,,Oj La~J (~~ . .,r".yLr) ~J.J)..} 
. (~}.~} . .,r". J".I. ~) 
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Article Five 
The Parties further agree to refrain from the following: Allowing the entry, stationing 
and operating on their territory, or through it, of military forces, personnel or material 
of a third party, in circumstances which may adversely prejudice the security of the 
other Party. 
The most significant problem in this article, in addition to a number of difficulties on 
the equivalent level, is the use of the expression [adversely prejudice] in the ST. In 
legal English [adversely prejudice] means 'to pose a potential risk or danger to' and it 
does not mean directly jeopardise, but rather to allow a circumstances to arise which 
could lead to danger. The difficulty is faced because this phrase does not have an 
equivalent in the TL. The term [prejudice] literally means [~] and adversely means 
[~], therefore the literal translation of the phrase [~ ~ ] does not make 
sense in Arabic. In order for the translator to convey the correct message, s/he should 
understand what it means in the SL in this context, and this in particular requires 
special legal competence. Hence, the translator could use different equivalents to 
convey the message. The terms that could be used in place of [prejudice] are [~ ] 
[~~ ] [~ ]. As for [ adversely] when used with [~ ] as [ ~ ~ ] this will 
result in the wrong meaning of the sentence. One way to get round this difficulty is to 
change it as [.)~ ~ ] which reads well in Arabic. 
In article five, another important issue is the correct interpretation of the sentences. It 
is most important to clarify that the two signing parties should [refrain from allowing 
the entry, stationing and operating on their territory, or through it, of military forces, 
personnel or material of a third party] the emphasis should be that it is the third party 
which is not allowed to operate from either side. Failure to indicate this results in 
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failure of the whole legal message, which is very sensitive. The sensitivity here is 
linked to the word [ circumstance]; this is a crucial word because the whole political 
interpretation is based on it. The use of [circumstance] indicates that the two parties 
could allow a third party to operate from their territories or through it in certain 
circumstances. However, the nature of the circumstances is not mentioned here , 
which leaves this article open for interpretation. 
Another example on the lexical level which creates inaccuracy in Arabic is the use of 
the words [material]. Whereas [material] is perfectly normal to use in this sentence, 
the use of the common Arabic equivalent [ ~I.JA] in the translation does not convey the 
military meaning. Therefore translators are advised to use the, word [wl..a...a ] instead, 
which is the literal equivalent of [equipment]. The use of military terms is apparent 
in article five [stationing] and [operating]. Obviously translating these terms literally 
will probably convey the meaning but it will sound weak and unprofessional. If the 
term [stationing] is translated as[ jS.~ ] [~1jJ ] [~Ijl ] it will indicate the right 
meaning , but the accurate military term is [ ~I JA ]. As for [operating] the normal 
equivalence is [ J-JI] or [ ~I ]. However, here the translator must use the 
strategy of addition to translation and thus translate it as [ ~~ w~ r~1 ]. 
[Personnel] is yet another term which has a military significance in this text. 
However, if the literal equivalent is used to translate [personnel] it will not convey the 
correct meaning. The word ~.JA which is the literal equivalent means [staff] if back 
translated, therefore, it should be translated by using a military term, which refers to 
soldiers and hence the appropriate equivalent is [ ~I.)] or [y-\..jc. ] . 
The translation of the phrase [through it] is another difficulty that might cause 
political misinterpretation. A common mistake in TT translation is using the 
equivalence [ ~ LJ.a] which wrongly could mean that the military operations is 
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conducted through the parties themselves, not particularly referring to the land where 
the operations are carried out. Therefore, the safest translation in this case will be 
[tA Y.' ]. In this article, the problem of using plural or dual for [parties] appears again, 
the ambiguity which was cleared in the past articles with the use of [both] appears 
again in article five and article six. Because the translation should be consistent the 
use of the dual is clearly expected in the translation of these articles. 
The suggested Arabic translation is: 
) J~~\ ~ ~ u.;1J w\~ ) ~\.)1 ) wl.,i1 C LuJI : ~ lAC t ~ '11 .)c ~\ ul!.;1JI ~ 
~1 ~i ~ .J~ ~ .l9 U Jy:. ~ ,tA Y.' ) ~I) .)c. A..;~ w~ r-4il1 ) ~I ~I 
.~.)J' 
Article Six 
The parties undertake: a. To take necessary and effective measures to prevent acts of 
terrorism, subversion or violence from being carried out from their territory or 
through it and to take necessary and effective measures to combat such activities and 
all their perpetrators. 
Article six is highly formulaic, the difficulties occur with the use of the intrusive 
elements and repetition, without any break in the whole sentence. Although rhetorical 
repetition is a feature of political discourse as in speeches, it is not a feature of 
mechanical legal text as in the case of codified articles. Therefore, as a first step it is 
suggested that the translator deletes the repetition in the sentences. With the deletion 
the article will be condensed and could be more easily contained. On the other hand, 
to deal with the intrusive elements there should be a change in the structure of the 
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sentence. In the Arabic translation, the sentence must be changed from passive to an 
active-like verbal noun usage. The verbal noun in this sentence [carry out] should 
precede the object [acts of terrorism ... ], [ ... '-;-J1..A .J'il ~i "'2 9"~]. If this sentences is 
back translated it will sound as [prevent the carrying out of acts of terrorism etc . .]. 
In articles [5] and [6], the translator is introduced to the use of the term [territory] 
again; however, this time it carries within it a serious significant political peril. In 
article [1], there was a distinction between [territory, territorial waters, and airspace]. 
These three elements make a [region][ ~1 ] which was mentioned in article [3]. In 
article [4. 3. c.] of the original text of the Peace Treaty (Appendix IV) there has been a 
clear mention of what [territory] refers to. The article stated: [to take necessary and 
effective measures to ensure that acts of belligerency, hostility, subversion or violence 
against the other Party do not originate from, and are not committed within, through 
or over their territory (hereinafter the term 'territory , includes the airspace and 
territorial waters)] The introduction of this sentence in the article in order to clarify 
the meaning of [territory] obviously makes the translators' choice easier, and they are 
expected to used the correct term consistently throughout the translation. In the 
current thesis, however, the informants who undertook the translation experiment 
were not introduced to Article [4.3.c] of the Peace Treaty which preceded article [5] 
of the examined ST. Therefore, they are expected to use their own judgment in 
choosing the appropriate equivalence. In article [5] the use of the proposition [on] 
instead of [in] implies the reference to land [ ~I)] only, rather than the whole 
territory referring to [ ~}]. In article [6], there is no clear indication as to whether 
the reference applies to land only or to the whole territory including water and 
aIrspace. The choice of the right equivalence in this case is very sensitive due to the 
fact that an unclear indication could be used cunningly by either party in order to 
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further their interests with regards to particular claims. The translator will ha\·e no 
choice but to translate [territory] as [ ~I) ] which only indicates [land] and leave the 
political peril for politicians to decide. Another issue in article 6 is the significance of 
using the letter [a]. Hence, the original text of the treaty is followed by [b] and [c], 
however the use of only one part of the article is deliberate to test the translators' 
conformity to matricial norms, and their loyalty to the style of legal language, which 
will be discussed in the data analysis in Chapter Five. 
The suggested Arabic translation of article [6] is: 
lJ..a uWl ) ~yi..Jl1 ,ytA..;'11 ~I \290 ~ ~.J ~";.Jy..:.. wl,"I..»~ ~l;..jl .1 : y 0liyJI ~ 
.~4·J~ ~jA.J w~WI o~ ~).:~'.A.J tAJ-:IC) ~I) 
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Summary 
It is now clear that the translation of legal documents falls within two disciplines, that 
of language and linguistics on one hand, and that of a juridical nature on the other. 
This allows us to speak of this process as a 'multidisciplinary operation'. (Carballal 
1988: 447) 
What becomes clear through the previous discussions is the general acceptance that 
the translator of a legal text should have the ability to comprehend the intention and 
message of the ST as fully as possible. Whereas Lane says, "under no circumstances 
is the translator permitted to place his own interpretation on the text, and it is 
absolutely forbidden for him to attempt to interpret the legal content" (Lane 1982: 
223), Newmark suggests that the translator cannot be neutral, "he has to draw 
attention, separately [my emphasis] to all prejudiced senses in both articulation of 
meaning (word and sentence), where they are not clear or concealed". (Newmark 
1982: 297) On the other hand, the translator himself must be professional and 
accurate in his work he must objective and act in a responsible manner with regards to 
conveying the moral and social truth. 
There is no doubt that there should be a certain degree of co-operation between 
makers of the law and makers of the language. This co-operation enhances better 
understanding of the duties of a translator of a legal document; it will also help bridge 
the gap between the two disciplines and consequently decrease the number of disputes 
among international bodies. 
Although many academic institutions do not see the need for a special legal training 
for legal translators, this unfortunately will undermine the goal of achieving a 
translation as good as the original text, which can only be achieved if the translator 
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has both translation and legal skills. This study suggests that legal translators should 
only be translators who have undergone legal training. In this context, it pays to refer 
to the program introduced by the Ottawa Faculty of Law and the School of 
Translation and Interpreting. The graduate program is designed for candidates 
already holding degrees in either law or translation. The twelve-month program is 
divided in two parts: theoretical and practical. In the first part, students holding law 
degrees study translation, and students of translation degrees study law. In the second 
phase of the program both types of candidates undergo practical legal translation 
training in legal training institutions. If this program proves to be hard to achieve in 
all universities, it is suggested that a course or a module of law should be introduced 
in undergraduate programs of translation. 
The translator's task in legal translation is limited by certain factors; these factors 
could determine her/his framework for making decisions. Among these is the purpose 
of the ST and its intention as a legal draft, the purpose of the translation and its force, 
in addition to the document type. Translators should bear in mind that they are not 
the only ones involved in the translation of the treaty. Their job should not exceed the 
limit of transforming the content and form of the text in a target language; they have 
no authority to reshape the content of the legislation. They are allowed to make 
improvements only if this does not interfere with the legal content and this should be 
noted in footnotes. In other words, factual information must be rendered faithfully, 
any departure from the legal message could be considered malpractice and 
"potentially criminally fraudulent if done with intent". (Joseph 1995: 17) 
In legal language there is no margin for freedom; the translator must render the form 
and meaning as faithfully as possible within the conventions allowed by the target 
language. Trosborg gives a number of recommendations for legal drafters that could 
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also be useful to translators. She says "1. write in the present tense, 2. break up long 
periods, 3. use intelligible syntax and vocabulary, etc". (Trosborg 1994: 317) 
With regards to political texts and in particular treaties, they are often 
conventionalised both at the macro- and micro- levels; these conventions appear at the 
lexical, syntactic and even structural levels. Schaffner emphasises the structural level 
in order to ensure mutual understanding. She suggests that one sentence in the ST 
must correspond to one sentence in the TT, and in the case of treaties, the negotiators 
"must be able to refer to 'article 1, paragraph 2, sentence 3 without causing 
misunderstandings for their counterparts". (Schaffiler 1997 a : 121) 
As for the loyalty of the translator to either source or target orientedness it should be 
noted that the agreement has two aspects to it; speech act function and factual 
information. These should be produced in the target language in a manner which 
serves a purpose similar to that of the original, while taking into consideration that it 
will be produced within a different linguistic and cultural setting. Trosborg suggests 
that three procedures could be employed to that end: 
1. the communicative function (i.e. the speech act function) is preserved, 
though with the realization pattern adjusted to TL conventions 2. that the 
content side (i.e. factual information) is rendered as faithfully as the 
target language and culture allows 3. that the form side is adjusted to TL 
norms and conventions, or even better, that the translation is in 
agreement with recommendation for international contract drafting. 
(Trosborg 1994:315) 
As for the suggestions that translators of International treaties should work within 
certain regulations set by recognised international institutions, it is worth mentioning 
that this endeavour may not be easily achieved in practice. Joseph (1995: 14) argues 
that law is always open to interpretation and that the idea that it is 'carved in stone' is 
only an illusion. He also adds that this not only applies to law but also to language as 
the meaning of words are not fixed Therefore, setting international guidelines (which 
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will mostly serve the SL), will only restrict the translator and confuse herlhim about 
whether to adhere to these rules or bend towards the conventions of the TL. 
In translating authoritative statements, translators should keep in mind that these 
derive their authority from the relation between the writer and the reader (the official 
and the public). However, the fact that these statements are issued by high authorities 
does not mean that they are sacred and irrefutable. They may contain a number of 
mistakes on different levels, and it is the task of a translator to investigate the 
background of these statements and circumstances in which they were issued. In that 
sense as opposed to imaginative literature, which is self-contained, authoritative 
statements cannot be cut out from all their surrounding elements. 
The translator must consider three aspects of the text in her/his hands. It should be 
viewed in a comprehensive way that covers the following: the semantic meaning in 
the text as language, the pragmatic meaning in the intention behind the text and the 
whole background of the creating of the text (context). This includes the author, the 
situation in which it was created, the language and technical methods used for that 
purpose, the reader it addresses, and most important the force and truth of the 
statement. It must also include the culture in which the ST and the TT are created. 
Whatever strategy translators apply in legal translation, they are looking for "some 
sort of equivalence" (Wilss 1995 cited in Sager 1997:26) not to fulfil the static view 
of translation which is to change the linguistic form while retaining the meaning, but 
as a communication process between two cultures. (Sager 1997: 26) 
This chapter marks the end of the theoretical part of the thesis. So far the thesis has 
discussed the theories used in the analysis of translation studies, including the theory 
of norms, which is the core of the thesis and its application to translation. The thesis 
has also provided a full description of legal translation and its features in addition to 
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presenting a thorough examination of the ST and the difficulties which informants are 
expected to face in undertaking the experiment on one hand and what is expected of 
them on the other. The following chapters represent the empirical part of the thesis. 
Chapter Five offers the experiment design, experiment processing and analysis and 
experiment results. 
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No partial theory will ever be in a position to fully account for translation as 
the complex phenomenon it really is 




EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND PROCESSING 
(PART ONE) 
"Although a theory is first and foremost a conceptual pattern, it also functions as an 
instrument of exploration, and thus has both heuristic and cognitive values". 
(Hermans 1985: 12) A theory increases its credibility and acceptability by generating 
new ways of investigating phenomena to achieve tangible outcomes resulting from its 
application. Empirical investigation is one way of testing theories, and this can be 
achieved through case studies. In the current research, the only way to prove the 
suggested hypothesis is by means of an experiment. The experiment is considered the 
core of the thesis and the tool by which the research achieves its anticipated results. 
F or this end to be achieved, the research designs a framework of the empirical 
experiment. In choosing the design of the experiment, researchers "must decide what 
to observe or ignore, how to go about making their observations and how to interpret 
them. Such decisions inevitably are based on the researcher's expectations about how 
variables are related to one another". (Singleton & Strait 1999: 73) The current thesis 
is no exception, in order to test the theory of norms as applied to translation, which 
was discussed throughout the research, this chapter provides a full description of the 
experiment design including the data collected through the field work and the way it 
is processed. 
This study principally looks at the hypothesis that translators are governed by 
translational and cultural norms, then tries to find reasons as to why this occurs and 
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how translation experts can use this phenomenon in order to standardise Arabic 
equivalents of English legal terms, in an attempt to minimize the damage done by 
misinterpretation of the legal message in international documents. It should always 
be kept in mind that political misinterpretation could still be made intentionally 
regardless of how skilled, careful or professional a translator is, or how rigidly 
equivalents are standardised between two languages. 
The experiment focuses on the search for normative behaviour in primary material, 
i. e. the translations, and secondary material, i. e. theoretical or critical approaches to 
how the translators should proceed, what is expected of them. The search for norms 
within primary and secondary material is expected to create contradictions caused by 
the conflict between the two. Nevertheless, it has been proved that the best data result 
form mixing the two types of sources. (Pym 1998: 112) If the study is able to strike a 
balance between the norms found in primary sources and those found in secondary 
ones, it might be able to find a method by which the standardisation of equivalences 
between different languages is achieved. However, norms themselves are not obvious 
and cannot be seen in the work of a translator. It is the regularities which appear 
throughout translations that are indications or signals used as evidence of norms and 
translation as a norm-governed activity. Therefore in order to extract the norms from 
the source material this research maps the regularities observed in the behaviour of 
the translators who undertook the experiment. The observed regularities indicate their 
choices of equivalences through the act of translation. 
Chapter Five with its two halves is the practical part of the thesis. It includes the 
experiment design and processing. Chapter Five as a whole is divided into four parts. 
In part one of the first half, Chapter Five acknowledges that the research experiment 
is the core of the research and is therefore designed carefully. In part one the units of 
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the experiment are defined clearly, and the relationship between them is also 
identified. Part one firstly presents the experiment design, which includes the study 
design per se and the logistical arrangements that the research proposes to undertake 
through the experiment. This contains the measurement procedures of the sampling 
strategy, the frame of analysis, in addition to the organisation of the empirical 
experiment by which the examined translations are analysed. It presents the 
processing of the experiment, including the choice of informant (sampling), choice of 
the ST and controlling the experiment. It also presents a detailed account of the 
problems faced whilst conducting the field-work. Most importantly, it gives a 
detailed explanation of the survey which is used as the basis for the empirical 
experiment. The survey provides the data which is analysed and on which the current 
thesis bases its results. The survey is divided into two parts: The first part IS a 
questionnaire which includes information about the informants' general and 
translational backgrounds. The data resulting from the questionnaire is tested against 
the second part of the survey which is a translation task of the chosen ST consisting of 
excerpts taken form the text of the Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty. 
Part two presents the processing of the questionnaire. It provides information 
presenting the informants' cognitive and extra-cognitive experience and the effects of 
their experiences on the decision-making process, and hence strategies used through 
the translation process. Through the processing of the questionnaire, the data is 
analysed in form of tables and charts. 
In the second half of Chapter Five, part three presents the analysis of the resulting 
translation. It is divided into three stages: stage one portrays the translation stylistics 
by indicating the set of inventory the translators had at their disposal and the options 
that were chosen. This is presented in the form of tables which include data 
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representation and transcription. Stage two presents the occurring patterns in the 
translators' behaviour. It also provides an explication of these patterns and their 
relation to the behaviour of the translator with reference to the information given in 
the questionnaire in order to test their conformity or non-conformity to norms. The 
difficulties arising in translation and their solutions are based on those suggested in 
Chapter Four as a result of the legal interpretation of the ST. In searching for 
behavioural choices made by translators during the act of translation, the current 
thesis makes use of translation corpora by applying its tactics manually through the 
counting mode. As a final stage, stage three presents the result of the data analysis. It 
displays the translators' conformity or non-conformity to norms through the analysis 
of the resulting regularities. Although this thesis does not aim to assess the quality of 
the translation, it does provide a method by which the resulting translations are 
assessed. The current research will put the theory of norms in translation to the test in 
the hope of proving that there are a number of significant factors which play a role in 
the choices made by the translators. By explaining why these factors affect the 
translators' choices, the research aspires to recommend a method by which Arabic 
equivalences of English legal terms may become standardised. In the fourth and final 
part of Chapter Five, the thesis presents the results of the empirical experiment. 
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Part One: Experiment Design 
For the research problem in the current thesis to be addressed in a scholarly manner 
there should be proven evidence of the existence of that problem. Therefore, the 
experiment design sets out the logic of the present inquiry. It includes the study 
design per se and the logistical arrangements that the research proposes to undertake 
through the experiment including the measurement procedures, that of the sampling 
strategy and the frame of analysis. In addition to adopting an empirical approach for 
the present study, the qualitative method is also employed in order to explain the 
social interactions. (Glassner & Morena 1989: 15) The aim is to acquire as much 
information as possible concerning a particular social reality, and then build a general 
theory based on those findings. This involves looking at the interactions between the 
various players in given situations. In a qualitative approach the question which is 
addressed is not whether a given pair of variables are associated but how strongly they 
are related. In many cases the research problem itself determines whether the study is 
treated as a qualitative or a quantitative piece of research. In the case of this research 
the topic in question is 'translation' which involves a type of human interaction. 
Therefore, the methodology used for this research will be based on the qualitative 
approach. One important element is that "no applied discipline can do without a 
purely scientific component. Every applied discipline will use the data supplied by 
description and theory". (Leuven-Zwart 1991a: 36) 
The research experiment is the core of the research and therefore it is designed 
carefully, units of the experiment are defined clearly, and the relationship between 
them is also identified. The experiment design clearly presents the stages of the 
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study. The first step in designing the experiment is identifying the elements of the 
research. The elements of research in the present study consist of three aspects: 
1. The entities: this includes the objects under study which consist of two types: The 
first is the social grouping (the translators=infonnants) who perfonn the experiment. 
The second category is the artefacts (the different versions of the translated ST text 
produced by infonnants). 
2. Variables: This is the relationship between the characteristics of the entities of 
analysis, and what aspects of these characteristics are of interest to the research. 
These variables are not stable or consistent. In the current study the variables 
constitute the translators' behaviour and their decisions in translation within the 
boundaries of translational-cultural nonns. 
3. Relationships: These decide what kind of relationship is anticipated among these 
characteristics of the units. At this stage it is safe to assume that one of the aspects 
affecting the results is the presences of a causal relationship between variables 
(translators' behaviour ... • nonns) This relation occurs within the limits of the 
theory applied, "theory plays a much larger role in causal analysis than specifying 
intervening variables. They render a more complete understanding of the causal 
process that connects events and also provide the general framework for investigating 
the nature of all relationships". (Singleton & Strait 1999: 85) 
The basic aim of the experiment is to find an answer to the research question(s). 
These results are obtained by applying several strategies, such as: survey, field search, 
or the use of available data. In the current research a combination of all methods is 
used. This includes the use of the experiment to test the overall design of the 
research. Also by use of the survey, the infonnants are tested on two levels: firstly the 
use of questionnaire in order to test the contextual backgrounds of infonnants, and 
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secondly through the translation task by which translators' behavioural patterns are 
monitored. 
5. 1.1. Processing the Experiment 
The experiment includes two major element of analysis in the study samples: first the 
human subjects (informants), and second: the survey. The experiment also presents 
the manner and means in which the study sample is analysed. The experiment 
involves collecting data in terms of demographic and categorical variables. The study 
is able to define and compare the data within the terms of a statistical treatment. The 
empirical experiment is conducted in Jordan where the Treaty was originally 
translated. 
5.1.1.1. Choice of Informants (sampling) 
The sampling aims at choosing units from different groups of translators in order to 
determine how they performed the task of translation, and the effects of their 
contextualisation on the process. Therefore, the informants are chosen from different 
levels and backgrounds which include: Professional translators42, lecturers in 
translation, MA and undergraduate students of translation from both state and private 
universities. The reason why the research chose these categories is due to the fact that 
there should be comparable data to conduct the experiment. The experiment is 
intended to test translators' conformity or non-conformity to norms. The acquisition 
·12 Using the description ·professional translator' does not indicate the competence of the translators. It 
is used in this research to refer to translators who use translation as a way to earn their hying. 
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of norms occurs in two stages, firstly translators-to-be acqUire norms by being 
exposed to external feedback (Toury 1992: 61) favoured by the granting group, which 
is usually either academic or professional training institutions such as teachers at 
universities or translation programs. Therefore, the inclusion of MA students and 
undergraduates as informants is designed to test this stage of acquiring norms. The 
second stage to acquire norms is that with time and experience and by following the 
principle of trial and error translators stop depending on external feedback and begin 
to develop an "internal kind of monitoring mechanism". (Toury 1986a: 86) At this 
stage it is safe to assume that the translator has gradually developed translation 
competence by acquiring a set of norms which are accepted as appropriate for the act 
of translation s/he is performing (Toury 1999: 25-28) and hence the choice of 
professional translators and lectures. The reason why the experiment is conducted on 
the four groups rather than just dividing the categories into two groups of 
professionals and students is to keep the margin of objectivity wide and to get as 
much feedback on the data as possible. 
43 5.1.1.2. The Layout of the Survey 
The survey consists of two parts; the first is a questionnaire which deals with 
information about the informants, their education and political backgrounds and their 
opinions regarding these issues. In the second part the informants are asked to 
translate the chosen part of the Peace Treaty, which will be used at a later stage as the 
material for analysis. 
·n Sec Appendices I & II 
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5.1.1.2.1. The Questionnaire Design 
The questionnaire is designed within the framework of contextualisation and the main 
factors affecting the decision-making process44 . According to Toury (l991b: 52), "By 
and large, the most common way of studying aspects of translated texts (or rather, 
addressees' responses to them) with methods consists in devising questionnaires and 
having groups of subjects hopefully big enough as well as controlled for their 
background-react to the texts by answering the questions". (Toury 1991: 52) 
However, Toury warns that in experiments carried out in the field of translation 
studies up until almost ten years ago, samples of insufficient size seemed to be a 
common weakness. Therefore, in the current research the experiment is given extra 
care. Although it has been an exhausting process at the stage of the analysis, the 
number of samples collected for the purpose of this research has proved sufficient. 
What should be noted is that the analysis of the questionnaire will not follow its 
layout. Questionnaire sections covered a wide spectrum of issues in a general way in 
order to collect as much data as possible. And because at the stage of designing the 
questionnaire, it was still too early to speculate what would be the relevant 
information for the purpose of the research, some of the information provided in the 
questionnaire is not used in the analysis. 
The questionnaire is divided into several sections, some of which are of a general 
nature and apply to all informants while some are of a specific nature and deal with 
the informants separately . 
• \-1 Refer to Chapter Three. ~.1..t. p. 77 
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Sections A, Band C apply to all informants. They address the informants' general 
background, including: education, work experience, theoretical translation knowledge 
and political awareness. They include questions on academic degree, occupation, 
years of experience, knowledge of translation theory and studies including recent 
literature written on the topic. This part also includes information addressing the 
theory of norms and the effect of culture on the translators' job, in addition to views 
concerning legal translation. Section C addresses the informants' background 
knowledge of the political situation in the Middle East. This part of the questionnaire 
is mainly concerned with collecting data on the informants' contextual background 
and translation task specifications. 
Section D in particular addresses professional translators, who were directly involved 
with the Treaty. This section addresses three levels. It aims to acquire information 
concerning the official process of translation, the text itself, and the competence of the 
translators. Through the questions asked in the questionnaire the study tries to 
confirm whether the official translation has undergone the normal process of 
translation, which includes documentation, translation, and approval of the translated 
verSIOn. It also attempts to identify whether the treaty was translated just for 
information or as a binding legal document. The third level, which is the translators' 
competence, includes questions concerning the identity of the translators who were 
assigned the task of the official translation of the Peace Treaty, including their 
qualifications and awareness of the Peace Process. It also includes questions on 
whether the drafters of the treaty interfered with the translation or whether it was 
under the full responsibility of the translators. What sort of environment did the 
translators work in ... did they have deadlines, formats, terminology etc.. Were they 
given any guidelines? Did the translators consult with the negotiating team'") And 
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above all, did the translators undergo any type of specialised legal or political 
training. The significance of including this part of the questionnaire is to give us a 
clear idea of what actually happened during the official translation of the Peace 
Treaty45. 
Section E is addressed to students only. The aim of including this part in the 
questionnaire is to test their knowledge of translation theory, and whether or not they 
had undergone proper translation training at the university. This section includes 
questions addressing students' awareness of peace between Jordan and Israel. It also 
indicates their ability to perform legal translation tasks. 
On the whole, the questionnaire tries to test the competence of informants, by relating 
to their conformity or non-conformity to norms. It ought to be always kept in mind 
that the data and its results will vary according to the different groups of informants. 
The data resulting from the questionnaire does not indicate the final result of the 
analysis, but it is validated against the results of the translation task analysis. 
5.1.1.2.2. Choice of the ST 
The choice of the text employed as the basis of the experiment is not the full text of 
the Peace Treaty (Appendix IV), but certain parts, which have been chosen selectively 
due to the fact that an exhaustive discussion of the entire text would have been too 
comprehensive. The part chosen from the Peace Treaty includes a straightforward 
part as well as other complicated and problematic part with the aim of being able to 
achieve controversial opinions concerning ways and methods of translation, which 
consequently affect the translators' choice of equivalences. The points specified to 
·1<; See Appendix V 
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insure the validity of the chosen text are on both linguistic and extralinguistic levels. 
They include the identification of the importance of the chosen text on culturaL 
political and legal levels, and identifying translational problems on syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic levels. The importance of choosing the ST was fully discussed in 
Chapter Four (4.4.4. p. 174) and each of the six articles was individually analysed. 
Therefore there is no need to expand in that domain. However, it is worth pointing 
out a few reminders of the peculiarities of the ST. On the extra-linguistic level it is 
clear that legal translation, just like any form of translation, involves a decision-
making process. The decisions made by translators are crucial not only on the 
linguistic-translational level, but also on the legal-political level; the misinterpretation 
of the legal context could lead to serious political implications. The decisions made 
by translators depend first and foremost on the legal interpretation of the text. The 
difficulties which are expected to face the translators undertaking the experiment are 
based on legal interpretation. On the linguistic level the difficulties that are apparent 
in the ST, which are the reason why the ST was chosen, are its peculiarities such as 
the unusual grammatical and syntactic features, the use of intrusive elements, the use 
of repetition and parallel structures. It is also noticed that there is extensive use of 
prepositional phrasei and nominalization in addition to the use of the specialised 
lexicon which includes both nouns and verbs. 
5.1.2. Controlling the Experiment 
The core of the experiment which defines and influences the final results is gathering 
data. In order to control the experiment the fieldwork was conducted in the time 
range of 2-3 weeks, between 29th November 2001 - 21 st December 2001 in Jordan. 
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5.1.2.1. The Distribution of the Survey 
The survey was distributed on the 30th of Nov. to the following: 
Press Departments and Newspapers Universities 
- Jordan News Agency 
- University of Jordan! Amman 
- Jordan Television and Radio - Yarmouk University / Irbid- North of 
- Department of Press and Publications the Kingdom 
- Reuters - Muuta University/ Karak- South of 
- The Associated Press the Kingdom 
- The Jordan Times 
- The Hashimite University / Al 
- Al Ra'i Daily Mafraq- East of the Kingdom) 
- Ad- Dustour Daily - University of Applied Sciences / 
- Al Aswaq Daily Amman 
- Al Arab Al Y oum Daily 
The survey was distributed to four groups of informants, professional translators, 
lecturers, MA students and undergraduates. The professional translators work in 
press departments and newspaper. The survey was distributed to translators and to 
correspondents whose work involved covering the peace talks and translating the 
peace treaty, including chief editors of news agencies. 
As for universities, the survey was distributed to university professors of translation, 
and language and literature. It was also distributed to MA and undergraduate students 
of translation. Altogether, the researcher distributed 230 surveys. Informants were 
given a period of one week to complete the survey. The majority of informants did 
not meet the deadline. After eliminating surveys that were not adequately completed, 
only 135 surveys were left as valid material for analysis, which totalled 59% of the 
total number of the distributed surveys. However, because any corpora "must be 
comparable, that is be of roughly the same size and to be compiled according to the 
same principles" (Laurdisen 1996: 64) the 135 surveys had to be reduced to a 100 
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divided equally between the four categories of informants: professional translators. 
lecturers, MA students and undergraduates. The surveys that were discarded are those 
which were not fully translated. The 100 surveys remaining to be used as material for 
analysis totalled 43% of the actual number of the distributed surveys. 
5.1.2.2. Problems Faced During the Fieldwork 
Although self-completion surveys are popular in empirical research, they are 
nevertheless not totally risk free. The popularity of self-completion surveys among 
researchers stems from the fact that they are easy to administer and they are flexible 
in that they "can be used to collect a wide range of data in a variety of different 
circumstance". (Moor 2000: 1 08) They are also popular among informants because 
informants can look through them and decide whether or not to complete them, and 
they can also complete them at their convenience. However, this is not always the 
case as problems are often faced during the process of administrating these surveys. 
Because people tend to complete such surveys in haste, they often give immediate, 
unconsidered responses. (Moor 2000: 109) It ought to be kept in mind that these 
surveys are employed to build a broad picture of informants rather than explore them 
in depth. In order for the problem of hasty answers to be avoided in the current thesis, 
the researcher had emphasised in the covering letter of the survey that the completed 
surveys are crucial to the results of the research. Because the survey included a part 
which involved a translation task, informants were not expected to complete them 
immediately. Rather they were given the period of two weeks to do so. Nevertheless, 
durino the fieldwork a few problems appeared on two levels. :=-
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5.1.3.2.1. Situational Problems 
One the most problematic obstacles which was encountered through the field work is 
that the period for conducting the experiment coincided with Ramadan, which meant 
that all institutions worked only half day. This put the sUIVey distribution under 
considerable time constraints. 
Considering that three of the universities which were visited are located in different 
parts of the country, travelling was an obstacle combined with time constraints. 
5.1.1.3.2.2 Extra Situational Problems 
These are mostly related to informants' personal reactions to the completion of the 
sUIVey. According to Simon "opinions, attitudes, beliefs and interests are often the 
subject of sUIVeys". (Simon 1969: 248) The sUIVey distributed as part of this thesis 
addressed the sensitive issue of the political situation in the Middle East, and because 
people react differently to giving information this was apparent in some of the 
informants' reactions to completing the sUIVey. Among these reactions were: 
Some informants refused to complete the sUIVey because of their negative attitude 
towards the Peace Treaty between Jordan and Israel. Others refused to complete 
the sUIVey giving the excuse that they refuse to be examined. Both excuses show 
the lack of research culture in Jordan. 
Some of the informants were not committed to the time limit that was given to 
them in order to complete the sUIVey. This was found more common among 
students, whereas professional translators, who are accustomed to meeting 
deadlines, managed to meet the deadline given for the task. 
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Much of the time designed for the experiment was inefficiently consumed in the 
collection due to the fact that informants did not have the surveys ready on time. 
which resulted in returning to collect them three or four times. 
Only one informant refused to translate unless he was paid. Otherwise the issue 
of money was not mentioned. 
Some of the surveys were returned with only the first part completed but not the 
translation, which meant that they could not be added to the data. 
One of the most annoying obstacles is that some of the informants, although a 
small percentage, did not take the survey seriously. 
It was also puzzling to find that some 3rd year translation students found the 
survey difficult and did not know how to tackle it. 
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Part Two: Results of Questionnaire 
It should be noted that the questionnaire included an abundance of information \vhich 
was not all used in the analysis. The reason for including such a detailed layout is to 
ensure the objectivity of the questionnaire and to keep the margins of data processing 
wide. The analysis of the questionnaire followed a pattern by which informants' 
replies were presented in tables, followed by explanation and graph charts. 
The data collected through the questionnaire is not treated individually. It addresses 
general categories. The results of the questionnaire are collective on two levels; the 
first level includes treating the informants as groups. The second level is the data, 
which was also treated as a collective entity relating to each group of informants. 
As mentioned earlier, the results of the questionnaires are meant to provide 
information presenting informants' cognitive and extra-cognitive experience and the 
effects of those experiences on the decision-making process, which consequently 
affects the strategies used through the translation process and choice of equivalences. 
The findings of the questionnaire did not constitute the final results of the survey. 
These were validated against the results of the translation task, which presented 
informants' conformity or non-conformity to norms by introducing the patterns 
occurring within them. 
The results of questionnaires only presented answers concerrung factors affecting 
informants' behavioural choices. The factors are divided into two sets. This research 
refers to the two sets of factors as 'experiences'. The first relates to translators' 
cognitive experience and includes their general and educational background, work 
experience and theoretical knowledge. The second is the extra-cognitive experience 
which provides information on informants' awareness of the importance of text-type 
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specification and peculiarities of legal texts, in addition to their awareness of the 
social impact on legal translation 46. It also includes infonnation to test informants' 
affectedness by contextualisation including translators' political awareness, and their 
consciousness of external factors which affected the translation process. 
The data is presented in four tables indicating four central factors affecting the overall 
results of the experiment. 
Cognitive Experience 
Extra-Cognitive Experience 
Official Translation Experience 
Students' Adequate Translation training 
Due to the fact that each group of infonnants IS tested collectively and not 
individually, the results are based on the average of the findings of each group. 
Because testable categories presented in the tables might vary among infonnants of 
one group, the average of the whole variable is the one taken into consideration as the 
final findings. This method is based on Gutt' s "descriptive classificatory" approach 
(Gutt 1991: 71) in which the theorist describes a phenomenon in sets and classes 
rather than individually. This description takes place by mapping similarities between 
phenomena which lends power to theory. 
In order to measure translators' cognitive and extra cognitive expenences the 
researcher devised a method through which infonnation given in the questionnaire is 
assigned to a number of criteria. Adherence to each criterion indicates that the 
translator is affected by the suggested factors. Each criterion is represented by a 
symbol in the tables and graphic charts. The confonnity of infonnants to these 
criteria measures their experiences. It should always be remembered that by 
46 Sec Figure 4 p. 81 
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experience the research refers to the internal and external factors which affect the 
translator in the decision-making act and consequently affects translation strategies 
used and resulting translations. 
Each experience is divided into ten positive-oriented47 criteria; hence, if all 
informants in every group conformed to each criterion, each group would collect a 
total of 25 points (the number of informants in each group). If all groups have 25 
points multiplied by the number of criteria (ten), each group should collect a total of 
250 points. If informants collected this number of points this indicates that their 
translations are affected by the factors suggested by each criterion. In order to acquire 
the percentage which measures the experiences of each group, the total of points for 
each group is added up; then the result is multiplied by 100 and divided by 250. 
For example: Group 1 (professional translators) have 95 points as total of their 
conformity to all criteria. 95 x 100 / 250= 38% is the percentage that measures the 
cognitive experience rate of group 1. 
To measure each group's experience in comparison to the others, in other words to 
see which of the groups is most affected by internal and external factors in the 
translation process, the total of points collected by each group is multiplied by the 
total of points collected by the four groups of informants, which adds up to 1000. The 
points collected by every group are multiplied by 100 and divided by 1000, resulting 
in the percentage measuring the experience of each group in relation to the others. 
For example: to test the experience of group 1 in relation to the other groups: 
95 x 100 / 1000 = 9.5% 
r This indicates that the confonnity to the designed criteria affects the translation process positively. 
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5.2.1. Cognitive Experience 
The data included in table 1 presents factors of a general nature which affect 
translators. The information includes their educational background and tests their 
theoretical knowledge of translation studies. It also presents their qualifications and 
experience in translation. 
-i Symbol II Criteria ! Professional Translation MA Students Undergraduates Translators (25) Lecturers(25) (25) (25) D Translation degree il 6 
11
8 ~ 1 ~o 
• • 
~ holders ~ 10 Over 5 years of il 13 
11
9 
112 II 0 ~ work expenence ~ D Translating 1-5,18 
" Plio ,1 0 j pages a day j il~...............l .. ~~r.s......:~~ ... J~~............ ..... ...Il~~.......t~.........J~.~ ............... II e. II Accreditation J[ 2 ]I 0 Jll ~i 0 D Naming four books 13 110 110 !12 iD ~::on fO:C' .. '::JCOr : J 
10 ~:oa;~~!o~s the  '.': ...' 12 15 r i D !~= affected byi 4 : ' p p '~o I 
t: ................ ..l.~;~= ... ~~.~'.~:: .. t.~ ................................ t............... ..... ..lI .. ~~.............t........................j iO Cognitive ! 38% 30.4% 25.2% ! 14.4% ! 
l experience l : l 
1 of each group of 1 1 
j .......••..••..•.....••..•• ~~~~~~ ..•••••....•.•••.. .1 ........................................ ............................... ................................. . ...................................... ~ 
Percentage of j 9.5 7.6 6.3 3.6 
Cognitive l 
experience in all l 
groups in relation ~ 
to each other ~ 
...................................... ..... .................................. 
...................................... 
.......................................... 
................ ....... ........ ....................... ............. 
Table 1: (all informants =100) 
The first criterion in table 1 shows the number of informants that hold translation 
degrees and this covers a range from BA to PhD levels. With regards to professional 
translator [6] informant fit the criterion, the remaining [19] hold different ocial 
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SCIence degrees including: Arabic, English literature, political SCIence, and 
journalism. Lecturers and MA students hold degrees in one of the following: 
translation, English literature, English language, ESP (English for specific purposes); 
with the majority being degree holders in linguistics. Only [8] lecturers and [1] rv1A 
student hold an undergraduate degree in translation. With regards to the criterion of 
work experience duration, this research suggests the duration of five years to test 
translators' experience because five years is considered a sufficient period in which 
translators should have attained a certain degree of experience through being exposed 
to norms and should have acquired and stabilised them. In addition, it is noted that a 
period of five years is the average translation experience duration given by informants 
in the questionnaire. Only [13] professional translators have over 5 years experience, 
and it is important to note here that [12] of them are among those who were directly 
involved in the official translation of the peace treaty. [9] Lecturers and [2] MA 
students have also worked in translation for a period of five years or more. No 
undergraduate students had previous work experience. Another indicator of 
experience is the amount of material translated in a day. Taking into consideration 
that some informants are part-time translators, and half the informants are students 
who are not necessarily expected to perform a translation task every day, the research 
suggests that a sufficient amount of translated material to be 1-5 pages a day. The 
information produced by informants indicates that only [18] professional translators 
and [7] lecturers fit this criterion, while [0] MA students and [0] undergraduates 
translate 1-5 pages a day. In the questionnaire students indicated that they do 
translation tasks on a weekly basis, and this indicates that most lecturers concentrate 
on theoretical rather than prJictical issues. This was discussed further in examining 
table [4]. The data indicates that all [100] informants are native speakers of :\rabic 
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The significance of this appears in the .analysis of the translations especially in the 
explication of the mistakes committed at the linguistic level. Criterion [e] is the only 
criterion which directly tests the translators' accreditation as professional translators. 
Among all informants only [2] professional translators are accredited translators, and 
[1] MA student is a member of the Iraqi translators' association. 
Criteria [t] to [i] test the informants' theoretical knowledge of the research conducted 
in translation studies, and their awareness of the literature written on the subject. The 
data indicates that only [3] professional translators named four books and four articles 
which they had read recently. Informants who did so are the translators with work 
experience of less than 1-5 years, which indicates that they are recent graduates and 
therefore they were able to remember some of the material used in their course work. 
The majority of experienced professional translators failed to do so, which leads to the 
conclusion that they are not aware of the literature written on translation studies and 
do not keep up to date with new theories in translation. This was further proved by 
the next criterion addressing the informants' awareness of the theory of norms in 
translation, in which only [4] professional translators answered by referring to the 
general areas of cultural and political norms. As for lecturers, only [2] out of the total 
of [25] said that they are familiar with the theory of norms in translation. When 
asked to specify norms affecting their behaviour [5] lecturers mentioned linguistic, 
sociolinguistic, cultural and political norms, which illustrated that they are aware that 
translation is not totally free and is indeed governed by certain factors. As regards to 
lecturers' knowledge of recent literature written on translation studies, the data 
presented in criteria [t] and [g] reveal that only [10] lecturers named four books and 
only [6] named four articles they read recently. Nevertheless, the material presented 
was not the most recent in translation studies. 
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The data also indicate that students are not making sufficient use of reading material. 
[10] MA students managed to supply the names of four books and [7] articles. 
However, their answers were not academic, as they failed to give full details of the 
books and references mentioned. Among all [25] informants in the undergraduate 
group only [4] were able to name books and articles on translation studies recently 
read. None of them were familiar with the theory of norms or whether the work of a 
translator is governed by such a theory. A further indication which plays a factor in 
the cognitive experience is the bilingualism of the working environment. It was 
revealed that the highest rate of bilingualism in the working environment appeared 
among professional translators [17], and the lowest appeared among lecturers [4]. 
Students considered their class-room environment as bilingual, due to the fact that 
they are taught in English. Lecturers, however, did not agree with this and did not 
consider the class-room environment as bilingual, due to the fact that the use of two 
languages is not reciprocal. 
To present an overall picture of informants' cognitive expenence, it is clear that 
professional translators have the highest percentage compared to other informants, 
which is not surprising given that professional translators and lecturers of translation 
should have better cognitive capabilities than students, and should be aware of the 
effect of this cognitive experience on their translations. In terms of percentages, the 
data reveal that professional translators scored 38%, closely followed by lecturers at 
30.4%, then MA students at 25.2%, with the lowest percentage that of undergraduates 
at 14.4%. 
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In the following graphs, Chart l:a presents data included in table 1 while chart l :b 
presents the percentage of cognitive competence of all groups of informants. 












o MA students 
o Undergraduates 
5.2.2. Extra-Cognitive Experience 
Table 2 presents the data collected to describe the extra-cognitive expenence of 
translators. Here, the extra-cognitive experience includes external factors which 
affect the translators' decision-making process. This is presented on two levels· the 
first is specific to legal translation; it displays informants' awareness of the specificity 
of legal translation such as text-type specification and sensitivity, in addition to the 
need for special training in legal translation. The data also presents informants 
awareness of task specification, such as time constraints (deadlines), team work, etc. 
The second level is related to contextualisation of the translation process. This 
section of the questionnaire processing portrays the informants' political awareness 
which affects the current case study. This is related to cultural and work environment 
factors affecting the translation task. The data displayed in table two showed the 
difference between what the informants think of the specificity of legal translation, 
and whether they achieved it in reality. 
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Table (2) (All informants =100) 
It is significant to note that a high percentage of professional translators [22] are 
aware of the need for specialisation in legal translation, and this shows that they are 
aware of the perils of incompetent translations in the legal and political domain. A 
similar number of informants in the professional translators' group [20] also 
supported the need for legal training. Other groups of informants shared this concern 
with professional translators. Only [15] lecturers agreed that there is a need for 
specialisation in legal translation, but the majority [23] endorsed the necessity of 
translators undergoing legal training. The data also indicate that most MA students 
and undergraduates also agreed with the need for both specialisation in legal 
translation and need for legal training. However, if we relate this information to the 
information presented in [Table 1], the data show that only [6] professional 
translators, [8] lecturers and [1] MA student are actually holders of translation 
degrees, let alone legal translation degrees. With regards to legal training as a 
prerequisite for specialising in legal translators, all informants seemed to agree on the 
importance of this criterion, but only [2] professional translators and [1] lecturer have 
actually undergone legal training. Although this group of informants saw pecial 
I gal tran lation training as highly desirable they have all attempted to tran late the 
legal documents. This could be attributed to two reasons; they either thought that it is 
not absolutely essential to be a specialist in the filed, or because there are not too 
many specialists in the field, then there is no alternative but to perform the translation 
tasks of a legal translator. 
As regards the sensitivity of translating legal texts, 95% of the informants agreed that 
the task of translating a legal text is highly sensitive. This indicates that they are 
aware that extra care should be taken when choosing equivalents. Whether 
informants applied this extra care in practical translation was tested through analysing 
their translations. 
As to awareness of the political situation in the Middle East, it was noticeable that 
professional translators and lecturers have a better awareness of the political situation 
than that possessed by MA students and undergraduates. Whereas [23] professional 
translators and [25] lecturers claimed full awareness of the political situation in the 
Middle East, only [19] MA students and [7] undergraduates claimed they did. This 
criterion is essential in relation to the contextualisation of the translation process. It 
shows the understanding of the examined text's context and the impact it has on the 
translation process. One more essential issue related to contextualisation is that of 
work environment. Only [16] professional translators claimed that they work in a 
politically oriented environment, while none of the other informants' groups did so. 
The third aspect related to contextualisation is the effect of culture on the behaviour of 
translators during the decision-making process. The data presented in Table 2 suggest 
that most informants were aware of the effect of the culture on their translational 
behaviour. Whether it actually affected them or not, that was put to the test whilst 
analysing the translation. Another factor which affects the translators' decision-
making and hence their resulting translation, is the time constraint. Time constraint 
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differs from one area to another. For professional translators. it involves meeting 
deadlines on a professional level. In the current research, the group of professional 
translators who performed the experiment are all part of a media institution. Their job 
is often restricted due to the need to meet news broadcast deadlines or to meet a , 
particular printing time as in the case of newspapers. On the other hand, although 
[23] lecturers agreed that time constraints affect the resulting translation, they seem to 
be least affected by this factor, as their job rarely involves meeting deadlines on the 
level of translation tasks. Students at both MA and undergraduate levels also 
suggested that time constraints affect their translations. Because students would have 
not acquired adequate competence in translation at this stage, the time constraint 
factor affects them differently. Usually, this factor is accompanied by the 
psychological element in relation to their fear of exams. The last criterion is the 
necessity of team work in translation. Although only [16] professional translators are 
in favour of this, the translation of the peace treaty was actually conducted by a team 
of translators, who did not work in the same environment. Only [16] lecturers and 
[17] MA students supported this criterion, while [20] undergraduate agreed that team-
work is necessary in the work of a translator. This could be attributed to the nature of 
class work. 
Generally, unlike the cognitive experience presented in Table 1, all informants shared 
more or less the same extra-cognitive experience. This is expected because extra 
cognitive experience is not acquired through education or training, although it can be 
influenced and developed by these factors. Extra-cognitive experience is based on 
general knowledge of social values, which all informants are expected to conform to. 
The highest percentage of the extra-cognitive experience was found among lecturers 
at 60%, followed by professionals at 57.2%, then MA students at 56.8°,'0. 
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Undergraduates have the lowest percentage, although the difference between them 
and MA students is marginal at (56%). 
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5.2.3. Official Translation Experience48 
The data provided in Table 3 test the practical experience of the translators who were 
directly involved in translating the original ST (the Peace Treaty) and resulted in the 
official translation of the treaty. Through the data provided, the research attempted to 
evaluate whether the translators were affected by factors which normally affect the 
translation of a legal document. As mentioned earlier, there is an overlap between the 
areas tested in the questionnaire. Hence, the contextualistaion issue appears again in 
this section, represented by the translators' awareness of the peace process and the 
circumstances surrounding it. The data also test factors which are particularly related 
to the actual translation process, such as documentation, and approval of the 
translation, etc. Table 3 is treated differently from Tables 1& 2. Only [12] 
informants among the professional translators' group took part in this section. The 
testing process took the shape of two ends of a scale, one showing how strongly the 
data conform to the criteria suggested, and the other end showing the opposite; in 
other words, the number of translators who were affected by the criteria suggested for 
this purpose. 
r SY'iiibol: 1 Criteria f$~h en4 11 Low end 1 
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Appendi V 
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The significance of this section is that it gives the research an overview of what had 
actually happened through the process of official translation. This helps in the 
explication of the translators' behaviour in the analysis of the translated material. The 
first criterion in this section questions the translators' involvement in the peace 
process since the Madrid conference in 1991. The majority of translators [10] were 
involved in the whole process including being on the news coverage team of the 
negotiations which took place on either sides of the Jordan-Israel border alternatively. 
Although these translators were part of the news coverage team, and their job 
included several translating tasks through the negotiation process, only [5] of them 
expected to be entrusted with the task of translating the ST. On a practical level with 
regards to accomplishing the translation task, only [5] among the [12] informants 
submitted to the time constraint factor, as they had to finish their task in a time range 
of 1-5 hours. The data indicated that none of the informants had to translate the 
whole treaty, which suggested that the translated part of treaty given to each translator 
was not big in size, and with their expected competence, translators would not have 
been tremendously affected by the time factor. It could also be suggested that 
translators were more affected by the psychological factors of having to produce a 
high quality translation because of its political importance. 
It is also interesting to note that although all translators are professional, reliable 
translators, none of their translations were considered the final copy. [7] of them had 
to refer to either drafters of the actual treaty or seniors at work, which suggested that 
the decision-making process did not solely rely on the translator herlhimself but was 
affected by decisions made by a higher authority. This interference of the higher 
authority does not necessarily relate to the direct choice of translation strategies or 
49 The infonnants in this categOI) are translators who took part in producing the official translation. 
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equivalents but it affects the extra-cognitive expenence which is related to the 
interpretation of the text. Another factor which is of special importance is that only 
[4] translators had translated texts of a similar nature, including the Washington 
Declaration, Jordan-Israel Declaration of principles, and UN Charters. This proved 
essential in detecting whether translators who are experienced in translating a 
particular text type conform to different norms to those who are inexperienced in this 
particular genre of translation. It is also interesting to observe that during almost six 
years following the signing of the treaty [9] out of the [12] informants had not 
translated any other text of a similar nature. The data showed that onI y 35% of the 
translators have been affected by the factors which usually affect the normal process 
of translating a legal document. The other 65% who made up the low end were not 
affected by the same factors. 














5.2.4. Students' Legal Translation Training 
Table 4 was treated in the same two-end scale manner as table 3. In addition to 
testing the political awareness of the students, table 4 addresses the question of the 
adequacy of university programs in legal and political translation in the four Jordanian 
universities that were used for the experiment, and their impact on the translators' 
behaviour. The data shows the impact of factors which are related to university 
education and translation programs on the students' behaviour both at MA and 
undergraduates levels. It also presents a comparison between the effects of these 
factors on both groups of students. Again, the high end refers to the number of 
infonnants who were affected by these factors. Therefore, those who appear at the 
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Table 4: (50 informants) 
It is interesting to see at first that [14] undergraduate students claimed to possess 
awareness of the political situation in the Middle East compared to [12] MA students. 
This criterion only refers to having a general awareness of the political situation in the 
Middle East. It does not entail that the informants have specifically followed all the 
developments of the peace process and are fully aware of its progress. This is 
indicated in the differences in responses between criteria [ a] & [b] . The table 
indicates that the numbers of informants at the high end is noticeably different as 
between the two criteria. Only [5] MA students and [4] undergraduates said that they 
have followed the development of the peace process since the beginning. This 
criterion reflects the informants' awareness of the contextualisation of the peace 
treaty. Whether the number of informants at the high end reflects truth in practice 
was tested through the analysis of the translations. With regards to legal texts used in 
class work the data sugge ts that undergraduates use more texts of that nature in their 
cour e or than student. While [11] undergraduates replied positi ely to thi 
criterion, only [4] MA students did so. The data also suggests that undergraduates sit 
a specialised module on legaUpolitical translation, whereas MA students do not. It is 
worth mentioning here that although the data suggests that the MA program does not 
include a legal/political translation module, MA students informed the researcher that 
they have to sit one module on legaUpolitical translation in order to fulfil the 
requirements of their degree, but it was not running at the time of data collection. As 
for daily course work in the classroom, [0] MA students and [0] undergraduates 
translate 1-5 pages a day. In the questionnaire students indicated that they do most of 
the practical translation tasks on a weekly basis. This indicates that most lecturers 
mainly concentrate on theoretical rather than practical translation issues. On the other 
hand, almost 50% of both groups claimed they are capable of translating legal texts 
and take full responsibility for the risks accompanying translating such texts. Overall, 
concermng the factors stemming from sufficient political awareness and legal 
translation training at universities, which affect the translation process, it IS 
disappointing to notice that the high end at the MA level represents a percentage of 
only 22% compared to 64.5% on the low end. This implies that legal translation 
training is inadequate at the postgraduate level. The results in relation to the 
undergraduate level, although better than the MA level, show a certain lack of legal 
translation training at universities. The final percentage shows that undergraduate 
students undergo more legal translation training 31.5% than MA students 220/0, and 
hence should be more affected by it. However, this does not necessarily indicate that 
undergraduates are better trained than MA students. 
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EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND PROCESSING 
(PART TWO) 
Part Three: Translation Analysis 
The analysis of the translated texts, which resulted from the experiment, followed the 
tripartite model developed by Toury. (Toury 1980a: 19-34) 
Toury's Tripartite Model 
Norms 
Competence ~ Performance 
(Inventory of options) (Options selected from the inventory) 
Figure 6: Toury's Tripartite Model 
In his model Toury sees translation process as taking place between competence and 
performance. By competence, Toury refers to the inventory of options translators 
have in hand. In this research, competence of translators who took part in the 
experiment IS tested through the questionnaire, whereas the analysis of the 
translations tests the performance of translators, which is indicated through the 
selected options. The ongoing interaction between competence and performance 
results in the recurrence of translational patterns, which indicate the existence of 
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norms. Both three key players in the tripartite model meet in order to supply a more 
comprehensive and flexible explanation of translational behaviour. 
The current research aims to achieve a method by which Arabic equivalents of 
English legal terms are standardised. The analysed material consists of 100 different 
translations submitted by 25 professional translators, 25 lecturers of translation, 25 
MA students of translation and 25 undergraduate students of translation. The analysis 
follows a systematic and organised method. The four groups of translators are 
referred to in the data analysis as A = Professional translators, B= Lecturers of 
translation, C= MA students of translation and D= Undergraduate students. Firstly, 
the analysis is based on the legal interpretation of the ST (Chapter 4) and the 
difficulties arising in it. 
The analysis was conducted in three stages: stage one represents translation stylistics 
by indicating the set of inventory translators had at their disposal and options that 
were chosen. This is presented in the form of tables that include data representation 
and transcription. Stage two presents the occurring patterns of translation and 
provides an explication of these patterns and their relation to the behaviour of 
translators with reference to the information given in the questionnaire. As a final 
stage, stage three presents the result of data analysis. 
5.3.1. Translation Stylistics (Occurrence of Translation Patterns) 
Translation Stylistics refers to the stylistic analysis of translation, which is used to 
find differences between languages translated, areas of ambiguities, similarities, 
technical terms and general difficulties. (Malmkjaer 1993 :215) By analysing 
translation stylistics the research aimed to find the relationship between textual 
''''4 
--' 
evidence and translators' cognitive and extra cognitive choice of equivalents. Also 
by analysing translation stylistics, the research established the translational 
behavioural patterns which occurred during the act of translation. The patterns 
embodied the observed regularities, which are not norms themselves but evidence of 
norm-based activities. These regularities showed both similarities and differences, 
and they not only showed what is expected to be correct or appropriate behaviour but 
also showed incorrect behaviour. Aarts says, "the fact that a translation corpus 
contains perfect matches does not unfortunately, imply that it is also a perfect 
research tool for linguists who want to compare two or more languages. An intrusive 
factor in such corpora is the translation activity itself, which may affect the texts of 
the target languages". (Aarts 1998: ix-x cited in Baker 1999: 283) 
The method of testing the patterns followed the techniques of computerised corpora. 
A corpus study of translation between two languages would have to be organised 
according to some ruling principle. This will have to depend on the anticipated 
results of the study. 
F or the purpose of this research it is always important to keep in mind that the 
analysis is searching for behavioural choices made by translators during the act of 
translation. As it was mentioned earlier in the research the strategy of corpus analysis 
was applied manually by the mode of counting. Holmes claims that in analysing 
lexical items, "counting is the least contestable mode of analysis". (Holmes 1994: 87) 
It could be argued that manual counting has an advantage on computerised counting, 
Munday warns that, "the computer's supreme ability to calculate individual word-
forms runs the risk of focusing on a one-to-one equivalence at word level whereas 




The current research did not follow the dichotomy of TEC50 (Translational English 
Corpus). (Baker 1999: 292) In TEC the analysis involves a ST which is written by 
one author and its translation which ~is translated by one translator. This research 
analysed a text which is produced by a number of anonymous authors and translated 
by four different groups of translators. 
The study is based on the choice of vocabulary (equivalence) and not on syntactic 
features. This can be ascribed to 
the fact that lexical problems can most easily be pinned down 
whereas word order, for instance, can be subsumed under focus or 
under syntactic features, respectively, or alliteration, yielding 
cognitive effects, or as a stylistic feature, i.e. as communicative clue; 
very often neat categorizations are very difficult, if not impossible. 
(Muschard 1996: 189) 
The following tables include data representation and transcription. The tables deal 
with each article separately. Each table include two lexical columns and four 
numerical ones. The first column of the tables provides a listing of the terms that are 
likely to cause a translational problem on the equivalent level. Column two lists all 
the possible equivalences that could be used in translating the term, which embody 
the set of inventory of options at the disposal of the translators (competence). The 
following four columns show the choices made by the four groups of translators: A, 
B, C, and D respectively (performance). The tables register the number of 
occurrences of choices made during the act of translation and their consistency 
throughout the text. 
50 A computerised collection of authentic published translations into English from a yariet)' of source 
languages and by a wide range of professional translators. 
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5.3.1.1. Data Representation and Transcription 
1. International Boundary: The Parties recognize the international boundary, as well 
as each other's territory, territorial waters and airspace, as inviolable, and will respect 
and comply with them. 
Table (5) article (1) 
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: ................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
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2. The demarcation of the boundary will take place as set forth in Appendix (I) to 
Annex 1 and will be concluded not later than 9 months after the signing of the Treaty. 
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3. Security: Both parties, acknowledging that mutual understanding and cooperation 
in security-related matters will form a significant part of their relations and will 
further enhance the security of the region, take upon themselves to base their security 
relations on mutual trust, advancement of joint interest and co-operation, and to aim 
towards a regional framework of partnership in peace. 
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4. Towards that goal the parties recognize the achievements of the European 
Community and European Union in the development of the Conference on Security 
and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) and commit themselves to the creation, in the 
Middle East, of a conference on Security and Co-operation in the Middle East. 
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5. The parties further agree to refrain from the following: Allowing the entry, 
stationing and operating on their territory, or through it, of military forces, personnel 
or material of a third party, in circumstances which may adversely prejudice the 
security of the other Party. 
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6. The parties undertake: a. To take necessary and effective measures to prevent acts 
of terrorism, subversion or violence from being carried out from their territory or 
through it and to take necessary and effective measures to combat such activities and 
all their perpetrators. 
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5.3.2. Occurring Patterns in Translation and Explication of These Patterns and 
Their Relation to the Behaviour of Translators With Reference to the 
Information Given in the Questionnaire 
Stage two presents a listing of the choices made by translators and monitors the occurring 
patterns of these choices. The data which is registered, does not monitor translator's 
behaviour in the act of translation as in the case of the software Translog51 , instead the results 
and the explanation of the problem-solving strategies used depend on the resulting 
translations with the help of the information provided in the questionnaire. 
Through finding consistent patterns adopted by translators, or even identifying those who did 
not follow the pattern, the research was able to explain why these patterns occurred, and to 
which set of norms they conformed. 
51 Translog is a software program by which the author monitors all the translators' movements while in 
the act of translation. and finds out what problem-sohing activity is used especially under time 
pressure. This is compared to the translators' TAP. which works simultaneously with the translation 
process. (Jensen & Jakobson 2000: 110) 
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The research was able to achieve this by justifying why in a given situation one equivalent is 
more suitable than other and thus discard unsuitable equivalents. This could be a vital aid in 
finding a method to standardise the Arabic translations of English legal terms. 
Figure 7 shows the set of norms that were expected to affect the translators' 



















Figure 7: Conformity to Norms 
Legal 
context 
As mentioned in Chapter Three, translators in the research experiment did not 
conform to preliminary norms which relate to the choice of the text to be translated. 
In the official translation of the peace treaty, translators were required to translate the 
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treaty as part of their job. In the case of the current research, translators were 
requested to translate the text as part of the empirical experiment. Their conformity 
to norms was tested by finding the regularities (patterns) in the translational 
behaviour. These were referred to as the 'number of occurrences' during the analysis 
of the translations. 
The analysis was divided to test two areas; 'linguistic translation behaviour', and 
'extra-linguistic translation behaviour'. Testing linguistic and extra-linguistic 
translational behaviours was designed to examine translators' conformity to the set of 
norms which appeared in figure 7. It is important to note that there was an overlap 
between the examined set of norms and therefore some terms appear under both 
linguistic and extra-linguistic translational behaviour. 
5.3.21. Linguistic Translational Behaviour 
This tested the choices made during the act of translation on the text level and this in 
tum made it possible to test conformity to initial norms, and operational norms. This 
method tested translation strategies and choice-making activity during the process of 
translation. Lorscher (1991:76) says, "a translation strategy is a potentially conscious 
procedure for the solution of a problem which an individual is faced with when 
translating a text segment from one language to an other". Lorscher believes that 
"translation strategies are complex behavioural sequences" . (Chesterman 1998: 138) 
Among the many translation strategies, the four groups of translators used the 
following strategies: literal translation, explication or expansion, simplification or 
disambiguation and omission. (Baker 1993: 244) It was also noticed that translators 
avoided using strategies usually associated with favouring the ST, such as the use of 
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ST loan terms in the manner of transcription and phonological transliteration 
(Sarcevi6 1985: 127) 
In testing the appropriateness of translation strategies used during the act of 
translation, the research concentrated on the use of correct lexicon and grammar. Due 
to the fact that the research aimed to test the behavioural process of choices made 
during the translation act and not grammatical or linguistic competence in particular, 
the importance of identifying recurring patterns in grammatical errors is not that it 
indicates the translators' grammatical competence. However, it does help to give 
reasons to explain why translators committed these errors. Each strategy is discussed 
in detail. The data of each strategy is illustrated by the use of two tables. The first 
table shows the SL terms and their equivalents in the TL. This is based on the data 
which was presented earlier in Tables (5-10) in Stage One. The second table 
indicates the number of occurrences of the TL terms which appear in the translations 
submitted by the four groups of translators, and which were counted manually. It also 
presents the classification among the four groups and their conformity to the tested 
norms. The explication of why translational patterns occurred and their relation to 
norms follows the tables. 
The strategies that were used by the translators are: 
5.3.2.1.1. Literal Translation: 
This strategy was applied only to lexical items. 52 It involves the rendering of the 
basic meaning of the word without relating it to the context resulting in wrong 
translation. In most cases this strategy reflects the use of the dictionary. This 
strategy relates to the initial norm which governed the translators choice between 
~~ Lexical items refer to words and yerbs 
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adherence to the norms contained by the ST (adequacy), and those governing the TL 
system (acceptability). This determines whether the translation is source-oriented or 
target-oriented. Table (11a) lists the ST terms which could be translated with the use 
of different equivalences, as indicated in tables (5-10) in the data transcription. It also 
lists the literal equivalents which were incorrectly used in translating SL terms, and 
which resulted in wrong translation. Table (11 b) indicates the number of occurrences 
of these wrongly used equivalents by the four groups of translators in the resulting 
translation. It also classifies the degree of use of literal translation strategy among the 
four groups of informants. The table showes that undergraduates have the highest 
rate of use of the strategy of literal translatio!\' followed by MA students, then 
professional translators and lecturers. 
Table (11 a) List of Terms Translated by the use of Literal Translation 
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Table (11 b) 
The use of literal translation implies the adherence to initial norms. The extensive use 
of literal translation implies conformity to ST norms (adequacy) instead of TT norms 
(acceptability). This makes these parts of the translation source-oriented. 
The use of literal translation can be attributed to a number of factors. The high rate of 
occurrence of literal translation among undergraduates shows that their translations 
rely heavily on extensive parallelism between form and meaning across English and 
Arabic, and on one-to-one relationship at word leve1. This could be explained by the 
fact that undergraduates are translators-to-be who have not yet acquired the 
competence that is required for such a task hence their 'data bank' does not have a 
large number of equivalents to choose from. Because novice translators are more 
likely to prefer avoiding committing mistakes by adopting improper behaviour, 
(Toury 1986b: 21) they tend to consult the dictionary. Because their cognitive and 
extra-cognitive experiences are not fully developed (according to the results of the 
questionnaire), they choose an equivalent without relating it to its context and hence 
this approach results in the use of wrong equivalents. Also undergraduates could 
have wrongly assumed that a good piece of legal translation is one which provides a 
one-to-one correspondence between equivalents of the specialised lexicon in both 
languages. However, this is not the only linguistic feature required for a good 
2.+9 
translation. It is often that limited understanding of the background of the text affects 
the correct outcome. 
Another reason why translators fail to find the right word is related to ""methods of 
vocabulary learning and foreign teaching". (Anderman 1998:39) Whereas Kelly 
(2000: 158) believes that a functionalist approach to translation is the best suited for 
developing students' competence and skills in translation, Osers believes that the use 
of functional equivalence, which results in the production of literal meaning, is a 
mistake which stems from a "failure to appreciate linguistic register". (Osers 1995: 
54) 
Beaugrande suggests an explication of this situation in referring to the particular case 
of Arab students of translation. Beaugrande (1992: 19) suggests that it is wrongly 
assumed among Arab students that their success in their education and careers 
depends crucially on fluency in English (or another western language). He asserts 
that they should not be allowed to think this, lest they underrate or even reject their 
Arabic culture in the process of translation, and hence allow the SL culture to 
empower their TT culture. Beaugrande says, "success must be measured by their 
power to actualise and develop their cultural identity with broader means and to gain 
access to the knowledge which will support their ability". (Beaugrande 1992: 19) 
What Beaugrande fails to notice is that fluency in the SL neither implies nor leads to 
non-fluency in the TT. Certainly in the context of translation and translators' training 
it only makes sense for learners to become as fluent as they possibly can be in the 
language from which they normally translate. On the other hand, more experienced 
translators are exposed to a wider variety of options and hence they break free from 
the one-to-one rule of literal translation and use their more developed cognitive and 
extra-cognitive experiences to find the correct term. 
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Toury says: 
The greater the variety of situations that a translator is put into, hence 
the greater the variety of the subsets of translational norms that he 
finds himself exposed to, the greater the range and flexibility of his 
ability to perform in a socially adequate manner will eventually be. 
(Toury 1986b: 23) -
5.3.2.1.2. Explication (expansion) & Disambiguation (simplification) 
Both strategies of explication and disambiguation are used to make unclear terms 
clearer. The two strategies overlap as they both include: the use of a sentence to 
translate a word on one hand, and changing the term on both lexical and grammatical 
levels on the other. The significance of testing these two strategies relates to testing 
translators' conformity to initial norms. The extensive use of these strategies implies 
translators' conformity to the norms contained in the TL and thus falls within the pole 
of acceptability. This section included two sets of tables (12 & 13) to describe both 
strategies. Table (l2a) lists the terms whose translation could have created ambiguity 
in the TT. It also includes translations that are suggested with the use of the strategy 
of explication. Table (l2b) presents the number of occurrences of this strategy 
among the four groups of translators and their classification. The table shows that 
professional translators occupied the highest position in using this strategy. They are 
followed by lecturers, and then both MA students and undergraduates who hold the 
same rate. Table (l3a) on the other hand presents English legal terms that were 
translated by changing them either lexically or grammatically. The second column of 
Table (13a) presents the translation and indicates the change that was made in order 
to apply the strategy of disambiguation. Table (13b) includes the number of 
occurrences of the use of disambiguation. It shows that lecturers hold the highest rate 
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in using this strategy followed by professional translators, and then MA students and 
finally undergraduates. 
Table (12 a): List of Terms Translated by the use of Explication Strategy 
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Table (13 b) 
Explication and disambiguation overlap and can be considered one strategy Both 
Professional translators and lecturers were aware of the fact that the possibility' of 
establishing adequate equivalents of meaning through formal equivalence or at word 
level is rare, It is revealed through the table that both professional translators and 
lecturers used these strategies more often than other strategies. 
In referring to strategies used by professional translators Jensen & Jakobson say: 
They are far more aware of the need to create a comprehensible, 
idiomatic and readable target text. Expert translators rely most 
exclusively on paraphrase. Indeed they seem to rely on indirect 
translation strategies possibly in order to escape the tyranny of the 
source-text form. (Jensen & Jakobson 2000: 114) 
When compared to the use of literal translation strategy, it was clear that more 
experienced translators tend to use the more flexible strategies of explication and 
disambiguation implying that they adhered to the norms contained by the TL 
(acceptability). Students, on the other hand, adhered to norms of adequacy. As was 
clear in their extensive use of literal translation. Where professional translators tend 
to use the strategy of explication more, lecturers favour the use of disambiguation. In 
both cases, the text has been amended by inserting a number of specifications, such as 
the change of the plural English terms to dual in Arabic. It should be noted that the 
use of these strategies results in two different looking texts, and this is usually related 
to the length of sentences. Sarcevic says that this action is "usually tolerated as long 
as the text is clear and the substances unaltered". (Sarcevic 2000: 287) The 
behavioural reason behind this act could be related to the fact that it is a lecturer's 
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duty as a teacher to make things clearer~ in translating lectures fulfil this role in a 
routine manner without being aware of it. The main reason for this behaviour is that 
professional translators and lecturers have acquired a degree of competence which 
allows them to challenge a certain set of norms. When they have acquired such a 
position through practice and through the exercise of trial and error, they start 
resisting the pressure of translational norms and are therefore in a position to act 
contrary to the operating norms in a particular situation. Also, in particular cases 
where there are no norms at all, these translation experts could work as the authority 
that sets the followed norms. 
5.3.2.1.3. Omission: 
This is the strategy which involves ignoring certain words or sentences in the S T, 
resulting in their deletion from the TT. In legal translation, translators are given 
concessions in altering the text, provided that the alteration does not change or affect 
the legal meaning. However, translators are not allowed under any circumstances to 
delete any part of the ST especially if this would involve legal or political 
consequences. The number of occurrences of the strategy of omission indicates its 
extensive use in the translations. The test indicates that this strategy involves 
translators' conformity to initial norms and in this case also their conformity to 
operational norms. Table (14a) presents a list of the terms that were totally ignored in 
the ST and thus were omitted from the translations. These terms are crucial for the 
legal interpretation of the legal context. 
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Table (14 a) List of Omitted Terms 
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Toury says, "in translation, textual relations obtaining in the original are often 
modified, sometimes to the point of being totally ignored in favour of (more) habitual 
options offered by the target repertoire". (Toury 1995a: 268). He also says the 
"tolerance of the interference - and hence the endurance of its manifestation - tend to 
increase when translation is carried out from a 'major' or highly prestigious 
language/culture, especially if the target language/culture is 'minor' or 'weak' in any 
other sense. (Toury 1995a: 278) 
This justification presented by Toury is not applicable to the current situation. The 
deletion of words and phrases in the translations does not result from habitual use, nor 
is it related to the status of the languages. While professional translators and lecturers 
refrained from using the strategy of omission, students deviated from translating 
specia1lexicon to the extent of omitting the entire phrase. Contrary to what Toury 
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suggests, students' behaviour could be attributed to the fact that translators are 
translating from a foreign language into their mother tongue. This process puts them 
under restrictions due to their inadequate knowledge of English. Therefore they 
resort to 'omission' if confronted by lexical obscurity whilst ignoring the serious 
impact this procedure results in. This behavioural act on the part of both MA students 
and undergraduates indicates that they did not conform to any of the norms that are 
tested on the linguistic level. It also indicates a non-conformity to the legal norms of 
the text. The more - experienced translators conformed to initial norms of translation, 
this time striking a balance between adequacy and acceptability, by presenting their 
loyalty to the ST through translating the whole text in an attempt to keep the legal 
message intact, while at the same time keeping the target readers in mind by clearly 
conveying the legal message. 
5.3.2.2. Extra-Linguistic Translation Behaviour 
In this section, the research monitored the patterns which occurred in translators' 
behaviour during the choice-making process on the extra-linguistic level, which 
included cultural and legal norms. By registering these patterns the research is able to 
detect the impact of the cultural and legal universe on translators' choice, and their 
conformity to their norms. This area relates to the part of the questionnaire which 
included translators extra-cognitive experience. To test the cultural and legal 
universe this part of the analysis tested three areas. The first was the conformity to 
cultural norms, which has a negative effect on conformity to legal norms. The second 
considered inconsistency in using equivalents throughout the translations. The third 
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area tested conformity to matricial norms which plays a role in presenting the legal 
message. 
5.3.2.2.1. Conformity to Cultural Norms 
.. 
Through this the registered patterns indicated the impact of context and background 
as well as political views on translators' choice. It also indicates the translators' 
interpretation of the legal message, i. e. the use of extra-cognitive experience tested 
through the questionnaire. The analysis is primarily concerned with the negative 
impact of translators' conformity to cultural norms~ which indicated their non-
conformity to legal norms. The data tested how translators' culture affects the 
choices they made during the translation process, and the implication this had on their 
ability to convey the legal message of the text truthfully. It has been established that 
translators of legal documents are not allowed to omit, change, or alter the ST unless 
absolutely necessary and with the insurance that the content of the legal message is 
preserved. The analysis of the translation reveals a large number of omission 
instances. In this section, the occurrences of 'omissions' are not highlighted as a 
translation strategy to test initial norms as in the case of 'linguistic translation 
behaviour' . Rather, they are used in order to test the level of conformity to cultural 
norms. The strategy of omission appeared on two levels. The first level related to the 
cultural background of translators and in this research this refers to translators' 
political attitudes and aims. It is related to their conception and understanding of the 
political situation in the Middle East and the peace between Jordan and Israel. The 
second level is the legal message which should be conveyed through translation The 
non-conformity to legal norms results in inaccurate translation due to wrong 
interpretation of the legal message. The omitted terms are crucial for the creation of 
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legal documents, which have specific features, including the production of an 
authoritative legal order: obligation, permission and prohibition. Through this there 
is an indication of the translator's' cultural effect on hislher choice, especially given 
that the legal-political aspirations of translators are part of their culture. Table (1 Sa) 
presents a list of the terms which translators ignored in the ST and hence did not 
translate. The negative impact of omitting these terms was explained in Chapter 
Four. Table (ISb) presents the number of occurrences of omissions and shows the 
classification of the rates of 'negative' conformity to cultural norms among the four 
groups of informants. The rates show that MA students occupied the highest 
percentage in using the strategy of omission, followed by undergraduates, whereas 
lecturers and pIofessional translators refrained from using the strategy of omission. 
Table (15 a) 
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The deviation from legal choices which resulted from the effect of culture appeared 
firstly on a general level among all groups of informants. Most informants in this 
research have been brought up knowing and believing that Israel is the enemy, and 
now they are faced with the prospect of peace with the enemy. Although a translator 
is expected to act as a neutral mediator, in this case particular choices made by the 
translators indicate their political attitudes. The fact that many authoritative verbs 
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were omitted indicated the translators' attitude towards the seriousness of this treat\ 
and negligence in realising the vital importance these verbs carry in the production of 
a legally binding document. The reason why translators use one term instead of 
another or omit a term altogether in the legal and cultural domain maybe that they 
regard certain terms as emotive rather than sensitive considering that they are 
translating a peace treaty with a country that has been in a state of belligerency with 
Jordan for fifty years. Through the answers that were given in completing the 
questionnaire, some informants revealed their discontent with the peace treaty. 
Therefore, they may well had perceived that some terms can have a negative 
connotation. All these attitudes are also related to the more specific area of the legal 
context. The translators' cultural attitude towards the peace treaty affects the legal 
message of the document. Students deviated extensively from legal norms~ they took 
the liberty to omit a significant number of words, phrases and even sentences which 
affected the legal interpretation of the text. One good reason for the deviation from 
the original format of the legal document, in addition to the general reason of their 
political aims, is inadequate schooling in the style and content of legal writing. In 
Table 2 section (5.2.1.2) it is indicated that none of the students have undergone 
training in legal translation. Also in Table 4 which tested students' adequate training 
in legal translation, it was indicated that both MA and undergraduate students do not 
meet the criteria set to test their legal translation competence. Students seemed to 
have a problem with translating specialised terms such as 'recognise', 'territory', 
'annex', although "most of the professional jargon or institutional terms found in 
legal writing in one language claim a direct one-to-one correspondence in another 
language". (Mok 1995:205) 
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Another reason why some translators did not conform to legal norms can be attributed 
to informants' unawareness of the purpose of the translation. Obviously the four 
groups of translators reacted differently towards the experiment. It was clear through 
the resulting translations that they did not all regard the task with equal seriousness. 
Professional translators and lecturers reacted to the experiment quite differently from 
students. Because professional translators are aware of the importance of legal 
translation and the political impact such documents have, their concern was reflected 
in their resulting translations. It was also noticeable that lecturers, because they are 
aware of the significance of academic research, were mostly concerned with 
introducing adequate and complete translations. Students on the other hand did not 
pay such attention to the task because of their ignorance of the importance of legal 
translation and academic research and particularly due to the fact that the task was not 
a graded test. Although the four groups of translators were constantly reminded of 
the purpose of the task, i.e. that it was an empirical experiment used to test the 
hypothesis in the current thesis, some of them did not take this fact into consideration. 
Nord stresses the importance of indicating to the translator the purpose of the 
translation. She says, "the scopos of a particular translation process is fixed by the 
translator according to 'translation instructions' given by the customer or client, who 
is the instigator or as I call him the 'initiator' of the translation process; ( ... ) when 
commissioning a translation" . (Nord 1999a: 93) 
Nord adds: 
Even though these instructions may not be very detailed, they should 
provide the translator with some (explicit or implicit) information on the 
'situation' the TT is going to be used in (i.e. the recipient, medium, time 
and the place of and motive for, communication and the intended 
function or functions of the target text). (Nord 1991a: 93 & 107) 
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In cases when translators are not gIVen the history of the document and are 
consequently unaware of the non-linguistic intention, they have no choice but to 
attempt to reconstruct the intention of the writer, thus putting their own interpretation 
on the TT. Any intentional alteration or omission is a breach of the code of ethics in 
legal translation. Lack of training, insufficient knowledge of the linguistics and legal 
system, or ignorance of the background of the text cannot be considered an excuse for 
this breach. To be on the safe side, any translator knowing that slhe is not fully 
qualified to translate a legal document should not attempt to do so. 
5.3.2.2.2. Consistency in Using Equivalents 
Within the frame of extra-linguistic translation behaviour the research tested the 
consistency in using the same correct equivalent throughout the text. In international 
treaties language is usually used with a regulative function in order to produce order 
in human relations. In a legal document it must be ensured that there are no 
inconsistencies in terminology, and hence the translation of legal documents should 
exhibit the same aspect of consistency in terminology. Inconsistency of equivalents 
is important in respect of conveying the legal message through the translated 
document. This in turn indicates the conformity or non-conformity to legal norms 
which was presented through the reoccurring patterns in translation. The use of 
consistent equivalents was only applied to terms which appeared in the text more than 
once. It should be noted here that due to the fact that the translated text is relatively 
small, the number of reoccurring terms is not large. However, it is still a sufficient 
indication of the consistency or inconsistency of translators in using the same 
translations. The following tables show the number of times the correct equivalent of 
the term was used. The tables only register the number of occurrences. For example. 
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in table (16a .1) the term [parties] occurred five times. The correct equivalent which 
translates this term is [C;'J .."wI]. If the term is translated correctly every time it 
occurred by each group of informants then the number corresponding to the 
occurrences is 25. 
• Term 1: [Parties] [ul! .."wI] (occurred 5 times): 
Table (16 a. 1) 
The term [parties] is important here because it shows the consistency of translators' 
use of the dual form in Arabic. The term appeared five times in the text. However, 
the findings show that there were discrepancies in using the correct grammatical form 
of the term. In referring to legal interpretation in Chapter four, it was noticed that the 
use of the correct equivalent depends on the ST. In the second occurrence of the term 
[parties], the word was accompanied by the use of [both], and hence all translators, 
except two undergraduates used the dual form in Arabic [Ul! .."wI]. It was noticed that 
whereas professional translators and lecturers tried to be consistent with using the 
dual form of the word especially after the ambiguity of the term was resolved with the 
use of the term 'both', students on the other hand carried on translating it in the plural 
form. The findings in this table show that professional translators and lecturers 
adhered to the norms of the TT, while students adhered to norms of the ST. This 
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conformity to initial norms affects their conformity to legal norms, although 
translators are expected not to change the ST, in this case the inconsistency in 
alternating between [wl~Yi] or [0t!.;1JI] manipulates the text and hence can affect 
the interpretation of the legal message. 
• Term2: [Recognise] (occurred 2 times): The translation of [recognise] in the 
two cases is different. In the first instance the correct translation is [w ~ ]. In 
the second the correct translation is [->~]. 
Table (16 a. 2) 
IITii"~~'~~;;~~~~""""'''''''''][A:'~_J[j~~''''''r~'''~''''fp' ....... j 
i[ ... :.~.~ ................................ .JI.:~} .... JITf.J[~.? .... J.?. ........ .1 
1[ ~ 1~~r--lr--l 
1 ....•.•.. :-:: ... : ....................................... 1i .. ~ ........... it .. ~ ......... J .. ~ ......... J .. ~ .......... 1 
il2n~ occurren~ > 1~~[!J~:~j(L[~ ~ 
IL .... ~.~ ................................ ...lL~.? ... ...l~JL~g ..... J.~.?. ...... j 1 ~~J r~···I~~~ l ............ ~~ .................................... L~ ......... .Jl.~ .... .... i~ .......... lt.~ .......... l 
With regard to the verb [recognise], translators are not expected to be consistent in 
the use of the equivalent because although the same verb occurred more than once in 
the ST, it did not convey the same meaning in the TT. Although legal English is 
characterised by having its own set of terminology, there are certain terms in legal 
language which share the same form with standard English, but carry a different 
meaning and different purposes and directives, especially when they occur in a 
different context. Nevertheless, the data show that translators were mostly consistent 
in the use of equivalent-s regardless of the fact that they carry different meanings in 
the two instances. This behaviour on the part of the translators indicates that they did 
not take the context of the text into consideration. 
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• Term 3 : [Boundary] ~ J.A11 (occurred 2 times): 
Table (16a. 3) 
:~";- -. .~ . --'. ~U;:V-:V-;:;;:;=";l 
:: ~JA.l1 'I A ,I B ,~C :l D :l It-'1'~"""""""""""""I"25"""ll'-24'·····li··~2······11·-i6·····-1l 
:, occurrence r=t:JCJEJ 
:12
n3 
iEJ5 IEJ4 IrJI EJo I 
' occurrence, , : : :::
To those translators acquainted with the history of the peace process between Jordan 
and Israel geographically and politically, it is obvious that the term 'boundary' 
occurring in the ST is meant to be used in the plural in the Arabic TT [j J.A1I] , 
especially given the fact that the boundaries separating Jordan and Israel link at 
different points throughout the border line. This was clear for professional 
translators, who were 100% consistent in the use of the correct equivalent. Lecturers 
also had a high rate of consistency in the use of the correct term followed by MA 
students. Undergraduate students translated the term literally as [.A1I] but used the 
term [~J.A11] in other places, this creates confusion in the meaning, which 
consequently creates political tension. 
• Term 4: [Territory] [ ~IJi\] (3 times) 
Table (16a. 4) 
The term [territory] is probably one of those most abstract lexical items that are 
tainted with cultural untranslatability. Catford describes this situation in referring to 
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the term 'home'. He says, "the functionally relevant situational features related to 
<home> include that nebulous sentimentality which is supposed not to be related to 
lexical items in other languages". Catford (1965: 100) However [territory] does not 
have a sentimental term in this sense. It is a political term with sensitive significance 
and implications. On a lexical level the terms [territory] and [region] are often used 
interchangeably, but in a legal context this change is not correct. These terms 
constitute one of the most prominent inconsistent equivalents throughout the 
translation of the examined text. However, the factor which affects the choice of the 
proper equivalent is usually the term's position in the sentence and its collocation 
with surrounding nouns and verbs. In its first occurrence the term [territory] appeared 
in a context which refers to [land] because it was accompanied with the specification 
of territorial waters, and airspace. In the second and third occurrences this 
specification was not made clear, and therefore some translators chose the term [ ~)] 
as an equivalent, to cover the whole region. Professional translators used the correct 
translation consistently while the rest of the groups of informants, especially students, 
neither used the correct equivalent nor used it consistently. 
• Term 5: [Their relations]~] (2 times) 
Table (16a. 5) 
, ................................................................................... ~ 
:[~ == ~[L] B l~~ 
I' ~:currence 11 25 ,125 I~]rJ 
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The significance of including this term is to indicate the translators' use of the dual 
form in Arabic. In some cases the translator finds him/herself facing "not a genuine 
decision-making situation" (Wilss 1994: 138) An example is where a translator has 
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no choice but to adhere to the rules of grammar or syntactic limitations of languages. 
In the current research it is clear that the more experienced translators are consistent 
in their use of the correct equivalent. Students on the other hand, were not consistent 
in the use of the dual in Arabic and this shows that they did not adhere to the rules of 
Arabic grammar. This can be attributed to students' ignorance of the rules of Arabic 
grammar or even the importance of adhering to them. Interestingly this appeared 
only in students' translations. Students did realise that the dual can be used in this 
ambiguous situation but they did not realise the impact of the use of dual from the 
legal-political perceptive. 
• Term 6: [Through it] [ tAY.C ](2 times) 
Table (16a. 6) 
A common mistake is using the equivalent [~ ~] to translate [through it]. This 
could wrongly imply that the military operations are conducted through the parties 
themselves, not particularly referring to the land where the operations are carried out. 
Therefore, the safest translation in this case will be [tA Y.C ]. Also in this article, the 
problem of using plural or dual for [parties] appears again, and the clarification which 
appeared in previous articles through the use of [both] referring to the signing parties, 
Jordan and Israel, appears again in article five and article six. Because the translation 
should be consistent, the use of the dual is clearly expected in the translation of these 
articles. 
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• Term 7: [Cooperation] [0.J~\ ](2 times) 
Table (16a. 7) 
This is the only case where all four groups of translators used the equivalent 
consistently. This is due to the fact that there is no other equivalent. The translators 
adhered again to 'not a genuine decision-making situation'. In order to assess who 
among the four groups of translators are most consistent in using the same correct 
equivalent, the average of consistency for each group is calculated. This process is 
based firstly on working out the percentages of translators' groups' consistency in 
each individual term. Table (16b) indicates the percentages of consistency in use of 
each equivalent by each group of translators. This is achieved by adding up the 
number of occurrences of each equivalent for each group and multiplying it by 100, 
then dividing it by the total of complete occurrences, which differed from one 
equivalent to another. These percentages in turn were calculated to work out the 
average consistency of each group in using the correct equivalence. Table (l6c) 
presents the average consistency of each group in relation to other groups. This is 
achieved; by adding up the percentages of all the equivalences for each group and 
dividing them by 8. Table (16c) reveals that lecturers held the highest percentage of 
consistency in using the correct equivalence. Professional translators came second 
followed by MA students and lastly undergraduates. 
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Table (16b) Consistency in Using the Correct Equivalences 
Term Equivalence A B C D 
Parties jljYJI 82.4% 94.4% 72% 72% 
Recognise ..... Ji-.= 42% 44% 30% 18% 
.J~ 2% 4% 0% 0% 
Boundary ~J~I 100% 96% 86% 72% 
Territory ~1.J'i1 78.6% 66.6% 41.3% 33% 
Their relations ~ 86% 80% 34% 44% 
Through it lAj!C- 24% 42% 10% 12% 
Cooperation 0J I.a.:i 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Table (16c) Average of Consistency Among the Four Groups of Translators. 
5.3.2.2.3. Preserving the Legal Text Style (Conformity to Matricial Norms) 
Table (17a) shows the terms that were expected in a certain manner which preserves 
the legal text style. For example, it is crucial that 'will' is translated as [(W.J-'"'l)(j'I] in 
order to convey the immediacy of the legal act. Other terms especially the use of 
acronyms, letters, or numbers are also an important indication to test translators' 
conformity to matricial norms. Although translating such items might not be 
problematic on the lexical level, it is vital for maintaining the essence of the legal 
style. 
Table (17a) Preserving the legal text style (Conformity to matricial norms) 
.... ~ . ....:... "~"':.....""-"'-"'-" ----~ I wilr----- .! (uY"')-.>" 
i',~~r~~~~ii~~~~·· ,~?·~··i~F)~,;;:·:J 
:: .... :::. :.r: ... :::::::::::::.~':: ... :::: ..... ::::::::::: .... ~.:.:: ... :::::::i~:::::::::::" ::: .: .... :::::::::::.:::::: .... ' i 
i Each other '1 ~ ~ ·1 i·:.rt~~;;l~:t·······~:·.:·:J[~;··· •• ·: •• ·· •• ·:::::::::··············::::·::::·1 
1 [~~~~.~i~~=~~~.·~~~~:~ .. ::~~=_.L.~_~~ .. -.............................................. 1 
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:9'~onth·s········ .... _____ · ··_····-?I.·.·.~... ....... ................... J 
{.~~~~~.~~~~-.......... : CSCE + translation 1 
'i CSCME ........ T"CSCME ~ .. tr~~~l~ti~~ ... \ 
J:~~~~···--:···~--··-~·-··;~~~~u .......... :.: ..... :.: .. IL~ ... :.: ... :.: ... :.:.:.: .... .:. .. :.: ... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .... :.:.:.: .... :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::1 
Table (17b) This table indicates informants' conformity to matricial norms by 
preserving legal text style. 
The translator must cater for difficulties on the macro context and micro context 
levels. "For macro contextual problem-solving, the translator needs a strategy that 
is oriented to the totality of the text-to-be translated and avoid strategic 
inconsistency". (Vermeer 1990 cited in Wilss 1994:134) In other words: 
This means that slhe must have a clear idea of what the context of the 
text-to-be translated implies, what its communicative purpose is 
(representational, appellative, expressive-to take up Buhler's (1934) 
subdivision of textual functions) and what reader(ship) the target text is 
intended for. (Wilss 1994: 134-135) 
Wilss suggests that texts of a specific nature, e.g. technical commercial etc, to which 
can add texts of legal nature, usually raise minor problems on the macro contextual 
level because it is highly unlikely that the text is assigned a divergent meaning or 
perspective by participants in the translation process. 
Translators also face limitations occurring in the text type, especially texts with a 
highly standardised configuration which leaves no room for flexibility in the process. 
The translators have no choice in this situation but to follow the standard 
configuration of the text. This standardisation involves technical matters, such as the 
structure of documents, number, dates, etc. Consistency in preserving the legal text 
style was almost equal among all four groups of translation. Some translators 
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deviated from preserving the legal text style. One of the reasons why translators 
deviated from the conformity to the legal text style is that they are not aware of the 
typological conventions of the text. Schaffner confirms that awareness of the text-
typological conventions is a major requirement in the process of translation. 
(Schaffner 1998b: 126) By non-conformity to legal text style, translators therefore 
jeopardise the legal message and legal interpretation. 
5.3.3. Conformity to Norms (Resulting Regularities 'Patterns') 
Translation is clearly a cognitive process. All cognitive processes occur within a 
context, which includes linguistic and extra linguistic factors. These factors affect the 
work of a translator to various degrees resulting in different behavioural choices and 
thus different translations. Toury says: 
The beauty of human behaviour, whether under cogrutIve or 
sociocultrual observation, is that there is no 100 percent regularity, not 
even in the behaviour of one person while translating one text, which 
concurs with the graded and relative nature of the notion of norms. 
(Toury 1999: 21) 
However, regularities are key notions in descriptive studies. Toury adds, "In fact, the 
establishment of recurrent patterns is the most basic activity in pre-explanatory 
phases of the study, the phases where data are collected and analysed and discoveries 
are being made". (Toury 1999: 21) 
The regularities observed through data analysis are not norms themselves. Rather 
they are evidence of a norm-governed activity from which the norms themselves are 
extracted. The norms are the instructions that produce those regularities. 
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The following table presents the classification of the translators in the four groups 
who conformed to norms tested in Linguistic and Extra-linguistic translation 
behaviour. 
Table (18) Linguistic Translation behaviour: 
The occurring regularities in using the strategies of literal translation, explication and 
disambiguation indicate that the four groups of translators conformed to 'initial 
norms'. However, whereas students conformed to norms of adequacy, professional 
translators and lecturers conformed to norms of acceptability. Students adhered to the 
norms exhibited by the ST and this was clear through their extensive use of literal 
translation, which resulted in awkward translations, for the reasons mentioned earlier 
in (Table lla). Professional translators and lecturers, on the other hand, tend to use 
explication and disambiguation more often. The use of those strategies implies 
translators' conformity to the norms contained in the TL. 
Professional translators and lecturers alike seem to rely on indirect translation 
strategies possibly in order to escape the tyranny of the ST. 
With regards to the use of omission, the test of this strategy indicated the translators' 
conformity to initial norms and in this case, it also indicated conformity to operational 
norms, and their effect on legal interpretation of the legal context. Through the 
extensive use of omission students did not conform to any set of translation norms 
tested on the linguistic level; in fact they acted in a way which breached the rules of 
legal translation. This behavioural act on the part of both MA students and 
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undergraduates indicated non-conformity to legal norms of the legal text. The more 
experienced translators conformed to initial norms of translation, by striking a 
balance between adequacy and ~ceptability, thus presenting their loyalty to the S T 
through translating the whole text in an attempt to keep the legal message intact, 
while at the same time keeping the target readers in mind through conveying the legal 
message clearly. 
Table (19) Extra-linguistic Translation: 
r;.;;;;x;x;;,;;;,;·············;;,;························ ...................................................................................... : :=]A 11B 11c ICP I 
: Conformity to DuLlLJ ~ Cult~ral No~s - -:-- , -'-----d 
Consistency. m usmg DLJLl 4 
the same eqUIvalence 1: 
~;~eMng Legal te~ 12~:~ 13,a ~I~ffi--p~ J 
This part of the data analysis tested the translators' conformity to extra-linguistic 
norms, which included cultural and legal norms. The first level tested translators' 
conformity to cultural norms, as presented in the regularities apparent through 
omissions. The data show that MA students were the most negatively affected among 
the four groups of translators by their cultural context and hence they conformed less 
to legal norms. Undergraduates also resembled MA students in their non-conformity 
to legal norms. On the other hand, professional translators and lecturers who have far 
more competence on both the linguistic and extra-linguistic levels did not let their 
cultural context affect their conformity to legal norms to the extent that students did. 
This could be attributed to the fact that with experience, translators learn 
professionalism, which implies that they be impartial in their translations and be as 
faithful as possible to the purpose of their tasks. On a different level, conformity to 
legal norms was also tested through consistency in the use of the correct equivalents 
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This consistency is important in conveying the legal message through the translated 
document. Analysis of consistency in using the correct equivalents among the four 
groups of translators showed that lecturers occupied the highest position, closely 
followed by professional translators, then MA students, whereas undergraduates were 
, 
the least consistent in their translations. 
With regards to conformity to matricial norms, and hence preserving the legal text 
style, it is noticed that all four groups seem to have conformed to the matricial norms 
and respected the style of the legal text. 
5.3.3.1. Overall Evaluation 
This research does not aim to assess the quality of the translation. However, it is 
important to point out how different choices which were adopted by translators and 
were clear through the monitoring of occurring regularities, affected the resulting 
translations. In order to evaluate the resulting translations the research developed a 
system by which to assess the strategies used during the translation. The assessment 
system involved the development of a scale, which presented opposite poles of a 
spectrum. The high end of the spectrum represented accurate (proper) translation, 
which related to the use of accurate (communicative and idiomatic) equivalences on 
one hand and success in conveying the legal message on the other. Correspondence 
to the pole representing the high end of the spectrum is assessed by being given the 
grade 10. The low end of the spectrum which represents inaccurate (wrong) 
translation through failure to use the correct equivalences and failure in conveying the 
correct message, is graded o. The middle course between the two ends of the 
spectrum is assigned to either free or literal translations, the former representing 
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success in conveying the accurate interpretation of the legal message without using 
the accurate equivalences, the latter representing the use of accurate equivalences but 
failure to convey the correct legal message. Correspondence to the middle course is 
graded 5. The overall evaluation illustrated the traditional separation suggested by 
Andre Lefevere between "semantic (locutionary) and pragmatic (illocutionary) levels 
entertained by linguistics". (Lefevere 1992b: 17) The difference between the two 
Arrojo says, is that "the first is taken to be the primarily linguistic, denotative, or 
merely informative level, while the second is related to 'the level of language usage 
on which language is used primarily for effect' and which 'tends to be more 
concentrated in texts usually thought of as literary"'. (Arrojo 1998:27) The whole 
evaluation system oepended on the results of regularities which appeared in the 
analysis of the linguistic and extra-linguistic translation behaviour. The translations of 
each informant who took part in the translation experiment were graded individually 
by the researcher. Figure (8) represents the overall evaluation scale53 . This is 
followed by table (20) presenting the success rate of the translation task among the 
groups of translators. 




Use of correct equivalent 
and success in conveying 
the correct legal message 
Free 
Success in conveying the 
accurate interpretation of the 







Failure in using the 
accurate equivalent 
and convc~ ing the 
correct legal message 
Literal 
Use of accurate equivalent but 
failure to convey the correct 
legal message 
5.l For the specific grading diagram of the overall evaluation see Appendix II I. 
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Figure 8: Overall Evaluation 
Table (20) shows the percentages achieved by each ~roup of translators representing 
their degree of success in the translation task. Regardless of the fact that the 
percentages varied among translators' groups, the table indicates that the four groups 
of translators all failed in the translation task. 
Table (20) 
. - - -] 
1 Professional 1 Lectures of 1 MA Students : Undergraduates : 
~ Translators ~ Translation ~ of Translation : Students : 
l[~j:;:~:r.;:::::::::::::::::::::lC~X;:~:r.;:::::::::::::::::lL~~:::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::II:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::11 
After examining translations which were produced by the four groups of translators, 
ABC D, the resulting translations ranged from crude to awkward and amateurish. 
Only few informants produced translations that can be considered relatively good 
compared to others, although the overall evaluation system proved that their 
translations are not necessarily correct ones. What is significant here, on the one 
hand, is the proof that in the case of both professional translators and lecturers, 
'learning by doing' or in other words 'experience' is not a guarantee of the success of 
the task. With regard to students, on the other hand, the evaluation and the result of 
this experiment proved that MA students' translation skills are not any better than 
undergraduates'. Although the results of the questionnaire indicates that MA 
students' cognitive abilities are better than those of the undergraduates their practical 
translation abilities, nevertheless, proved to be not any better. 
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Part Four: Results 
The previous experiment has shown that there are a number of significant factors 
which play a role in the choices made by translators. It has also shown that 
translators do not conform to a single specific set of norms. Rather every individual 
has a different experience, which affects the choices they make. 
Baker says: 
A translator's decision, contrary to Touryean type schemes, is not the 
result of a simple, consistent coherent overall strategy (translators don't 
just opt for acceptability or adequacy, or, for that matter, for an overall 
strategy of domestication or foreignisation, and then follow that global 
decision through. A translator's behaviour is often the result of 
conflicting loyalties, sympathies and priorities-precisely because a 
translator, like any human being, does not have just one identity but 
many. He or she plays a multiplicity of roles and speaks simultaneously 
in a variety of voices, and he or she adopts a whole variety of strategies, 
often conflicting ones, in the space of even a single translation or a 
single stretch within translation. (Baker 2001 b: 16) 
There is no doubt that the process of translation is one of elimination. It involves a 
preference for one possibility over another, and this entails either gain or loss. 
In the particular case of the translation of legal texts Rayar says, "where form is to be 
maintained for consideration of law, readability may be lost". (Rayar 1988: 452) This 
emphasises why the choice of the translator is very important in rendering the correct 
translation, not just on the linguistic and grammatical levels. In addition, other 
contextual considerations should be taken into account. 
Ten years ago, Wilss presented a theory which involved eliminating the less efficient 
strategy. He believed that this process consists of: decision object, decision maker, 
and a number of decision rules. (Wilss 1994: 139) It is true that the translation 
process consists of a decision object and a decision maker, but this thesis has shown 
that there is no efficient or less efficient strategy; and there are certainly no decision 
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rules. There are a considerable number of translation methods and translation 
strategies. There are also a number of different key players who work in different 
ways and achieve different results. Therefore, it cannot be claimed that one strategy 
is more or less efficient in translation. This was made clear through the fact that in 
this thesis translators employed the theory of elimination but they did not all employ 
similar strategies. This proved that the decisions made are affected by different 
factors. Moreover, Wilss' theory is not comprehensive enough to include all 
translation theories. Therefore, what works for X might not work for Y, and so on. 
Wilss knew that translators make particular choices in the act of translating but he did 
not explain why translators opt for one strategy instead of another. 
This thesis has shown that the elimination process is undertaken according to a 
particular set of norms governing translators' own judgments. It has also shown that 
one translator is not necessarily governed by the same set of norms that influence 
other translators. In translation studies, it is not possible to have or specify a number 
of sets of norms and assume that if a translator follows them, her/his end product will 
be successful. Nevertheless, a study of norms can at least enable translators to solve 
some of the problems arising in translation. 
In this research, the theory of norms was employed to explain translators' behaviour 
in solving translation problems on the lexical level between English and Arabic. By 
monitoring translational patterns and regularities in translators' choices, the research 
was able to identify the norm-governed choices of the translators who took part in the 
translation experiment. The thesis also explained the normative reasons behind these 
choices, and hence, facilitated detecting the most appropriate choices which were not 
prejudiced by negative normative influences. In the current research the study was 
only limited to Arabic translations of English legal terms. 
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Making the appropriate choice in translation without being affected negatiyely by 
norms boils down to competence. Translation competence "involves an a\\Oareness of 
and conscious reflection on all the relevant factors for the production of a TT that 
appropriately fulfils its intended function. Such a competence requires more than a 
sound knowledge of the linguistic system of the L1 and L2". (Schaffner 1998b: 125) 
Translators' competence has been one of the main focuses of this research. 
Competence affects the process of elimination; it affects translators' choice of 
equivalents, which consequently affects their resulting translation. Because 
translation involves an act of elimination, translators should have a set of alternatives 
to choose from. F or a translator to have these alternatives to choose from is an 
indication of their competence level. These alternatives are found at various levels of 
the translation process and differ from one translator to another. 
According to Toury (1980b: 191), a translator-to-be (novice) acquires translation 
competence in two stages; first, the basic level in which s/he is able to realise the 
compromise between translation adequacy and acceptability which conforms to 
prevailing norms. It could be safely assumed here that any translator who is not able 
to realise this compromise does not have translation competence and hence is not able 
to achieve an adequate translation. The second stage is the more developed stage in 
which slhe becomes able either to choose freely between conforming or non-
conforming to norms. "This version will be defined as the ability to translate texts of 
various types according to various notions of translation equivalence". Toury (1980b: 
192) 
A translator's high level of competence is highlighted by the fact that she/he is able to 
draw from a wide variety of options. Being exposed to these alternatives and making 
the right choices results in better performance. The reason why students lack a range 
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of choices is that because they were not exposed to them in the first place, and as a 
result, their decisions resulted in inappropriate translations. 
The current research suggests that Toury's two-stage plan for translators to acquire 
competence cannot be generalised to all translators and all translations. It also 
suggests that Toury's two-stage plan does not guarantee the success of the translation 
process. This can be attributed to a number of reasons, but mainly because the 
behaviour of translators differs according to the circumstances surrounding the 
translation process. 
In order for translators to acquire and build competence, they need to be fully aware 
of the reasons behind their choices. The importance of the current thesis is clear in 
this sense. This idea works on two levels; in general, and on an elementary level, if 
translators where able to identify the reasons behind their choices, they would be able 
to eliminate choices affected and prejudiced by negative normative behaviour, and 
hence make the appropriate choices. On a more advanced level directly relating to 
the current thesis with regards to translation equivalences, if translation experts adopt 
this method, they will be able to achieve a relatively standardised Arabic compilation 
of English legal terms. 
In the first case, the thesis endorses the view that Descriptive Translation Studies play 
an important role in building translators competence. Leuven-Zwart emphasises the 
role of DTS in teaching translation and hence building competence. She suggests that 
by exposing students (translators-to-be) to translation from different periods and 
authors, they will realise different results for different patterns of behaviour and make 
them aware that they can make deliberate choices in translation norms and the 
strategies they use. (Leuven-Zwart 1991a: 42) Toury supports this idea and suggests 
that in order to teach students translation norms, they should be exposed to original 
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texts and original translations chosen diversely to cover all text types. In this \\·ay the 
students will be able to discover the differences between various translations v;hich 
, 
are usually explained through changing norms. (Toury 1980b: 192) 
This thesis suggests that translators at all levels, and regardless of their translation 
experiences, should not only be exposed to translations of other authors and from 
different periods, but should be able to analyse their own translations in order to 
understand the set of norms which govern their behaviour. By acquiring a wider view 
of the choices they made during the translation process, and by being able to weigh 
the consequences of their choices translators will improve their competence. 
Nevertheless, this is not easily achieved as translators react differently to experiences. 
Hermans suggests that a person can attain different attitudes concerning new 
expenences. The first attitude is having 'cognitive expectations'; through this 
approach one can adopt a learning attitude by which s/he can incorporate a new 
experience into her/his world. This approach is open to change and to building new 
hypotheses. The second attitude is that which is unwilling to open to change and is 
happy with the experiences it had and will always explain new changes according to 
'normative expectations'. (Hermans 1997: 4-5) 
The later attitude is unfortunately often adopted by translators, and in particular 
students. It often happens that students do not make their own decisions in translation 
but rather follow the instructions of their course tutors. Through this practice, 
students suffer from a lack of creativity in translation. The 'normative expectation' 
attitude also appears among translators who fall into the trap of routine translation, 
and are not open to change, and this without doubt affects the process of building 
translators' competence, therefore resulting in more inaccurate translations. 
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In the particular case of legal texts, translators need to have adequate competence 
before attempting to translate this genre. This competence not only includes 
linguistic aspects, but also extra-linguistic aspects. Extra-linguistic competence is 
often affected by 'intuition' . Intuition can hinder the process of developing 
translation competence. The relationship between intuition and data is one issue 
which is not sufficiently dealt with in corpus linguistics. This relationship usually 
involves the basic meaning of a commonly used word and the actual occurrence of 
that word with the same meaning and use. This relation is difficult to explain through 
computerised processing of data. However, because the current thesis is not 
processed with the use of computer programs, it has attempted to explain why 
translators made particular choices of equivalences. The current thesis has 
demonstrated that translators' intuitions are affected by certain norms related to their 
cognitive and extra-cognitive experiences. 
On a linguistic level, the thesis suggests that SL and TL proficiency play an important 
role in the rendering of equivalences not affected by negative normative influences. 
In referring to langu~e usage, Sinclair says that, "actual usage plays a very minor 
role in one's consciousness of language". (Sinclair 1991: 3 9 quoted in Malmkjaer 
1993 :214) However, Malrnkjaer insists that, "the exposure to language in use must 
playa part in the development of intuitions". (Malrnkjaer 1993: 214) 
Native language proficiency obviously comes with increasing exposure to the 
language being acquired. However, proficiency in acquiring languages does not 
necessary reflect improvement in translation ability. 
According to (Toury 1986 cited in Malrnkjaer 1993: 226) "translation ability appears 
not to develop automatically along with language proficiency". Sometimes intuition 
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overrides the understanding of meaning of a lexical item. ~1almkjaer states, '"there is 
obviously neither one fixed use nor one fixed meaning for each term in each 
language, and there is no one-to-one correspondence between the terms across the 
languages". (Malmkjaer 1993: 220) 
Translators' performance is also affected by another factor. This is whether 
translators perform better when they translate from their mother language or into it. 
There is no doubt that translating from one's own language gives the translator the 
privilege of being able to better understand the legal message due to having a better 
command of the language. Nevertheless, because translation is a bi-polar exercise, 
this might be a disadvantage to the translator who is not equally competent in the use 
of the source language, and hence, result in her/him not being able to convey the 
correct legal message. Figure 9 explains how this idea work: 
A 
SL mother tongue & 
TL habitual use = 
Translators must be 
sensitive to the 
nuances of the ST as 
well as sufficiently 
proficient in TL 
Figure 9: Types of Translators 
Types of Translators 
B 
SL is not their mother 
tongue =Translators 
may feel less regret in 
letting go of the SL 
characteristics in the 
interest of TL 
naturalness 
In figure 9 type A translators are more likely to share the authors' interpretation of the 
ST linguistic choices thus making them more sensitive to their significance and 
therefore more likely to reproduce them in the TT. The differences between the two 
"8' 
- -' 
types of translators shows ST and TT orientedness. This leads to the strategies used 
by the two groups and choices they make during the act of translation being different. 
Sarcevic (1985: 127) distinguishes between procedures used in source-language 
translation and target-language translation. In the former she suggests that procedures 
should include transcription, which covers phonological transliteration, graphological 
transliteration and loan translation. The latter involves adaptation, descri ption by 
definition and descriptive substitution. The latter strategies are similar to those used 
by the translators in the current research. Because informants who took part in the 
field work all share Arabic as their mother tongue, they used TT strategies. 
Lindquist on the other hand attributed the individual differences between translators 
to their own style (1984:268). This however does not necessarily apply to the 
translators who undertook the experiment in the current research, especially students 
who are unlikely to have adopted a personal style at this early stage. Students are still 
amateurs and therefore it is acceptable to assume that at this stage they are only 
imitating already existing translations. 
It has been concluded through this research that translation is a circumstantial act that 
depends on a variety of different factors. Through the empirical experiment 
presented in the current research, the study was able to limit the equivalents that 
could be used in the translation, and through the occurring regularities which are 
indications of a norm-governed activity in the choices of these equivalents, the study 
was able to explain why translators behave in a certain manner in certain 
circumstances. 
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With the ability to determine why translators' choices were made and being able to 
identify the correct equivalences which have not been prejudiced by normati\'e 
behaviour, the research suggests that this process could enable translation researchers 




Compiling a list of standard Arabic equivalences of English legal terms is an 
achievable goal. This thesis suggests the establishment of a 'Translation Planning 
Committee' (TPC). The committee is expected to undertake the duty of compiling a 
standard list of equivalences. The committee's job is a compromise between the work 
of a lexicographer and that of a language planner. According to Sarcevic (1988, 
1989: 216) it is agreed that the lexicographers' task is to 'record' terminology. It is 
the language planner's duty to fill the semantic gaps in the TL by creating new terms. 
The translation planner (TP) is expected to record terminology but not create them. 
Her /his job does not solve semantic problems, but rather helps standardise the options 
that already exist. The TP weighs the suggested options, and by explaining and 
proving that they are used without any normative prejudice, draws a list of standard 
equivalences used in a given contextual situation, and thus coordinates them with the 
terms that occur in the SL. Through the analysis of a considerable amount of running 
text, the TP may well discover new uses and meanings of certain terms which did not 
exist before. 
The application of corpora study to translation provides the TP with the meaning in 
context which enables her/him to draw up a list of standard equivalences and compile 
them in an index. The compiled list determines the different meanings of lexical units 
within their cultural context, thus providing informative standard equivalents. This 
thesis suggests that the duty of the TP is to compile a comprehensive list of Arabic 
equivalents of English legal/political terms. The compilation of the standard list can 
be achieved by means of the methodology suggested in the current thesis, which 
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identifies translators' conformity or non-conformity to vanous sets of norms and 
excludes equivalences that were prejudiced by negative normative behaviour. 
Roberts notes that a lexicographer's job is not an easy task, stating that "it involves a 
thorough knowledge of linguistic and cultural issues but requires the lexicographer to 
present this linguistic and cultural knowledge in a simple, synthesized yet clear 
manner in order to produce a user-friendly reference work". (Roberts 2001:95) This 
could also be said of translation planners, but whereas lexicographers make their 
choices randomly, translation planners make their choices according to a 
comprehensive study of the use of terms. Hence lies the importance of a study like 
the current thesis in terms of which a standard type of index could be compiled based 
on the findings of the right choice of equivalents. 
With the help of advanced software the TP will be able to compile the comprehensive 
standard list of Arabic translational terms of English legal terms which is aspired to in 
this thesis. The list is not like those drawn by lexicographers in bi-lingual dictionaries. 
Sarcevic suggests that in order to overcome the problem of compiling useless list of 
equivalents, lexicographers should resort to long stretches of the language. She says: 
When it comes to clarifying equivalents, lexicographers should be 
encouraged to "stretch" language by supplying supplementary 
information in the form of glosses, explanation and definitions, pictures, 
illustrations and charts. The amount of additional information will 
depend on the linguistic and cultural diversity of the language in 
question. (Sarcevic 1989: 216) 
The lexicographer may compile a long list of equivalences but slhe does not tell the 
translator which one to use and where. The TP, by contrast, through standardising 
equivalences directs the translator towards the correct choice of equivalents. 
Compiling a list of standard terms will without doubt facilitate translators' choices. 
According to Roberts, one way of helping translators to choose the right word is by 
expanding and developing dictionaries and incorporating in them a more contextual-
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cultural element, in other words to attempt to find a middle stage betv·;een language 
dictionaries and encyclopaedic dictionaries. (Roberts 2001: 79-98) 
The task of the TP, i.e. standardising equivalences, does not mean that in translation 
studies one should discard creativity in translation. Baker suggests that, "it is possible 
to develop a methodology for investigating creativity in translation, by identifying 
non-typical patterns in translation which could be a sign of creative translations". 
(Baker 1999: 292) This creativity is not part of the TP's task but that of the translator 
her/himself When the language planner is convinced by the translators' choice, this 
choice can be included in the standard list. In referring to creativity in legal 
translation Sarcevic says, "creativity is at its best when legal translators use 
innovative means to compensate for differences between legal systems and languages, 
with a view to promoting uniform interpretation and application". (Sarcevic 2000: 
285) She adds, "creative translation requires considerable language and legal 
competence on the part of the translator/co-drafter". Nevertheless, creativity should 
by no means alter the legal meaning in a way which interferes with the interpretation 
of the legal message, creating text ambiguity and raising doubts that the legal effects 
will not be the same as those of the ST. (Sarcevic 2000: 289) 
It is worth emphasising at this stage that the TP's task could be made easier by the use 
of corpus analysis. This is due to computers' accuracy and speed in counting and 
ordering stored information. Computerised corpora are able to provide basic statistics 
for analysis on different levels, such as text length, words, sentences, paragraphs, etc. 
It is apparent that the easiest linguistic feature for a computer to count and order is 
the word, which is the primary concern of this study. 
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Munday states that corpora analysis is "presented to suggest, in practice, an electronic 
corpus and the related computerised tools may help in the selection and the evaluation 
of translation equivalents". (Munday 2000: 206) Whereas computers are simply a 
very systematic tool in facilitating the analysis, the concordance of equivalences must 
be provided by the TP. 
Although compiling a list of standard equivalences will minimise the manipulation of 
words in translating legal texts and therefore lessen the conflicts which might arise, 
achieving full standardisation is not possible. The task of standardisation is a 
continuous one which evolves with the development of language. However, this 
thesis recommends that the methodology suggested throughout the research should be 
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of Durham Department of Linguistics and English Language 
------------------------
University of Durham 
Ell'et Rivpr.;ide 
XPI\, Eh"et 
Durham DHl 3fT 
,'.fain Switchboard: 0191 374 2000 
Direct Line: 0191 37~ 2641 
Fox: 0191 3H 2685 
Survey Prepared for the Purpose of Academic Research 
This survey is conducted to help test the hypothesis introduced in the thesis prepared 
for a PhD degree at the University of Durham in the field of Legal Translation. 
The researcher will use the Jordan-Israel Peace Treaty as a case study. 
Please be objective as possible when completing the survey 
The survey is divided into two parts 
Part One: consists of a questionnaire of six pages. 
Sections A-C: to be answered by all respondents 
Section D: to be answered by translators involved directly with the official translation 
of the Peace Treaty. 
Section E: to be answered by students only. 
Part Two: consists of a number of paragraphs in English chosen from the Peace 
Treaty. 
All respondents are kindly requested to translate the paragraphs into Arabic. 
Key: 
................ = Please specify 
N\A = Non applicable 
The researcher appreciates the help of all respondents and their cooperation In 
contributing to the success of the research. 
Orieb Masa'deh 
PhD Researcher 
Department of Linguistics 
University of Durham 
2001 
8. Cultural background: Urban D Rural D 
9. Your first language is Arabic: Yes D No D 
10. Your first language is English: Yes D No D 
11. Any other languages: ............................................................ 
12. You work in a bilingual environment Yes D No D 
13. The dominant language at your working environment is: 
Arabic D English D other D .............................. . 
14. Currently you translate: 1-5 pages a day § 
1-5 pages a month 
1-5 pages a week D 
otherD .................. .. 
N/A 
15. You are an accredited translator in a translation association 
~~ll t::l ~~c:if\lc::J ............................ . 
Section 8 
1. Translation is a natural gift: 
654321 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
2. Translation is an acquired skill, which improves with practice 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
3. Translation is both a gift complemented by acquired skills 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 














6. You are fully aware of the theory of norms in translation introduced by Gideon Toury 
654321 . 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
7. Is your work as a translator governed by norms? 
Yes D specify .............................. . 
No D 
8. Culture affects the translators' choice of Target Language equivalents 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
9. Yourcultural background affects your choice of Target language equivalents 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
10. Legal Translation should stand as a branch on its own 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
11. You translate legal documents as part of your job 
always D often D rarely D never D 
12. You are a specialist in Legal Translation 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
13. Your written and spoken English is excellent 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 






14. You believe that team work is essential in a translators' work 
6 5 432 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
15. It is necessary for a translator to always consult the dictionary 
6 5 432 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
Section C 
1. You are fully aware of the political situation in the area (Middle East) 
6 5 432 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
2. You work in a political environment 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
3. You listen to the news 
all day 8 
1-5 times a week 
1-5 times a day D 
not interested D occasionally D 
4. You work in a politically sensitive position 
Yes D No D N/A D 
5. Time constraints affect the quality of the translation 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
6. Do you often work against the clock? 
Yes D No D N/A D 
7. If yes, does it affect the quality of your translation? 
Yes D No D 
8. Do you have to make crucial decisions concerning the material to be translated? 
Yes D No D N/A D 
9. Translators of legal documents must undergo legal training 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
10. You have undergone legal training 




University c,1 Durham 
11. In translating sensitive text the translator should pay extra attention to his/her choice of 
target language equivalent 
strongly agree ffiC::t:f::Jb strongly disagree 
12. Translation can playa serious role in political interpretation 
6 5 4 321 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
• 
13. Name the head of the Jordaninan delegate team in the peace negotiations which resulted in 
the Jordan-Israeli Peace Treaty without consulting any references . 
...................................................................................... 
14. Name the head of the Israeli delegate team in the peace negotiations which resulted in the 
Jordan-Israeli Peace Treaty without consulting any references . 
...................................................................................... 
15. Where and when was the Peace Treaty between Jordan and Israel signed? 
Where ........................................ . When ............................................................. . 
Section 0 (To be answered by translators who were directly involved with the translation 
of the treaty) Students continue to section E 
1. You followed the peace process since the Madrid Conference in 1991 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
always DDDDDD never 
2. You were expecting to translate the treaty as part of your job 
Yes D No D was not sure D 
3. The time range that was given to you for the translationof the Treaty was: 
less that 2 hours ~ 2-5 hours B less than 24 hours B 
~t~~~Ple of days [j Specify ....... ~ .~.~.~.~........... no time restrictIOn 
4. Your translation was: 
the final copy § 
proofread by your superior at work 
proofread by the parties responsible for drafting the treaty 
5. You attended the negotiation sessions held before the signing of the treaty 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
always DDDDDD never 
Universltv ot Durham 
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6. In the process of translation, you consulted the parties responsible for drafting the treaty 
6 5 4 32 1 
always DDDDDD never 
7. You were responsible for the translation of 
the whole treaty D part(s) of the treaty D specify ............................. .. 
• 
8. If you were responsible for translating the whole treaty, which part did you find most difficult? 
, ............................................................................................................................. . 
9. Have you ever translated a text of the same nature before attempting to translate the treaty? 
~~s a specify ......................................... . 
10. Since the translation of the Peace Treaty, have you translated any similar documents? 
Yesa 
No 
specify ...................................... . 
Section E (To be answerd by students only) 
1. You are fully aware of the Peace Treaty between Jordan and Israel 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
2. You have read the whole Treaty 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
3. In your course work you have translated legal texts 
Yes a 
No 
specify .................................. . 
4. In your program did you attend a specialised module for legal/political translation? 
Yes a 
No 
specify .................................... . 
5. At the moment you are capable of translating a legal document 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
6. You are ready to take full responsibility for the choices made during translation 
6 5 4 3 2 1 
strongly agree DDDDDD strongly disagree 
Please turn over 
Page 6 
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Thank you for completing the questionnaire. Please proceed to the second part 
of the survey 
Please translate the following paragraphs, taken from the Jordan-Israeli Peace Treaty 
signed in 1994. 
International Boundary 
- The parties recognise the international boundary, as well as each other's 
territory, territorial waters and airspace, as inviolable, and will respect and 
comply with them. 
- The demarcation of the boundary will take place as set forth in Appendix (I) to 
Annex I and will be concluded not later than 9 months after the signing of the 
Treaty. 
Security 
- Both Parties, acknowledging that mutual understanding and co-operation in 
security-related matters will form a significant part of their relations and will 
further enhance the security of the region, take upon themselves to base their 
security relations on mutual trust, advancement of joint interests and co-
operation, and to aim towards a regional framework of partnership in peace. 
- Towards that goal the Parties recognise the achievements of the European 
Community and European Union in the development of the Conference on 
Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) and commit themselves to the 
creation, in the Middle East, of a CSCME (Conference on Security and 
Co-operation in the Middle East). 
- The parties further agree to refrain from the following: Allowing the entry, 
stationing and operating on their territory, or through it, of 
military forces, personnel or materiel of a third party, in circumstances which 
may adversely prejudice the security of the other Party. 
- The Parties undertake: a. To take necessary and effective measures to prevent 
acts of terrorism, subversion or violence from being carried out from their 
territory or through it and to take necessary and effective measures to combat 
such activities and all their perpetrators. 
Page -
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Overall Evaluation 
Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3 Sentence 4 Sentence 5 Sentence 6 
Professional If I !1 I 10 3 If I !7 Ilf I ~7 lit I !5 I 10 1 Translators 5 11 5 18 0 11 0 6 
Lecturers of It I !6 lit I !7 lit I !S lit 1i9 I 10 2 10 3 Translation 5 13 5 15 0 10 0 7 
Ma Students of Ir It Ilr It Ilf It I 10 0 It I ~2 I 10 0 Translation 5 11 5 14 0 14 0 11 
Undergraduates It It lit It lit It lit It lit It I If It I of Translation 
APPENDIX IV 
The Complete Text of the Treaty of Peace 
Between the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
and 
the State of Israel 
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Treaty of Peace Between the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
and the State of Israel 
October 26, 1994 
Preamble 
The Government of the State of Israel and the Government of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan: 
Bearing in mind the Washington Declaration, signed by them on 25th July 
1994, and which they are both committed to honour; 
Aiming at the achievement of a just, lasting and comprehensive peace in the 
Middle East based on Security Council resolutions 242 and 338 in all their 
aspects; 
Bearing in mind the importance of maintaining and strengthening peace based 
on freedom, equality, justice and respect for fundamental human rights, thereby 
overcoming psychological barriers and promoting human dignity; 
Reaffirming their faith in the purposes and principles of the Charter of the 
United Nations and recognising their right and obligation to live in peace with 
each other as well as with all states, within secure and recognised boundaries; 
Desiring to develop friendly relations and co-operation between them in 
accordance with the principles of international law governing international 
relations in time of peace; 
Desiring as well to ensure lasting security for both their States and in particular 
to avoid threats and the use of force between them; 
Bearing in mind that in their Washington Declaration of 25th July, 1994, they 
declared the termination of the state of belligerency between them; 
Deciding to establish peace between them in accordance with this Treaty of 
Peace; have agreed as follows: 
ARTICLE 1: ESTABLISHMENT OF PEACE 
Pace is hereby established between the State of Israel and the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan (the "Parties") effective from the exchange of the 
instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
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ARTICLE 2 : GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
The Parties will apply between them the provisions of the Charter of the United 
Nations and the principles of international law governing relations among states 
in times of peace. In particular: 
1. They recognise and will respect each other's sovereignty territorial integrity 
and political independence; , 
2. They recognise and will respect each other's right to live in peace within 
secure and recognised boundaries; 
3. They will develop good neighbourly relations of co-operation between them 
to ensure lasting security, will refrain from the threat or use of force against 
each other and will settle all disputes between them by peaceful means; 
4. They respect and recognise the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political 
independence of every state in the region; 
5. They respect and recognise the pivotal role of human development and 
dignity in regional and bilateral relationships; 
6. They further believe that within their control, involuntary movements of 
persons in such a way as to adversely prejudice the security of either Party 
should not be permitted. 
ARTICLE 3 INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY 
1. The international boundary between Israel and Jordan is delimited with 
reference to the boundary definition under the Mandate as is shown in Annex I 
(a), on the mapping materials attached thereto and co-ordinates specified 
therein. 
2. The boundary, as set out in Annex I (a), is the permanent, secure and 
recognised international boundary between Israel and Jordan, without prejudice 
to the status of any territories that came under Israeli military government 
control in 1967. 
3. The parties recognise the international boundary, as well as each others 
territory, territorial waters and airspace, as inviolable, and will respect and 
comply with them. 
4. The demarcation of the boundary will take place as set forth in Appendix (I) 
to Annex I and will be concluded not later than nine months after the signing of 
the Treaty. 
5. It is agreed that where the boundary follows a river, in the event of natural 
changes in the course of the flow of the river as described in Annex I (a), the 
boundary shall follow the new course of the flow. 
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6. In the event of any other changes the boundary shall not be affected unless 
otherwise agreed. Immediately upon the exchange of the instruments of 
ratification of this Treaty, each Party will deploy on its side of the international 
boundary as defined in Annex I ( a). 
7. The Parties shall, upon the signature of the Treaty, enter into negotiations to 
conclude, within 9 months, an agreement on the delimitation of their maritime 
boundary in the Gulf of Aqaba. 
8. Taking into account the special circumstances of the Naharayim!Baqura area, 
which is under Jordanian sovereignty, with Israeli private ownership rights, the 
Parties agreed to apply the provisions set out in Annex I (b). 
9. With respect to the Zofarl Al-Ghamr area, the provisions set out in Annex I 
(c) will apply. 
ARTICLE 4 SECURITY 
1. a) Both Parties, acknowledging that mutual understanding and co-operation in 
security-related matters will form a significant part of their relations and will 
further enhance the security of the region, take upon themselves to base their 
security relations on mutual trust, advancement of joint interests and co-
operation, and to aim towards a regional framework of partnership in peace. 
b) Towards that goal the Parties recognise the achievements of the European 
Community and European Union in the development of the Conference on 
Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) and commit themselves to the 
creation, in the Middle East, of a CSCME (Conference on Security and 
Co-operation in the Middle East). 
2. This commitment entails the adoption of regional models of security 
successfully implemented in the post W orId War era (along the lines of the 
Helsinki process) culminating in a regional zone of security and stability. The 
obligations referred to in this Article are without prejudice to the inherent right 
of self-defence in accordance with the United Nations Charter. 
3. The Parties undertake, in accordance with the provisions of this Article, the 
following: 
a) to refrain from the threat or use of force or weapons, conventional, 
non-conventional or of any other kind, against each other, or of other actions or 
activities that adversely affect the security of the other Party~ 
b) to refrain from organising, instigating, inciting, assisting or participating in 
acts or threats of belligerency, hostility, subversion or violence against the other 
Party~ 
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c) to take necessary and effective measures to ensure that acts or threats of 
be~li~erency, hostility, subversion or violence against the other Party do not 
ongtnate from, and are not committed within, through or over their territory 
(hereinafter the term "territory" includes the airspace and territorial 
waters) [my emphasis] 
4.Consiste~t with the era of peace and with the efforts to build regional security 
and to aVOid and prevent aggression and violence, the Parties further agree to 
refrain from the following: 
a) joining or in any way assisting, promoting or co-operating with any coalition, 
organisation or alliance with a military or security character with a third party, 
the objectives or activities of which include launching aggression or other acts 
of military hostility against the other Party, in contravention of the provisions of 
the present Treaty. 
b) allowing the entry, stationing and operating on their territory, or through it, of 
military forces, personnel or materiel of a third party, in circumstances which 
may adversely prejudice the security of the other Party. 
5.Both Parties will take necessary and effective measures, and will co-operate in 
combating terrorism of all kinds. The Parties undertake: 
a) to take necessary and effective measures to prevent acts of terrorism, 
subversion or violence from being carried out from their territory or through it 
and to take necessary and effective measures to combat such activities and all 
their perpetrators. 
b) without prejudice to the basic rights of freedom of expression and 
association, to take necessary and effective measures to prevent the entry, 
presence and co-operation in their territory of any group or organisation, and 
their infrastructure, which threatens the security of the other Party by the use of 
or incitement to the use of, violent means. 
c) to co-operate in preventing and combating cross-boundary infiltrations. 
6.Any question as to the implementation of this Article will be dealt with 
through a mechanism of consultations which will include a liaison system, 
verification, supervision, and where necessary, other mechanisms, and higher 
level consultation. The details of the mechanism of consultations will be 
contained in an agreement to be concluded by the Parties within 3 months of the 
exchange of the instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
7. The Parties undertake to work as a matter of priority, and as soon as possible 
in the context of the Multilateral Working Group on Arms Control and Regional 
Security, and jointly, towards the following: 
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a) the creation in the Middle East of a region free from hostile alliances and 
coalitions; 
b) the ~reation of a Middle East free from weapons of mass destruction, both 
conventIonal and non- conve?tional, in the context of a comprehensive, lasting 
and stable peace, charactensed by the renunciation of the use of force 
reconciliation and goodwill. ' 
ARTICLE 5 DIPLOMATIC AND OTHER BILATERAL RELATIONS 
1. The Parties agree to establish full diplomatic and consular relations and to 
exchange resident ambassadors within one month of the exchange of the 
instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
2. The Parties agree that the normal relationship between them will further 
include economic and cultural relations. 
ARTICLE 6 WATER 
With the view to achieving a comprehensive and lasting settlement of all the 
water problems between them: 
1. The Parties agree mutually to recognise the rightful allocations of both of 
them in Jordan River and Yarmouk River waters and ArabaJ Arava ground water 
in accordance with the agreed acceptable principles, quantities and quality as set 
out in Annex II , which shall be fully respected and complied with. 
2. The Parties, recognising the necessity to find a practical, just and agreed 
solution to their water problems and with the view that the subject of water can 
form the basis for the advancement of co- operation between them, jointly 
undertake to ensure that the management and development of their water 
resources do not, in any way, harm the water resources of the other Party. 
3. The Parties recognise that their water resources are not sufficient to meet 
their needs. More water should be supplied for their use through various 
methods, including projects of regional and international co-operation. 
4. In light of paragraph 3 of this Article, with the understanding that co-
operation in water-related subjects would be to the benefit of both Parties, and 
will help alleviate their water shortages, and that water issues along their entire 
boundary must be dealt with in their totality, including the possibility of trans-
boundary water transfers, the Parties agree to search for ways to alleviate water 
shortage and to co- operate in the following fields: 
a) development of existing and new water resources, increasing the water 
availability including co- operation on a regional basis as appropriate, and 
minimising wastage of water resources through the chain of their uses; 
b) prevention of contamination of water resources; 
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c) mutual assistance in the alleviation of water shortages; 
d) ~ransfer of inf~rmation and joint research and development in water-related 
subjects, and reVIew of the potentials for enhancement of water resources 
development and use. 
5. The implementation of both Parties' undertakings under this Article IS 
detailed in Annex II. 
ARTICLE 7 ECONOMIC RELATIONS 
1. Viewing economic development and prosperity as pillars of peace, security 
and harmonious relations between states, peoples and individual human beings, 
the Parties, taking note of understandings reached between them, affirm their 
mutual desire to promote economic co-operation between them, as well as 
within the framework of wider regional economic co-operation. 
2. In order to accomplish this goal, the Parties agree to the following: 
a) to remove all discriminatory barriers to normal economic relations, to 
terminate economic boycotts directed at each other, and to co-operate in 
terminating boycotts against either Party by third parties; 
b) recognising that the principle of free and unimpeded flow of goods and 
services should guide their relations, the Parties will enter into negotiations with 
a view to concluding agreements on economic co- operation, including trade 
and the establishment of a free trade area, investment, banking, industrial co-
operation and labour, for the purpose of promoting beneficial economic 
relations, based on principles to be agreed upon, as well as on human 
development considerations on a regional basis. These negotiations will be 
concluded no later than 6 months from the exchange the instruments of 
ratification of this Treaty. 
c) to co-operate bilaterally, as well as in multilateral forums, towards the 
promotion of their respective economies and of their neighbourly economic 
relations with other regional parties. 
ARTICLE 8 REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS 
I. Recognising the massive human problems caused to both Parties by the 
conflict in the Middle East, as well as the contribution made by them towards 
the alleviation of human suffering, the Parties will seek to further alleviate those 
problems arising on a bilateral level. 
2. Recognising that the above human problems caused by the co.nflict. in the 
Middle East cannot be fully resolved on the bilateral level, the Parties Will seek 
to resolve them in appropriate forums, in accordance with international law, 
including the following: 
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a) in the case of displaced persons, in a quadripartite committee together \\ith 
Egypt and the Palestinians: 
b) in the case of refugees, 
i.) in the. fr.ame~?~k of the Multilateral Working Group on Refugees; in 
negotIatIOns, l1)m a framework to be agreed, bilateral or otherwise in 
. . . , 
conJunctton WIth and at the same time as the permanent status 
negotiations pertaining to the territories referred to in Article 3 of this 
Treaty; 
c) through the implementation of agreed United Nations programmes and other 
agreed international economic programmes concerning refugees and displaced 
persons, including assistance to their settlement. 
ARTICLE 9 PLACES OF HISTORICAL AND RELIGIOUS 
SIGNIFICANCE 
1. Each party will provide freedom of access to places of religious and historical 
significance. 
2. In this regard, in accordance with the Washington Declaration, Israel respects 
the present special role of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in Muslim Holy 
shrines in Jerusalem. When negotiations on the permanent status will take place, 
Israel will give high priority to the Jordanian historic role in these shrines. 
3. The Parties will act together to promote interfaith relations among the three 
monotheistic religions, with the aim of working towards religious 
understanding, moral commitment, freedom of religious worship, and tolerance 
and peace. 
ARTICLE 10 CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGES 
The Parties, wishing to remove biases developed through periods of conflict, 
recognise the desirability of cultural and scientific exchanges in all fields, and 
agree to establish normal cultural relations between them. Thus, they shall, as 
soon as possible and not later than 9 months from the exchange of the 
instruments of ratification of this Treaty, conclude the negotiations on cultural 
and scientific agreements. 
ARTICLE 11 MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING AND GOOD 
NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS 
1. The Parties will seek to foster mutual understanding and tolerance based on 
shared historic values, and accordingly undertake: 
a) to abstain from hostile or discriminatory propaganda against each other, and 
to take all possible legal and administrative measures to prevent the 
dissemination of such propaganda by any organisation or individual present in 
the territory of either Party; 
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?) as soon as po~sible~ and no~ later than 3 months from the exchange of the 
Instruments of ratIficatIOn of this Treaty, to repeal all adverse or discriminatory 
references and expressions of hostility in their respective legislation; . 
c) to refrain in all government publications from any such references or 
expreSSIons; 
d). t~ ens~re mutu~l enjoyment by each other's citizens of due process of law 
wIthin theIr respectIve legal systems and before their courts. 
2. Paragraph 1 (a) of this Article is without prejudice to the right to freedom of 
expression as contained in the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights. 
3. A joint committee shall be formed to examine incidents where one Party 
claims there has been a violation of this Article. 
ARTICLE 12 COMBATING CRIME AND DRUGS 
The Parties will co-operate in combating crime, with an emphasis on smuggling, 
and will take all necessary measures to combat and prevent such activities as the 
production of, as well as the trafficking in illicit drugs, and will bring to trial 
perpetrators of such acts. In this regard, they take note of the understandings 
reached between them in the above spheres, in accordance with Annex III and 
undertake to conclude all relevant agreements not later than 9 months from the 
date of the exchange of the instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
ARTICLE 13 TRANSPORTATION AND ROADS 
Taking note of the progress already made in the area of transportation, the 
Parties recognise the mutuality of interest in good neighbourly relations in the 
area of transportation and agree to the following means to promote relations 
between them in this sphere: 
1. Each party will permit the free movement of nationals and vehicles of the 
other into and within its territory according to the general rules applicable to 
nationals and vehicles of other states. Neither party will impose discriminatory 
taxes or restrictions on the free movement of persons and vehicles from its 
territory to the territory of the other. 
2. The Parties will open and maintain roads and border-crossings between their 
countries and will consider further road and rail links between them. 
3. The Parties will continue their negotiations concerning mutual transportation 
agreements in the above and other areas, such as joint projects, traffic .safety, 
transport standards and norms, licensing of vehicles, land passages, shipment 
of goods and cargo, and meteorology, to be concluded not later than 6 months 
from the exchange of the instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
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4. The Parties a~ee. to continue their negotiations for a highway to be 
constructed and mamtamed between Egypt, Israel and Jordan near Eilat. 
ARTICLE 14 FREEDOM OF NA VIGA nON AND ACCESS TO PORTS 
1 .. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 3, each Party recognises the 
nght o~ the vessels of ~he other Party to innocent passage through its territorial 
waters m accordance WIth the rules of international law. 
2. Each Party will grant normal access to its ports for vessels and cargoes of the 
other, as well as vessels and cargoes destined for or coming from the other 
Pa~. Such access will be granted on the same conditions as generally 
applIcable to vessels and cargoes of other nations. 
3. The Parties consider the Strait of Tiran and the Gulf of Aqaba to be 
international waterways open to all nations for unimpeded and non-suspendable 
freedom of navigation and overflight. The Parties will respect each other's right 
to navigation and overflight for access to either Party through the Strait of Tiran 
and the Gulf of Aqaba. 
ARTICLE 15 CIVIL A VIA TION 
1. The Parties recognise as applicable to each other the rights, privileges and 
obligations provided for by the multilateral aviation agreements to which they 
are both party, particularly by the 1944 Convention on International Civil 
Aviation (The Chicago Convention) and the 1944 International Air Services 
Transit Agreement. 
2. Any declaration of national emergency by a Party under Article 89 of the 
Chicago Convention will not be applied to the other Party on a discriminatory 
basis. 
3. The Parties take note of the negotiations on the international air corridor to be 
opened between them in accordance with the Washington Declaration. In 
addition, the Parties shall, upon ratification of this Treaty, enter into 
negotiations for the purpose of concluding a Civil Aviation Agreement. All the 
above negotiations are to be concluded not later than 6 months from the 
exchange of the instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
ARTICLE 16 POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
The Parties take note of the opening between the~ in accordance with the 
Washington Declaration, of direct telephone and facsimile lines. Postal links, 
the negotiations on which having been concluded, will be activated upon the 
signature of this Treaty. The Parties further agree that normal wireless and cable 
communications and television relay services by cable, radio and satellite, will 
be established between the~ in accordance with all relevant international 
conventions and regulations. The negotiations on these subjects will be 
concluded not later than 9 months from the exchange of the instruments of 
ratification of this Treaty. 
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ARTICLE 17 TOURISM 
The Parties affirm their mutual desire to promote co-operation between them in 
the field of touris~. In order to accomplish this goal, the Parties -- taking note 
of the understandmgs reached between them concerning tourism -- agree to 
negotiate, as soon as possible, and to conclude not later than three months from 
the exchange of the instruments of ratification of this Treaty, an agreement to 
facilitate and encourage mutual tourism and tourism from third countries. 
ARTICLE 18 ENVIRONMENT 
The Parties will co-operate in matters relating to the environment, a sphere to 
which they attach great importance, including conservation of nature and 
prevention of pollution, as set forth in Annex IV . They will negotiate an 
agreement on the above, to be concluded not later than 6 months from the 
exchange of the instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
ARTICLE 19 ENERGY 
1. The Parties will co-operate in the development of energy resources, including 
the development of energy-related projects such as the utilisation of solar 
energy. 
2. The Parties, having concluded their negotiations on the interconnecting of 
their electric grids in the Eilat-Aqaba area, will implement the interconnecting 
upon the signature of this Treaty. The Parties view this step as a part of a wider 
binational and regional concept. They agree to continue their negotiations as 
soon as possible to widen the scope of their interconnected grids. 
3. The Parties will conclude the relevant agreements in the field of energy 
within 6 months from the date of exchange of the instruments of ratification of 
this Treaty. 
ARTICLE 20 RIFT VALLEY DEVELOPMENT 
The Parties attach great importance to the integrated development of the Jordan 
Rift Valley area, including joint projects in the economic, environmental, 
energy-related and tourism fields. Taking note of the Terms of Referen~e 
developed in the framework of the Trilateral Israel-Jordan-US Econonuc 
Committee towards the Jordan Rift Valley Development Master Plan, they will 
vigorously continue their efforts towards the completion of planning and 
towards implementation. 
ARTICLE 21 HEALTH 
The Parties will co-operate in the area of health and shall negotiate with a view 
to the conclusion of an agreement within 9 months of the exchange of 
instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
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ARTICLE 22 AGRICULTURE 
The. Parties will co-o~erate. in the areas of agriculture, including veterinary 
se.fV1ces,. plant protectIOn,. bIotechnology and marketing, and shall negotiate 
WIth a VIew to the conclusIOn of an agreement within 6 months from the date of 
the exchange of instruments of ratification of this Treaty. 
ARTICLE 23 AQABA AND EILAT 
The Parties agree to enter into negotiations, as soon as possible, and not later 
than one month from the exchange of the instruments of ratification of this 
Treaty, on arrangements that would enable the joint development of the towns 
of Aqaba and lilat with regard to such matters, inter alia, as joint tourism 
development, joint customs, free trade zone, co-operation in aviation, 
prevention of pollution, maritime matters, police, customs and health co-
operation. The Parties will conclude all relevant agreements within 9 months 
from the exchange of instruments of ratification of the Treaty. 
ARTICLE 24 CLAIMS 
The Parties agree to establish a claims commission for the mutual settlement of 
all financial claims. 
ARTICLE 25 RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS 
1. This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affecting, in any 
way, the rights and obligations of the Parties under the Charter of the United 
Nations. 
2. The Parties undertake to fulfil in good faith their obligations under this 
Treaty, without regard to action or inaction of any other party and 
independently of any instrument inconsistent with this Treaty. For the purposes 
of this paragraph each Party represents to the other that in its opinion and 
interpretation there is no inconsistency between their existing treaty obligations 
and this Treaty. 
3. They further undertake to take all the necessary measures for the application 
in their relations of the provisions of the multilateral conventions to which they 
are parties, including the submission of appropriate notification to the Secretary 
General of the United Nations and other depositories of such conventions. 
4. Both Parties will also take all the necessary steps to abolish all pejorative 
references to the other Party, in multilateral conventions to which they are 
parties, to the extent that such references exist. 
S. The Parties undertake not to enter into any obligation in conflict with this 
Treaty. 
6. Subject to Article 103 of the United Nations Charter, in the event ofa conflict 
between the obligations of the Parties under the present Treaty and any of theIr 
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other obligations, the obligations under this Treaty will be binding and 
implemented. 
ARTICLE 26 LEGISLATION 
Within 3 months of the exchange of ratifications of this Treaty the Parties 
undertake t? enact any legisl~tion necessary in order to implement the Treaty, 
and to termInate any InternatIOnal commitments and to repeal any legislation 
that is inconsistent with the Treaty. 
ARTICLE 27 RATIFICATION 
1. This Treaty shall be ratified by both Parties in conformity with their 
respective national procedures. It shall enter into force on the exchange of 
instruments of ratification. 
2. The Annexes, Appendices, and other attachments to this Treaty shall be 
considered integral parts thereof. 
ARTICLE 28 INTERIM MEASURES 
The Parties will apply, in certain spheres, to be agreed upon, interim measures 
pending the conclusion of the relevant agreements in accordance with this 
Treaty, as stipulated in Annex V . 
ARTICLE 29 SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 
1. Disputes arising out of the application or interpretation of this Treaty shall be 
resolved by negotiations. 
2. Any such disputes which cannot be settled by negotiations shall be resolved 
by conciliation or submitted to arbitration. 
ARTICLE 30 REGISTRATION 
This Treaty shall be transmitted to the Secretary General of the United Nations 
for registration in accordance with the provisions of Article 102 of the Charter 
of the United Nations. 
Done at the Arava/ Araba Crossing Point this day Heshvan 21 st, 5775, Jumada 
AI-Ula 21st, 1415 which corresponds to 26th October, 1994 in the Hebrew, 
English and Arabic languages, all texts being equally authentic. 
In case of divergence of interpretation, the English text shall prevail. 
F or the State of Israel Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister 
For the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Abdul Salam Majali, Prime Minister 
Witnessed by: William 1. Clinton President of the United States of America 
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APPENDIX X 
The Official Translation of the Peace Treaty 
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